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5/20/77 Mjlt_ 1--0riginal issue - Mark Level 6 .1 
l\lt' '7!.1 _p 

11/22/71~~/r"' r-Updated to Software Release Level Mark 7.0 
Bl800/B1700. 0 All references to Bl700 changed to 

12/8/7~ f /f;.14_ 

Page 

1-7 

2-1 to 2-3 
2-4 to 2-5 
2-12 to 2-13 
2-15 to 2-20 
2-15 to 2-20 
2-21 
2-23 to 2-26 
3-1 to 3-3 
3-8 
3-10 to 3-11 
3-15 
3-18 

4-1 to 4-27 

7-1 to 7-97 

7-50 
7-66 

Change 

Figure 1.1 - removed BUMP TIMER from ClSMO' s 
normal state duties. 
Updated MEMORY. LINK. TEMPLATE . 
Updated SYSTEM.DESCRIPTOR. 
Updated PPB. SPAD. 
Updated PPB. SCHED . 
Updated FPB,DECLARATIONS. 
Updated FIB sizes for peripheral devices. 
Updated RS.NUCLEUS. 
Updated IOAT.DECLARATION. 
Added restriction 'on disk' to DFH size. 
Updated FILE.HEADER.DECLARATION. 
Added sentence regarding ASCII labels. 
Added STANDARD LABEL DECLARATION. 
Changed wording of ANSII labels paragraph. 
Rewrote section entitled S-MEMORY MANAGEMENT AND 
MEMORY REQUIREMENTS. 
Reformatted section 7 so that each communicate 
begins on a separate page. 
Updated ACCESS DISK FILE HEADER (DFH). 
Updated ACCEPT. 

7-72 to 7- 73, Changed EMULATOR TAPE from CT. VERB 39 to CT. VERB 31 

7-77 
7.,s1 
7-87 
7-96 
7-97 

UPDATED TO 

1-7 
2-3 
2-12 - 2-21 
2-23 - 2-30 
3-1 - 3- 3 
3:..10 - 3:..11 
:)-:9.~ ;: ~::~t\, 
~7:n 
~ ... ''.~ 

and updated it. 
Updated COMPILE CARD INFORMATION. 
Added GET SESSION NUMBER as CT.VERB 39. 
Updated ACCESS USERCODE FILE. 
Added GET ATTRIBUTES, CT.VERB 51. 
Added CHANGE AT~RIBUTES, CT.VERB 52. 

8.0 SOFTWARE RELEASE LEVEL 

Figure 1.1, Interrupt Handling, deleted 
PERM.SPO.BUFF AS #33# added. 
New PPB.SPAD, PPB.SCHED and FPB.DECLAR 
New RS.NUCLEUS 
New !OAT.DECLARATION 
Ne~ FitE,~EAOER,OECtAaATION 
A~Q~@ Pf!ft~ef ~11~ l'\md\ Ultckup C~p~bil1'~ 
~~~ ~v~@ i "@~ NQte Ji See Note 2 now NQte l 
~•C.r tltSN. O~SClUP1'01\ deleted from Figure 4.: 

"'r"11f£ '"'~i"ION C0·1'ilt·;.n~.::c l~ 'l"l'll$1:>0¢Ut.ll£M,. 1$ COM~IOl: ... TU'1 ... ANO ~1£T.lUW TO BURftbUSf'IS 

C()'A.p()'RATION ANO IS NOT TO 81£ OlSCl.OSEO TO ANVON.fi: OUTS.~ Oft 9URROUGHS eoltfl>OftATION witkOUt f 

' "rH£ P~'A w.PUTTEN RELEASE ~Rot.'! THE PATENT OIVIStON eF BURROUGHS CORPORATION" .,,;,,,,.; .a=:•.:.., 
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REVISJOlil 
ISSUE DAT! 

REVISIONS 

PAGES REVISED ADDED DEL.ETED OR 
CHANGE OF C:L.Aq.,!CATIOH PREPARED BY 

Continued -

4-15 MCP code is divided into 25 
segment pages. Page Zero = 11 
segments. Item requires 2880 
bits of memory for Page 
pictionary and Segment Zero. 

4-16 MCP Code - 24,264 bits of 

4-17 

4-19 

4-20 

memory. 
GISMO code - 3910 bytes of 
memory. Memory table amounts 
changed; memory requirements 
for Memory Base 5 and Dual 
Bl8XX Processor given. 
MMCP Segment Dictionary conta' s 
15 segments, pius Segment Zer • 
Queue Disk Template rewritten. 
MCP Disk Descriptor deleted 
OUTER.LOOP segment requires 

9092 bits of memory 
Port/Channel Tahle-1279 bits 
of memory 

4-21 - 4-22 Memory requirements for Micro 
MCP segments changed 

4-25 RSN is a fixed size of 2215 b"ts per 
program plus 768 for scratchp and 
272 for overlay descriptor. 
Base-Limit Area also known as .rogram 

4-26 

7-15 
7-16 
7-52 

7-63 
7-78 

Run Structure 
Program Run Structure referen deleted. 
Fi le Information Block Space its changed. 
I/O descriptor requires 27 2 b · s of memory. 
Added paragraph on Micto Sche ler 
Added (3) "The master process r instructs 
the slave to idle." 
Added CT.2 and CT.3 to Sorter 
Ad~ed discussion of TRANSFER 
REC.SIZE, MPF, PROTECTION and 
fields added. 

ontrol. 
IT 
ROTECTION. IO 

Initializer I/O (CT.VERB 23) dated. 
04 (SECONDS BEFORE lJECAY) and l (PRIVILEGED) 

added to Compile Card Inform ion 

APPROVED BV 

"THE INFORMATION CONT~llifG'!~ THIS QOCUMENT IS (l:...,FIDEN.TIAL "lllD ,.RO llETARY TO BURROUGHS 

CORPORATION AND IS lifOT to •• i>•SCLOf'P TO ANvor;ic OUTSIQil; OF CIURl'tOUGtft COPIPORATION WITHOUT ··~ 
THE lll!l!IUOR WRITTEN REL.EASE flllltOM T14C PATENT OIV!ilONOF lllURlllOUGHS CORPOAATION" 

p_.; 
.... .._ ......................... __ ..,.. ________ ._, ____________________________________ --____________ ............ ........., 
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REVlllC»I 
ISSUE DATE 
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATION 

REVISIONS 

PAGES REVISED ADDEO DELETED OR 
C::HANGlt 0, CLA .. l,.C::ATION APPROVED av 

Continued -

7·81 RELEASE.MCP now BIT(4). Delete ENTRY.MOP 
and FILLER. 

7-94 Deleted Disk Reader (CT.VERB 4 
7·98 - 7·99 Added ACCESS.GLOBALS (CT.VERB 
8-4 Q.FAMILY.SIZE maximum is 1023 
Changes fQr MARK 9.0 Release 
2-9 Added "Refer to the appropriate MCP listing" sente e to 

2-10 

2-11 

3-1 } 
3-85 

4-15 

4-16 

4-17 

4-19 

4•21} 
4-23 
4-23 
4-25 
4-26 
7-68} 
7-74 
~": l 
9-1 

"code file is an interpreter" para raph • 
. Deleted PROGRAM PAtR.AMETER BLOCK sec ion. 

Added "Ref er to the appropriate MCP listing" 
"''File Parameter Block"".paragraph 

Deleted FPB DECLARATIONS. section~ 
Updated "I/O descriptors" paragraph 
Updated bits in "Size in B.its" tabl • 
Updated "A run structure" paragraph 
Updated "A programmatic description' paragraph. 
Entire section rearranged · outline dded descripti ns of GISMO, 

f. , 
RELATIVE FILES, and INDEXED FILES dded. 

Updated MCP Stacks, MCP Page Dictio ary and Segment Zero 
Dictionary, and Cold/Start Variabl s sections. 

Updated MCP Code in Page Zero, Segm t Zero,· SDL In erpreter, 
MCP Run Structure Nucleus, and Gis Cocle sections 

Updated memory bytes in taple. 

Updated "control exchanges segment" 
Upda~ed SDL Interpreter Segment Die ionary and Mier MCP Segment 
Dictionary sections. 

Updated all the requirements for th MICRO MCP segm nts. 

Added INDEXED.SE, RELATIVE~ and lPC CODE segments. 
Updated Run Structure Nucl¢us. 
Updated bits in File Information Bl k (FIB) Space. 

Added VERBS 56-67. 

Cha.Dg~$1 MISCELLANEOUS MCP SERVICES o INTER•PROCESS COMMUNICATION 
Added INTEi-PROGRAM ~OMMUNICATION s ction. 
De eted ATTACHMENT A section. 

·~THC IMl'GMATtON C0NT41N&D IN THIS DOCUMl!NT IS CONFIDENTIAi.. ANO PROPRIETARY TO BURROUGHS ''· . :•. . . . . . ' 

CO~PORATION AND,, NOT to BE DISCLOl~o.TO ANYONE OUTSIOC OF BURAOUGHS CORPORATION WITHOUT .... 

1'MI! PRIOR WfttTTEN RELEAIC trAOM THIE PATENT OlVIStON OF BUflltROUGHS.CORPORATIOH'' 

... ..._.,..._·~·..,_ ___________ ._._.;,'-·-·----------------'------------~------~~Nllfloilli··.......,. ·'1' ...... ,.,, 
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATION 

RIEVlllONS 

Changes for MARK 10.0 Release 

Changed 11Bl800/Bl700 and Bl700/Bl800" to 11 8100011 

throughout. · 
3-16 Added "The Disk Subsy~tem Controller (DSC)" paragraph. 
4-1 Updated ''S-MEMORY MANAGEMENT AND MEMORY REQUIREMENTS". 
4-4 Changed "Round-Robin" to "Second-Change" in the 

VICTIM SELECTION. 
4-6 Updated "SECOND CHANCE VICTIM SELECTION". 
4-16 Changed "33,000" to "34,416" bits and "4125" to "4302" 

4-17 

bytes in MCP Stacks section. 
Changed "9.0" to "10.0" version, "thirty-two" to 

"thirjjl-four" segments, "tweleve" to "thirteen" 
segments, "3520" to. "3760" bits and "440'' to 11 470" 
bytes in MCP Page Dictionary section. 

Changed "168" to "224" bits and "21" to "28" bytes in 
the InterpreteJ: Didtionary section. 

Changed "950" to "2256" bits and "119" to "282" bytes 
in.Cold/Start Vari~bles section. 

Changed "Bl860" to "Bl800" and "81870" to "Bl900" in 
Chip Error Table section. 

Changed "30,000" to "53,490" bits and "3750" to 116686 11 

in MCP Code section. 
Changed "9.0" to "10.0" version in Upper and Lower 

Terminating section. 
Changed "2331" to "2386" bits and "292" to ,;298" bytes 

in MCP Run Structure section. 
Updated "Micro MCP Data Space" section~ 

4-18 Updated the bytes in "The Main Block of GISMO memory". 
4-19 Added "DCPU Data Space" section. 
4-20 Updated "Micro MCP Segment Dictionary"· section. 
4-21 Updated "IOAT" section. 

Changed "1279" to 111351" bits and "2607.., to "2679" 
bits in "Port/Channel Table" section. 

Updated "OPERATING SYSTEM BYNAMIC REQUIREMENTS" section. 
4-22 Deleted "One code seqment" paragraph. 

Added "Segment.Zero" section. 
Changed "1970" to "1960" bytes in SERIAL section. 
Changed 11926" to "944" bytes in RANDOM section. 
Changed "1066" to "1136" bytes in COMP.WAIT section. 
Changed "1278" to "1292" bytes in HI.PRI.AND section. 

"THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS DOCUMENT 1$ CONFIDl!NTIAL AND PROPfUETARY TO &UFtlltOUOHS 

CORPORATION AN.Q IS NOT TO 81! DISCLOSED TO ANYONE OUTSIDE OF llURROUOHS CORPORATION WITHOUT 
. . 

THE PRIOR WRITTEN RELEASE FROM THE PATENT DIVISION OF 19URROUGHS COFtPORATION" 
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E Continued -
4-23 Changed "828" to "856'' bytes in QUEUE.READ section. 

Changed "2646" to "26?4" bytes in PQM.GQM section. 
Changed "2254" to "2300" bytes in REMOTE.WRI section. 
Cha3ged "28162" to "2890" bytes in REMOTE.REA section. 
Changed "384" to "4102" bytes in DC.INITIAT section. 

4-24 Changed "2758" to "3020" bytes in lNDEXED~SE section. 
Changed "3620" to "3638" bytes in B.ELATIVE section. 
CH.anged "556" to "568" bytes in !PC.CODE section. 

4·26 Changed "2331" to "23S6" bits in Run Structure Nucleus 
section. 

4-27 Updated the number of bits for "File Information Block 
(FIB) Space." 

4-28 Updated "Disk File Headers" section. 
8 Major update to lJbe section 8. 
9 Combined with section 8. 

···THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS DOCUMENT IS CONl'IOSNTIAL II.NO PROPIU&Tll.RY TO auRROUOHI 
C~.-ORATION ANO IS NOT TO as OJICL.OMD TO AN'YONIE OUTltD& OF 8UMROUGHICORPORATION WITHO.,, 

THE PRIOR WRITTEN f'ELEASE FROM THIE PATIENT OIVllJON OF •llRROUGHS CORPORATION" .;, 
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The p&.irpose of this document is to define and discuss the MastP.r 
Contrcl Program II CMCP> for the BlOCC machines. The concept and 
de~i9r of the MCP will be disc~ssed and the functioPal 
specifications of the MCP's ooeratiors will be cataloqued. 

The sort• data communication. and data management systems will 
not te discussed in any deot~ in this document. Detailed 
descriptions of these features appear in other Burroughs 
publications CSee ffelated Oocum~ntaticr below>. 

Name 

Bl-000 HCP Utilities 
01000 Network Definition language 
81000 Data Manaqement Systems II 
Bl800/B1700 Sort 
01000 Software Operational Guide 

Nu11ber 

P.S. 2212 5579 
P.s. 2212 5223 
P.s. 2212 5470 

P.s. 2201 6752 
1068731 

These specifications are written for those people with 
progr~mming experience and a krowledge cf basic software 
conce~ts. Those unfamiliar with opErating system design will 
gain insight into the ~urrouqhs Philosophy of system management. 
Those individuals fa~iliar with cperating systems of other 
manufacturers or of other 3urrou~hs machines will gain an 
understanding of the ~aster Cc~trol Prcgram iwplemented 
specifically for the Burroughs 01000 • 

. { . 

AlsQ included in this specificaticn are brief descri~tions of 
var1ous functions performed by the micrc·coded I/O driver 
tbutires. These same routines are often referred to as •GISMo• 
and "l/O interpreter". The discussions are necessary for 
completeness and fer a thorough understarding of the 81000 
operating system of which the IIO driver is an integral part. 

HCP II is a modular. supervisory prcgram that assumes common, 
logically co•plex functions to simplify and expedite the tasks of 
progrE~ming and system operation. Its most important duties -
incluoe such functions as: 
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* ~chedulir£1 initiation# running• and ter~ination of jobs 

* Providing a symbolic ~eans cf ccmmunicating with the system 
khile shielding the user frcw tte detail of the hardware 

* Providing a family of common facilities such as m~naqement 
cf input/output operations and file ~aintenance 

Managing the system's resources fer opti~um utilization in a 
•ulti-pr-0~ramming environment 

lhe 81000 is a small-to-medium scale• general purpose computer 
syste~. Its distinguishinq feature is its flexibility• made 
pcssitle throu£h interpretive processing. tn any computer system 
a re~resentation of any process has two camporents: Cll a family 
of structures representing the state of that process• and C2> a 
series of operators able to manipul2te those structures. Until 
the advent of fourth gener~tion computers. both components were 
represented in the machine hardwire itself. A co~pi ler or 
Language translator transformed the source code Ce.g.- COBOL# 
FORTR~N) into a "machine Language" <object code) which was 
definec ir terrs of the hardware architecture. 

For the set of processes able to be generated by any particular 
programming language• there exists a machine architecture Nhich 
best represents those processes. for instance• COBOL is a 
character-oriented language and performs decimal arithmetic 
exclusively. Eecause of its data maripulation features• it might 
best utilize a machine architecture kith multi-address operators# 
capable of performing efficient "~eves•" "corpares•" and simple 
expression evaluation. On the ether hand• FOHTRAN was designed 
to cowpute coKplex mathematical functions. It favors a stack 
structure for parameter passins and comolex expression 
evaluation. It perfor~s binary arithmetic a~d would prefer 30-
to 50-tit word sizes. 

Th• difficulty of designing a hardware structure capable of 
handling two such divergent languages in the most efficient 
manner becomes apparent. It would te oossible, in principle at 
least• to design the hardware in such a way as to adequately 
represent botr sets of structures. ~owever, this would prove to 
be prchibitively expensive. The typical apprcach• therefore, has 
been to either design the hardware to favor one language at the 
expense of otters or to design a com~rcmise structure capable of 
handling several languages, but none in the most efficient 
manner. The wide variety of program1ing languages in current use 
has placed a great strain on thE capacity of the hardware to 
efficiently execute cade compiled from very differen~ languages. 
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It is to this proble~ that desicrers of fourth generation 
software, and the 81COO in particulGr, have addressed themselves. 
Rather than build a particular structure ;nto the hardware, the 
concert cf tte "soft machine" hes been developed wheret~ the 
ideal environment ot structur~s and cperators is programmatically 
simulated. 

The 81000 haro~are was designed with as little explicit structure 
as possible. Eecause memory may be addressed to the bit, no one 
structure is inherently favored ever ary other. The only 
required structure is that which will allow the simulation of any 
•soft machine". Thus the rarge of structures able to he 
represer.ted on the BlCOO is unt;mitec. 

As stcted previously, for every cowriler language there exists a 
machire architecture within which the algorithms generated by 
that compiler will best run. On the 81000 this hypothetical 
ervircr~ent is called th~ "~-machire". Ar S-machine has been 
aefined for each language such that any process may be 
represented in its most efficiEnt or ~ost natural form, 
unrestrained by any arbitrary hardware configuration. 

Compilers on the El~OO generate code files which contain Cl) the 
infor1ation necessary to initialize the appropriate s-machine at 
run time, and C2> the "S-code" to be executed on this s-machine. 
S-code is written in S-language, the machine language for an 
S-machine. Execution is achtevec by the S-code being 
inter~retedr an s-operator at ~ ti~e, oy a micro-program called 
an inter~reter. 

The term "soft~ar~", as used in this document, refers to all 
progr2m~irg supplied by the Santa R2rbara Plant. When the term 
t' used• it mcst likely is referring to prograw.s that are written 
in a tigher-level language. This may not always be the case, but 
typicclly, the ter~ will refer to the cnmpiters and utility 
programs created ty the Programming ~ctivity. 
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The firmware consists of a set of interoreter~. those portions of 
the MCP which are micro-coded and reside in d~ entity known as 
the ~lCRO/MCr. and a program called •GISMO". for each S-language 
a micro-codea proqram called an interpreter acts upon the 
hardware and executes the compiled s-code as defined by the 
S-mactine. T~e BlOOO software has bEen imple~ented in such a way 
that any number of interpretive structures ~av be active in the 
systeu at any given time. This is achieved by dynamically 
establishiny. upon.' d~mand• the S-machine structure for any 
process .. 

For i n st a n.c e ,. the M CP ,. w h i ch is i ts e l f a pro g ra lll • i s w r i t ten i n a 
high-level language• SOL• that is desigred specifically for 
writirg software. lt has its own oi;ti11um environment Cthe SDl 
s-machinel consistihg of the ~tructures and operators r~Quired 
for software applications. It has its own s-t~nguage and its own 
interpreter (the ~Dl interpreter). ~urning siwultaneously in the 
syste" may be another proqram writter in a different language 
Ce.g.. COROLJ. This program alsc has its cwn structure Cthe 
COBOL ~-~achineJ. S-lanquager and interpreter. The system• when 
executing the MCP's supervisory functions• assumes the 
architecture cf the SDL S-machine ancp when executing the COBOL 
instr~ctions• takes on the COBOL s-machi"e structure. This 
switcting of interpreters and orccess environments is managed 
completely by the software and is invisible to the user of the 
machine. 

Th~ ElOCO HCP has actually evolvec to its present state. 
Originallyr all functions of the MCP were coded in SOL. 
Heyinring wit~ the 4.C release ot the software, the most commonly 
used routines cf the l'-ICP were writteri in.micro-code and placed in 
GIS~O. This resulted in substantial performance improvements. 
Beginning with th& ~.1 release ~f the software• these ~ommonly 
used routines were removed from G!SMC and plac~d in the entity 
ment1cned pre~iouslyr the MICRO/MCP. 

These specifications have also evolved along with the MCP. Many 
of the furctiors describ~d herein 2re now performed by the 
HICRO-MCP1 though the function itself remains exactly the same as 
it ~as when it was performed by SOL code~ Since this document is 
jntenced to be a functional specification of the 81000 operating 
s,stem, all ~CP functions are described herein. Whether the 
function is ~erformed by SOL coce or by micro code should be 
completely transparent to the user. Actually• the functional 
result is tte same for both, but the time and resource 
reauiremerts are not identical. The differerce is therefore not 
always transparent. 
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Throughout t~is documentP the acrory~ "HCP• ~ay be referring to 
the MICRO/HCP or to the SOL ~CP. Ir cases where the distinction 
is im~ortant, "MCP". will not be u~ec but the two terms mentioned 
above will be. This documentP thenp will actually be a 
functional specification of the cperating systemP as it was 
origirally intended to beP though it will actually be descrihing 
two separate and distinct progra1s. Since GISMO is also a 
critical part of the operatinq systenr the document may also 
touch upon portions of GISMO. 

GISMC is a micro-coded fa~ily ot critical routines common to all 
processes. GISMO ~ay llso be referred to in this document as 
•csH•p an acrony~ for Central Service Module. It is a central 
module of service routines used by all prograss in the system a"d 
per1cr~s three hasic functions: 

1. Switching of control between all contendinq processes in the 
systell'l' 

2. ~eccgnition and queueihg of interrupts received from the !/O 
controls er from other orocesses in ,the system• 

Initiation and m~nagement of the I/O controls connected to 
the rachiresl' usually at the recuest of another process •. 

Proce&~or allocation, the switchin9 ct control between two or 
more processes, is ~~ndled by the •Micro S~heduler" module in 
GISHO. This nodule may be thought cf as an "Cuter Loop". It has 
absolute control over the process which will he performed next on 
the S}lstelf. 

Interrupt· resolution consists of routines which perform certain 
tuncticrs de~ending on th~ type ct inrerru~t and certain other 
critical conditions. The interr.reter in control senses the 
interrupt and calls upon GISMO to take the reQuired action. 

GlSHO's service request module Csott 1/0) performs the function 
of a hardware device capable of performing a memory access at the 
re~uest cf ar IIO control. An 110 control on the ElOOO is a 
narqhare device which acts as an interface between soft IIO and a 
peripheral device. It reQuests access to memcry on behalf of the 
device and marages the device itself. The collection of I/O 
contrcls is called the I/O sub-syster. 

Typical data transfer operations invclve' frequent but brief calls 
upon soft 110 by the 1/0 sub-system. The firmware was designed 

- zv am zznzr1· .;i 
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0 in Slich a way that between the exec~tion of any two s-operators. 
the irterpreter in control will checlc a flag in the processor 
Ccalle6 the !ervice Request Bit> to s~e ~f the l/O sub-system is 
demanding attention. If it is. the jnterpreter passes control to 
GISMO which ~erfcrms the necessary memory ·access ana returns 
contrcl to th~ interpreter. 

0 
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Before proceeding with a detailed description of what the MCP 
does and how it goes ahout it• it ~ill be necessary to define a 
number of terms and data struct~res whose names are used 
familiarly throughout t~e docu~e~t. Th~ reacer should know the 
meanirgs of the terms, hut a thorough understandinq of the many 
diverse programming structures preserted hereiP is not required. 
The structures are presented only in the interests of 
completeness, and as a possible aid in understanding the 
narrative descriptions of the MCP's 1urctions• presented in the 
later sections of the specification. 

The ~CP organizes and allocates space ir. we~ory through the use 
of fields kno~n as memcry links. Each link immediately precedes 
the block of memory it describes ard includes such information 
as: lhe size cf that block of merrory; the type of use Cif any) 
to ~hich it is puti and pointErs tc the im~ediately preceding 
and svcceedin~ links. If the block of memory is classified as 
available Ci.e., not currently ir use by any process), an 
addi.tional set of descriptors point to the links of the prior 
availcble and next available ~locks of remory. Thus it is 
possitle to search all links or orly those links describing 
available memory. A programmatic description is given below: 

Li£fl~E MEMORY.LINK.SIZE AS #187#; 
DECLA~E MEMORY.LINK TEMPLATE 0ITCME~C~Y.LINK.SIZE); 

DEFINE MEMORY.LINK.DECLARATION AS j 

DECLARE Cl DL~MY REMAPS MEMORY.Ll~K• 
2 .,L.OJSK 
2 ML.GROUP, 

3 ~L.PCINTER 
1 Ml • J 0 6 • N IJ M B f R 
1 ML.lYPE 
3 ML.SAVE 

2 t'L.SIZE 
2 ~l.P~IORITY.FIELD 

3 ML.DK.INTERVAL 
1 ML.CURRENT.DK.INT 
3 ~L.INCO~ING.PRIORITY 
1 ML.RESIOENtE.PRlORilY 

4 t'L.RP.WHOLE 
4 ~L.RP.fRACTION 

2 ~l.fRONT 
2 t'L.BACK 
2 ML.USAGE.Birs 

OSK.AOR, 

ADDRESS, 
BITC16), 
BITC6), 
£l!TC1), 
BITC24J, 
BITC30), 
BI TC 1 O > • 
BllClO), 
fHTCS), 
BITCS), 
BITC4), 
BITClJ, 
BITC24)? 
81TC2 4 >, 
e11c21. 
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3 ML.PREVIOUS.SCAN.TOUCti 91Htl;. 
l ML.CURRENT.SCAN.TOUCH BITCt>;J; 

.USEC ML~ 0 IS K 
,.,L.POINTER. 
-~L.JCB.NUl"8ER 
_.ML.TYPE 
,p.L.SAVE 
1f1L.SIZE 
-'foll. FRONT 
1f1L.8ACK 

) Of MEMORY.LINK.DECLARATION; 

DEFINE Q.ML.DECLARATION AS#OECLARE 
01 Q.MEMORY.LINK TEMPLATE 

02 FILLER 
02 Q.ML.F.AVL 
02 Q.ML.S.AVL 

DEFINE 
TAl'E.LC 

, TA~E.RIGHTMCST 
; 

3ITCME~CRY.LINK.SIZEl 
AOf>RESS 
ADDRESS 

AS#O# 
AS# 11 

DEFINE 
CCDE AS 

% TYPES FOR ""L.TYPE" 
#0#% 

, AVAILA8l£ AS 12 #% , fH~. S AS 131% , HCP.TEMP AS #4 fl% , U5ER. FILE ~$ #5#% , ~EG.DICTV AS 16 '11% , MICROCODE '1111'% , CICT.MASTER AS #8# ,. QtEUE.OIRECTORY.TYPE 
AS #-9., , H5G.BlifFERV 

AS #10# ,. MESSAGE.LIST.TYPE 
AS '11 fJ , 10.BE.fORGOTTEN AS #12# , D,\lA.SEG AS #13# 

• DBM.BUFFER AS 114# 
TERMINATING LINK AS #15#% 

-' HCP.PERM AS #16#% 

" PSR.HEM AS 1117#% 

' MCP.ICAT AS #181% ,, DISK.HEADER AS #191% , PACK.MEM AS fl 2 0 #% , _. SC.CNlNR AS 121#% , SCHED.Mf.M AS 12211-% ,. SCRT.MEtof AS ll 3#% 
-' CCH.H£H AS 1124#% 
• H1CROCOOE.NON.OVERLAYABLE AS 1J.25•% 
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"TEMPLATE" in the above description is defined as "REMAPS BASE". 
This is ,not important to an u"cerstandirg of memory link 
operation. "ADDRESS" is def inec in the HCP sy•bolic as 
"BITC24>•. The word •ADDRESS" here is used as a denotation of 
memory address. Hence• "ML.BACK" ir the description above is a 
pointer to the previous me•ory link Qrc "~L.FRONT" is a pointer 
to the succeeding link. ~L.SIZE will contain the size of the 
area .. in bits• and Ht.GROUP is valic only if the area is in use. 
ML.POINTER will contain the memory address of the segment 
dicticnary entry associated with ttis me•ory area. Segment 
~icticnaries are described in the rext section. ML.JOB.NUMBER 
will contain the job numter of the program using the area. 
ML.SAVE, the descriptio~ of which is define~ as "BOOLEAN~" is set 
on it the me•ory area must be save-d on disk before it is 
ever laid. 

As can be determine.d by adding the sizes of the various 
ccmporents, a memory link reQuires 187 bits of storaqe space. 
Since memory is allocated dyna~ical.(y, it is often difficult to 
predict with any degree of accuracy exactly hew ·much memory will 
be recuired by any task. The sizes cf all me~ory links involved 
must te included in the calculaticns. This is discussed further 
in a later paraqraph. 

~irtual memory is supported by allowing process segmentation. By 
-~~mentin~ ~ode, data,. and interpreters and dynamically moving a 
segmert into or out of memory as reouired.. the system is able to 
function as if it had "virtually infirite" memory capacity. The 
HCP manages t~is facility through three structures: Code Segment 
Qj~ticnaries .. Cata Segment Dictionaries, and Interpreter Segment 
QiGticnaries. Each dictionary consists of a string of systee 
descriptors each of which describes cne segment including its 
length• location an~ status. As a seg•ent is moved in or out of 
•~mory it~ dictionary entry is updated accordinqly. 

At run :time the HCP crea~es the code and data segment 
dictionaries fro11 information in tt.e program's code file. The 
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interpreter segment dictionary is created from the interpreter 
code file in the same manner and is referenced br an entry in the 
interpreter dictionary. a structure fixed in memory at 
Clear/Start time. The run structure of the progra~ contains 
poi~ters to the code and data segment aictionaries and an index 
into the interpreter dictionary. - pro~rammatic description is 
given below: 

DECLARE 
01 SYSTEM.DESCRIPTOR TEMPLATE BilCSY.SIZE); 

% 
DEFINE 
0£f INE 

01 

SY.OECL.llRATION AS ISY.OECLCSY5TEH.OESCRIPTOR)#;% 
SY.OECLCXl AS #OECLAREl 

DlMHY REMAPS X•% 
02 SY.lti.USE 
OZ SY.MEDIA 
02 SY.LOCK 
02 SY.I".PROCESS 

OZ SY.ItiIT!Al 

02 SY.FILE 

02 SY.OK.FACTOR 
OZ SY.SEG.PG 
02 SY.TYPE 

02 SY • .llODRESS 
03 f ILLER 
03 SY.CORE 

02 SY.LENGTH 

BITCll• 
BITC1>• 
BITCl>• 
8ITC1>• 

BITCll• 

BIT Cl>• 

BITC3l 
BITC7),, 
BITC4>• 

BITC361• 
BITC12l• 
BITC24>• 
RITC24>i 

% TO HELP ME"ORY HANAGEMfNT 
% O=DISK ... l=S-HEHORY 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
'% 
i 
t 
t 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 

TRUE If THERE IS AN I/O IN 
PROCESS FOR THE INFORMATION 
REPRESENTED BY THIS DESCRIPTCR. 
If TRUE• "SY.CORE" CONTAINS A 
POINTER TO THE I/O DESCRIPTOR. 
"AODAESa" IS READ-ONLY MOTHER 
COPY ... HENCE If "WRITE" THEN GET 
NEW DISK ANO REPLACE AOORESS. 
THE OBJECT Of THIS DESCRIPTOR 
IS A FILE WHOSE USERCOUNT ~UST 
SE DECREMENTED WHEN THIS 
DESCRIPTOR IS RETIRED. 
MEMORY DECAY f ACTOR 
MEMORY.ACTIVITY AUDITING 
UNITS FOR SY.LENGTH. 
O = BITS 
1 = DIGITS C4 BIT> 
2 = CHARACTERS <8 BIT> 
j = NOR~AL tlESC~IPtO~S 
4 = dlSK SEGMtNJS ,; 
5 = SYSTEM otsCRIPTORS 
G = SYSTEM INtRINSIC 
7 = INDIRECT REFERENCE 

ADDRESS GIVES RELATIVE 
OISPLACEMENT IN BITS 
CSIGNEO NUMBER>. 

8= HICROS 

PORT,.CHANN£L ANO 
CORE, OR ADDRESS 
NUMBER OF UNITS• 
BY SY.TYPE. 

UNIT. 
WITHIN UNIT. 
AS DETERHihED 
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01 OLIHMY REMAPS NORMAL.DESCRIPTO~ BIT(ND.SIZEl• 
02 NO~OK.FACTOR B!TC3), 
02 FILLER BITC6l• 
02 NO.CORE 9ITC24>• 
02 NO.TYPE 9ITC3), 
02 ND.LENGTH OITC24J;1; 

SY.SI2E js defined in the MCP code as eighty. Hence eighty bits 
are reouired to contain one segment dictionary entry. or system 
descriptor. The use of the term "DESCRIPTOR" in 81000 
documentation is often misl~ading anc ambigucus. There are many 
different types of descriptors. all of which have different 
•emory requirements and formats. Consequently, system 
descriptors will always be referred to as such or as segment 
dicticnary entries. 

The comments on the various fields compr1s1n9 the system 
descriptor are largely self-ex~lanatory. Perhaps some 
expla~ation of selected fields wculd be benef icial1 however. 
SY.LOCK is set true if the system descriptor describes a data 
field and if the interpreter is currently accessing the field. 
This is to avoid the situation which arises in a simple 
replacement statement where the sercing and receiving field are 
both in overlayable s~g~ents. In orcer to do the replacement• 
both cata segments must be in merory simultaneously. 

SY.I~ITIAL is true for initialized data only. The most common 
case cf this cccurs when executing a COBOL program and the 
programmer has used the value cla~se to initialize data fields 
and the data fielc itself is ir an overlayable segment. 
SY.AD[RfSS may be either a disk or a memory address. depending on 

:,I.Ji.· I ... 

the setting of SY.MEDIA. If it is a memory address. the most' 
significant t~elve bits are iqrorec. If it is a disk address. 
the mcst significant twelve bits contain the port• channel and 
unit associated with the disk address. 

Ihe 81000 MCP maintains a list or directory of all files on disk. 
file stored or disk has a unique na•e• which ray consist of up to 
three fields• each of which may corsist of u~ to ten characters. 
Associated with each file on disk is ~n item called a "Disk File 
Header". The disk file header serves essentially to describe the 
file. All of this is described in cetail in later sections. 
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fit This brief discussion is being included at this point to 
facilitate the following discussions en ioterpreters. 

0 

Included in the disk file header is a field which denotes the 
type of file. There are separate type numbers for data files. 
code files• interpreters• and sc tcrth. Cc~e files (programs> 
and interpreters are further described by the first disk segment 
contained in the file. This segmer.t is called the "Proqram 
Para•eter Block" or the "Interpreter Parameter Block"• 
respectively. A detailed descrioticn of the program paramter 
block is presented in a later section. A progra•matic 
description of the interpreter parameter block is presented 
below. 

,. 
, I 

DEFINE IPE.nECLARATION AS# 
CECLA~E 01 DUMMY ~EMAPS IPB eITCJ440)~ 

02 FILLER BITC1192l• 
02 !PB.HARDWARE CHARCl), 
02 IPB.ARCHilECTURE.~A~E CHARC10l• 
02 IPB.COHPILER.LEVEL BITC6), 
02 IPH.MCP.LEVEL BITCf l• 
02 IPB.GISMO.lEV[l a11ce>. 
02 IPB.ARCHITECTURE.~11RIBUTES BITC80), 
02 FILLER 0!T(56)i 

IPB.HARDkARE will contain either an •sw or ~n "M"• depending upon 
whether the interpreter was generat~d for an s-me•ory or an 
H·me•ory processor. All B1800's are considered to be M-Memory 
processors. !PB.ARCHITECTURE.NAME ~ill cont2ir the generic name 
of the compiler• such as COBOL or FORTRAN. !PB.COMPILER.LEVEL 
will be a number which ~ill corresporo ~o the release level of 
the scf tware• as described below. IPB.MCP.LEVEL• IPB.GlSMO.LEVEL 
and IPB.ARCHI1ECTURE.ATTRI8UTES are parts of the interpreter 
verification feature cf the HCP. 

fhe 01000 HCP includes facilities to recognize the hardware 
configuation it is executing upon anc select the corresponding 
tnter~reter from the disk directcry. All ~rograms which are 
compiled for execution on a 81000 will have a~ interpreter "TYPE" 
requested the ~rogram parameter block of the code file (described 
in a later section), or the specific rame of the interpreter tQ 
~I used. As explained in a later section, the program parameter 
block contains space for three names tc be associated with an 
inter~reter. For discussion purposes here, the three names will 
b~ referred to as the "PACK" na~e. t~e "FAMILY" name and the 
•off SPRING" name. 
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The 81000 compilers generate the last two names of the 
inter~reter orly. The family na•e gererated always corresponds 
to the languaqe the program is written in• such as "COBOL" or 
"FORTFAN". The offspring name i~ always one of the reserved 
words "INTERP•• "DEBUG" or "TRACE•. ~t UOJ• the MCP modifies the 
offspring name by concatenating one numeric character denoting 
the compiler level and either the ch~racter "M" or "S" depending 
upon ~hether the machine is equi~pec with an s-memory or an 
H-memcry processor. 

The level number concatenated is contained in the program 
parameter block as "PROG.COHPllER.LEVEL•. Every ti•e the 
com~ilers are changed in such a Narrer that the interpreter must 
also te changed• the level number gererated by the compiler is 
incremented. The interpreters are then modified accordingly and 
released to tte fielc under a new na1e. The new na~e ~ill be the 
same as the old one, except for the level number contained in the 
name. Fer a COBOL program whict is being executed on a 
81720-series machine and had bee~ compileo by the 4.1 COBOL 
compiler, the MCP will generate •coBOL"/•INTERPlM• as the 
inter~reter name to be used for the execution. It should be 
noted that this feature was first included in the 4.1 software 
release. level numbers were not included in the program 
parameter block prior t6 the 4.1 release. 

Once the interpreter name is qenerated• the disk directory is 
searched for the interpreter. Upon finding the interpreter, the 
HCP ~ill bring it into s-memory, if it is not already there, and 
construct an entry in the "lNlERPRETER.DICTIONARY". All 
inter~reters are re-entrant on the 810-00. All of this is 
described in greater detail in the p~ragrsph which follow. Each 
entry in the interpreter dictionary tas the following fo~mat. 

DEFINE ID.OECl~RATION AS#OECLARE 
01 DUMMY REMAPS INTERPRETER.OICTJONAffY• 

02 ID.SEG.OIC 
02 IO.ENTRY.IN.USE 
02 ID.RSONl.USERCOUNT 
02 10.lOTAL.USERCOUNT 
02 IO.MIN.~.SIZE 
02 ID.HAX.M.512£ 
02 IO.PARTJAL.BIT 
02 IO.BLOCK.COUNT 
02 FILLER 
02 IO.~.PRESENCE~BIT 
02 IO.t'.AODR 
02 IO.lOPM 
02 IO.t'EOIA 
02 IO.LCCK 
02 FILLER 
02 IO.TYPE 

SY.OSCR• 
BOOL£AN1 
BITC7), 
BITC7), 
BlTC4),. 
BITC4>• 
BOOLEAN• 
BITC4J, 
811(19). 
BOOLE A~• 
BITC12), 
BITC4), 
BITC2>• 
BOOLEAt\, 
BIT (13)1 

BITC4l• 
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B1TC36l• 
BITC12), 
BllC24), 
BITC24);N; 

There is one entry in the inter~reter dictionary for each 
interpreter presently in use. The IJC driver is always the first 
interpreter entered in the dictionary, the Micro HCP is the 
seccrd entry and 5Dl is always the third entry in the dictionary. 
On t~e BlOOC• it is possible to segment interpreters. 
Conseouently• a code segment dicticrary is constructed for each 
interpreter as it is trought into me1ory. The system descriptor, 
the first item in the interpreter dictionary, is a pointer to the 
inter~reter's code seg~ent dictior~ry. Irterpreters may be 
seg•erted• exactly as programs are. The SBme routines in the MCP 
are used for ~andling program segmerts and interpreter segments. 

A certain amount of information abcut each program currently 
being executed is maintained in memcry by the "CP. The field in 
which this information is maintaired is known as the Run 
Structure Nucleus of the progra1. It is abbreviated as 
RS.NUCLELS. In the RS.NUCLEUSr there is an index into the 
interpreter dictionary. All programs being executed at any given 
time ~hich are using the same inter~reter will have the same 
index in the field in their resoecti~e nucleus. In this mannerr 
inter~reter re-entrancy is accomplist.ed. 

The remaining field in the interpreter dictionary entry will not 
be described in detail at this point. for a more detailed 
description of interpreter manaqe1ent• the reader is referred to 
the section of this document which deals with M-me~ory 
management. It should be sufficie"t at this point to say that 
all interpreter segments except the first are treated as ordinary 
code and are considered overlayable. The first segment of each 
interpreter is not treated as cede and is not overlayable. 
however. 

The I.JO driver, which is considere~ an irterpreter, 
exception to the above statements. 

is an 

The code file of every program must contain two types of records 
to allow the MCP to manage the execution of that orogram: the 
6 file Parameter Block" CfPS), and the •program Parameter Block" 
CPPBl. There is one FPB for each file declarea in a progra~ plus 
one ertry for a trace file. 
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The first 268C bits (two disk segments> of every code file is the 
•pr~gram Parameter Black• CPP9} whose format is rigidly defined 
bt the HCP. Every compiler generates a PPB cf the same format. 
It prcvides• for the MCP. all the vital statistics of the program 
including: lhe program•s name; the name cf the interpreter to 
be used during execution; the relative addresses of the fPB's• 
IPB• code segment dictionary and data segment dictionary. me~ory 
requirements for the progra~'s execution; and tracing 
information. 

At rur tiwe a working copy of the PPe is written into a temporary 
or permanent log Cas dictated by the system options). The first 
two segments of this four segment entry ate an exact copy of the 
PPB from the code file. Another se9went is generated by the HCP 
and cocuments certain features of that particular execution. A 
final segment is reserved for ao abrcr~al terwiration message. 

If the code file is an interpreter cede file# it contains an 
additional segment called the •Inter~reter Parameter Block". It 
contains information concerning the software compatibility of the 
interpreter. A field in a progra1•s PPB specifies under which 
inter~reter it will run. When the program is scheduled for 
e~ecution. the IPB of the interpreter named in the PPB is checked 
to insure that the interpreter is co1patible with both the code 
file and the syste• software. The HCP informs the system 
operator via a SPO message if the interpreter cannot run. Refer 
to the appropriate MCP listing for a crogrammatic description. 

The •file Parameter Block" CfPB> is a 144-0~bit record created by 
the ccmpiler from the user's file attribute declarations. Its 
format is rigidly defined hy the MCP• and it contains the vital 
statistics which allow the MCP to manage the file's usage. When 
a job is scheduled for executionp a working copy of the FPB is 
written into a permanent or temoorary log (depending on system 
options). In addition to recording the file's attributes• the 
HCP dccuaents the use of the file during that job's execution. 
It records such information as the number of times the file was 
opened and closed; the total a•ou"t of ti•e the file was open; 
the numbet of records readi the nuaber of 1/0 errors; and the 
file t~p~~ Refer to the appropriate MCP listing for a 
•rogrammatic description. 

As each file is opened by the user program• a structure known as 
a file Information Block CFIBl is created in •emory by the HCP. 
The FIE contains all information necessary for the MCP to perform 
normal• reQuested. 1/0 operations on the file. Much of the 
inforwation in the FIB is taker directly f~o~ the FPB. Other 
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inlor•ation in the structure is irserted by the HCP. based upon 
the Characteristics of the peripheral device assigned to the 
file. Device assignment is discussed in· the section of this 
specification ~hich oescribes the Open Communicate. 

FIB•s vary in size. depending uoon the type of device assigned to 
the file. Due to the a~ourt cf inforeation which must be 
•aintained• a disk file FI3 is such larger than that of a card 
punch fite. for example. 

l/O descriptors and buffer memory areas are allocated and 
initialized by the MCP ~t the same time. There will th•refore be 
one memory link only. for each f~le that is active in a program. 
Buffer areas and descriptors are not normally shared between 
files. though the Data Hanagemert subsystem. the Data 
Communications subsyste•, the Relative file implementation and 
the Indexed file implemenation offer some exceptions to this 
rule. 

A co1plete structural description of the FIB will not ~e 
presented herein. due ptimarily to the length of the structure. 
Also. the FIB is of interest tc the various portjons of the 
Operating System only. the programmatic descripti.on of the 
structure is readily available ir the HCP listing. Sizes of 
FIB's for the different peripheral devices are presented in the 
follc•dng table. 

File Assiqned to: 

--~--------------
Reader-Sorter 
Printer 
Remote Device 
Tape 
Disk 
Queue 
All Other Devices 

Size in Bits 

------------
742 
724 
557 
724 
976 
385 
612 

The structure in mencry that represents the state of any process 
is the run structure. Each process has~ unique run structure. 
When a job is initialized before exec~tion. the HCP creates the 
run structure from an analysis of the program's code file, and 
adds certain information it will need for •anagement of the 
execution. All run structures are lirlced together by priority. 
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A run structure consists of a pro9ra1's data or address space, 
the ~CP's managerial space called the run structure nucleus• and 
the file and data segment dictionaries. The program's address 
space, residing between its base arc limit registers. is that 
area cf memory that may te accesset and «anipulated by the 
program itself. A program's base register is a memory address 
that marks the lower bound of its addressable space. The limit 
register specifies the upperbound. A program may not access 
memory that is outside its own base to limit area, though this 
tenet is enforced by the interpreters and not the MCP. 

A program's address space may contain both resident and 
overlayable data. The resident data area cortains those fields 
which will be present in memory ttroughout the duration of the 
execution. The overlayable data sp~ce contains segmented data 
which may be brought into or out of rerory as needed. 

The R~n Structure Nucleus is an area structured and aaintained by 
the MCP and cortains the essential irfcrmation about the program. 
It resides in memory directly atove the program's limit register 
and is accessible by the ~CP and the prograr's interpreter. lt 
contains such information as: 

* Pointers to 

BASE AND LIMIT 
SEGMENT DICTIONARIES C~OOE A~D OATAJ 
FILE CICTIONARY 
INTERPRETER DICTIONARY ENTRY 
NEXT RUN STRUCTURE CBY PRICRITY> 
CODE FILE ON DISK 
OISK LOCATION Of RUN STRUCTURE IF "ROLLED OUT" 
PROGRAH's LOG ENTRY 
VIRTU~L CATA SPACE ON DISK 
NEXT INSTRUCTION TO BE EXEC~TEO 
OMS POINTERS 

* ~tructures necessary for communication between the program and 
the MCP 

• fields to reflect the state of tte S-machine 

* Fields for prograWi switches 

A programmatic description 1ay be obtained from the MCP listing. 
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The data segment dictionary resices at the end of the Hun 
Structure Nucleus ano is pointed to ty a field in the nucleus. 
If there is no segmented data and the user has not requested that 
his resident data area be initializec, ther the pointer will be 
null, and there will be no dictionary. 

Each entry ir the dictionary is an 80-bit system descriptor 
pointing to one data segment. 

The last element of a run structure is the file dictionary. 
There is one BO-bit descriptor for each declared file plus one 
additional descriptor for a trace file Cused for tracing). White 
a file is open, its dictionary ertry points to the file's FIB in 
memory. If a file has n~ver been opened, its entry is null. If 
a file has been temporarily closed Ci.e., "CLOSE ROLLOUT"), its 
dicticnary entry points to its FIB ~hich has been written to 
disk. After a permanent close, the file's dictionary entry will 
again t:e r:ull. 

The BlOOC MCP allows re-entrant processing, the ability of two or 
sore precesses to use the sa1e code seg"ent dictionary and~ 
therety, the same coce. lhe code segmentCs> and code segment 
qicticnary reside outside a program's run structure, and a field 
i~ ttie run structure nucleus pcirts to its code segment 
dicticnary. ft structure called the se9~ent dictionary container 
contains the information necessary to govern the use of a 
particular ccoe segment dictionary. Wher. a job is Leing 
initiated for execution, the HCP determines whether or not the 
code segment dictionary desired by tte job is already in use. If 
it is1 that dictionary will be used. The segment dictionary 
container reflects, among other thir9s1 the number of processes 
using the dictionary it describes. If there is more than one 
user, the segment dictionary container will remain in me•oty 
until all users have completed execution. 

"aSWEtW1'f :rm mr-m , 
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This section cf the specifications is a description of: 

1. 1/0 Descriptors 
2. GISMO Operation 

1. Channel Table 
z. GIS~O/Hardware Interface 

1. CA/RC Cycles 
2. Processor I/O Instruction~ 
3. Service Reauest 
4. Status Counts 
s. Data Transfers 

3. I/O Chaining 
4. Disk l/O Chaining 
5. Disk 110 Overlapped Seek 
6. Tape I/O Chaining 

3. Monitoring of Peripheral Status 
t. I/O Assignment Table 
2. Unit Mnemonics 
3. Test and Wait I/O Operators 
4. ST~TUS Procedure 
s. Oisk Identification - Pack Labels 
6 .• Pack l~for~ation Table 
1. Tape Labelling# Initializction and Purging 
8. Tape PE/NRZ Exchanges 

4. File Structures 
1. Conventional files 

1. file Attributes 
2. file Naming Conventiofis 
3. Logical Disk Files 
4. Physical Disk files 

1. Disk Space Allocation 
2. File Access and I~entification 
3. Oisk File Identification 
4. Disk file Header 

5. Multi-Pack files 
1. Base Packs 
~~ Co~linuat•on ~ac~s 
3. Multi-Pack File Information Table 
4. ~ulti-Pack file General Restrictions 

6. Printer Files 
1. Logical/Physical I/O Relationship 
2. Logical Page l•ple•entation 

1. Printe1 and Punch Bac•up C•pabilities 
1. Backup file Blocking factors 
2. 0ackup file Co~trcl lnfor~ation 
3. Backup file Reccrd format 

2~ Relative files 
t. Direct Files 
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2. Data Structure 
3. Disk Initialization 
4. file Parameter Blocks 

, 5. Disk Header 
6~ File Information Blocks 
1. Communicate Operators 

3. Indexed SeQuential Files 
1. Direct files 
2. Iridex files 
3. Cluster files 
4. Data File Structure 
5. Index file Structure 
6. Me~ory Structures 

1. FIB Dictionaries 
z. User Specific Infcrmation CUSIJ 
3. File Global Infcrmation <GLOBALS) 
4. Structure Descriptor 
5. Disk file Header Extension 

1. Available Space Allocation 
8. Index file Table Splitting 
9. Current Record Pointer 
10. Current ~aintenance 
11. Buffer Management 
12. Buffer Descriptor 
13. Concurrent Update Operations 

s. The I/O Error Procedures 

There is some cverlap between the fnfcrmation contained in this 
secticn of the specification and that contained in the Oe•and 
Management section of the documert. The Demand ~anagement 
section was originally intended to cover the management of the 
perip~eral after it had been assigne~ to a user as a file; the 
1/0 ~ubsytem section was intended to cover the management of the 
oevice up to that time. This division is not always possible, 
particularly in the case of disk devices. The reader may have to 
r~fer to both sections of the docu•ert to find the answer to a 
specific Question • 

.lLJJ .ILf~~BlflJJ.IU 

'Normal state programs request IIO functions in a symbolic fashion 
Ce.g., Write i Re~ord). The HCP must transform these expressions 
tnto explicit l/O operators calle~ I/O descriptors. An I/O 
Ql$Criptor allows the HCP to ccn•unicate directly with a 
~eripheral device via the ·soft l/C routines of GISHO. GISMO 
manages the execution of these operators by the I/O subsystem. 
Each I/O descriptor provides such irfor•ation as the type of I/O 
operation requested, source or 1estination wemory addresses, the 
device which is to execute the operators, and space for result 
infor•ation used when control is passed back to the HCP. Certain 

·other fi~lds vary with the type cf descriptor and contain 
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information peculiar to its specific function. 

Any n~mber of l/O descriptors may be linked together to form a 
single •chair" and "dispatched" i~ one .MCP operation to lessen 
the HCP's interaction with the I/O s~hsystem. 

The tr~nsformation of logical I/C requests to physical l/O 
descriptor manipulation is discussed in the Demand Hanaqement 
section of this specification. lhe ciscussicn below is intended 
to describe the operations performed upon the descriptor after it 
has been transforroed. A programmatic descriotion of an I/O 
descriptor is given below. This particular descriptor is typical 
of one which wight be constructed for G disk file. 

D~FI~E IO.DESC.OECLARATION AS 1% 
DECLARE 01 OUMMY REMAPS IO.DESC 

• 02 IO.RESULT WORD 
• 03 IO.COMPLETE BIT Cll 
• 03 10.EXCEPllON BIT Cl> 
• 03 IO.PACK.NOT.READY BIT Cl) 
• 03 IO.OATA.ECC.Ef1ROR EIT Cll 
• 03 FILLER BIT Cl) 
, 03 IO.MEM.?A~ITY.ERROR BIT Cll 
• 03 10.WRITE.LOC~CUT BIT Cl) 
, 03 FILLER BIT C2l 
, 03 IO.AOORESS.PIRITY.ERROR BIT Cl) 
, 03 IO.SECTOR.ACCRESS.ERROR BIT Cl> 
• 03 10.SEEK.TIMECUT BIT Cl) 
• 03 FILLER BIT C3> 
• C3 IO.TRANSMISSJC~.PARITY.ERROR BIT Cl> 
• 03 IO.RESULl.Bil.17 BIT Cl> 
• 03 ID.PORT.RS BIT Cl> 
, 03 IO.CHANNEL.R~ BIT C4) 
• 02 IO.LINK ADDRESS 
• 02 IO.OP WORD 
, 03 10.CP.OP BIT C3J 
i 03 to.a~.M BIT (1) 
• 03 io.oP.w BIT Cl) 
; 03 tri.o?.v BIT Cl> 
~ 03 IO~OP.£ BIT Cll 
, 03 IO.OP.D BIT Cl> 
• 03 IO.OP.NNN BIT C3> 
, 03 FILLER BIT (5) 
, 03 10.0P.P BIT Cll 
• 03 FILLER BIT C3l 
, 03 IO.OP.U~IT BIT C4) 
, 02 IO.BEGIN ADDRESS 
• 02 IO.END ADORESS 
• 02 IO.OISK.AOORESS ADDRESS 
, -02 IO.H.EVENTS BIT CS) 
• 03 IO.M.EVENTS.IOC BIT Cl) 
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BIT { 1) 

SIT Cl) 
BIT Ct> 

IO.M.EVENTS.5.INT.SENT BIT Cll 
IO.M.EVENTS.~.INT.SENT ~IT Cl) 
FILLER BIT Cll 
IO.M.EVENTS.INT.S BIT Cll 

IO.MCP.IO BIT C16l 
10.rrq ~ODRESS 
IO.fl8.LINK ADDRESS 
IO.BACK.LINK -OORESS 
IO.POfff .CHA~ BIT (7) 

I-O.PORT arr C3l 
IO.CHANNEL BIT C4> 

IO.BEEN.THRU.E~~OR BIT (1)~; 

With the exception cf the Hulti-li"e ·Control used on Data 
Comaurications configurations• on the 01000 hardware the I/O 
contrcls have no direct connectior witt main memory. All data 
tr~nsfers bet~een the controls ard me~ory, •ust go through the 
processor. GISMO is a set of micro-coded routines whose primary 
function is to interface betwee~ the MCPs and the actual 
hardware. This allows the HCPs to ~iew the 1/0 subsystem as an 
IJO ~rocessor. The HCP can initiate I/O O~scriptors and GISMO 
will handle initiation of the co~trol. data transfer and 
ter•iration. The MCPs can oueue several descriptors for 
execution by a control, by properly setting the link fields in 
ttie descriptors• and GISMO will initiate each one in turn. 

User programs make requests to the 'icro MCP• and sometimes the 
Micro MCP must ask that the request te handled by the S.MCP, but 
in either case• the HCP will pass the request to GISHO who in 
turn Mill pass it on to the I/O control. 

th~. IJO.~ubsystem allows fifte~n ccntrols or channels to be 
tdnh~ct~d to any machine. After GIS~O initiates a control, it 
doe~ nht Uait to~ compl~tion of the cperation but returns control 
to its caller. Consequently• one. ard possibly more operations 
•ay be in process on the machine at any given time. At any given 
mQ•ent• however• when GISHO is executing it may only address on~ 
eon tr ct. 

The primary ccmmunicati-0n between the HCPs and GISHO is through 
the I/O descriptors. The s.~CP will initiate I/O operations 
using the OISP,TCH S•operator and the ~.HCP contains micro-code 
to perform a similar function. Thi~ S-operator reouires two 
parameters, the port and channel of the ~evice being addressed 
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and tne A1e11ory 
ccntains all of 
operation. 

address of the descriptor. 
the information needed 

The I/O decsriptor 
ty GISHO for the 

An I/O descri~tor is usually located by its "Reference Address"• 
the memory address of the result descriptor field of the I/O 
descriptor. The result descriptor field is often referred to as 
the "RS field"• or Result Stat~s fiEld. All of the descriptors 
associated with a given control will be linked together in 
memory• ty setting IO.LINK to the me~cry address of the RS field 
of the next oescriptor. The descriptors are also lin~ed in the 
reverse direction• using the IO.BACK.LINK field• to facilitate 
adding and deleting descriptors. I link field may not be zero• 
but a descriptor may te linked to itself. 

The Reference Address points to the ~S field. Each RS field is 
twenty-four tits in length. lhe bits in the RS field have 
different meanings at different times.· GISH-0 is most concerned 
with the settirg of the bits when the I/O is initiated. The MCPs 
are &ore concerned with the setting cf the bits when the 1/0 is 
complete. ~hen the descriptor is ready for initiation. the RS 
fielc is formatted as shown in the fellowing diagraa. Th;s field 
is ~sually referred to as the result status field when the 
descriptor is ready for execution or is in process and as a 
result descriptor field when the l/O operation is complete. 

Bits 0-1 RS Status Hits 

00 - Ready to te Executed 
01 - 1/0 Currently in Process 
10 - IIO Co~plete with no Exception 
11 - 110 Comolete ~ith Exce~tion 

Bits 2-11 - Cismo Toggles 

~CPs may not alter any bits in this field if 
RS Status = 11. 

Bits 12-14 - Port to whic~ ~his Jjo is d~rected. CNot used> 

Bit 15 

Sit 16 

- Interrupt requested on I/O Completion. 

- High-Priority interrupt reQuested on I/O 
Completion. 

Bits 17-19 - Port to which interru~ts are to be sent upon 
I/O Completjon CAlways Processor Zero). 

Bits 20-23 - Channel on which 1/( is to be performed. 
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The leftmost bit of an RS field is always set when the operation 
is conplete. Conseouentlyr storing.~ result descriptor locks the 
descriptor to GtSMO. The MCP ~ay leek a descriptor as well, if 
the status field is not 01. Giswo ~ill o~ly initiate "ready" 

!descriptors. those whose status bits are eoual to oo. When the 
operation is initiated• GISHO sets the status bits to 01~ The 
GISMO toggles area is used by GISMO when ar. I/O is in process to 
store infor~ation which it needs concerning the operation. 

Another structure associated with peripheral man~gement is the 
channel table. There is one channel table for each port and each 
elemert of the table describes one ctannel of that port. While 
GIS~O uses the I/O descriptor to ecRmunicate directly with the 
IIO s~bsystem, the channel table is a structure for passing 
information between the ~CP and GISMO. The channel table 
reflects the status of a particular channel. Certain information 
is passed to GlSMO during a "dispatch" operation and is used by 
sett I/O in managing the execution cf that operation. Certain 
f ielcs are u~dated before GISMO p~sses control back to the MCP 
which direct the course of actior the HCP will take. A O pro9rammatic description is given belch: 

OEfI~E CHANNEL.TABLE.OECLARATION AS i % 
DECLA~E 01 DU~MY REMAPS C~ANNEL.JABLE % 
, 02 CHANNEL.BUSY BOOLEA~ % 
, 02 CHANNEL.PENDING BOOLEAN % 
• 02 CHANNEL.EXCEPTION 800LEAN % 
, 02 CHANNEL.PAUSE BOOLEAN % 
, 02 CHANNEL.OVEHRIDE BOOLEAN % 
, C2 CHANNEL.EXCHANGE BOOLEA~ % 
, 02 CHANNEL.OLD.MOOE BOOLEAN % 
• 02 CHANNEL.INlEGRITY BOOLEAN % 
, 02 CHANNEL.NO.HALT 800LEA~ % 
, 02 FILLER BIT C3l % 
, 02 CHANNEL.TYPE HIT (4) % 

% TYPE = C = 
t TYPE = l = 
% TYPE = 2 = 
l TYPE = 3 = 

, 02 CHANNEL.LAST BOOLEAN % 
, 02 CHANNEL.EXCHANGE.PC BIT (7) % 
, 03 CHAN~EL.EXCHANGE.P BIT C3l % 
• 03 CHANNEL.EXCHANG£.C BIT C4l % 
, 02 CHANNEL.~Ef.AOOR ADDRESS % 
; It ; % 

0 = JAPE• O!SK, CAS 

DEVICE TYPE FOR DUMP 
SERIAL DEVICE 
DISK 
TAPE 
CASSETTE 

DELl~ITS CHAN TABLE 

In the CHANNEL.TABLE, BUSY is set and reset by GISMO only. It is 
set ~hen the central is busy. PENDJNG is also set and reset by 
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GISMO. It is used on tape and disk devices only and it tells 
GISMO to continue linking through the head of the Queue. 
EXCEPllO~ is used ori all devices exceJ:t tape arid disk~ It cause5 
GISMO to inhitit dispatch operations en th~ channel until a prior 
exce~tior. condition has been handled hy the HCP. 

PAUSE is also· known as the TIMER bit. tt is set by the MCP and 
it never changes. It causes GIS~O to issue a dispatch to the 
channel at each 100 millisecond tiRer iriterval and is used to 
imple1ent TEST.AND.WAIT o~erations or tape and disk controls. 
lhis is discussed in more detail later. 

The C~ERRIDE bit is used on all devices and causes GISMO to reset 
ausy, PE~DIN~ and EXCEPTION when a rew operation is dispatched. 
It is set by the MCPs and reset by GISMO. Essentially, it causes 
GISMU to override an existing op•raticn with a ~ew operation. 

The EXCHANGE bit ;s set by the MCP arc it •never changes. It is 
used on tape and disk ~ontrols only and it means that the 
i.nfor1ation ir EXCHANGE.PC is valic1 that there is anotber 
control connected to this contrct ty a ha~dware exchange. The 
OLD.MCOE bit, also known as the PAUSE bit~ is also set by the MCP 
and rever changes. It is set for Single-Line Controls and for 
Disk Cartridge Control One. It causes GIS~O to pause for 100 
milliseconds when a locked descri~tcr or a Pause I/O descriptor 
is ercountered. If this bit is not set• GIS~O will stop in this 
circu1stance on these controls. 

The JNTEGRITY bit is set by the MCP when the channel table entry 
is initialized. It is also used by the MCP to stop GISMO trow. 
linkirg er the channel. 

The TYPE field is used otily by the Dusp Analyzer program. It is 
necessary because the analyzer may ha~e r-0 other means of 
deter•ining this information. lhe REF.ADDR field contains the 

. ·~dtess,of the descriptor ~hat is in proc~s~.on this channel. It 
is cQrsidered the head of th~ que~e ty GlSHO~ 

The 1/0 descriptor contains most of the irfcrmation GISMO needs 
to acco1plish an I/O operation. In the actual hardware 
interface, the OP• BEGIN, £h01 OISK.jOORESS and ACTUAL.ENO fields 
are used. The ACTUAL.ENO field is t~enty-four bits in length and 
i••ediately preceeds the RS field in each descriptor. It is not 
shown in the preceding I/O descriptor diagram. The field is used 
by GISHO while the operation is ir process to store the memory 
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address of the data that is to be transferred to or from the 
memory buffer. When the operation is completeP ACTUAL.END will 
contain the address of the next bit that data would have been 
transferred to or from. 

Each control is able to buffer, or store1 a certain amount of 
data to be transferred. The amcunt varies among the devices. 
For scme devices, sue~ as the card reader .and line printer, it is 
a full record. for others, the size of the buffer may vary and 
each coniol may contain a portion cf the data. Disk controls, 
for exampteP are equipped with a certain number of l80-hyte 
hardware buffers. The amount of oata that may be contained in 
the controls and the procedures that GISHO must follow in the 
execution. of an operation are fixed hhen the control is designed 
and de no( change afterward. 

The hardware in the processor that is used by GISMO is the 
Commard Register' the Cata Register and the Service Request 
level. The Command Register is usec to send information to a 
ccntrcl1 the Data Register to receive frow the c-0ntrol and the 
Service Request level indicates that a control needs attention 
from fISl'41J. 

Most transactions with the control consist of a 
Command-Activate/Response-Complete CCA/RC) cycle. Data or 
commard information is sent out to a central with a CA. Control 
infor1ation or dat& is returned with a RC. 

The processor instructions whch GI~~O uses to accomplish an 
operation are: 

l£Sl ~TAlUS 

fISHO reQuests and the control returns its current status 
count and the device ID. GISHC uses this information to 
cecide what to de next. 

TEST & CLEAR 

lhis operation clears the contrcl. 

TEST SERVICE REQ~EST 

EISHU reouestsP and the processor returns. a mask of all 
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channels that are currently reo~esting service. 

TERMl"ATE DATA 

lhis operator is used to terminate data transfer when the 
uedia, disk and tape for example, has no fixed record size, 

TRANSFER OLT A 

~oves ore or tko bytes of data from memory to the control 
for output to the device. Cata is sent at CA time; the 
control returns ;ts status at RC time. 

TRANHER OUT B 

~aves three bytes of data frorn memory to the control for 
output tc the device. 

TRANSFER IN 

~oves one, two or three bytes cf data from the control to 
1ain memory on input oper~ticrs. The data is sent at RC 
time. hhen one or two bytes is transferred, the control 
also sen~s its status. 

The ~ervice Request level is a to9~le in the ~rocessor which is 
settable by any control. It is OR-ed into the "Any Interructft 
toggle. Each Inter~reter, prior to executing an s-oerator, will 
test the Any Interrupt toggle and, if it is set, transfer control 
to GI~MO instead. GISMO will deterr.ire what caused the toggle to 
be set. In this case, it will disccver that Service Request is 
raiseo. 

It will then do a TEST SERVICE REQUEST CA/RC cycle. The RC will 
returr a mask of all controls that are currently reauesting 
service. GISHO will select the highest chanrel from this mask 
and begin handling that control. Corrals are usually in status 
count 11 or 16 when they raise Service Reouest. This status 
indicates that the control is reaoy to send a Reference Address 
to GI!MO. GISMO accepts the Reference Address and uses it to 
lccate 110 descriptor in me1ory. 

GISMO will then do a lEST STATUS CA/RC cycle to detemine what 
service the control is reouestirg. Once the requested service 
has been performed, and the control no larger is requesting 
service, GISMO will again oerfor~ a TEST SERVICE REQUEST CA/RC 
cycle. It will continue handling Service Requests from various 
controls until the TEST SERVICE REQUEST returrs all zeros. GIS~O 
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then returns control to the Interpreter that was interrupted. 

The Status Count returned by a contrcl is the primary means in 
w_hich GISMO determines what is to be done next in an I/O 
operation. O~erations ma~ consist cf sending the Op code and 
file address. sendinq the ReferErce Address, receiving the 
Reference Address, sending or receiving data and rece1v1ng the 
result. Various controls perfor1 these steps in different 
orders. 

All c~ntrols begin in Status Count t and return to Status Count 1 
after Status Count 23. Each Status value has a particular 
•eaning. Some counts always aopear ir series together. All 
contrcls begin an operation by gcing through Status Counts 1 
through 6. ~ simplified table of the allowable Status Count 
trar.sitions is shown in the table below._ 

To send each of the twenty-tour bit fields op, DISK.ADDRESS and 
Reference Address, three TRANSFER Oll operations are used, each 
CA/RC sending one byte. For e2ch TRANSFER OUT, the Status 
Counter advances by one. Similarly, to receive either the Result 
D~scriptor or the Reference Address. three TRANSFER IN operations 
are used, each CA/RC receiving one byte. 
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Stat~s Count Heaning 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
0 

1 

1. 2. 3 

4. 5, 6 

1. a. 9 

10 

11. 12, 13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18· 19, 20 

21, 22, 23 

Control Not Present 

Cleared Cinitial> State 

Ready to Receive OP• Bytes 1. 2 and 3 

Ready to Receive DIS~ ADDRESS• Bytes, 1, z, 3 

Ready to Receive Reference Address. Bytes 1. 2. 3 

Busy {Operation i~ precess). From 10, Controls 
usually go to Stat~s 11 or 18 and raise 
Service Request. 

Ready to Send Ref ererce Address. Bytes 1. z, J. 

Ready to Receive Cat~ Cout~ut> 

Ready to Send Data Cirput> 

End of Hardware Buffer - Ready to Send or Receive 
last Byte. More Eutfers Remair. 

End of Hardware Buffer and last Buffer. 

Ready to Send Refererce Address• Bytes 1, z, 3. 
I"-plies that a Result Descriptor is to Fellow. 

Ready to Send Result Descriptor. Bytes 1, z, 3. 

Table x.x - Typical Control Stat~s Counts and their Meaning 
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GISHC transfers data to and from the control in one or more 
iteratjons; each iteration will invctve only one control buffer. 
for some devices. there is only one buffer ard this buffer will 
always contair the full physical reccrd. GIS~O will only perform 
data transfer once per I/O operation fer these controls. Other 
controls have physical records of undefined length; for these 
controls• there are usually multiple buffers of fixed length in 
the control and each iteration of GISMO will fill or e~pty one of 
these buffers. 

~henever Service Request is rai~ed ard GISMO is invoked• the 
requesting control will first send ttie refererce address. CISMO 
~ill then test the control's status. If the cortrol is in Status 
14 or 15, GISMO will begin data trarsfer. For each operation. 
data transfer will continue until either the control's buffer is 
eapty or the END address of the l/C descriptor is reached. In 
the first casE• the control will ha\e gone tc Status 7 after the 
last data characterCs>. GISKO will test its status, see that it 
is in Status 1 and send it the Reference Address• thus completjng 
the iteration. In the latter casep on most controlsP GISMO will 
send it a TER~INATE command. Some ccrtrots require data transfer 
to ccntinue until the end of the control's buffer. On inputP 
GISMO will accept the remaining data from these controls but will 
not store it 1n memory. On output GISMO will send blanks to 
these controls. 

Data is always transferred to a control in one• two or three byte 
porticns. ~est "Serial" devices- such as printers and card 
devices, use one byte transfers. T~is data transfer is performed 
from a loop within GISMO which consists of a CA/RC cycle, 
transferring one data byte• until the control's buffer is full or 
the E~D address is reached. A buffer full condition is detected 
by the cortrol sendin~ or receivirg the last data byte in Status 
Count 16 or 17. 

Many disk anc tape controls transfer data two bytes per CA/RC. 
bf~t input and output is always terminated by GISMO when the END 
address is reached, possibly in the last of multiple disk 
1octcrs. When the record length is an odd nu1ber- GISMO will 
noraalize the last byte as required. On output operations• the 
control will pad the remainder of the last buffer Cand hence 
sector) ~ith zeros. 

Tape output, possibly in the last of multiple buffers• is also 
tereirated by GISMO when the END address is r~ached. When the 
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physical record size is an odd numbEr of characters, GISMO will 
nor•alize the last byte for the last CA/RC cycle. It will send a 
TERMINATE co1mand1 follo~ed by ~ special command which will 
indicate "odd character count" to tell the control that the last 
data transfer consisted of cne byte crly. Tape input operations 
will terminate either when the ENO ac~ress is reached or when the 
end of th~ physical record is enco~~tered• which may be in the 
last cf 1ultiple buffers. If the ere of the physic~l rP.ccrd 
occurs and the length of the reccrd is an odd number of 
characters• the control will set a 1lag in the RC portion of the 
Last CA/RC cycle. GISMO will then ncr1alize the last byte of the 
record. 

All disk pack control~, the SN head-per-track control and all 
phase-encoded tape controls use three byte data transfers. In 
this case only, ar exception is wade to the general rule that all 
transactions involve one CA and cne ~c. On these controls, one 
CA may be followed by one or more RCs. This is accomplished as 
follohs. 

Prior to entering the transfer loop, on input, GISMO will use a 
special CA/RC cycle to ask the contrcl how •ary butes it has to 
send. It will then initiate the transfer loop with a ~A and 
continue it with as many RCs as are required- receiving 
twenty-four bits of data on each RC. For output, GISMO will tell 
the control hoh many bytes it has to send. It will then initiate 
the transfer loop with a CA cc1rand of TRANSFER OUT s~ and 
contirue it with as many RCs as are required, sending the data 
out with the f'C. 

The IIO subsystem tif the Et00-0 syste1 coes not use queues for I/O 
operations. Using the facilities presented in the preceding, it 
connects all 1/0 descriptors that are directed to the sa~e 
control- or group of controls connected by an exchange, in a 
circular chain. This eliminates the necessity of an IIO complete 
interrupt being directed to the HCP• provided the producer of I/O 
requests, most of ten a user program, does not produce the 
requests faster than they can be satisfied. Ir other words, if 
the J/O subsystem is completing operations before they are 
actually reQuired by the user, then the user will never need to 
wait en the conpletion of an I/O recuest and the HCP will never 
have to suspend the program waiting for such a completion. 

Even if this isn~t the case, if the user program is forced to 
wait upon the coMpletion of his 110 reouests, the amount of 
processing that must be done to accc1plish the suspension and to 
reinstate the progra• upon co1~letion is minimized using 
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·ehaining. The processing is limitEd to only that which is 
concerned with program execution and no processing is required to 
tell the I/O subsyste• what it shoulc de next. This information 
is already contained in the I/O descriptor~ 

For all ~evices except tape and disk, then• the HCP constructs a 
circular chain of descriptors in •etcry. GISMO executes the 
requested operations in turn, as each descriptor is unlocked by 
the HCP. Upon encountering a lcckec descriptor, GISMO simply 
p~uses or stops . until the descriptor is unlocked. ·This will 
occur when the user program next executes afl I/O request or when 
the file is closed for any reason. lf the program must wait upon 
an operation, an 1/0 complete interrupt ts requested• using the 
approp~iate bit in the RS field, a"d the program is suspended 
pendirg the occurrence of the interrupt. 

The disk I/O subsystem operates so•ewhat differently from the 
operation just described. Since each disk l/O descriptor 
contains a disk address field, it is not necesary for the 
operations to execute in any particular order. Various means are 
provided in the software to prevent Ery conte"tion problems that 
•ight arise. It may be noted that these sare means are necessary 
on I/C subsystems which utilize queuei"g instead of chaining. 

1 ~ll I/O descriptors for all disk controls that are connected to 
the system are connected in the Sele chain. If the system is 
equipped with more than one control, then each Channel Table 
entry will poirt to the head of the chain. If GlSHU encounters a 
descriptor which is not ready for execution or which is already 
in precess, specified by the first two bits of the RS field being 
set to anything other than oo, it dces not ~top or pause but 
contirues to the next descriptor in the chain. Also. if an 
exception condition occurs, GISMO dces not stop or pau,se as it 
does on other controls. Both of these actions are specified by 
the CHANNEL.NO.HALT bit i-n the Channel Tabl~. 

Sfnce GISHO continues linkirg ,in ·bath of th~ cases 11entioned 
aboye, it must know whe" it has e~a•in•d.al~ of the de~c~ipto~1 
in the chain. When it has. exa111ined all of the descrlJ>tors. it 
IMIC stop tc free the processor foi. other ex~c4tion. Tq 
liec1Hplish this1 the REf.ADDR field in the Channel Table is used 
to 1ark the. beginning of the chaill• 'Wh_en a disk operatjon is 
dispatched by the MCP, the , refererce add..-ess pass«t~ by the. 
dispatc~ is discarded and the R£f~APtR f(e'd is used instead~ 
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In order to operate properly with Cispatch operations occurring 
in an order different from the order of the descriptor ljnk 
fields, GISHO •ust be able to override stopping when it has been 
through the entire chain once. Fer exa•ple1 if descriptors A, 9, 
and.Care present in the chain and if 8 is dispatched• GISMn ~ill 
link to and initiate E. If, durir~ the time that d is in 
process• A is dispatched• GISMO must link past C and the REf.ADDR 
field and find and initiate A. 

To accomplish this, the PENDING bit in the Channel Table is used. 
This bit is set by a dispatch operaticn and reset by GISMO. If 
GISHO arrives at the destripto~ addressed by the REf.ADDP field 
and it the PENDING bit is set• it does not stop but resets 
PENOI~G and cortinues linking. If PENDl~G is already reset at 
this point• then GISHO stops. 

Since all descriptors for all disk ccrtrols are maintained in the 
same chain~ GISMO must be able to reccgnize descriptors which are 
addressed to c-0ntrols different from the one it is handlinq. 
This is accomi;lished using the IO.Cl-1ANNEL.RS field of the I/U 
d~scriptor. lpon encountering an unlccked l/O descriptor, GISMO 
compares this field to the channel it is executing upon and if 
the t-o are not equal, it does not •Grk the descriptor in process 
but ccntinues linking. 

When an 1/0 operation is initiated or a moveable arm disk device 
and the arm is presently positioned to a cylinder different from 
the cne specified in the descri~tor1 it is necessary to 
reposition the arm to the oroper cylinder. This operation is 
kn-0wn as a "seek•. On the 81000 systel• all seek operations are 
implicit; there is no explicit Seek operation in the hardware. 
lhe HCPs initiate disk I/O operaticns without regard for the 
current arm position and, if arm •ovement is reQuired, it is 
accoai:lished ty GISHO• the control ;nc the device withcut the 
MCP!s parti~ipation. The MCP does rot know that a seek is b•ing 
p~rfo~•ed rir ~eduired. 

On this syste•• all seek operations are •-0verlapped~. This means 
that the arm of any given dtive may te in motion simultaneously 
with the arm of any ot~er driveCsJ. Also, the control may he 
~erforming data transfer or any other operation while the arms 
are ir motion. 

this is accomplished by the control returning a result descriptor 
with Eit 171 IO.RESULl.BIT.17• set tc zero. Esssentially• this 
infor1s GISHO that sore special actior is recessary and that 
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GISHO should not store the result descriptor in memory. In this 
particular case. the control also informs GIS~O that the selected 
drive is row seeking. GISMO will iritiate nc further operations 
upon that drive until informed~ by the hardware• that the seek 
operation has completed. 

occ-2 CCartridgel and all disk pack controls notify GISMO that a 
seek cperation has completed by raising Service Request while in 
Status Count t. GISMO will agair send the descriptor to the 
contrcl and this time, after any reouired Latency period• data 
transfer will occur. occ-1 does rot notify GISMO when a seek 
operation has completed but must he "polled• periodically by 
GISMC. The pause time period for CCC-t. the time between the 
pell cperationsp is two milliseconds. 

The Disk Subsystem Controller 
introduces so1e exceptions 
exce~tions will be ~efined 
speci ii cation. 

COSC> of ferred on 
to thE statements 
in a subsequent 

GEM processors 
above. These 

version of the 

The chaining of IIO descriptors 1or magnetic tape controls is 
perha~s the most complex of the three basic t.ypes. The 
complexity is caused by the fact that tape I/O descriptors 
directed to each separate tape unit 1ust be executed in lo~ical 
sequerce and there may be several such units attached to the same 
contrclCsl. It doesr't watter whic~ unit GISMO addresses next 
but the descriptor that is used to address the unit must be the 
next logical cescriptor ir the "subchain" for that unit. It is 
therefore necessary to break the channel chain into subchainsr 
with one subchain for each physical ~nit, ard to implement a 
means of remembering the next logical descriptor that must be 
used within each subchain. 

Goth cf these reouirements are satisfied by the lock descriptor. 
Lock is a pseudo I/O operation which is handled completely by 
GISMU and actually causes no physical 1/0 operations. It also 
serves as a ~eans of resolving cortention problems between the 
HCPs and GISMO and between two or more tape controls which are 
attached to the same units by ar exchange. lock operates as 
described below. 

The HCP, when the system is Clear/Started• constructs a tape 
chain with one Lock ~escriptor fer each urit connected to the 
systea. The ACTUAL.ENn field Gf a Lock descri~tor is not used 
and the LIN~ field will c-0ntajr t~e memory address of the next 
lock cescriptor. The BEGIN and ENO address fields of the Lock 
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0 descriptor will contain the address of the TEST.ANO.WAIT 1/0 
descriptor that the MCP uses to monitor the status of each unit. 
This is discussed in a later paragraph. 

0 

0 

When a file is opened on a tape unit~ the HCP changes the BEGIN 
ard END address fields in the L~ck descriptor. The MCP now 
constructs a subchain for the unit which will consist of one I/O 
descriptor for each buffer requested by the user. The BEGIN and 
END cddresses of the Lock descriptcr will be set to the memory 
address of the first physical IIO descriptor in the subchain and 
the lEST.ANO.~AIT descriptor will te remove~ from the subchain. 
The BEGIN address field will not be altered from this point until 
the file is Closed. The END address will be modified by GISMO 
each time it executes an operation ir the subchain. In effectr 
The ENO address field is used tc remember the next logic?l 
operation that is to te performed or the unit. 

The LINK fields in each 110 descriptcr in the subchain will all 
address the next physical descriptor ir the sutchain• as they do 
for all ether controls. An exception to this is the last 
physical descriptor in the subch~i~. The LINK field of this 
descriptor will contain the adoress cf the lock descriptor for 
that unit. This prevent one unit from monopolizing the entire 
contrcl; it insures that GISMO will perio~icatly determine if 
there is anything to he done on the ctter units. 

The ~Ef.~OOR field of the Channel lible entry for a tape chain 
will contain the address of the first Lock descriptor in the 
chain. Gismo. upon receiving a Dispatch for a tape control, will 
discard the Reference Address passse~ and start at the address 
proviced by the REf.AODR field. GIS~C first attempts to lock the 
L-0ck oescriptcr by swapoing 01 into the first two bits of the PS 
field. If successfulr it fetches the address in the END field of 
the Leck descriptor and proceeds tc that address. If this 
descr;ptor is unlockedP it begins the op~ration specified. If 
not• it returns to the Lock descri~tor and stores the address• 
which it previously fetched from the END address field back into 
the l~D address field. 

Assume now that the descriptor at the address fetched fro• the 
lNO field of the Lock descriptor was unlocked. GISMO begins this 
operation and, assuming that the operation cannot be complete~ 
wjthc~t ~ome intermediate Service Reouests• returns to the lock 
d~1criptor and continues linking thrcugh the chain. Eventually• 
the control will raise Service Request and reference the 
initiated descriptor. Upon comoleticr of that descriptor~ GISHO 
will store a result and fetch the LINK field of the descriptor. 
It will then proceed to the new descri~tor and again check to see 
if it is lockec. If it is• GIS~O rEtLrns to the Lock descriptor 
for the unit and stores the new address in the END address field. 
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The rew descriptor now becomes the rext logical descriptor to be 
executed on ttat unit. In this "anner, GISHO effectively 
maintcins a logical seQuence of cperatior.s that are to be 
performed on any tape unit. 

It •ay be noticed from the foregcing that there is no possibility 
of ccnflict for a unit between two or more controls connected by 
an exchange, since GISMO first ~ttempts to lock the lock 
descri~tor before proceeding down a subchain. Similarly, the MCP 
must lock the subchain before alterirg any descriptor in the 
subchain. 

The. ~CP attempts to monitor the status of all perip,eral devices 
that are attached to the system. le do this• it must re•ember 
thei status of each device and 1aintain a certain amount of 
infors.ation about each. The •ajar ~crtion cf the information 
about all of the devices connectec is •aintained in the Ito 
Assignment Table CIOATl. 

The I/O ~ssignment Table CIOAT> allows the HCP to keep track of 
all peripheral units except the system•s SPO and those devices 
assotiated with data eom~unication. Each unit is identjfied by 
port• channel• and unit numbers as hell as b~ a symbolic name. 
Vario~s fields reflect the status of the unit <e.g., AVAILABLE,. 
SAVED, REWINOINGr LOCKED>. A progra•matic description is given 
below: 

OEF llH lOAT.SI2E AS 1s1211; 
DEflt(E IO AT.DECLARATION AS ' %G L a B A L I 0 A T 
DECLAl'E 1 DUMMY REMAPS IOATJ> 

02 UNIT.INITIAL BIT (66), % 

Xl 
UNIT .HDWR BIT (6 ),. 
tNil•PCD Bl T (12)• % 

04 lNJT.PORT.CHANNEL BIT (7),. % 
05 UNIT.PORT BIT ( 3),. % 
cs UNIT.CHANNEL BIT (4),. % 

04 FILLER BOOLEAN; % 
04 UNIT.UNIT BIT (4), % 

<l 3 tNIT.NA~E CHAR C 6 ),. 
02 UNIT.LABEl.ADDRESS DSK.AOR, 

03 FILLER Bil C12)J> 
03 UNIT.PACK.INFO ADDRESS• 

02 UNIT.RS AOORESS1% USER LIMIT REGISTER 
Cl2 UNIT.FLAGS BI TC 36.), 
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O! UNIT.AVAILABLI OQQLEAN• 
C! ~NXTeAV,XLABL!1INPU1 BOOLEAN, 
OJ UNIT1AVA?LAffLE1DUTPUT RDDLEAN1 
03 UNIT1WAll1FOR1NOT1H£AOY BQOLEAN1 
Cl ~NIT1TEIT1AND1WAIT BDDLEAN1 
03 ~NIT1IAVED IDDLEA~' 
01 UNIT1REWINDZNG 8QDLEA~, 
01 UNIT1EOF1SENIED IODLEA~• 
GI ~NIT1LUCMED IODLEAN1 
01 UNIT1LABtL1IENSED aa~LEAN1 
03 ~Ntl1PRINT1IACK~P IOOLEAN1 
03 ~Nl11PYRGI IQDLEAN1 
GI UNIT1LDCK1AT1TERM OOQLEAN1 
01 UNlT1TQ1l£1IAVED IDQLEAN• 
01 ~Nll1FLUIH DODLEAN•I FLUSH TC ~OF 
01 UNIT1TAfEF IQQLIA~, 
QI LN111DllKF SQDL£AN1 
DI ~NlT1ITDPPED IDOLIAN• 
01 ~NIT1TRANILAlE IODLEAN1 
01 ~NIT.CTRL1CAAD.u1iNa BOOLEAN, ' 
01 U~IT1ftEMQTE1JOI IQQLEAN• 
01 LNIT1C~DIED IODLEAN~ I 
03 ~NIT1CLEARED BDDLEAN1 
OJ U~IT1MULl?1FILE IQDLEA~• I 
Cl UNIT.EQT IQDLEAN1 I 

QJ UNIT1TAPE1flLE1ITATUI BITCJJ,I 0 • NOT RELEVANTC"AN&l> 
I \ • BDYCOEG QF VOLUMI 
1 a • aarcara o, FILEJ 
I J • EOYCEND Of VULUMEJ 
I ~ • EDFCEND UF FIL~) 
I I • PPBCPAOCtl& FIL~ BLK 
I 1 • UNDEFlMED 

Cl UNIT1TAP£1XCH BDOLEAN1I FOR MIS•MATCHED UNITS 
01 U~IT1NU1lRANS1T8LE 10CLF.-N1IPC•S 

OJ ~NITwCFFLINEeYET-INeUIE IODLEA~11raR ASSIGNED UNITS• 
01 ~NIT1AUDIT IODLEAN1 I OMS AUDlT TAPE 
01 ~Nl11AilE~VED1NY1AD IDOLEAN1I AUTO BA~KUP 61\ 
01 UNIT1LABiL·O' AIT(l)•I O•aootooxa ODD TRAN$ 

. I l•iOQCQOXI ODD ND TRANG 
I l•IOQIOOKI EVEN TRANI 
I 1•100400XI EVEN ND TRANS 

QI UNIT.DRIVE.TYPE BITC4J•I DllK ONLY 
I I YALUI DCCIII/I DPCl/1 DFC1 D'CI 

I 0 llXIOI NIA ~IA NIA 
I 1 !IX406 llt IYl1MEM 5N 
I I 14~101 t•I NIA NIA 
I I &•~401 ~IA IC•I NIA 
I 4 NIA 107 \C~4 NIA 
I I NIA IOI IA•I NIA 
I e NIA 10& 11•4 NIA 
I 1 NIA NIA NIA NIA 

QI UNtt1ITATUI 91T CllJ• 
01 UNITe1DellePDNENEO.QFF IOQ~IAN• 
QI rlLLIA llTC1J1 
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BI TC t 6 >, 
ADORE SS• 
!HT C2), 

OMIT JED 
OURHOUGHS 
USASI 
IN5TALLA1ION 

BITC8>• %PC-5 TRAIN ID 
WORD•% PLEASE 00 NOT DISTURB 
Al.T COESCRIPTOR.SIZE); 

IOA 1 DEFINE 

The er.tire IO~T is co~structed by the MC~ when the system is 
Clear/Started. During the Clear/Start operation. the MCP directs 
a Test descriptor to each of the controls that are connected to 
the system •. hhe.n it discovers a cortrol that may have more than 
one unit connected to it1 it sencs a Test descriptor to each 
possitle unit and makes one entry ir the !OAT for ~ach unit tha~ 
is ccr.nected. 

The U~IT.HDWR field in the IOAT will certain the hardware 
identifier returned by the test descriptor. The following is a 
list cf hardware types and pseudo-types that are supported by the 
HCP. Pseudc-types are used in the device assignment process to 
indicate generic types, such as "any 1agnetic tape device" which 
woulc include seven-track• nine-track, phase encoded• NRZ and so 
forth. 
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DEVICE 

Reser\led 
80 col READER.PUNCH.PRINJE~ 
80 col CARD PUNCH 
Reser\led 
roc.1 
9G col READER PUNCH PRINTER 
PAPEfi JAPE READER 
PAPER TAPE RE~UER·l 

PRINJER 
READEfi SCRTEP.-2 
READER SORTER 
DISK FILE CAny head per track> 
orc-1 
occ-2 
occ-1 
OPC-1 
DISK FACK cocc-1, occ-2. DPC-11 
DISK CAny disk) 
DFC-3 CS-NJ 
96 col READER 
PAPER JAPE PUNCH 
80 col CARO READER 
:iP0-1 
SP0-2 
lAPE 9 TRK NR2 
TAPE 1 TRK NR2 
TAPE PE (9 TRK) 
TAPE (Any tape) 
TAPE.S CAny 9 lRK tape} 
Reser\led 
CASSEllf 
LPC-5 
QUEUE. FILE 
REHOJE FILE 

3-71 
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FILE SHH 

nAl~.~ECORDER.60 
CAl1C.PUNCH 

RE~CER.PUNC~.PRINTER 
PAFER.TAPf.READER 
PAFER.TAPE.READER 
PRl~TER 

REHlER.SORTfR.2 
RE~DER.SORIER 

DISK .FILE 
DISK.fILE.1 
DISK.CARTRIDGE 
DISK.CARTRIDGE 
OISK.PACK.10 
OI~K.PACK 

DISK 
OI~K.F1L£.3 
REAOER.96 
PAPER.JAPE.PUNCH 
CA~D.READER 

CR 1 SPO 
TAff .9 
TAFE.7 
T Af E. PE 
TAFE 
lAPf.9 

CASSETTE 
PC.5 
QUEUE 
REt-OTE 

HDWR TYPE 

oc 
Ql 
02 
OJ 
04 
05 
06 
07 
0 ii 
09 
lC 
11 
l2 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
11:! 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
62 
63 

Table 3.x - Hardware types suoported by HCP 
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In the table above, the File Staterert colum~ CFILE STMT) is for 
use in the ~CP's FILE Control Card and is explained in the 
~~jJ~j!~-1~~£~Ji~D~J_§yi~:~ Generic hardware type numbers are 
not stored in the IOAT. Rather, the actual identifiers returned 
by the hardware are used. 

Unit mnemonics are also assigned by the 
Clear/Start process. These mnemonics allow 
HCP tc .identify de~ices uniauely. The table 
of the mnemonic that will be assigned to 
devices. 

Card Reader 
Card Punch 
Data Recorders 
Printers 
Tape Units 
Oisk Chead-per-trackl 
Oisk Pock 
Oisk Cartridge 
Paper Tape Readers 
Pa~er Taoe Punches 
Readsr-Sorters 
Cassettes 
flexi-Dis1< 

MCP during the 
the operator and the 
below lists the form 
the various types of 

Cf<x 
CPx 
CDx 
l Px 
MTx 
none 
DPx 
OCx 
PRx 
PPx 
RSx 
C Sx 
fDx 

All units will be assigned a three-character mnemonic which 
begins with tte first two letters listed in the table above. The 
third character will be unique to the unit. The first unit of 
that type encountered by the MCP durirg the Clear/Start operation 
is assigned the Letter "A", the second "B" ana so forth. 
Assigrment proceeds alphabetically ard the mnemonic assigned does 
not change unless the system conf iguTation changes. 

The assigned unit mnemonic is stored in the ICAT in the UNIT.NA"1E 
field. The entire IOAT is maintained in meacry. To minimize 
storage requirements, some inforreaticn which relates to the unit 
is not stored in the !OAT but is maintained on disk. File 
Identifiers and any other intor~atior ~hich is seldom used by the 
HCP are stored in an INTERNAL.LAEEL field on disk. The disk 
qddress of ttis field is mairtaired in the IOAT in the 
UNIT.LABEL.ADDRESS field. Informaticn in this field is typjcally 
updated ty the STATUS procedure ir the HCP. 

0 The SlATu·s procedure is executed wherever the Reaoy status of Jn 
unassigne~ device changes. The ~CP is made aware of a status 
change by. TESl.~NC.WAIT l/O operators. These operators do not 
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0 truly wait ori a unit status change tut this function is emulated 
by GI~MQ",. 

0 

Jhe MCP must know when a unit goes from a Not Ready condition to 
a Ready condition so that it ca~ reid the label on the media and 
update the INTERNAL.LABEL information on disk. It must know when 
a unit changes from Ready to Net ~eady so that it can mark the 
unit unaviilable and initiate a TESl.AND.WAIT.FOR.REAOY on the 
unit. TEST.AND.WAIT operations allow the specification of 
certain conditions for completion, such as Test and Wait for 
Ready, Not Ready, Ready to Trans1it, Ready to Receive and so 
forth. GISMO will n~t consider the cperation complete unless the 
specified conditions are met. 

On disk and tape controls, which allow more than one unit per 
contrcl, we cannot tie up the entire control with a Test and Wait 
operation to one unit. For occ-2, all disk pack and all tape 
contrcls• the PAUSE bit i~ the Chanrel Table is used to i~plement 
a periodic test of all such units. #t each 100 millisecond timer 
interval, GIS~O searches throuqh the Channel Table looking for 
entries with this bit set to zerca When such an entry is found• 
GISMO inftiates that chain at the ad~ress specified by REF.ADDR, 
also i" the Charnel Table. Durins this execution• GISMO will 
initiate all lest operations encountered in the chain. If the 
conditions for completion specified in thi operator have been 
met, GISHO will store the result cescriptor returned by the 
operation and queue an interrupt for the HCP; the HCP always 
reQuests.an irterrupt in Test and Wait descriptors. 

The HCP also sets the type field of this 110 descriptor, 
IO.HCF.10• tc a value which indicates "Status Change". In the 
HCP 1 s l/O Complete procedure• which is invoked only when an 
interrupt is returned from an I/O operation, the value stored in 
IO.HCP.IO will cause invocation of tte HCP's STATUS Procedure. 

As mentioned previously• the STATUS Procedure is executed only 
#hlP the status of an unassignec peripheral changes. If a 
ierfp~eral is being used by a pro9ra1 and if it goes to a Not 
Ready condition, the situation js handled by the I/O Error 
Pro~edure. hhen an assigned peripheral goes from Not Ready to 
Ready• no action is required by t~e ~CP since the Test and Wait 
descriptor executed ir this case will have a LINK field set to 
the nExt logical operation to be pertcrmed on the device. 
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Peripheral devices which are capable cf input operations usually 
have labels written on the media. The HCP is equipped to 
recogrize several aifferent label formats on disk and tape 
devices and it expects to reao contrcl instructions from all card 
devices which have input capabilities. 'control instructions are 
discussed in the ~~J.bls!§ DD~tJ1j~Da! ~Mi~~ and in Product 
Specification 2219 c144, ~&e ~gEJ!Rl ~l~1~A and will not be 
discussed here. Essentially, when a card device becomes Ready 
for irput purpcses, the Status Procectre reads the first card and 
contrcl is pass~d t.o the Cortrol Care Procedure. 

On disk and tape devices, ~hen a unit becomes Ready, the Status 
Procedure attempts to read a label frc1 the mecia. The following 
is a description of the various label formats, on disk and tape 
devices, the MCP is capable cf recogrizinq. 

Every disk pack• disk cartridge• or head-per-track sub-system is 
identified by a standard "ANSI• pack label. This pack label, 
written in EECDIC C8 bit code), is two pack sectors long (360 
bytes), and occupies the first two sectors on a pack, I.E., 
cylinder Or track a, sectors 0 anc J. Sector O contains oack 
identification information and sector 1 is reserved .for future 
implementation of pack· security procedures. A programmatic 
description is given below: 

0£FlhE PACK.LABEL.DECLARATION AS 12 
DECLARE 01 DUMMY REMA·PS PACK.LA9£L% 
, 02 PL.VOLl CHAR C4l % "VOLl• 
, 02 PL.SERIAL.NO CHAR C6l % SERIAL CCAN> NUMBER 
, 02 Pl .. ACCESS.CODE CHAR (1) % ACCESS CODE , 02 PL.IO CHAR C11) % PACK IO 
, 03 Pl.NAM£ CHAR C 1C l % , C3 FILLER CHAR (7) % , 02 PL.SYSTEM.INTERCHANGE CHAR (2) % SYSTEM INTERCHANGE/CODE 

% 00 = INTERCHANGE 
% 17 = 81000 INTERNAL 
% 35 = 03500 INTERNAL 
% ETC, ETC, ETC •. 02 PL.CODE CHAR Cll % PACK CODE 00 = SCRATCH , 02 FILLER CHAR CE) % 

' 02 PL.OWNER.ID CHAR (1~) % 
~ 02 PL.TYPE CHAR (1) % "R" = RESTRICTED PACK 

% "U" = USER PACK 
% "S" = SY STEM. PACK 

, 02 PL.CONTINUE CHAR ( 1l % CONTINUATION FLAG '*t• 
• 02 f ILLER CHAR <2El % 

• 02 PL.INT CHAR Cl) % 

• ()2 PL.VOL2 CHAR (4) % "VOL2" 
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• 02 PL.DATE.INITIALIZED CHAR (5) 7. 

• 02 PL.INlT.SYSTEM CHAR (6] % INITIALIZING SYSTEM 

• (J 2 PL.OISK.OIRECTORY CHAR (fl J % DIRECTORY ADDRESS 

" 02 PL.MASTER.AVAIL CHAR ce1 % MAST ER AVAILABLE TABLE 
• 02 PL.DISK.AVAIL~BLE CHAR CID % WORKING AVAILABLE TA~LE 

• 02 Pl.INTEGRllY CHAR ( tl % 0 = NORMAL 
% 1 = RECOVERY REQUIPEfJ 

• 02 Pl.ERROR.COUNT CHAR (6) % 
, 02 PL.SEClORS.XD CHAA CEl % RE110VEO SECTORS , 02 PL.TEHF.TA8LE CHAR (8) % TEMP TABLE LINK , 02 PL.PCD CHAR (3) % LAST PORT• CHAN• DRIVE 
• 02 PL.ASSIGNED.TO.BPS CHAR ( 6) % BA SE PACK SERIAL NUMBER 

In the case of disk devices• additioral infor~ation• beyond that 
which can be stored in the IOAT. is req~ired by the HCP for 
proper operation. rhe STATUS Procecure and ethers maintain thjs 
information in a reserved area ir memory known as the Pack 
Information Table (PACK.INFO). 

The pack information table is an MCP raintainec linked list of 
all user disk packs and cartridges currently on line. It 
contains such information as the na•e• serial rumber• hardware 
unit• number of users• and addresses of the disk directory. 
available table, and temporary table. This structure allows a 
pack or cartridge to be externally referenced by name. A 
programmatic description is given below: 

DEFINE PACK.INFO.DECLARATION AS 12 
OECLA~E Cl DU~~y REMAPS PACK.INFO, 

02 P.NAME NAME• 
02 P.SERI~L.ND WORC, 
02 P.DISK.OIRECTORY OSK.ADA• 
02 P.OISK.AVAILAELE OSK.AOR. 
02 P.TEMP.TA8LE DSK.AOR, 
02 P.UN.IT.NAME CHA~ (6),. 
02 P.PCD BIT C12), 

03 P.PORT.CHAN BIT C7l• 
03 FILLER BIT Cl), 
03 P.ORIVE.NO BIT (4), 

02 P.NO.USERS SIT C8), 
02 P.NO.MPF.USERS BIT C8), 
C2 P.TO.BE.POWERED.DOWN BOOLEA~, 

02 P.REST~ICJED AIT (3), 

02 P.CONTINUE 
02 P.SCRAJCH 

rJOOLEAN• 
BOOLEAN, 

% 0 
% 1 
% 2 
% 3 
% 1 
% 1 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 

SYSTEM RESOURCE PACK 
ftESTRlCTED 
UN~ESTRICTEO USER 
INTERCHANGE 
CONTINUATION PACK 
SCRATCH PACK 
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02 P.fUll 
02 P.)(C 

BOOLEAN, % 1 = NO MORE AVL DISK 
BCCLEAN,. %PACK HAS UNDERGONE XC. 

02 P.ASSIGNEO.TO.BPS 
02 P.BACK.llNK 

WORO,. % ASSIGNED TO BAS£ PACK I 
AOORESS,. 

02 P.LINK AODRESSi 

Ilff .L.Mlf.LLI~~,. l!Ull~.LIZ~ll.O.t! ~fl.D f !l.B~lf:Hi 

MCP II includes the capability to create and recognize two 
different for•s of magnetic tape labels. The standard label 
format for the 81000 system will contorm to that specified in the 
publication entitled "The America~ National Standard Magnetic 
Tape labels for Information £xchangeft which is dated 1969 and 
published hy the A"erican NatiorEl Standards Instituter Inc. 
CANSill. These labels are commonly known as "ANSJI, Version 1" 
labels. It should be noted that "standard label foraat" for the 
syste1 means that any program which reQuests standard labels in 
i t s f i l e de c l a r a t i o n w i ll c au s e A N ~ I I lab e l s t o b e w r i t t e n w he n 
the file is assigned to magnetic tape, and the file is opened 
output. Users are allowed to create the label in ASCII if they 
so desire. 

ANSII labels as implemented on the 81000 system contain several 
aeviations from the standard as presented by the ANSII documents. 
The deviations are necessary in crder to irsure that we are 
compatible with the 86100 system. lhe most noteworthy deviation 
is the recording rode of the label itself; it is written in 
EBCDIC character code unless ASCII is specifically requested via 
the ·~N" command. 

ANSII label format.. as implemented, consists 
blocks on the tape, followed by a tape mark. 
three blocks is known as the Volume Header. 
description is presented below. 

01 VCJlUHE.HEACEP 
02 flllfR CHARACTERC4> 

%This field will always contEin "VOll" 
Ol VOLUME.IO CHAR.ACTERC6) 
02 ACCESS AB Ill TY CHAR~CTERCU 

%This field is not used by tte 81000 
02 RFS %This fie le is reserved ir the ANSI I 

%being used as follows by the 81000 
03 HUl lI.fllE.ID CH AR.AC l E R C 17 ) 

% "O" if there is no Mf 10 
% "XO" if Scratch 
% "BACKUP" if 8 acku p 

03 SYS.SYMBOL CHAR AC TERC2l 

of three physical 
The first of the 

A programmatic 

Standard. It is 
and the 06700. 
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% Will contain "17" if created c~ 81000 
0! TAPE.TYPE CHARACTERCll 

% o = Scratch 
% 1 = User 
% 2 = Backup 
% 3 = Library 

03 FILLER CHARAC1ERC6> 
02 OWNER.IC CHARACTE~C14) 

% This field is not currently usable on the 81000 system 
02 FILLER CHARAC1ERC28l 
Oi VERSION CHARAClE~Cl> 

% Will contain •1• until suet time as the label format is 
% changed 

The second of the three physical blocks is known as •Header One". 
The fcrmat is also used for End-of-File and End-of-Volume. A 
program~atic description is given below. 

Ot H£~DER1.DECLARATION 
02 fillER CHARACTERC4l 

02 
02 

02 

02 

02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 

% ~ay contain "HR01", "EOFl", or "EOYl" 
FILE.IO CHARAC1ERC17l 
FILE.SET.ID CHARACTERC6) 

% This field will contain t~e first six characters from 
% the ~FID field in the VOll block 

FILE.S£C1IO~.NO CHARACTERC41 
% ~sed for Reel number by B67CO and 81000 

FILE.SEQ.NO CHARACTERC41 
% Ordinal number of the file within a Multi-file 

GENERATION.NO CHARACTERC4) % Unused 
GE~ERATIUN.VERSION.NO CHARACTERC21 % U~used 
CREATION.DATE CHARACTERC6) % bYYDOO 
EXPIRATICN.OATE CHARACTERCGJ % b1YOOO 
ACCESSABILITY CHARACTERCll % Urused 
BLOCK.COlNT CHARACTERC6l 

% Zero if this is a Header.Ore block 
02 SYSTEM.CODE CHARAC1ERC131 % ftB1700" 
02 FILLER CHARACTERC7) 

Th~ third physical block is known as "Header Two". It is also 
used at End-of-file and End-of-Votu1e. Its format is shown 
below: 

01 HEJD£~2.0ECLARATION 
02 FILLER CHARACTERC4) 

% Hay contain "HDR2", "EOF2", er "EOV2" 
02 RECORD.FORMAT CHARACTERCtl 

% f = Fixed 
% V = Variable 
% S = Spanned (Not yet f mple1ented by any Burroughs system> 
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% U = Undefined 
02 BLOCK.LENGTH 
Q2 RECORD.LENGTH 
02. RESV.SYSlEH.USE 

03 DENSITY 
% c = > 800 
x r = > ss6 
% 2 = > 20C 
% 3 = > 1600 

03 SENTINAl 
0 3· PARITY 

% 0 = Even; 1 = 
03 E;XT.FORM 

CHARACTERC5l 
CH A R AC 1 E R C 5 > 
CHARAC1ERC35) 
CHARACTER CD 

CHARACTER Ct> 
CHARAClERCl> 

Odd 
CHARACTER Cl) 
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% Unused 

% C = Un~pecified 
% 1 = Binary 
'.t 2 = A SC I I 
% 3 = BCL 
% 4 = EBCDIC 

03 FILLER 
02 BUFFER.OFFSET 
02 FILLER 

CHARACTERC31> 
CHARAC1ERC2l % Unused 
CHARACTERC28l 

As mentioned in a prior paragraph• the HCP writes ANSI! Format 
labels on tapes whenever a file is opened output and the 
LABEL.TYPE field in the FPB is set to zero. If the user ~ishes 
toicortinue writing t~e old Burroughs format labels• he must 
modify this field in all of the files in his programs. This may 
be accomplished by recompilation• by the use of a file Attribute 
commuricate cperation within the progra1. by the use of the 
MODIFY control instruction or by the use of a FILE card when the 
progr8• is executed. Presently valid values for the LA9EL.TYPE 
fielo are: 

0 = ~NSll 
1 = tnlabelled 
2 = Burroughs 

ANSII Labels• though they are writter when the file is opened 
output• are actually created on all •agnetic ~apes prior to that 
tiae. A keybcard message has been irplemented in the HCP for 
purpcses of treatin~ the initial A~SII l~bel on all tapes. The 
anemoric of the message.is "SN• whict used to be an acronym for 
~•rial Nu•ber. The syntax for SN is: 

SN <unit mnemonic> <volume-identifier> I ASCII I 

<Volu19 identifier> aay consist cf one to six alphanumeric 
characters and is inserted in the VOLU~E.ID field of the VOLi 
bl~ck of the label which is created. · This operation is~ for 
conversational purposes• known as •jr.itializ:ing• the tape. All 
tapes and cassettes must be initialized on t'he 81000 be for·e the 
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MCP will consider them scratch. This applies to seven-track, as 
well as all versions of nine-track t<pes. 

The <volume identifier> keyed in will remain on the tape until 
the tape is re-initialized. The ta~e mav be purged at any time, 
provided the ANSII label is still intact on the tape. Tapes 
which have Burroughs labels on them 1ust be re-initialized and 
•ay net be pur~ed. Purging• here• i~plies the use of the "PG" 
keybcard message. Similarly, unlabelled tapes may not he purged, 
but may be re•initialied. The <voluae identifier> is now part of 
the cutput of the "Ol" ~essage. lhE presence of the reserved 
word ASCII in an SN statement causes the label ~o be written in 
ASCII character codes. 

The capability of creating and reco9r121ng ANSI! labels was not 
included in the HCP prior to the ~.o release of the software. 
Before the 5.C release, all Labels created by the BlOOO system 
were the old Burroughs labels first implemented on the 05500 
systew. A orogrammatic description cf these labels, as they are 
created on the BlOOO, is shown belcw. As can be seen from the 
descri~tion, certai~ fields have beer added to the labels to 
imprc~e their utility. These fields are meaningful to the 01000 
syste1 only. A programmatic description is presented below. 

All labels 
Beginriing 

on the BlOOO system are written in odd parity. 
with the 4.2 release of the softw•re, tap~ marks are 
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~rohibited by the control. 
the 8300 system• which can 
recognize tape •arks which 

MCPII will write tapemarks and endin9 labels on any output 
l~beled tape ttat is not at BOT when a Clear/Start is done. This 
wi~l allow the user to read that tape ard recover the data. 
There is one restriction. If the t~pe is to be read in r~verse1 
the user •ust specify blockinq infor1ation. 

ANSII labels are also written 
seven-track tape. When this is done• 
translation to BCL. Burroughs 
seven·track tape. are written ir ode 
translator enabled. 

as the standard label on 
the labels are written with 
lab~ls1 when written to 
parity with the EBCDIC/BCL 

The ~TAJUS Procedure makes all pcssible atte•pts to recognize a 
labBl ~hen a tape unit becomes Reacy. On seven-track tape• 
particularly, there are several different variations of parity 
and recording 1ode that may have teer used to create the tape. 
Seve~·track . tape car be written with or without c~aracter 
translation from EBCDIC to BCL. The MCP will attempt to read 
tape labels with all possible variaticns before giving up. 

When the HCP cannot recognize a Lebel, the unit is considered 
available for input purooses if the tape does not have a Write 
Ring in it. In this case. it •~st be manually assigned to a 
progrEr by the operator, either when the program reQuests the 
tile or when the job is executed. If the tape does contain a 
Write Ring• it must be initialized, using the SN instruction 
decsribed above. Only whe~ the tape has a Write Ring and 
contains a valid ANSI label indicating "Scratch" is it considered 
availcble for output purposes autc1atically by the HCP. 

It js also the responsibility of tte STATUS Procedure to record 
the ether infQ~mation returned by the Test I/O operation. This 
informatiOri l~ crucial to the proper operation of the tape 
~ubsystem. In pariicular, if the system is equipped with a 
PE/NR2 excharge, the operation ot t~e STATUS Procedure when a 
unit teco1es Ready is as described-belcw. 
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~ith the inclusion of the H4/M5 ~EC supplied by the Westlake 
Plant and describec by P.S. #2047 4490• it is possible for a 
tape Lnit to operate in either Phase Encoded CPE> or Non-Return 
to 2ero CNRZl recording mode. This can only be accomplished on 
the ElOOQ hardware by connectinq onE NRZ control and o~e PE 
control to the MEC. The NRZ control is designated MTC-2 and the 
PE cortrol is designate~ MTC-4. A tipe subsystem so connected is 
spoker. of as an exchange subsyste1 by hardware personnel. 
Accor~ing to the softw~re definition cf a subsystemr ~ll controls 
in the subsystem must ~e identical. The code in the !/O driver 
which interfaces to M1C~2 is distinctly different f~om that which 
interfaces with MTC-4.: A request tor a unit which is operating 
in the ~RZ mode can orly be handled by MTC-2. 

To sclve this problem• considerable ccdi~g has been incorporated 
in the MCP •. lhe problem has been rectified ir the most efficient 
•anner possible• however. Two separate chains of descriptors• 
one for each control• are constructed by the HCP at Clear/Start 
time. The two chains are maintained by the HCP dynamically• from 
that point. 

Reco~ding mode info~mation is supplied by the test operator and 
actually is returned as the de~sity field in the result 
descriptcr. A density selection of 1600 bpi• for example• 
indicates that the unit has been selected to be in the 
phase-encoded recordirg mode and that the l/O descriptors for the 
unit should be in the MTC-4 chain of desc~iptors. If the 
subchcin for the unit is not in thE proper chain• the MCP will 
move the entire subchain to the proper chain. The movement of 
the subchain is only attempted wher the unit is not in use. of 
course. Selecting a different density while the unit is being 
used constitutes an error on the part of the operator. The 
operator is notified of the error anc the program is allowed to 
continue processing only when the proper density has been 
selected ~n the unit. 

This solution is only possible if both controls ar~ capable of 
reporting recording density prooerly. HTC-2 can report t~e fact 
that a unit is selected to be in the 1600 bpi density. 
Si•ilarly• MTC-4 is able to report the fa~t that a unit is in the 
800 bpi density. Density infor•ation is commonly used by the HCP 
~~ly when a unit goes from a not-ready state to a ready state. 
The move•ent of the subchain is therefore performed by the HCP 
status routine when the unit becomes ready. 

Unit mnemonics are not affected 
exc~an~e. A unit selected as MTA, 

by th~ presence of a PE/NRZ 
for exa•pl~, will alw~ys be 
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known as 'MTA, regardless of which chain contains its subchain• or 
which density is selectnd by the operator. 

Due to differences in the unit nurbering sche•e between MTC-2 and 
HTC-4, there can be no more t~ar eight magnetic tape units 
connected to a PE/NRZ tape subsystem. This capability is not 
av~ilable on any version of the software prior to the 5.1 release 
version. 
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A file is a group of related records. Files are ot central 
importance in the 1/0 Subsystem since effectively all of the 
co•~urication between user prograas and the subsystem is 
accor~Lished through files. 

The 01000 Operating Syste• supports three different file tyries or 
structures, exclusive of Data Hanage1ent System structures, which 
correspond roughly to those file types defined in the ANSI 1 74 
COBOL Language. In that language, these types are ·called 
Sequertiat, Relative and Indexed Sequential. Sequential and 
Indexed Sequential files, in COBOl, can both be accessed ir a 
randow manner and the use of the were "SeQuential" tends to add 
confusion. In this document• the three types will be ref ferred 
to as Conventicnal Files, Relative Files and Indexed files. 

The basic definition of Conventional file structures is found in 
the CCBOL '68 Language, though •any functions have been added to 
the tasic definition. lo a prc9ra1, a file represents a large 
collection of ordered data that exists apart from the progra~. 
Tbe program needs to interact with parts of that data from time 
to tjre and the I/O Subsystem makes this interacti-0n possible. 
The 1/0 Subsystem moves the data into and out of user working 
areas in •ain memoryj to which the prcgram has access. 

The unit of data moved into and out cf th~ user's working area is 
the record. lhe record is considerEd, by the I/O Subsystem• to 
be a string of bits• which the user program will pr-0bably group 
into characters or words in some ma~ner, but the IIO Subsystem 
deals only with entfr'e records and cieli,vers and receives one 
~~cbrd at a i~m~ to and fro~ the ~ser program. 

A. file has some structure as seer· by the user program• The 
records •ay be all of the same length or" they 11ay be of · va.r.iabl.e 
length. Len~th information •ust te d~clarec by the progra• or 
¢ontained in the record itself or exist 1n an accessibt• fot• in 
t•e ~hysical file er exist io the infor~ation which the HCP 
maintains about the file. It the reccrd length is v,ariab{e, then 
the length of each record must exist in that record, in the first 
tour character ~ositions. 
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The file• as it is stored on so•e reccrding medium. is often 
refferred . to as a physical file. A physical file may have some 
additional ele1ents of structure. Jt may contain blocks. A 
block is a group of ~hysicatly ccntiguo~s records which are 
transferred to and from the physical medium as a group. The 
storage device itself may imoose so1e structure upon the file. 
As disc1issd previously, data is tral'lsferr.ed to disk in 1440-bit 
incre1ents. A block of records to be writt~n to disk must 
therefore total some integer 1ultiplE Cf 1440 bits. The disk 
itself may te used to store ~any cisioint ~hysical files. To 
•i"i1ize stora~e a~ailability proble1sj the HCP allows disk files 
to be broken into "areas•. each of ~hich will contain room for a 
specified numter ct blocks. This is described in more detail 
later. : · 

The ~hysical file inherits mary of i.ts properties from the 
logical file declared by the user prcgram whi~h creates it. When 
the user programmer declares a logical file• the co•piler 
generates a File Para~eter Block which contains the s~ecified 
val~es for the various attributes cf the file. File Parameter 
Blocks CFPBs> are defined in Sectio~ 2 of this specification. 
The HCP• and more specifically the UPEN proce~ure* converts the 
at.tributes specified by t~~ user to an actual physical file. 
Hore attributes are added to the physical file when it is 
assigred to a cevice. 

Any file way te described by its attritutes. File attributes are 
syste1 cqntrcl parateters which are used by the 1/0 Subsyste•· 
The attributes contain all of the information the subsystem needs 
when it connects a physical file to a lbgical file declared in a 
user program and when it ~ontrols the access to that physical 
file. 

~est of the attributes associated with any file are contained in 
the File Para1eter Block CFPBJ for ttat file~ Certainly• the FPB 
is the storage medium for the attrit~tes that are declared by the 
user and generated by the compiler. Additional attributes will 
be ott~ined when t~e file is cpered and assigned to a device. 
~heh a' file is open,. its attributes 1ay be stored in the fPlh the 
ttl~ information Block CFIBl. the Disk File Header COFHl and the 
l/O ~ssignm•ent Table CIOAT>. All cf these structures have been 
-~esented previously. 

••Qi~ring with the 8.0 version cf the MCP• a communicate 
operation was added to allow user prcgrams to dynamically modify 
selected attributes of a file. Jr subseouent versions of the 
HCP. the list of modifiable attribtes has been expanded. The 
file Attribute com•unicate operaticr is described in the Demand 
Management section of this docu•ent. 
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All names associated with files on the 81000 ~CP may be a maxisum 
of ten characters in length. Names in excess of ten characters 
will be truncated to the first ten. Looking at the description 
of tte fPB presented . in Section 2 cf this specification,. the 
first field in the rpe,. fPB.fILE.NA"E is the internal name of the 
file. "Internal",. in this case. means internal to the user 
program. This is the name which ap~ears i~ the File Declaration 
of ~he user program and the name which the programmer uses in all 
references to the file within the prcgram. 

The next three name fields in the fPB provide the "File 
Identifier" for MCP purposes. All ~hysical files introduced to 
the system may have one or two names. files assigned to disk 
pack may have a third name whic~ will correspond to the pack 
name• the name contained in the pack label. 

If a file has one name only, that name is stored in the field 
FPB.~llTI.flLE.ID and the field FP8.f 1LE.ID should be tilted with 
blanks. FPB.MULTI.fILE.ID is often referred to as the "family 
IO" and is only important if the file is assigned to disk or 
tape. If a file has two nam•s, the second,name is stored in the 
FPB.FILE.ID field. 

The ~ssignment of physical files to logical files is discussed ih 
the Demand Management Section of this specification in the 
description cf the OPEN communicate cperation. Stated in its 
simplest form, the HCP attempts to ~ssaciate one or two na~es 
with each device that is connected to the system and that is 
capabte cf input operatio~s and to •~tch this external nam~ to 
the file Identifier s~ecified in an FPB when a user OPENs a file. 
On output filesr the ~CP simply attem~ts tc assign an available 
device of the requested hardware type. 

There are two exceptions t-0 the statemerts in the preceding 
paragraph. W~en an output file is cirected to Printer or Punch 
devices, the output data may be actually stored on disk tor later 
retriev~l. ~t.1ch files are known as Backup files and are 
discu$sed later. In~ut card files 1ay be loaded to disk files 
prior to the time they are reauired ty a program. When the 
program _then re Que s ts: t he c a r d f i le,. MC P may au t om at i ca ll 'I: 
substitute the previously loaded dis• files. This is known as 
t he P s" e do- f' ea de r f:a c i l i t y a n d i s d i s cuss e d i n Prod u c t 
Sp~cification 2222 2265,. .S!.SI.El!lLJJt;~J!LL· 
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It is the HCP's responsibiltiy to cor~eTt a lcgical disk fit~ as 
declared in a user progra~, to ~r actual physical disk file • 
.This can only occur by a program opening a new disk fi lei where 
•new• in this context specif~es that the program intends to 
create a file and the physical disk files that are currently 
known to the system are of no concerr to th• user. 

Except in the case of Multi-Pack files, files that extend over 
more than one physical pack or cartridge, a new file can only 
beco1e a permanent file that exists when the program is no longer 
executing by the same user doing a close operation on the file 
and s~ecifying in the CLOSE ~ommu"ic~te operator that the file is 
to become permanent. This i•Plies that the file identifier is to 
be entered in the disk directory and remembered by the HCP 
fore~er. This also implies that the disk stcrage space occupied 
by that file is to be used for no other purpose except the 
various use~ sanipulations that may occur within that file, 
utilizing a logical file with the same File Identifier. The 
Close operation is also described in detail in the Oemand 
Hanage11ent section of ,this speci fici:ticn. Basically• the Open 
and Close operations both obey the rules presented in the 
defir.ition of the COBOL language. 

In crder to manage all of the available storage space on .a disk 
device, the ~CP must maintain tables ~hich tell it the storage 
locations that are available for use, the names of the files that 
are already stored on the disk and t~e physical characteristics 
of these files. 

., 

There are three tables, each with the sawe format, that are used 
bW the HCP to aliocate disk space. lhe master available table is 
a non-expandable table of thre• contiguous segMents beginning at 
the second sector on disk. It contains a list of all unusable 
seg•erts which have been "XO-ed" by the operator. The working 
a~ailEble table is a 10-segment table teginnirg at the 47th disk 
seg•ert. It contains a list of all available or unused space on 
disk ;nd is expandable as needed. lhe temporary table is five 
contiguous sesments and contains E list of all seg•ents in use 
but not reflected in the disk directory. This expandable table 
begins at the 57th sector. At Clear/Start time, all sectors in 
the temporary table are returned to the available table. A 
program•atic description is given below: 

I 
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01 DU~MY FEMAPS OISK.AVAILAqlE BITCSEG.SIZfl• 
02 AVL.FOR.LINK OSK.AOR, 
02 AVL.BACK.LINK DSK.AOR, 
02 AVL.SELF DSK.AOR, 
02 FILLER BITC4l• 
02 AVL.ELOCKC22l, 

03 A~L.~DDRESS DSK.AOR, 
03 AVL.LENGTH WORD;~; 

The disk directory is the structure which catalogues and points 
to all files er disk. Each entry co~tains the file's name• type. 
and Oisk File Header COFHl address. The directory is a two-level 
structure containing a pr;wary er ftmaster" directory and a 
secondary directory. The ~aster directory is created at Cold 
Start as 16 contiguous disk •actors teginning at sector 31. Each 
sectcr contains entries for elever files. As each sector is 
fi.llec• another disk segment is allocated and linked to the 
filled sector. If a file has two names• the primary name 
CHulti-File ICentificationl is pl2cec in the master directory 
with a pointer to a secondary directcry. where all the files w~th 
that MFID are listed. lhe secondary directory is structured and 
linke~ in the same fashion as the master directory. A 
proqrGmmatic description is given below: 

DECLA~E 01 OIREf.TCRY ~EMAPS OASE• 
02 DISK.SUCClSSOR 
02 DISK.PREDECESSOR 
02 DISK.SELF 
02 filLER 
02 DISK.NAM( 
02 DISK.ADDRESS 
02 OISK.fILf.TYPE 
02 FILLER 

OSK.AOR, 
OSK.AOR, 
DSK.AOR,. 
BIT C12), 
NAME, 
DSK.AOR, 
BIT C 4), 
BIT (1200); I 11 ENTRY P~R SEG 

The Cisk File Header CDFH) is a variable-Length header record• 
the size of which is dependent upon the number of declared areas 
in thE file and is computed as follo~s: 

540-SITS + C36-BI1S * NUMBE~·CF-AREASl 
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The DfH,is never less than 1440 bits nor greater than 
on disk. It lists the ohysical characteristics 
including its file ty~e and tbe disk address for each 
tollc~ing file types are recognized ty the HCP: 

LOG 
DIRECTORY 
CONT~Ul DECK 
BACKUP PRINT 
BACKUP PUNCH 
DlJMPF ILE 
INTERPRETER 
CODE fILE 
DATA FILE 
VARIABLE LENGTH RECORO DATA FILE 
INTRINSIC FILE 

43 20 bits 
of the file 
area. The 

As discussed previously, Disk file Headers COFH> are the 
structures ~sed to identify a file ~n disk. It is a 
variable-length record which describes the physical attr;butes ot 
the file and contains pointers to each •area• of the file. When 
a disk fi Le is •ooened"• a copy of tte OfH is copied into memory. 
The header in memory points to the header o~ disk and vice versa. 
There ~ill never be more than one copy of the header for a file 
in mewory at any time. Multiple users of the file will use the 
same copy of the header. Maintenance of disk file headers is 
covered i~ another section. A progra11atic descriotion is given 
below: 

DEFINE FILE.HE~DER.OECLAR~TION AS #% 
1., !,: , f~. •, MAP Cf I l E. HE A 0 ER) I, 
tH.~APCFllE.HEAOER> AS #% 
b~tl~~t P).DU~MY REMAPS FILE.HEAOER•2 

b2 FH~USERS.RANDOM BITCe>•2 FORMERLY FH.CORE.ADDR 
02 fH.NE~FILE BITCl>•Z CLEARED WHEN NEW FILE IS FILED. 
02 FILLER BITC7), 
02 FH.FILE.KINO BITCf>• 
02 FH.SELF os".ADR1 
02 FH.NO.USERS 811 (8)1 
02 FH.USERS.OPEN.OUT Bil (4)1 
02 fH.QPEN.TYPE ijll C4>• 
C2 FH.FILE.TYPE Bil C4), 
02 FH.PER~ANENT B!l C4l1 
02 FH.JOS.WAITING.ON.CLOSE BOCLEAN• 
02 FILLER BITC9). % oo~·T tsr UNTILL 1977 

... i' -~. 
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02 FH.HDR.SIZE 
02 FH.NO.USERS.LOCK 

% NO.USERS WHO 
FH.HECORD.SIZE 
FILLER 
fH.RCDS.BLUCK 

FH.B'tOCKS.AREA 
FH.SEGS.AREA 
FH.AREAS.RQST 
FH.AREA.CTR 
FH.EOf .POINTER 

FILLER 
FH.BP.S.NO 
FH.BLOCK.COUNT 
fH.FOR.-AT 
f H.HPF 
FILLER 
FH.CREATE.TIHE 
FILLER 

FH.USER.INFO 
FH. SAVE.FACT.OR 
FH.CREATION.DATE 

FH.ACCESS.OATE 
FH.SER.NO 

FH.HPF. ACOR 
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BITC14),% LENGTH Of MYSELF IN BITS. 
fH 1C4), 

HAVE IT OPENED WITH LOCK 
BITC20),% LENGTH IN BITS. 
AITC4),J DON'T USE TILL 1977 
BITC20l11% 

wo,;o, 
wo1rn, 
Bil Cl2), 
BI I C 12 ), 
wa.,c. 

BITC4>,JDON 1 T USE TILL 1977 
BITC20),% 
BITC24),% DON'T USE TI.LL 1977. IGNORED 5.1. 
BITC3),J HITHERTO =O. FOR RELEASE, =1. 
BITCt),2 HITHERTO 4 BITS. 
BITC24), 
BITC16),% HITHERTO O. HENIGE'S GENEROSITY. 
BITCf), 

WOAO, 
BI 1 C 12 >, 
Bil C16>• 

BITC16),% 
0ITC24),% DON'T REUSE TILL 1977. 5.1 IGNORE 
DSK.~OR, % OONT REUSE TILt 1977 

02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
C2 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 

FIL.LER. 
FH.UPOATE.VERSION 
FH.O~S.WRITE.CONTROL, 

BllCl), 
BOC LEAN, 

02 

03 FH.DMS.10.BE.WRITTEN 
C3 FH.OMS.CONTROLPOINT 
FH.VERSION 

02 fH.PROlECTION 
02 FH.PROTECTTON.JO 
02 FILLER 
02 FH.AREA.ADOR£SS C105l 

03 fH.UtdT 
04 FH.PORT 
04 FH.CHAN 
O~ fH.SER.NO.ftAG 
04 FH.EU 
03 FH.ADOR 

BOOLEAN, 
BOOLEAN, 

BI1C36), 
BIT 
BIT 
BIT 

os~.AOR .. 

(2),% 
(2) .. % 
C16h% 

BI 1 C 121, % 
811 (3), % 
Bil C4), % 
BOOLEAN" % 
Bil C4>1 % 
Bil C24li 

% YEAR,JDAY,TIHE 
HOST RJE 
HOST RJE 
HOST RJE 

f-• e1000 HCP includes the capability to allcw a file to extend 
over sore than one removable pack or cartridge. Such a file is 
known as a "Hulti·Pack File" CHPF>. Quite obviously, there are 
soae li•itations on the use of such files. The individual packs 
or cartridges which contain portions of the file •ay not be 
rem-0ved indiscriminately. Various operational details are 
contained in the "81700 Software Operational Guide•. 
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A •ulti-pack file may have only one •ease Pack" CBP>. The na•e 
pf the base pack is the pack id as siecified by the user in the 
fPB cf the multi-p•ck file. The tase pack must be on line for 
all OPENs ·of tt1e file. The HCP may also require that the base 
pack te co-line for Qther operations, such as the assignment of a 
new area of disk to the file. An a~propriate ~essage will be 
typed on ·the console printer by the HCP if the base pack is 
r~quired and it is not on~line. The cperator •ay then •aunt the 
base pac~ and the requesting prograa will continue. The ba~e 
pack 1ust be on line when the file is closad if it was opened for 
output or :input/output. · 

A base pack may contain single files•' as well as 111ult;i-pack 
f i le s ,. i n any co 11 b i n a ti on. It . 11 a y n cit ,. b e a •con t i nu a t i on p a.ck• ~ 
for a multi-pack file whose ba~e pack is a dHferent Physical 
p~ack er cartridge. 

. . 

lhe H le header for a 11ul ti-pad: ti le. is. tont~ined on the base 
pack .. It contains all information ccnc~rning ttie,file• including 
the addresses of eyery ar~a as~igred on the base pack tb that 
file. For each are2 whict resides on a continuat1pn pack:.· the, 
header will contain the serial number of the continuat.i.on · pack• 
This allows the HCP . to contro.l all processing of the. file and 
th•rety avoids the necessity cf uodatirg eacl continu~tiori pac~ 
as, .the ti le is processed. · · 

A. •ulti-pack file may• ,by definition,. reside c·r two or mor• packs 
or cartridges. When the file overflows or "continues• to 
additional packs,. the term •continuation pack• is used. A 
•ulti•pack file may reside on uo to sixteen packs or cartridges. 
f ~I' f ~ , • cl Y be Up t 0 f l ft 9 en C 0 n t i f U a t j 0 0 pa C k 5 8 SS l 9 n 9 d t 0 0 n 9 
•~Lli~~ack file. 

A ~ontinuation pack way be associated with only one base pack. 4 
'~ntjruation pack may contain only continuati~n files; it mar 
net be a base ~ack for another file. .A continuation pack may 
contain information associated with •ore than one multi-pack 
file.11,, but at t of the fi le-,s 11ust be cssigned to the sa11e base 
paclc. 

::.. , 
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T~e fi(e header. which ;l~ contained on the base pack for a 
multi•pack file• co~tains ~··~addresses for orly those areas of 
disk ~hich are assigned to t~e base t:a~k. ·The same statement can 
be •ade of continutation packs; the file header contained on a 
contiruation pack contains disk acdresses that are assigned on 
that. ~ack only. The file header on the base pack contains the 
serial number of the appropriate continuation pack in the disk 
address fields of the headers. · 

When c file overflows from the base i:ack• .the MCP will search for 
another continuation pack that is already on-line and that is 
associated with the same base pack. If such a continuation pack 
is fcund• the file auto~atically C\erflows to that continuation 
pack. If no such continuation pack is present on the syste•• the 
MCP ~ill then search for a scratch ~~ck• one which has no files 
on it• with t~e same'type as the base pack. "Type• here means 
•restricted" or unrestricted" and is determined when the pack is 
i11itialized. 

If such a scratch 
to that pack. 
halts t-e program 
console printer. 
contiruaticn pack 

pack is found• the file automatically continues 
If no such p~ck is found• the HCP te•porarily 
and prints an ippropriate message on the 

The program may be continued when a suitable 
is present on the system. 

When a multi-pack file is opened input• the file's header is read 
int-0 •e•ory from the base pack. Wher a multi-pack file is opened 
output• and new.. ~ header is constructed in memory from 
infor•ation in the program's FPB and information from the base 
pack~ During OPEN the HCP will find spac~ on the system pack for 
a 1ulti-pack file informatioo tatle. The table will contain 
specific information about the base pack• along with an exact 
copy of the disk file header from the base pack. This copy of 
the header is treated as a working ccpy while the file is opeA
The header on the base oack •av.therefore not always be correct. 

The for•at of the MPf .INFO.TABLE 
HPf.lNFO.TABLE per file is required• 
users. 

is presented below. One 
regardless of the number of 
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fIElONAME ______ ... ___ 

01 ~PF.Il\FO.T.tf.LE 

02 MPF.FORWAR[ 
02 HPF.BACKWARO 
02 HPf.SELF 
02 MPF.NAME 
02 MPF.HEADER.SIZE 

02 MPF.HE~DER.AODRESS 

02 HPF.BPS.NO 
02 ..ipf .OPEN.TYfE 

02 MPF.NEW.FILE 

02 MPF.NC:h.AREA 

02 MPF.CS 

02 f llLER 
02 ~Pf.0ASE.P .. CK.TYPE 

02 HPF.ARRAY 

03 HPF.ONLINE 
04 MPf .SERIAl.NO 
04 MPf .HDR.OSK 

TYPE 

1392 BITS 
36 BITS 
36 BIT5 
36 BifS 
30 CHAR 
24 BITS 

24 3ITS 

24 BITS 
4 BITS 

1 \HT 

l BI f 

81 T 

t BIT 
4 dITS 

24 BITS 
36 BITS 
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DESCRIPTION 

POINTER TO NfXT MPF 
POINT£R lO·PREVIOUS 
POIN1£R TO THIS MPF 
FILE-IDENTIFIER. 

TABLE. 
MPF TAllLE. 
TAALE. 

SIZE Of COMPOSITE HEADER 
MAINTAINED BY THE HCP. 
POINTER TO THE COMPOSITE HEADER 
IN 11EHORY .-
BASE PACK CSP> SERIAL 
TYPE or FILE OPENED. 
CFH.OPEN.TYPE IN DISK 
~CP FLAG USED If THIS 
FILE. 

NUMBER. 
SAHE AS 
FILE HEADER. 
ts A NEW 

HCP FLAG USED lf NEW AREA WAS 
ADDEO. 
HCP FLAG 10 HARK rr CLEAR/START 

• kAS PERFORMED SINCE THIS ENTRY 
105 CREATED. 

TYPE OF PACK USED AS BP. 
l=RESTRICTEO, 2=UNRESTRICTED 
USED TO RECORD ALL PACKS THAT 
ARE ON-LIN£. 
MAXIMUM OF 16 ITEMS IN ARRAY. 
SERIAL NU~BER Of THE PACK. 
DISK .ADDRESS Of THE FILE HEADER 
ON THE PACK. 

In acdition to any restrictions listed in the foregoing, the 
ite•s bel-0w are also apolicable to •ulti-pack files. 

l. Since a system cartridge may not be a base pack, multi-pack 
files are only operational er systems with two or more 
drives. 

2. All packs containing any part of a multi·pack file must have 
unique serial nurbers. 
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All eurr-0ughs printers and controls have hardware capability of 
spaci~g the paper atter writing a line of output but no 
capability of spaci"g the paper before writi"g the line. With 
the advent of the ANSI 1 74 COBOL Larsuage in the 9.0 version of 
the software• the need for a more efficient means of performing 
the CCSOL WRilE AFTER ADVANCING state1ent beca•e apparent. In 
prior versions# this operation was i1ptemented by the compilers. 
gener~ted two actual 1/0 communicate operators for each such 
statement encountered. The first of the two was a Position 
commu~icate or a WRITE of a line of tlanks1 the second was a 
WfflTE of the actual record with no pi~er moticn specified. This• 
of co~rse~ resulted in two co•~unicates as well as two physical 
IOs for every logical WRilE AflEfl ADVANCING operation. The 
change descrited belcw was first i1ple•ented in the 9.0 Operating 
Syste1 and is included in all subseo~ent versions. 

The goal of this rodification w~s to recuce the number of 
communicate operations to one per losical WRITE and to reduce the 
physical I/O operations to one per commuricate operation usi~g 
the existing printer hardware. This was acco1plished by delaying 
the initiation of the physical IIO operation until the folllowing 
lcgical hRITE is received. By knowing both the previous and 
current logical l/O requests• a ~hysical I/O can be initiated 
which corresponds to th~ first reQuest and takes advantage of the 
Burrcughs hardware. 

The diagram in fiqure 1 shows the relationshio between the las~ 
logical reQuest issued by the user~ the current logical request 
and the actual physical 1/0 operatior that will be performed • 
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' ~urrent\ Pending 
logical \ Operation 
Reauest \ 

Write, 
No Spa.ce 

Write/B 
Space 1 

WriteJB 
Space 2 

Write/A 
Space 1 

Urite//l 
Space 2 

Write/B 
Channel 

I ~u l l 
I 

Write, ~o Space Write Before 
Single Space 

+---------~-------+-----------------+-----------------+ No- OJb 

Fending:= 
Write/No 

I Write• ho Space I Write, Space l 
I Pendirg:= I Pending:= 
I Write/No I Write/No 

+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+ No-op, 
Pending:= 

Write/8 Space l 

Write• ~o Space I Write/B Space 1 I 
Pendirg:= I Pending:= I 

Write/B Spaca l I Write/B Space 1 I 

+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+ I Write/B Spa~e 2 I Write• ~o Space I Mrite/8 Sp~ce t I 
I Pending:=Null I Write/B S~ac• 2 I W.rite/B Space 2 t 
I I Pendfr~:=Null I Pendi~g:=Null I 

+--~--·~----------+~~-----~---------+-----------------+ 
Space 1 I Write/B Space 1 

Pending:= I Pendirg:= 
Write, No Space I Writ&, l\o Space 

Write/8 Space 2 
Pending:= 

Write .. No Space 

+-----------------·-----------------+----~-~----------+ I Space 2 
I Pending:= 
I ~rite, No Space 
I 

Write/B Space 2 
Pendirg:= 

Write• l\o Space 

Write/B Space 2 I 
Space 1 I 

Pending:= I 
Write, No Space 1 +----- -----.. --------+-._ ___ --- ---------+--.-----------... ---+ 

I Write/8 Channel I Write, l\o Space I Write/B Space 1 I 
t Pending:=Null I Write/B Channel I Write/B Channel I 
I I Pendi~~:=Null I Pending:=Null I 

+---·-------~-----+-----------------+~-----------~----+ , Wri tel A . I 
Channel I 

I 
I 

Space Channel 
Pending:= 

Write• No Space 

I Write/B Channel I 
I Pendirg:= I 
I Write, ~c Space I 
I I 

Write/B Space 1 I 
Space Channel I 

Pending:= I 
Write, No Space I 

Space N 
+-~~---~----------+---~-------------·-----~-~---------+ 

Space JC 

Space CN-x1 
Pending:=l\ull 

Write/B Space x 
Space CN•x> 

Pendir~==Null 

Write/B Space 2 I 
Space CN-1> t 

Pending:=Null I 

+-----------------+----------------~+~----------------+ 

Figure l - Logical/Physical I/O Relationship 

I~ tte prec~edir~ diagra~, the cperatiors within the tabla 
c~rr~spond to the actual physical l/C op~rati-0ns that will be 
performed~ which will depend upor the.current logical request 
sµpplied by the user and any operaticns that are still pending 
·ft~• the previo~s request. krite/B and ~rite/A •ay be read 
•~iite Before• and ·~rite After". lhe sy~bol (:*) may be read 
•is replaced by". It can be seen jn the diagram that some 
iogical requests will, at times, result in two physical 
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-0perations being initiated. Under these conditions, it may be 
beneficial to supply each printer file with at least two buffers, 
if the execution time of the program is the only concern. Total 
syste1 throughput will not be impacted significantly regardless 
cf tte number of rrinter buffers and the types of operations 
being performed. If the MCP must wait for the completion of any 
prirter physical !/O operation' t~e time that is soent waiting 
will te masked by the processing ct ether programs. 

Along these same lines, it should he remembered that any time a 
Write operation is left pending arc control is returned to the 
user, the MCP must have an available buffer to store the data 
that is to be written. If no buffer is available' control may 
not be returned to the requesting user until a buffer becomes 
availible. ~gain, this time will be cverlapped with the 
processing of other programs and syste• throughput should not be 
significantly impacted. 

The action presented in the creceeding chart for a Space 
operatjon requires some explanation. A Space of more than two 
lines must be hardled by the S.MCP. The Micro MCP will atte~ot 
to space the requested number of lines without calling the S.MCP, 
but this is not always possible. In the diagram, when the 
Pendjrg operation is equal to Null' the Hicro HCP will space the 
paper one or two lines, indicated by •x" in the diagram, and if 
N-x is greater than zero, it will ~ass .the remainder to the 
s.MCP. Similarly• when the Pending cperation is equal to a Write 
with ~o Space. the Micro HCP will issue a Write/B Space 1 or 2 
lines, also irdicated by "x 9 in the ciagram• ard if the remainder 
is greater than zero, pass it to thE S.HCP. When the Pending 
operation is a Hrite/B Space 1, the Micro MCP will issue a 
Write/B Space 2 and pass N-1 to the ~.MCP, if N-1 > o. 

The LINAGE clause' in ANSI 1 74 COBOL is a mechanism whic.h allows 
the user to define a "logical Page• format and request that the 
Operating System maintain printer ~ages which conform to the 
definEd format, as well as a current line position on that 
logical page. In the language, the user may specify the logical 
Page size, an integer which represerts the number of lines that 
may te printed on any page. This attribute will be known as 
PAGE.~IZE in the remainder cf this discusion. 

fhe user ~ay also specify an Upoer M~rgin1 ar area at the top of 
each page where nothirg will be pri~ted, lower Margin• a similar 
a~ea at the bottom of each page. anc a footirg area, a specified 
number of lin€s in the oage body i11ediately above the Lower 
"argjr area. The user may also ~sk to know the number of the 
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line in the page body where the last line of output was printed. 
This requires that t~e Operating System maintain a line counter. 
which will be the numter of lines written or the current ~age. 

Jhe i1plementation is c~lled the "lo~ical Page" function in the 
Operating System and it includes the follo~ing: 

1. Fositionin9 to the beginning of the page body i.e. past the 
top 1argin at OPEN or at page c~erflo~. 

2. Reporting End-of-Page when the user writes or spaces within 
the footing area and requests ECP reporting. 

3. Cetecting µage overflow. Page overflow is defined as 
occurring whena~er the executiot cf a WRITE would leave the 
line countP.r positioned past thE ~a1e bocy. 

~. Lpdating the logical oage description when switching frorn 
cne loqical oa9e size tc another. 

Essentially, the imple•~ntation obeys th~ rules presented in the 
ANSI 1 74 C00Ul specifications. lhe iOperating system will 
maintain a line counter, a current logical page description and a 
new logical page decription. ThE line counter represents the 
position on the page body following the open or the Last logical 
write. The current logical page cescription is used to detect 
end-of-page ano page overflow. The rew logical page description 
is used to initialize the current logical page descriptiQn when 
page cverflow is detected and to calculate the rumber of lines to 
the first line of the next oage body. 

If the user has specified end-of-page repcrtinq and the line 
counter is gr~ater than or e~ual to the line number at whic~ the 
fGoting begins, then on completion cf the WRITE• EOP is reported 
t~ 1,he 'llsf;!r· .. If the line counter ticuld be greater than the line 
nu•rie• it which the bottom margin begins at the end of the 
logical hRITE• an implicit position to the first line of the next 
page body is generated according tc the, before/after va.riant of 
the write statement~ At this ooint the line counter will be set 
lA 1~ The nu"ter of lines to skip is calculated according to th~ 
t•llowing for~ula: 

lines.to.skip := current.p~ge.bcdy.size - line.counter+ 
current.bottow.margin.size + ~ew.top.margin.size~ 
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The Lcgical Page descriotion is uodatec if necessary when a write 
occurs that causes pa~e overflow or ~henever an advance to top of 
µage cccurs. 

re atcess the line ccuntar reauires ~ File Attribute Communicate 
from the user program. This will be of no concern to ANSI •74 
COBOL usersi they need only be concerned with the proper syntax 
in t~at language for refer~ncing thE line ccunter. The Logical 
Page definition is changdd to the values included in the write 
Commuricate fcrmat whenever nage cverflow is detected. To 
acco«cdate the above requirements• the format had to be expanded 
as shewn in Fisure 2 in the WRITE AflER ADVANCING section of this 
docurent presented previously. 

The lcgical Pa£R implementationr since it is implemented entirely 
in scftware, is useable even wten the file is directed to a 
Backur medium. The Logical Page i1~le•entation is also useable 
by programs that are written in languages ether than ANSI 1 74 
coeot. This is effectec by the i1plementation of additional 
syntax in tte FILE Control Card. Progarms may be permanently 
mcdified to incorporate the required ~ew attributes. The L-0gical 
Page function is activated by the PAGE.SIZE attribute in the File 
Parameter Block. When a printer file is opened and PAGE.SIZE 
contains a value ether than zeror pige format will be controlled 
by the Logical Page software i1ple1entation and the physical 
carriage control tare on the device will be completely ignored 
after the file is open. 

It is importart to note that the Charrel One punch, as well as 
the Channel lwelve punch in the carriage control tape is ignored 
after the file is ooen. Accorcing to ANSI '74 COBOL 
specificationsP this is as it shoulc be but it dictates that the 
attritutes which govern logical page format must be specified 
such that the logical paqe size plus the upper margin plus the 
lower margin must total the exact nurber of lines on the physical 
page. If this is not done, then eventually at least, lines will 
oe printed on the crease between the ~hvsical pages. 
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The relevant attributes may be refererced 
Card as shown belo~. 

in the FILE Control 

Attribute 

P.AGE.~IZE 

l0~£R.MARGIN 

UPPER.MARGIN 

FOOTJNG 

Abbreviation Functior. 

P.S 

u.~ 

FOOT 

lhe numter of lines between the 
Upper M~rgin and the Lower Margin. 
May be set to any value between 1 
an~ 255 i~clusive. 

The number of lires from the page 
body tc the bottc1 of the form. 
~ay te set to any value between 
0 and 2~5 inclusive. 

lne number of lines from the bottom 
Car top) of the fcrm to the page body. 
May be set to any value betkeen 
0 and 2~5 inclusive. 

lhe nuater of tires from the 
beqir.ning of the page body• 
within fage.size• to the point 
where the MCP will begin to 
report end~of-page to the user. 
May be set to any value between 
1 and 2~5 inclusive. 

The ~CP includes the capability of cirecting the output data for 
printer and purch files to intermedi~te storage. The storage 
mediu1 may. at the user's optior1 be magnetic tape or disk. 
Backu~ files ray not te directed to CGssette er fleKidisk media. 
A utility routiner named SYSTEM/EACKUPr is provided to allow 
U~ij~~. ~o retrieve the output data frcm the int~rmediate storage 
~~d~tii~ . Fer details on this routine• refer to Pro~uct 
Spect•fcaliiih 2222 2681, System Backup. 

When the output is directed to magnetic tape, multi-file tapes 
fff created unless the operator intervenes in some manner. If 
the operator dces not intervene• the tape will be closed with no 
rewind when the printer or punch file is closed in the progra~. 
The n•xt ~rinter or punch file which is opened by any executing 
progra• and directed to backuo tape storage will then be added to 
the existing tape. This process will continue until the operator 
i~tervenes er until the physical end of the tape reel is reached. 
Operitor intervention procedures are described in the Software 
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Control Syntax Product 

When the output data is directed to irtermediate storage on disk, 
it is entered in the Disk OirectQry when the printer or punch 
file in the program is closed. At that time, it may be accessed 
by ary program, though the date contai~ed therein may be 
undecipherable unless the accessing ~rogram is written expressly 
for t~is purpcse. The file may not, under ary circu•stances, be 
accessed prior to the time the file is closed. 

The OFEN routine in t~e MCP attempts to optimize the size of the 
physical blocks associated with a Bcckup file, according to the 
declared size of the logical records in the file. The block will 
typically be set to a siLe equivalent tc th~ee or four disk 
sectors, each of 180 bytes~ by the ~CP. In order to predi~t the 
block size that the ~CP will select for any given logical record 
size- it is necessary to consider the control information that 
the ~CP stores in the first physical block of the file as well as 
the declared record size. The algcrithm that is used by the HCP 
to select a tlock size is not easily cescribec. The block size 
which is selected is stored in the file Label, for tape files, 
and in the Disk File Header for dis• files. The logical record 
size is also stored ir these fields. 

Conseouently, using the Default File Attribute, which is 
described in the Software Operatioral Guide and in another part 
of this specification, the user may access aackup files without 
knowirg the blocking factor and logical record size in advance. 
Since the algorithm that is used by the HCP to calculate block 
size may change from version tt version, this means of 
deter1inlng the blocking factor use~ is preferred. The algorithm 
that is included in the 8.0 version of the MCP is described in 
the paragraphs that follow. 

The logical record size declared in a file in a user•s prdgra• 
•av be any size. If the file is directed to Backup storage~ it 
is set to a maximum of 132 bytes. lhe logical record size is 
then increme"ted by two bytes. This additional sixteen bits of 
information is necessary to contain the for1.atting information 
which is passed with each Write and Position co~municate 
operator. 

If the file is being directed to maqretic tape. the record size 
is then incremented, if necessary, tc force it to a number which 
is acculo, forty-eight. This is necessary sirce seven-track tape 
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units reQuire block sizes which are 1odulo six and phase-encoded 
drives reQuire block sizes which are modulo sixteen. It would 
net te sufficie~t to insure that ~nly blcck sizes meet this 
require~ent, however, since the blocks on any tape file may be 
partial tlacks which contain one or 1cre records. 

The buffer size will always be •ade large erough to contain 100 
bits cf control intormaticn plus 1668 bits to contair the 
origiral file Parameter Block as it appeared in the user's 
program, plus, if t~e file is a printer file• 1072 bits to 
co~tain a file label plus its asscci~ted spacing information. If 
the original file is a punch tile, a space of &46 bits is 
teserved for the label instead cf 1072. The one fact which 
complicates this calculation is that all three of the ite•s 
listec above must begin on a logical record boundary within the 
physical block. Conseauertly, for a file with a declared record 
siz~ of 132 tytes, which is converted to 134 bytes or 1072 bits 
by the OPEN routine• the FPS will tegin on .the 1073rd hit in the 
first physical block of the file. The file !ab~l• if there is 
one. will be~in on the 321/th bit C3 x 10721. The first output 
aata reccrd will then begin an the 42e9th bit. The block will be 
made large enough to insure that the first block contains at 
least one logical record in additicn to all of the information 
liste<l above. 

for backup files which are directed to inter1ediate storage on 
disk, the tlock size computed atov~ is then incremented• if 
necessary, to make the size module 1440. The number of records 
per tlock is then computed fro• record size and block size. 
End-cf-file is never reported to a u~er progra• when a Bac~up 
file is being created. The MCP automatically closes the file 
when it is full and also automatically opens a new Backup file. 
The id~ntifier assigned to the second file will revert to the 
standard nami"9 convention for 9acku~ files. The MFIO will be 
set to BACKLP.PRT and the ID field will be set to the next 
sequential number maintained by the system. All other Backup 
file attributes• sue~ as the numbev cf copies reouested, will be 
retained in the second and subseouent files. Only the name 
dHtuested by the user will be lost. 

Tbe ~CP also allows users to specify the file attributes Blocks 
per Area CBLOC~S.AREA or B.A), Reccr~s per Block CRECOROS.BLOCK 
or R.E), and Number of Areas CAREAS er ARE) for printer files and 
Ch•$e specified values will override the system's default value, 
fer the same attributes. Usi"g the proper setting of these 
values ~nd the automatic closing and reopening described in the 
preceedin9 paragraoh, users may tegi~ printing a Backup file 
while th~ prc9ram which created it is still executing and 
creating the second or subsequent portion of the same file. 
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Records in Printer files may not te tlocked. Consequently. the 
Records per Bleck attribute is net a~plicable ~hen the file is 
directed to the printer. Records per Block is utilized only when 
the file is directed to a Backup aedium. Also• the. value 
specified for Records per fflock •Lst b• greater than a minimum 
value, which is a function of the reccrd size associated with the 
file and which is computed by the HCP when the file is opened. 
It is reccomenced that users not set Records per Block for 
Printer files in the use of this facility but establish the file 
size "ia the Blocks per Area and Nu1ter of Areas attributes only. 
Foi a file with 132-byte records, ~ecords per Block will be set 
to fi\le by the HCP unless overridderi ty the user. The si11plest 
means of determining the value that will be computed for Records 
per Block by the MCP for any other given recQrd size is to direct 
such a file to the backup mediu~ and interrogate Records per 
Block .• 

The HCP insures that access to a backup tile is in serial mode 
only. If the user had requested rore than two buffers on the 
oriqi"at file, the number is reducec to two en the backup tile. 
In a similar manner, the MCP li1its the number of disk areas 
requested to 25. The file type in the original FPB is then 
changed to indicate that the file was directed to disk or tape 
inter1ediate storage • 

Tbe first block in ary backup file is filled almost entirely with 
control information. This information is used by SYSTEM/BACKUP 
when the file is printed or punched. The first twenty-four bits 
of the block ~ill contain the lcgical recoro size, in bits• as 
coaputed by the prior portion of the OPEN routine. The next six 
bits of ~he tlock wit contain the rurber of bits that the record 
si.ze was incremented to make it modulo forty-eight• if th~ backup 
mediuw was magretic tape. If the backup medium was disk• these 
six bits will be equal to zero. The rext ei~hteen bits specify 
the control infor•ation size, in bits. Thi~ field will contain 
the nu•ber of bits which are used ir the first block of the file 
to ccntain the control informatic~. exclusive of the File 
Parameter Stock and the label. In the 9.0 version of the HCP. 
this number will be equal to 100• although all of the 100 bits 
may not be used. 

The next twenty-four bits of the block wilt specify the FPB size• 
in bi.ts. This number ~ay vary fro• release to release. for the 
9.0 version ol the software• the FPE size is 1668 bits. The next 
twenty-four tits will contain the size of the label• if any, 
associated with the printer or punch file. This field will 
always contain theie valu~s· regardless of whether the file is 
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will contain a number which 
ccntained in the label area. 
this n~•t•r will be either 
er one, indicating that the 

Unless the computed logical record size of the tile is exactly 
eQual to the size of the control i~formation listed above, 100 
bits for the e.o version of the HCP• a filter will be added after 
the control information. This filler will b~ of a size 
sufficient to make the next field in the first hlock• the fpq. 
b•9in on a logical record boundary. Fer example• if the original 
logical record size was 132 bytes ano the backup medium was disk• 
the filler would consist of 964 bits. 

The rext field in the first blcck of the file will be the 
origiral File Parameter Alock as it ~ppeared in the user progra• 
and tefore any chariges were 'ade ty the OPEN routine.· Only 
pertirent information, delimited by the size specified by 
FPB.SlZE will be included. Follcki~g the FPB. another filler 
will ~rob2bly be reauired to make the next field in the first 
block, the original file label, begin en a logical record 
boundcry. 

Actually, sixteen bits of spacirg irfcrmatio~ preced~s the file 
label; the s~acing information thus begins on the logical record 
boundary. for the label, all of t~e sixteen bits will be set to 
zer~. These sixteen bits will be fellowed hy the label, which is 
constructed exactly as if the file had been directed to its 
intended medium originally. The latel is always constructed and 
storec in the eackup fife, regarcless of whether the original 
tile ~as labelled or not. SYSTEM/BACKUP may or may not cause the 
label to be printed or punched, deperding upo~ whether the file 
was er was not labelled. The label in the first block wilt be 
followed by a fillerr if necessary, to allow the first logical 
record of output data. to begin on a logical record boundary 
withiri the bl~ck. The first block will always contain at least 
one lcgical outout record. 

Ea~h logical record in the file will consist of sixteen bits of 
for•atting iniormaticn followed by the user's output data• 
unaltered. If the logical recorc was. generated by a Position 
c-0m•u~icate operator, the contents of the data field are 
u~defined and are ignored tv SYSTEH/6ACKUP. The sixteen bits are 
defified as follows. 
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Beginring with the 9.0 version of t~e soft~are• the sixte~n bit~ 
o1 carriage control information are subdiv~ded as: 

01 CAFfiIAGE_CCNTROL 
OZ FILLER 
02 BEFORE_ AF TEfl 
02 CHA~~El_OR_SPACING 
02 lYPE 

RIT C16>• 
Bir C3l.• 
Bll Cl),. 
BI l C 8 l • 
tHT Cit); 

In the description abcve,. the BEFORE_AFTER field is applicable on 
WRITE operations which are directed tc a printer file. A.one in 
this bit position indicates the cperatior was WRITE AFTER 
ADVANCING. The CHANNEL_OR_SPACING field c~~responds to the eight 
bits of spacing information passed c~ a WRITE communicate in the 
CT.AO~ERE field in the communicate cperator. These bits are 
def ired in the Oe•and Management section of this docu•entr but 
the definition is repeated here for reference. 

CH-N~El_OR_SPACING 
= 0000 - No paper motion 
= 0001 - Skip to Channel One 
= 0002 - Skip to Channel Two 

• 

= 1011 - Skip to Channel E l e " e n 
= 1100 - Skip to Channel lwelve 
= 1101 - Skip to first line cf the forli C1500 LPM 

printer only> 
= 1110 - ·single space 
= 1111 - Cauble space 

The T~PE field in the description pr~vides information on the 
type of comm~nicate issued by the user oi this record. The 
CARRIAGE_CR_SPACING value will have cifferent meanings, depending 
upon the value of the TYPE field. lte correspondense between the 
two is shown below. 

TYPE 

0000 
0001 
0010 
0011 
()100 

Operation 

WRITE 
WRITE 
SPACE 

. SPACE 
WR IT( 

CARRIAGE_UR_SPACING Value 

Printer Channel Number 
Punch Stacker Nutber 
Number cf Retards to Position 
Printer Channel·~umber on Position 
Printer Spacinq Inf~rmation 

, ··-·-· '·¥tftY:;,..;;. 
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A Relative file consists of records which are identified by 
relative record numbers. The file 1ay be thought of as composed 
of a serial string of areas, each capable of holding a logical 
record. Each of these areas is de~cminated by a relative record 
number. for example, the tenth reccrd is the one addressed by 
the relative record number 10 and is in the tenth record area, 
whether or not records have been written in the first through the 
ninth record area. Relative files are implemented using direct 
files. 

Direct is the primit~ve tile orqanizition~ A direct file is 
divid~d into a number of "record slots" of fixed length, each ~f 
whic~ say contain c~e record. A reccrd slot is "empty" if it 
contains no valid record. Full record slots may be made empty by 
del~ting the record they contair• making the contents 
unaccessable through the nor~al 1echanism. Since all bit 
patterns are potentially meaninqful as data, a.separate area in 
each bl~ck cf the file is mairtaired to i~dicate which record 
slots within that block have been used. Th~re will be one such 
•Presence Bit" for each record slot in that block and the bit 
vector thus formed i5 kno~n as the Block Control Information 
<BCIJ. The user is not allowec to have access to the Block 
Cantrel Information under normal circu~stances. 

The Relative file is a direct file. The bloc~s of the Relative 
file contain Block Control Infor1ation <BCI> as well as data 
recorcs. The number of data records in~ blcck is conatined in 
the "~ecords per Block" field of the disk file header in the case 
of ,n existing file. Originally. cf course• this number is 
speeifieo by the user program~er ir his File Declaration. The 
data reccrds ~ill be located on byte bcundaries to conform with 
the iddressins capabilities of the ElOOO Interpreters. The BCI 
wfll therefore be padded with zeroes tc insure this. When ' 
it&,tive file is originally created, all of the record slots are 
•••t~· Conseouently, the prese~ce ti~s in the BCI must be 
initialized when the area is atlccated. 

-····"'iit?t§tdm 
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The use of presence bits to indicate that a record has been 
written into ar available record slct aeans that disk areas that 
are allocated to a Relative file aust h• iritialized when they 
are allocated. All presence bits in the Block Control 
Infor1ation ~ust be s~t to zero at t~is time. 

when a disk area 1s requiredr the ~CP will be responsible for 
allocating the areap and will clso be responsible for 
initiali~ing presence bits. If tte access mode of the file is 
sequertialr the MCP just allocates the area and the Logical I/O 
routires will initializP. each block tefcre accessing it. It the 
access mode js random or dynamicr the "CP will initialize the 
er.tire area teing allocated hy autcnatically executing a special 
initialization program which will run at the user's priority. 
The user will have the option of executing this program himself, 
prior to executing the program which accesses the filer to 
initialize the entire file or any areas he choses. In the 
seauertial mode, if the file is closed with the EDF oointer not 
at the end of an arear the MCP wilt initialize the remainder of 
that area. 

The program which initializes newly allocated disk areas for 
Relative files is called SYSTEM/REL.INlT. If this orogram is 
called automatically ty the MCP as dEscribed aboveP the program 
which requested the new disk area will not be allowed to execute 
until SYSTEH/~EL.INTT has completed the initialization of the new 
area. 

The FPB for a relative file is the same as for a Conventional 
randoff file except that FPS.ACCESS is set to a value of 2, 
indicating Relative organization. 

The CfH for a relative f ite is the same as for a Conventional 
file except chat the bloc~ sjze f ielc will include the size of 
the block control information. 
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The FIB for a relative file is t~e same as for a Copventional 
randoa file• except that a field which identifies the file as 
being Relative has been added. The field is named the 
FIB.C~GANIZATICN field and can assu•E values of zero• indicating 
a Conventional or A~SI '74 Sequential tile, one1 indicating a 
Relative file, and two, indicating ar Indexed Sequential file. 

Suffers for Relative files will be t~e same as for Conventional 
files. They will be allocated when the file is opened with one 
I/O descriptor for each buffer and tte buffer size equal to the 
block size, which is equal to the record ~ize ti~es the number of 
records per blcck plus the size of the block control information 
Cl bit/record made mcdulo eight>. 

Buffer management for Relative files will depend on the user's 
access method - SeQuertial~ Random or Dynamic. for Random access 
the management of the buffers will be the same as that for 
Convertional random files. READ operations will be initiated on 
dema~c and ~RITE operations will bE initiatec immediately after 
the lcgical I/O operation has occurred. If the access ~ode is 
Sequertial, the buffer management ~ill be the same as that for 
Conventional serial files. The Oper procedure will fill all of 
the tufters ~nd the Operating System ~ill try to stay ahead of 
the user program, initiating physical Read operations when the 
last logical record in a buffer has been detivered to a user and 
initiating physical Write operations when the last logical record 
of the buffer is received. 

The Cynamic access mode in ANSI 1 74 COBOL allows the user to 
switch between the Random and Sequential ~odes. In the Dynamic 
access mode, whe~ switchinq from Seauential tc Randomr the last 
block is written to disk if it has tEen updated. When switching 
fro~ Random to Sequential, the S~CP js called on to fill the 
buffers as if an OPEN or Position ha~ occurred. In the Dynamic 
access mode, the access mode desireo, Random or SeQuential, must 
be specified in the communicate cperator generated by each 
logical READ operation. 

Three new communicate operations, corresponding to the verbs 
DELETE, STARl and REWRITE have been atd&d to the 9.0 Operating 
SysteR. To simplify the implementation and to avoid potential 
tile ecuivalence problewsr new ccwmunicate operations for 
relative files have been ad~ed to the software, rather than 
modifying an existing operation. The READ• WRITE and REWRITE 
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communicate operators have a for1at . which is simi tar to the 
format for the READ~ WRITE and REWRJTE commuricate formats for 
convertional files. The format 1cr th~ DELETE operation, on 
Rela~ive files, is similar to the fcrmat lor the sa•e operation 
on Irdexed Secuential files. The JNSI '74 COBOL START verb has 
been imple•ented as a ne~ com•unicate and is handled by the Micro 
HCP. 
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Indexed Sequertial files .consist of twc new primitive file types: 
Direct files and Index files. For each I~dexed Sequential file 
there is one snd only one data file and this file is i•Plemented 
as a Cirect f il•· For each key of the Indexed Sequential file 
there is a correspondinq file of type "index". In the HCP code, 
the~e two types are listed as INCEX.SEQ.CATA.SET.FIL.£ and 
INDEX.SEQ.INOE~.FILfJ they will be refferred to as Direct files 
and I~dex files in this document. 

lU.tJUiJ £i.1JU 

Direct files were discussed in the cocumentation on Relative 
files. A portion of that disctssion is repeated here for 
convenierce. More details will he found in. the preceeding 
discussion. A Direct file is c primitive fila type that is 
divided into a number of "record slots" of fixed length• each of 
which may contain one record. A record slot is "empty" if it 
contains no valid rec~rd. Full record slots way be made empty by 
deleting the records they contain, raking the contents of that 
slot inaccessable by the normal 1echanis•• Since all bit 
patterns are potenti~lly meaningful as a record, a bit flag is 
maint2ined for each record slot to show the validity of its 
conterts. 

Sine~ all record slots are the same size CHAXRECSIZf> the 
absolute disk address can be easily calculated from the record 
slot number. The file is divide< into grcu~s of record slots 
called "blocks"• each consisting of "blocking factor" record 
slots plus the "Block Control Information•, a bit mask which 
indicates the presence of a valid record plus enough filler bits 
to 1ake the container modulo ei~ht. · There is a significant 
difference between the Block Control Infor•ation for a Direct 
file and an l"dex file• however. 

· .l.1:Ul.1U !iJ.lli 

Ao Irdex file is the second new file type. Index tiles contai~ 
ftaed length records organized in tables with Block Control 
Int~r•ation to describe the table. Each blcck of an Index file 
will constitue a separate table. Tte importance of this fact 
will te explained later. · 
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The records in the Index file consist cf Key/Address pairs. The 
addresses point to other tables in t~e Index file or to records 
of the Index Senuential tile's data file, the Oirect file. The 
tables in the Index file form a tree structure and the records in 
the table are ordered by Key value to allow fast randow access. 
The tables whcse entries point tc data records are linked 
together to allow fast sequential access. 

J;JJd_j .t. .U: f j .L.!U! 

In aodition to these twc new file types, there must reside, 
somewtere on disk, information relating all of the various tiles 
which compose an Indexed Sequential file. This information is 
maintained, by the MCP, in a third rek structure which will be a 
separate conventional file on disk a~d which will be known as a 
"Cluster" file. The name of the Cluster file will correspond to 
the user's declared name for his Indexed SeQuential file. In the 
MCP code, this file type is referred to as an 
INDE~.SEQ.GLOfAL.FILE, though it will he called ~erely a Cluster 
file in this document. 

The Cluster file provides the ability to reference the entire 
Indexed Sequential file structure ty simply referencing the 
Cluster file. When the Compilers generate code which applies to 
Indexed Sequertial files' they actually reference the Cluster 
file. The Cluster file will contair the ~ames of the other files 
associated with the ·Indexed SeQuertial file. As mentioned 
prevjcusly~ there will be Ong Index file for each key listed in 
the Indexed Secuential file. 

The statement above does not mean that all of the Index files 
will be opened when a Cluster file is cpened. The Index files 
are orly cpened when they are first riferenced in the program and 
this act~ally happens automatically. The compilers do not 
gener~te code to open the Index files. The MCP simply detects 
that the referenced Index file has net yet been opened, obtains 
the necessary information from the Cluster file, and opens the 
file• 

fhe Cluster file does require an additional Disk file Header in 
memcry, but only while an Indexed Seouertial file is being 
optrec. It is not necessary for it tc be in memory after the 
tile has been ooened. The Cluster file also adds an entry to the 
user's disk directory. The diagra• below shews a Cluster file 
schematically. This particular file has one primary, or "Prime" 
Key and one Al~ernate Key. 
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+------------------+ I +--------~--------~+ 
I I I 

\II \I/ \I/ 
+ ... ---------~ +-----------+ +----------+ 
I Primary I Alternate Data 

.I Index I Index file 
I File I fit e 

f---------+ +-------·---+ +----------+ 

This crganization tor Indexed Seouertial files offers several 
advantages over any other. Each file• the file which contains 
the actual data and all of the Index files• will have fixed 
record ard block sizes. This ~ill si1Plify the problem of 
aan•ging the buffers that are assigfled to the ·files. Both of 
these file types are nothing ·mere than Conventional files ~ith 
s~•~ crder impos~d upon the contents of the file. Consequently, 
the Disk File Headers• or "File Descriptors" required for each 
file are the same as those for Con~entional files. This is 
di~cussed in more detail later in the document. 

Ccnce~tually, this ~echanism is easier to visualize and implement 
than would be multiple ~tructures residing in one physical file. 
Also• any of the files may be located on .different spi~dles1 
which will clearly im~rove perforrance, since arm move•e~t time 
may be overlapped,· and access to all of· the files may occur 
asy~chronously. The Direct file ard the Index file may be 
accessed independently of each other. 

The design does impose certain restrictions• which fall in the 
category of "operational" restrictiors and which do not impact 
P•rlor~~hce~ . A ~heckin9 mechanism is required to insur~ the 
int~irity oi f~les ~~lch are accessec indeperdently. The HCP 
aust insL~~ ihai the correct versicn of the Index file is used 
kiih its correspondin2 Direct file. Also• so~e extra memory for 
Disk file Headers will be reouirec• since more a~tual Headers 
will be required. A na•ing convention for all of the files must 
bt i1posed1 thus removing some s1~ll a•ount of generality fro• t'• user's capabilities. This may actually be an advantage, 
however. The na•ing convention is i1plemented in the Compiler~ 
not ir the HCP• though this may not be apparent to1 and should 
not be i•portant to the user. · 
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The Cluster file is a Conventional data file which contains the 
infor1ation relating all the comporert files of the Indexed 
Sequertial file. The structure of the Cluster file is similar to 
the Data Base Dictionary format in the Data Management System. 

+---~--------------------------+ ·----- .. -- ... 
lnoex SEouential 

file Globals 1----+ 
I 

+--->+---------------------------~--+ I 
I DFH.EXTENSION, Structure 1 I 
I +--------------·---------------+ t 
I DFH.EXTENSION, Structure 2 I 
I +--------------------~~--------+ I 
I I I I 
I I I I 

I +------------------------------+ I 
I OFH.EXTENSJDN• Structure n I 
I +------------------------------+<---+ 
I t fjle Table - Cortains all of I 
+----1 the names of the subfiles I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

. I 
I 
I 
I 

' I 
1 
I 
I 
I 

+------~-----------------------+<-------+ 
I Structure Desc. Structure 1 

+------------------------------+ 
I Structure Desc. Structure 2 

+------------------------------+ 
I 
I 

I 
I 

+---------------------~~-~-----+ 
I Structure Desc. Structure n 

+~-----------------------------· 

The CfH.EXlEN!ION and Structure Descriptor fields shown above are 
both discussed in the paragraphs that follow. The pointer shown 
above from the File Table is one of nany. There is an entry for 
each file ir. the file Table and each entry has a pointer to its 
associated DfH.fXTENSION. 

lhe data file cf an Indexed Sequential file is a Direct file. 
Tbt blocks of the data file contain Block Control Information 
CBCil and data records• si!t!ilar to the blocks of a Relative file 
as presented previously. The number of data records in a block 
is specified by the Records per Block field of the disk file 
header. A si~ilar structure is used on Indexed Sequential tiles 
in the Oata Management System. alock Control Information for the 
Index files associated with all Indexed Sequential files is 
s i g n i f i cant l y di f fer en t from that for Rel at iv e t Hes. 
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Index files contai~ r~cords corsisting of Key/Address pairs 
~ithi~ a block. The file itself is a tree structure whose nodes 
are blocks. Each block of the file is a node or table. The 
first node is the rQot table. lhe root tabl'e and tables on all 
levels except the last ~re called coarse tables. The tables in 
the last level of the tree are called fi.ne tables. Entries in 
coarse tables point to the next level table whose highest. entry 
matches the key of the coarse table entry. Fine table entries 
poirt to a record in the Direct file whose key ~atches the fine 
table entry CSee Figure 3). Fine tables are linked together in 
logical order to provide fast secuential access and easier 
Currert Record Pointer <CURRENT> mairtenance. 

The iddresses in these tables are rot absolute disk addresses. 
Instead, they are thirty-two bit cc1binations of an area nu1ber. 
a segment number within the area and a displacement into the 
segmert. This displacement is merely the record numbe~ within 
the block. ftll addressing of Index tables as well as of records 
in the data file i~ acco1plished on E relative basis as QPp6sed 
to an absolute one. 

The blocks in Index files contain Bleck ContrGl Information of a 
different content and format. The format ard content of the 
Block Control Information maintai~ed in an Index tile is. shown 
below. ~ similar structure exists fer OHS Index files. 

BIT ( 38). 01 INCEX.FILE BCI 

OZ E!C.JYPf BIT C2J.% O=COARSE• l=FINE 
02 EC.PRESE~l.RECORO.COUNT 
02 EC.NEXT.LOGICAL•BLOCK 

BIT 
BIT 

(12>· 
(24);% VALID FOR FINE 

fhe individual records in the Index files have a ·~~e~ fo~m~tJ 
since the Key specified by the user must be contained in these 
t~coras, the size of the records may vary with the keys but the 
tcr•at wil~ always be as shown below. The sate format is used by 
the Data ~anagement System for recorcs in Index tables. 

TABLES 
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01 INCEX.RECORD CECLARATION•% FOR OMS ANO ANSI '74 INDEX FILES 

OZ IR.POINTEfi, 
o~ IR.ARE.e.01sp,. 

£ll1C8), 
EI1Ct6)• 

04 IR.AREA.NMBR 
04 IR.SEG.NMBR 

03 IR.OFFSET 
OZ IR.KEY 

BITC8)~ % VALID FOR FINE TABLES 
BITCKEY.SIZE>i 

The organization of an Index file is stown in the diagra• below. 

I 
\II 

+-------- .. -+ 
I root 
I table .+---·------+ 

I 

' ---------------- I ---------------
1 I I 

\I/ \I/ \I/ 

·-------"!"-+ 
coarse I 
table 1 

+---------+ 

' \I/ 

+---:i------+ 
coar!ie I 
table I 

+---------+ 
I 
I 

I 
\II 

+---------· ccarse I 
table I 

·+---------+ 
I 
I 

I 
\I/ 

+--~------+ +------11!1'-~+ +----- .. -~-· +-------.--.. + 
I fi~e fine I I fine fine I 
I . table l<------1 table l<---1 table l<·--1 t~ble i 

--+ 

·~--------+ +---------+ +----------+ + ... --------+ --+ 
I 
I 
I 

\I/ 

-------------·----------
----·-----\II \I/ \II 

I 
I 
I 

\II 

I 

: ....... -~-·-------
\I/ \I/ 

·---------------~-------------------------~---------------+ I , data fl le 

•• 
·~-·--------~----·~---------------------------------------+ Figure 2 - Index File Orgariization 
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fhit structure for tte Index files allcws the imple•entation of 
the 1ost efficient search and addition algorithms. Linking the 
last level at the ·fine tables together allows efficient 
sequertial access of the records i~ the data file. Using this 
link, the CURRENT need orly point tc the last entry accessed in 
the fine tables and rot to the path through the coarse tables to 
the fine tables. This eli~inates the n•ed fer restrictions on 
-he rumber of levels allowe~ in arder to •aintaio the CURRENT-

.. 
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It also makes checking for changes ir the CLNRENT• 
other users accessing the file1 easier. 

caus~d by 

The File Parameter Block CFPB> of the Cluster file of an Indexed 
Sequertial file will be positioned ir the coce file among the 
other fPEs according to the ordEr of it's declaration in the 
user's sourca code. In addition tc the information normally 
contained in ~n FPB for a Conventioral file1 a Cluster file FPO 
will contain a type field which identifies it as a Cluster file 
fP81 a pointer to the data file fPB and an integer which 
indicates the number of keys associated with the Index SeauP.ntial 
file. There ~ill be one fpq for eact Key declared and these fPBs 
will immediatEly follow the FP8 for the data file in the code 
file cf the program. This is shown ir the diagram in figure 3. 

Default values are used for the file attributes of a Cluster 
file. The user ~ay not change these values. The number of disk 
areas will be set ta one• records ~er blo~k will be set to one• 
block size will te set to lRO bytes ~rd blocks per area will te 
set tc sc. lhe ALL.Al.OPEN boolean ~ill be set• causing the disk 
area to be allocated when the file is opened for the first time. 
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I I 
I PROGRAM PAflAHETER I 
I BLOCK I 

•··-IFPB.PCINlE~ I 

I '---------------------' I II II 
I \\ SCRATCHPAO ARlA \\ 
I II COCE II I \\ ___________________ \\ 

•·->I FPB Cfile 0) I 

·---------------------· I I FPS Cfile ll I I 

'---------------~-----'' I FPe {CLUSTER rILf) I 

·---·---------------------'' I II II \ 
I \\ REMAINING fPB'S \\ I 11 ___________________ 11 \ 

+·->I FP9 CJATA FILEl I 

'---------------------' I FPE <KEY # 1) I\ 

·---------------------' ' l FPS CKf.Y # 2) I\ \ 

·---------------------' \ II : II 
\\ : \\ I 11 ___________________ 11 I 

I FPB CKEY # Nl u 

·---------------------· 
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02 f P!.fILE.TYPE . . 
: 

·HIT C8h* 

Q2 FPB.IS.SUB.FPB.PTR BITC12l•* 
% ·nu11ber of FPBs disµ laced from 
% the first FPB Cfile Ol. 

02 TP0.IS.~UM.SUB.FPBS SIT C8l•* 
C2 FPB.IS.NUM.IO.DESC OIT C6l•* 

01 KEY.PAR~~ETERS, 
()2 KfY.FlAGS,. 

03 KEY.PRIME 
03 KEY.DUP.ALLOWEO 

C2 KEY.DESCRIPTION,. 
03 KEY.OFFSET 
03 KEY.SIZE 
03 KEY.SIGNED 
03 KEY.OECENOING 

* 
* 

BIT Clh• 
BIT Cll•* 

BIH16h* 
BITC12h* 
BIT Cl>•* 
3IT Clh* 

* New field in 9.0 Software 

Figure 3 - Code File on Disk 

;.. : 

S~'e.ch~nges ~ere also necessary in the Program Parameter Block 
in tte 9.0 software. lhe chan~es are reQuired to prevent 
~rograms which contain Relative ard lrdexed Sequential files from 
being executed on versions of the MCPs releaserl prior to the 9.0 
version. further• program code files which are executed under 
~qpirol of the 9.0 ~CP ~ay no longer be executed under control of 
~·~ prior HCPs. for this reason• u~ers who anticipate returning 
to prior versions of the MCP are advised to retain copies of 
their code files and to not execute these copies under control of 
the 9.C software. 
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Generally.. the mewory structures USEC ir the Indexed Seouential 
ili!ple1entation are much l_i ~e the current Data Management System 
memory structures .. with but a few exceptions which take advantaqe 
of the mor~ specific r9~uirements of the ANSI '74 COBOL 
defi~ition. Unlike OMS.. which ooes not use File Information 
o l o ck s i n me m cry,. l n de x e d s e CJ u en t i a t fi Les w i ll have an f I B 
dictionary entry which will point to an Indexed SeQuential FIB. 
Since the files rray be shared a~crg the programs that are 
executing.. this FIU will cont~in orly the information pertinent 
to a specific user and will be referred to as the User Specific 
Infor1ation CU~Il field. 

The LSI will contain a pointer to the file specific information, 
the irtormation that relates only tc the file itself regardless 
of whc is usir£ it. The certral ele1ent in this structure is the 
inforRation necessary to relate the ~crious · component files of 
the Indexed Seauertial file. This is actually qlobal 
informationr global to ~ll of the usersr and will co~tain a table 
whose entries point to infor•aticr specifically concerrirg the 
comoorent file. The structure which contains this information is 
referred to as the Index File Structure Descriptor CSTR>. There 
will te one Structure Descriptor for the data file and one for 
each Index file associated with the Indexed Sequential file. 

Structure Descriptors contain pointers to the DFHr Butters and 
CURRE~T information associated with the various Index files. The 
relationship cf the various memcry structures used is shown 
diagramatically in Figure 4. 
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+---------+ 
(User #?) I FIB DIC I 

+---------+ 
I 

''' +-------+ 
U~l 1--------------------• +-·-------------~-----1 USI 

+------·-+ I 
\II \II 

+-------f 
+-------+ 

+-----+ +-----+ 
+---------------------------IGlobalsl·---->t 100 1--->I 100 1--+ 
I 
I 
t 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

• I 

+---------------------+-------· 
I 
I 

' " +-----+ +----------------+ 

II\ +-----+ 
I 

+-----+ 
+-~---------------------+ 

+----------------+ 
I SIR 1---·>ICUHRENJ, User #11·-->1CURRENT, User #21--111> 
+-----+ +--------~---~---+ +-----------~----+ 

J 
I +-----+ 
J +----- > 1 OfH I 
I +-----+ 
I 
I +-----+ +-----+ +-----+ 

I +------->I 9UF t<-->I BUf l<-->I BUF 1--111> 
I +-----+ +-----+ +-----+ 
I 
I 
I +-----+ +----------------+ +----------------+ 
+->I 5TR 1---.->ICURIHNT• User #11--->ICURRENJ, User #21--111> 

+-----+ +----------------+ . 
I I 
i I +-----+ 
I +----·>I DFH 1 
I +------+ 
I 
I +----~-+ 

+------->I HUF 1--111> 
+------ ... 

·----------------+ 

figure 4 - 1-s File Meaory Structures 

f.1 ll !U J; ..t i .Q lHlC j .!Hi 

frcm the user's view point~ Indexed Seouential files are more 
like a Conventional Random file. except for the fact that 
symbolic key ~atues are used• than they are like OMS structures. 
Though the Data Management Syste1 is a superset of the Indexed 
Sequertial implementation, the user is more likely to have 
several small and transient lrde•eo Sequertial files than one 
large file which ha woula treat as a data base. 
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A seccndary, but important, goal of the design of the ANSI '74 
COBOL i1pl•mentation was to alto~ a ~mooth integration of 
Re~ative and Indexed Sequential files hith the Conventional file 
mecharise. For this reason and for othe~ reas~ns1 atcess to an 
Indexad Sequential FIB is via the Fie Dictionary, which is also 
used to access Conventional file Flfls. The FIS for an Indexed 
Sequertial file is itself quite different from the FIB for a 
Convefltional file. The Indexed Sequential file is associated 
with several physical files, whereas the Conv~ntional · file is 
associated with only one. Also, more tha~ one user •ay share the 
infor1ation1 including the data buffers, of an Indexed Sequential 
FIB; a Conventional file FIB i5 used by only one user. If two 
users are accessing the same physical Conventional filer each 
user kill have his owr fIB. 

For these reasons• an Indexed Sequential FIB contains three aajor 
parts: 

1. User Specific Information 
2. file Global Information 
3. ·· Co•ponent file Specific Infor11Cition 

Th~ entry in the Fla dictionary corre~ponding to the Indexed 
Saauertial file points to the User ~pecific Information CUSI> of 
this Indexed Sequentia~ FIB. 

The U~l contains information associated with one user only. The 
MCP aust know how the user has opered th~ filer for example as 
l~PUJ, and how the user is accessing the filer such as 
sequertially. this information is kept in the USI. User 
statistics• status and HCP workspace are also kept in this 
structure. Finally• there is a pcirter to the next part of the 
Indexed SeQuential FIB, the global information associated with 
th~ bhysical file .. 

~'. ' 
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O·l USER.SPECIFIC.INFORMATION, 

02 FIB.COH~ON.PORTJON 
03 FIB.BOOLEANS 

C4 FIB.OPEN 
04 FIB.CLOSING 
04 FIB.OUTPUT 
04 FIB.INPUT 

03 fl9.0RGANIZATION 
% 1 = RELATIVE 
% 2 = INDEXED/SEQUENTIAL 

02 us1.r10,. 
03 fIB.USI.NOT.fIRST.TI"E·THRU 
03 rte.tsI.tAST.OP.~EAD 
03 FIB.~St.CUPLICATE 
03 rra.~sl.MATCH.FOUNO 
03 FIB.~SI.UPDATE.FLAG 
03 fIB.USI.flRSl.PASS 
03 FILLER 
03 FI9.USI.ACC£SS.HOOE 
03 FIB.LISI.JOB.NUMBER 
03 r1a.usI.RECOFD.AODRESS 
03 fID.USI.KEY.POlNlER 
03 FIB.USI.COMHUNICATE.WOQKSP~CE1 
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BI TC 22011% 
0IlC58l• % 
BITCl>• % 
911(1),. x 
BITCt>,. % 
Bil<l>• % 
BIH4>• % 

The first 
220 bits of 
USI are the 
same as· 
Conventional 
FIBs 

BITCt), 
CllHll• 
EITCtJ. 
fHTCt>, 
BITCth 
BITCl), 

04 r1e.usI.BINARY.SEARCh.AREUEHENTS 
04 FIB.USI.INTERFACE.PAOS 

B ITC2>, 
BITC4h 
BITC24}, 
BITC24l• 
8ITC24l• 
BITCGlf>),. 
E IlC206) • 
BIH 96), 
8ITC312),. 
BITC24),. 
BITC8h 

04 F1B.USI.SAVE.STATE.AREA 
03 FI8.LSI.GL00AL.POINTER 
03 FI0.USI.CURRENT.STRUCTURE 
03 FIB.LSI.HEADER e ITC24); 

As shown in the above diagram.. t~e first 220 bits of the User 
Specific Information are the sa•e as the first 220 bits of ~n FIB 
for a Conventional file. The rest of the infcrmation can be seen 
to be items that are peculiar tc a specific user of the 
structure. It is inforMation th~t is necessary for Operating 
S~stem storage of the "state" variables that 1ay be reauired to 
perfoTm a single operation for this ~ser. 

Included in this inform~tion is a pcinter to the next portion of 
'" Indexed Secuential FIB, the file Elobal information. Thi$ 
t~for•ation, known as the GLOBALS field~ contains information 
aboui the various physical files which comprise an Indexed 
Sequertial tile. Its main functior is to provide a path to the 
required files necessary to complet~ an I/O bperation. A 
•econ~ary function is to stote initraation global to the Indexed 

. S•q~ertial file-

'.( .. 

''· 
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e The path to a particular component file is' provided by a system 
descriptor contained in a table of system descriptors. The first 
entry of the table points to the cata file. The rema1n1ng 
entries point to Index files• one f~r each key declared; they 
appear in the crder cf the dectaraticn o·f their corresponding 
keys. For any operation which specifies a key~ the compiler will 

0 

· specify the key number• which will te used as an index into this 
table. 

The global information consist$ of pointers to the chain of l/O 
descriptors to be used for operations en the Indexed SeQuential 
data fit~, a count of users who are updating the file, and Lock 
bits to support ANSI '74 COBOL's tile level lockout. Also 
contained in GLOBALS ~re the count and flag fields necessary to 
enforce the prohibition or concurrent updates. A prograM•atic 
description is shown below. 

01 GL~BALS 

02 GLOB.VE~SinN.N~~BER BITC6), 
02 GLOB.NUMSER.OF.USfRS BITC6)., 
02 GLOB.NUMBER.Of.UPOATERS BITC6}, 
02 GLOB.OIS~.COPY.ADQRESS OSK.ADR .. 
02 GLOB.SI2E.IN.DITS BIH16),. 
02 GLOB.MEMORY.ADDRESS BITC24l• 
02 GLOB.lOCt<.SITS 0ITC2>• 
02 GLOB.JO.DESC.CHAIN.AOORESS BIT<24l, 
02 GLOB.MAX.STRUCTURE.NUMBER BITC8), 

: . 02 GLoe.n.:AGS 91TC6 ), 
03 GLOB.OHS.FILE 0ITCl),. 
03 FILLER BIT< 41,. 
03 GLOB.~RITE.ERROR BITC1),. 

oz GLtB.CO~CURRENI.INFO• % AT THIS OHS INFO ANO 
03 GLOB.INUSE.COUNT BITC6h % IS INFO ARE OIFFEREN'f 
03 GLOB.CONCURRENT.FLAGS .. % TIL STR DIRECTORY 

04 GLOB.FILE.AVAIL BIT<l>• 
04 GLOB~UPDATE.RE~UIREO.OR.INPROC 9ITC1}, 

02 GLOB.STRUCTURE.DIRECTORY,. 
03 GLOB.STRUCTURE.DESCRIPTOR SY.OESC .. 

All cf the pointers to subseQuent portions of the Indexed 
Sequertial structure.. alt of which are known as Structure 
QatGriptors, are contained in the GlfBALS field. This simplifies 
ih~ task of maintaini"g the structurEs and it allows the buffers 
to be shared among the various users. It adds orie level of 
indirection to all accesses to the data of course, but this 
experse is scall for the benefits it yields. 
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The ~tructure Descriptor is similar to an Fin for a Conventional 
tile exce~t t~at all cf the User Specific Information is removed 
and 1aintained in the USI fiEld. Fo~ t~e Index files of an 
Indexed Sequential structure~ necessary key inf-0rmation is also 
kept in the Structure Descriptor. F~r exa1ple• the position of 
the key within the data records• it's size. whether or not 
duplicates ar~ allowed, and whether or net it is the prime key 
are all stored in the STR. A progr~•ratic description is shown 
below. 

01 SIRUCTURE_DESCR!PTOR• 

02 STR.NUM8£R 
02 STR.TYPE 
02 SJR.USE~.CDUNT 
OZ STR.BUFFER.LOCK 
02 SIR.BUFFER.LIST.POINTER 
02 STR.RECCROS.PER.BLOCK 
02 STR.SEGMENTS.PER.RLOCK 
02 STR.RECORO.SIZE 
02 STR.BLOCK.SIZE 
02 STA.BLOCKS.PER.AREA 
02 STR.SEGS.PER.AREA 
02 STR.OFH.~DDRESS 
02 flllER 
02 STR.CURRENT.POINTER 
02 STR.fLAGS 

03 STR.PFIME.KEY 
03 STR.CLPlICA1£S.ALLOWED 
03 SIR.SIMPLE.KEY 
03 FILLER 

02 STR.SPlllfACTOR 
J2 STR.KEY.INfO, 

03 SlR.~UMHfR.OF.SUB.KEYS 

03 STR .. SlJA .. KEY, 
04 STR.ITE~.OFFSET 
C4 S1R.ITEM.SIZE 
04 STR.ITEM.SIGNEO 
04 SlR.ITEM.DESCENCING 

BI TC 8 > • 
BITC4J, 
BITC6>• 
BITC2), 
BITC24),. 
BITC12),. 
BITC8), 
BIH16J, 
BITCl6),. 
BI TC 16 >,. 
BITC16l, 
BITC24J,. 
BITC16>• 
BitC24h 

BITCt), 
BITCl),. 
BI TC 1 l, 
BITCS), 
BITC .12>• 

BITC3),. 

BIJC16l .. 
BITC12l" 
BITClJ, 
lHTCt>; 

As shewn in figure 4,. the Structure Cescriptor contains a pointer 
to the Disk file Header, the MCP-defined structure which is at 
the last level. This structure, as it always has, contains 
jnf»r•ation relating almost excl~sively to the physical 
eh~racteristics of the file. A~y logical information in the 
he~der... such as record size and reccrds per block, was obtained 
from the program which originally created the file. 

The format of the disk file header hac t~ be expanded in the 9.0 
version of th~ software to acconcdate the ANSI ~74 COBOL 
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i111ple•entation. Prior to the creation of the 9.0 version, 
several pieces of information associated with OMS Data ~ases, 
whic~ should have been part of the DfH, were maintained 
separately due to a lack of availablE space in the then curent 
defi~ition of the disk file head•r. These fields have also been 
incorporated i~ the new disk file he2der. The new for•at has 
been designed to prevent the occurrence of such problems in the 
future, whenever the need for new f ielcs in the DFH arises. 

Some efficient means of available disk space ••intenance had to 
be devised for Indexed Seouentiat files. To accomplish this, the 
necessary information regarding the available space is maintained 
in the Cluster file as a data record. When a~ 1ndexed Sequential 
file is opened, this infor~ation is brought into memory and 
stored in a ~emory area which will immediately follow the Disk 
File ~eader for the data file. This area is known as the Disk 
File ~eader Extension. 

When th• Indexed Sequential file is opened, the information on 
the a~ailable space within the Direct file, all of which sp~ce is 
not available as far as the system is concerned, is brought into 
•emery and stored in the DFH Extension. The format of this 
infor•ation in memory is as shown belo~. 

01 CFH.IS.EXTENSION, 

02 FILLER 
02 OfH.IS.EXTENSION.SIZE 
02 DFH.JS.EXTENSION.VERSION 
02 OFH.lS.NEXT.fREE.RECCRO 
02 DFH.IS.NEXT.FREE.BLOC~ 
Q2 DFH.IS.ROOT.TABLE 
Ol DFH.IS.UPOATE.FLAG 

BIT< lf>), 
SITC16), 
BITC 36), 
8ITC32), 
BITC32), 
BIT<24l• 
BIT Cl>i 

••• Indexed Sequential file syste• maintains two fields in the 
DFH.E~TENSION cf each file which kee~ track cf available space 
withir the Direct file. This available space should not be 
confused with the available disk space that is maintained by the 
syste1. Available soace in an ln~e•ed Sequential file or in a 
Relative file means that a record has ne~er been written into an 
available record slot or that a record was written at some time 
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but was subsecuently and is now deleted. To tte system, all of 
the space allocated to the file is in use and none of it is 
available .. 

Both of the available so ace pointers shown above, 
OFH.IS.NE)T.FREE.RECORD and DFH.JS.~EXT.FREE.BLOCK• will contain 
addresses of blocks which have available space. The 
NEXT.FREE.RECORD poi~ter does not actually ~cint to a record but 
points to the block which contains the available record slot. 
Recor~ slot allocation within a blcck is accowplished using the 
preserce bits in the Block Control Irfcrmation for that block. 

The DFH.1S.NEXT.FREE.BLOC~ field will contain the area and· block 
number of the next totally available block at the logical end of 
the file. The first disk area of the cata file is allocated when 
the file is 1irst opened and the NE)l.FREE.BLOCK field is set to 
zero, a valid address, at that time. Also, when the file is 
first opened, the NEXT.FREE.RECORD field is set to aFFffFFFFa. 
When the Micro MCP needs to add a record to the file and the 
NfXT.FREE.RECCRO field contai~s aFrrrrrrra. it means that no 
recor~s are available in a bloc• that has already been 
initialized. The allocation •ust be acco1plished using the 
NEXT.FREE.BLOCK fi~ld. 

The Micro HCP will then initialize t~e Presence Bits in the Block 
Cantrel Information of the block addressed by the NEXT.FREE.BLOCK 
field• 1ove t~e address which is ir the NEXT.fREE.RECORO field, 
in this case ~FFFFFFFFa to the first thirty-two bits of the last 
record slot in th~ block, move the ~ddress of this block to the 
NEXT.FREE.RECORD field and incremert the NE~T.FREE.BLOCK field. 
If the incremented value of the NEXT.FREE.BLOCK field causes this 
disk area to eiceed tte specified size of a disk area. arrrrrrrr~ 
will te stored in the NEXT.FREE.BLOC~ field in$tead. The use of 
this ~alue is discused in a subseouert paragraph. 

I 

The record which is being added is then moved to the first record 
~lot in the newly allocated block1 the presence bit for this slot 
is set . and the hlock is writte~. The presence bits for the 
secd~d ~Kd all subsequent record slots within that block will be 
set tc zero, due to the initiaiizaticn process. affffffffa, the 
value that was previously in the NEXl.FREE.RE~ORD field• will be 
$tored in the first thirty-two bits of the last record.slot in 
the t:lock. 

Wh~n the next record is added to the file, the Micro HCP will 
again examine the MEXT.fREE.RECORO ,field and it will now contain 
the address of the block that was just allocated. The Micro HCP 
will read the block into memory. if necessary, and •xa~ine the 
Presence Bits in the Block Control Information. The first 
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available record slot will be the second slot within the block • 
The Presence Bit for this ~lot will be set a~d, if this is the 
las~ record slot in the block~ the ~FFFfffFFa stored in the first 
thirty-two bits of the record stet will be roved back to the 
NEXT.FREE.RECORD field, and the record will then be stored in the 
slot. If the second record slot is rot the last in the block• 
aFFFFFFFF~ will remain in the actual last slot and the 
NEXT.FREE.RECO~O field will not be ctanged. 

Allocation in the Direct file wilt proceed in this manner, 
asumirg that no DELETE operations are performed. until the disk 
area teco~es filled ard1 as mentioned previous(y, arrrrrrrra is 
stored in the NEXT.FREE.BLOCK fiet~. This value serves as an 
indic2tor to the Micro MCP that the ~ext disk area has not yet 
been allocated by the S.HCP. ~hen the Micro ~CP encounters this 
value• it merely passes control to the s.HCP which will allocate 
the area and store its address in the disk file header and in the 
NEXT.FREE.BLOC~ field. The Micro MCP will then initialize the 
Block Control Information a~d proceed as was described 
p.revfousl Y• 

The prqcess just described may be irterrupted by the occurrence 
of a DELETE reQuest frG• a user. When this cceurs. the address 
in the NEXT.FREE.RECORD slot is storec in'. the first thirty-two 
bits . of the record being deleted• the Presence Bit associated 
with the deleted record is reset and the block is written to 
disk. The address of the block whic~ contains the deleted record 
is then st9red in the ~EXT.FREE.RECORD field. fhe next time a 
record is added to the file• it will conseQuently be stored in 
the area occupied by the record that was just deleted and the 
NEXT.FREE.RECORD field will be restored to its prior value. This 
operatio~ should eliminate the need to periodically rewrite the 
entire file to eli•inate large numbers of empty record slots• a 
process commorly known as "garbage collection". 

Shoulc more than one record in a block be~deleted• the Micro HCP 
only needs to insure that the first thirty-two bits of the last 
available record slot in that block contains the address of the 
next block i.n which a record slot is available or ~FFFffFFF~ if 
~here is no such next block. This is true even if all of the 
records in~ block are deleted. No pointers need be changed, in 
this latter case• until the next DELETE operation occurs. 
Assu•ing that no rew records have been added in the interim, the 
Hjcro HCP then needs only to insure that the address of the bloc~ 
which is totally empty is stored in the slot previously occupied 
by the d~leted record • 

Allocation of space for an Index file associated wit.h an Indexed 
Sequertial file is somewhat simpler than for a Oata fil~· since 
recard availability does not have to be •~intained. Whenever a 

. ,., .. \ 
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record is deleted, the pointer to t~at record in the Index file 
is d~stroyed ard the table contained in the block is compacted. 
The ccunt of the actual nu11l::er of entries in that blockP which is 
maintained in the Block Control Information of an Index file, is 
decre1ented. No ether action is reouired for the Index file. 

Maintenance of the NEXT.FREE.BLOC~ field of an Index file is 
exactly like ttat for the data file. This field will always 
contain the address of the next a~ailable block at the logical 
end of the file. The Micro MCP will set the field to ~FffffffFd 
when the next disk area •ust be allocatedP exactly as is done for 
the data file. 

The NEX1.FREE.R£CORO field is used tc address a linked list of 
blocks within the file that are completely empty. This can only 
occur when all of the records that were addressed through this 
block have been deleteo1 a situation which should seldom occur in 
actual use .. 

The "splitting" of fine tables in the Index file is an operation 
that is always performed by the S.MCP. Any time the addition of 
a reccrd to tte file causes a need fer a fine table to be divided 
in thOP the Micro MCP passes control to the SOL portion. 
Consecuently• the S.MCP performs most of the available space 
maintenance tor the Index files. while the Micro HCP performs the 
majority of this work for the data file. 

The ClRRENT is a structure that• for ANSI '74 COBOLr logically 
belo~gs in t~e User Specific Inforuation field• since there is 
only cne CURRENT per user. There are two reasons for associating 
the CLRRENT with the Structure Descriptor• however. First, OHS 
has a CU~RENT for each structure and a pointer exists in each STR 
~o the appropriate CURRENT. To be compatible with OMS1 each STR 
of an Indexed Seauential file points to the CURRENT for that 
st~ucture. ~ current structure nuaber is maintained in the USI 
tc satisfy ANSI 1 74 requirements. SeccndP since the file can be 
~barec1 an operation by one user can affect the CURRENT of 
another user. fo guard against this• each CURRENT is checked 
when an operatior which can affect it is performed. To aid the 
searct of CUR~ENTsr they ar• linked together. the first one being 
pointed to by the STR. A programratic description of the CURREN{ 
field is presented below. 
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01 CURRENT_OECLARATION1 
OZ CUR.Ll~K BITC24Jr 
OZ CUR.JOB.INVOKE1 

03 CUR.CUR.JOB 
03 CUR.ClR.INVOKE 

02 CUR.STATUS 
OZ CUR.FINE.TABLE, 

03 CUR.AREA 
03 CUR.BLOCK 
03 CUR.RECORD 

02 CUR.STAllSTICSr 
03 CUR.~TR.REAO.COUNT 
03 CUR.SIR.WRITE.COUNT 
03 CUR.SIP.REWRITE.COUNT 
03 CUR.~TR.OEL£TE.COUNT 
03 CUR.STR.SPECIAL.COUNT 
Ol CUR.STR.EXCEPTION.COUNT 
03 CUR.STR.PHY.READ.CO~NT 
03 CUR.STR.PHY.WR!TE.COUNT 

RITC16J, 
BITC6), 
BITC2)1 % o-OELr 1-VAL 

011(8), 
BITC16), 
BITC1Zlr 

B1TC24J, 
rrITC24), 
BITC24)1 
BITC24>• 
81TC24lr 
8ITC24), 
BITC24), 
BITC24); 

lhe current is maintained for Indexec Sequential files which use 
either Sequential access or Dynamic access. When the user is 
accessing the file secuentially• the current is maintained for 
the key of reference CUSI.CURRENl.ST~UCTUREl. For output filesr 
the key of reference must be the pri1e key and CURRENT always 
pcints to t~e last entry written. For a new filer CURRENT is 
initi~tized to point to the first entry but CUR.STATUS is set to 
indicate the entry has not yet bee~ written. For an old file 
opened OLTPUT EXTEND• the current is initialized to the last 
entry written. The Micro MCP uses t~.e current on output files to 
insure that records are written ir secuente1 a requirement of 
ANSI 74 COBOL. 

/ ' 

SeQuertial INPUT or lNPUT-OUTPUl files reQuir~ that the current 
points to the l~st record read. On the next READ operation, the 
c~rtent is incremented to point to t~e next available recdrd. If 
~he.current record is delet•d or the CURRENT was positioned by an 
OPE~ bt $TARlr then CUR.STATUS is set to indicate that a_record 
ha• net yet been read. The next REAC will deliver the record and 
reset CUR.STATUS. 

far files in Cyna•ic access moder the meaning of CURRENT is more 
complicated. The C~RRENT will be harcled exactly as in the case 
of Seoucntial l~PUl or INPUT-OUTFUl. This mea~s that some 
seQuerces of operatiors may not procuce the desire~ intuitive 
result. The example below illustrates th~ problem. 

' . 
' 
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Ccnsider the tndex table at the right. 
What should the result of a READ NEXT 
be, in the following sequence of operatiors? 

+---------+ 
I ABLE I 
I DOG I 
I GOLF I 

a. REAOCABLf), AOOCBAKER), REAO ~EXT; +---------+ 
b. REAOCOOG), DELETECDOG), AOOCECHC>• READ NEXT; 
c. READCOOG), Of.LETECDOG), AOOCC~ARLIE>• READ NEXT; 

for our inplerrentation the READ ~EXT ~reduces the following 
results: 
a. BAKER 
b. GOLF 
t• GOLF 

The method of allocating buffers in prior versions of the MCP and 
in the 9.0 version for Conventional files is known as Static 
allocation. This method of allocatirg buffers is simple. once 
the r~mber ot buffers has been chaser ty the user. The buffers 
are 1erely allocated when the file is opened and they remain 
assigned to the file until it is closed. If the number of 
buffers allocated is too small• howe,er• then cperations upon the 
file Ray be inefficient. If the nu1ber of buffers allocated is 
too large, then nothing is qained ir efficercy and memory space 
is wasted. 

On an Indexed ~equential file partic~larly, the number of buffers 
actually needed varies with the type of operation and the state 
of the Indexed Seouential file. The opt1mum riumber of buffers is 
best chosen dynamically to ~void the disadvantages mentioned 
above. 

Allocating buffers on demand and ceallocatinq them when the 
memory they occupy is required fer other purposes is known as 
Dynamic allocation. Dynamic allocation has always been used for 
buffers associated ~ith a OMS data tase. It is accomplished by 
calli~g the MCP's memory allocation ~rocedure, GETSPACE. whenever 
a, buffer is reQuired. Deallocatior is acco1plished by allowing 
GEtSP~CE to overlay OMS buffers when necessary. Oyna•ic 
allocation has also been implemerted for Indexed Sequential 
files. 

The management of buffers associated with an Indexed Sequential 
file ~resents a special ~rotlem for the HCP, since there can he a 
variable number of them• depending upon the operation, and they 
can be different sizes, depending upon which component file is 
being accessed. To solve the problens associated with a variable 
number of buffers. the Prioritized Memory Management algorithm, 
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~evetcped for the 7.0 release should be used. This memory 
manager overlays buffers whenever space is needed and the 
priority of a buffer ~akes it a candicate to te overlaid. The 
FifU Memory ~anagement algorithm car be u~ed but performance may 
be i1~acted or a multi-prograwmin~ system. 

1-0 solve the problems associ3ted ~ith variable size 
add r e s s i n g t i' e s a me I nd e x e d Se 'lU e n t i E l f il e , a l l o f t he 
used fer one structure are linked togethe~ and pointed to 
sttucture, so that all buffers in a chain ~re of the same 

buffers 
buffers 
by the 
size. 

The Euf fer Cescriptor is the structure used to maintain the 
buffers associated with the Indexed ~equential file. It contains 
the recessary link fields, idertification fields, and state 
information. Since the memory manaser may overlay the first 
buffer in a chain, the memory link field• ML.POINTER• will 
contain the structure address so that STR~BUFFER.LIST.POINTER may 
be updated. ~ programmatie descripticn of the Buffer ryescriptor 
i~ presented belcw. 

01 BUFfER_DESCRIPTQP, 
Ol BO.AREA.DISPLACEMENT, 

03 BO.AREA 
03 BD.OFFSE.l 

02 ElO.t;S£R.COlJNT 
02 BD.IN.Mff'IORY 
02 80.IO.E:f;f;OR 
02 SD.WRITER.CONTROL, 

03 00.REQUIRES.~.HRITF 
03 BO.CONTROL.POINT 

02 Bfr.~EXT~BUFFER.OESCRIPTOR 
OZ BD.PRlOf;.BUFFER.OESCRIPTO~ 

BITC8), 
BIH1£>), 
B11C4>• 
HI TC 1 ), 
BilCl),. 

BITCl>,. 
BITC1), 
BIH24J, 
BITC24J; 

1/0 oescriptors are shared among all the buffers. The BEGIN and 
EN» addresses in the descriptors may be modified when a 
descriptor. js used by the Operatirig System. The number of 
butters ~lldcated depends on the number cf active structures 
associated with the tndexed Sequential file. This technique 
ietves to minimize the nurber of descriptors in the disk chain, 
thus reducing the amount of processirg reauired by GISMO~ and it 
1j~j1izes the memcry requirements for descriptors. It does 
l'eAujre an at.location •e.cha1'1ism for cescriptors, in addition to 
one for tuf fers, ~ut this exoense has been found to be worth the 
benefits .. 

: znnrr ·wr ·· az~.s 
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Concurrent ~EftD operations on the same ~ecord of an Indexed 
Sequertial file are always allowed. Foi the 9.0 version ot the 
software, all loyi~al ~pdate operaticrs, WRITE and REWRITE,· will 
be started only after all accesses to the file have been 
susperded. Ttese update operaticrs will inhibit further accesses 
to the file until they complete. Tc users, it will appear that 
concurrent updates to the file ~re allcwed1 though this will not 
actually be t~e casg. 

Thi~ restriction simplifies the code necessary to insure that the 
~ppro~riate buffers remain in me~ory. Since only one update 
operation can be in process at any given time, the update 
operation will begin with a BD.YSER.COUNT of zero. Orce the 
update operation uses a buffer,. that tufter's user count will be 
set to one, thus preventing the Me@cry Management algorithm from 
overlcying it. 

Uptin coapletion of.the update ~peration all user counts will ~e 
s~t tc zero. for RE~O operations• the user count field is not 
used because each buffer need be used only once during the 
process of the communicate. The buffer is automatically 
protected from being overlaid while the I/O operation is in 
process. 

The cede necessary to insure the integrity of the file is also 
simplified. lhe Record Contention problems, the co•plex problems 
invol~ing char~es to the file while crother user is accessing it• 
are a~oided. for the simole case of cne user at a time updating 
the file, The simplified code provides better performance. 

The disk I/O error procedures in the HCP perfctm a certain number 
of retry operations each time a disk I/O operation completes with 
th~ Exception Bit, Bit 1 starting from zerc1 set to one. 
Oiffe·rent procedures may be invokec• deper.ding upon the type of 
1/0 operation that has completed and the type of control and 
drive that encountered the error. MCF I/O operations are handled 
D~.a cifferent procedure which is not as extensive as the on~ 
d~scrib~d telcw. The following description a~~lies to I/O errors 
on user I/O ooerati~ns only. 

lhe 110 error procedure first checks the Memory Parity Error bit• 
Bit 5 in tbe Result Descriotor, recei~ed fro1 the control. If 
the bit is on, it performs a maximu1 of three retry operations, 

snrr-·· 
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logs the result and exits the procEdure, without investigating 
any ether bits in the result d~scrirtcr. 

The procedure neKt checks the Transmission Parity Error bit, 8it 
15 in the rasult descriptor. If ttis bi~ is on and if the unit 
being used is not a 09462 disk cartricge, the procedure performs 
a maxi•um of three retry operations, logs the result and exits 
the J:rocedure without checking any hrther;. If the unit is a 
89482, no retry operations are perfcrm~d fdr this case but and 
the irvestigation continues. 

The procedure next checks the Not Reidy bitr Bit 2 in the result 
de~criptar. If this bit is -0n, the procedure performs a maximum 
rif three retry operations, logs the .result and exits the 
procec~re without checking any further. 

The ~rocedure next checks the ~rite lockout bitr Bit 6 in the 
result descri~tor. If this bit is or, The procedure looks at the 
I/O descriptor itself. If the first three bits of the operation 
code are 0101 011 or .101, which wo~lo denote Writer Initialize 
and Felocater the procedure perfcr~s a roaximu~ of three retry 
operations# logs the result and exits the ~rocedure without 
checking furt~er. If the first three bits denote something other 
than the three operations listed, Eit 6 is ignored and the 
investigation continues. 

The procedure next performs a logical OR ~peration on: 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

The Sector Address Error bit, Bit to, 
lhe Seek Timeout bit, Bit 11, 
Clhe Address Parity bitr Bit 9r A~D not 89482), and 
lhe Data Error bit• Sit 3. 

If the result of the logical OR operation is true, the procedure 
becomes complex and varies with the type of disk connected. 
Before describing the procedure fer each type cf disk, some basic 
procedures should b~ descrited. 

The Offset Procedure is a subroutire of the disk I/O Error 
procedure. Easically, it perfor•s six retry operations. If any 
one of the six ef fcct recovery of the err~r~ the procedure is 
exite~ immedi~tely regardless of tow ~any cperations have been 
perf-0rmed. lhe term "offset" as used he~e denotes positioning 
the disk heads slightly off of the center of the cylinder 
specified in the disk address. In all disk pack drives which w.ay 
be con~ected to the 81000 system, offset may be specified in the 
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.inward (positive) or outward Cnegati~e) direction. 

The ~irst two operations reQuested ty the Offset Procedure are 
performed with the original l/O descriptor unmodified. The next 
two o~erations ar~ aerfor,ed with ne~Etive offset and the last 
two Ere performed with positive cffset. If recovery is not 
effected by any of the six, all bits ~hich may have been set in 
the criginal I/O descriptor to ca1..se the offset operations are 
reset and the procedure is exited. 

The term "strote" as used here derctes beginning the actual read 
operation sligtly before or after the point in the rotation of 
the disk where it would normally begin. The Strobe Procedure 
calls the 01fset Procedure a maxiirur of :three times. This may 
cause a maximum of eighteen retry operations to be performed. If 
any one of the eighteen effect recovery, t~e procedure is exited 
regardless of how many operations ha~e been performed. 

The first call on the Offset Procedure is accomplished with the 
origiral 1/0 descriptor in its un•odified fore. This will cause 
six retry operations to occur,· exactly as described fot the 
Offset Procedurer pro~ided recovery is not effected by any of the 
six. The next call is accomplishec with a bit set in the 
descriptor which will cause early strobe to occur. Hencer 
another six retry operations may be ~erformedr two with . early 
strobe ard no offset, two with early strobe and positive offset 
and t~o with early strobe and negative offset. 

Twelve retry operatiors h1ve been perfcrmJd to this point. If 
the error has not yet been corrected, ;the Offset Procedure is 
again called with bits set in the IIC descriptor to cause late 
strobe to occur. This may result in another six retry operations 
being performed, as described for the Offset Procedu~e. all with 
bits set in t~e 1/0 descriptor to caLse late strobing to occur. 

If none 
which may 
f>t'bcecure 
Prgce<!ure• 
~e1criptor 
Procedure. 

ot t~ese eighteen operatiors ef,ect recovery, all bits 
have been set in the 110 descriptor are reset and the 
is exited. In the Strobe Procedure and in the Offset 
if any retry operaticr dces effect recoveryr the 1/0 
resposible is entered in the loq prior to exiting the 
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All varieties of disk pack that may te connected to the 81000 
syste1 and some varieties of disk cartridge include error 
correcting capabilites in the form cf a fire Code remainder 
stored immediately after the 1~4C-bit data segment. The 
remairder is fifty-six bits in lengtt on the 207 disk pack and 
thirty-two bits in length on all ethers. It is computed and 
stored by the disk hardware when the data segment is written. If 
an error should occur when the data segment is read, the data as 
it shculd have been written may be reccns~ructed, provided all of 
the bits in the data that are incorrect reside in the same 
"burst" of bits and ~rovided the ler§th of this burst does not 
exceec a specified li~iting nu~her of bits. 

The Error Ccrrectior Procedure obtains a 2,oso-bit buffer from 
available m~mory. If such memory is not available• the r-0utine 
exits without attempting to correct the error. In all cases, 
wh~n error correction is performeo, ill of the segments described 
oy the original descriptor are read anc corrected one sector at a 
time. for all disk devices which store the 32-bit remainder but 
which do not have the ability to correct burst errors in input 
data, the procedure must operate in this manrer. Devices which 
are capable of oerforming error correction, such as the 207 disk 
drive1 are capable of doing so on multiple-sector read 
operations1 but this feature is rot utilized by the software. 
Rather, all of the sectors are read ore sector per operation and 
the exact addresses of all failed sectors are logged. This 
inforsation wculd be lost on a multirle-sector read operation. 

Error correction is performed oy the software for all varieties 
of disk pack except the 207. The 207 hardware includes error 
correcting capabilities. Error correction is also performed by 
the software for the 89482 Oisk Cartridge. The software is 
capable of correcting a six-bit error burst. The 207 hardware is 
capable of correcting an eleven-bit burst. 

Two different varieties -Of 215 and 225 disk pack drives have been 
dtlivered during the life of the BlCCO hardware. These varieties 
lfl ~row~ as Design Level 0Pe CDL-11 a~d Desigr level Two CDL-21. 
f~r both varieties, the Strobe Procecure is invoked but there are ' 
some operational differences in t~e hardware itself. On OL-1 
drives, the tits which cause plus ard mi~us offset and early and 
late strobing are ignored by the hardware, since it does not 
inctuoe these capabil;ties. Conseo~e~tly, on DL-t drives• a 
total of up to eighteen retry operations will be performed by the 
Strobe Procedure, but they will actLally be nothing more than 
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eighteen repetitions of the original l/O descriptor. OL-2 drives 
include a f~.ll complement of offset 2nd strobe capabilities. The 
software cannot distinguish between the two types of drive. 

If nQne of the e~ghteen retry operatio~s caused by the Strobe 
Procedure effect recovery. the 110 cescriptor is restored to its 
origiral state• and the Error Correction Procedure is invoked. 
Each seq•ent described by the I/O descriptor is read individually 
and error correction is performed• if pos~ible• by the software. 
In all cases, the results cf the reccvery attempt are entered in 
the Engineering Log. 

for 2~5 and 206 disk drives• the Strobe Procedure is performed 
exactly as it is described. Eighteen retry operations are 
perfoTmed- two operations with eact possible combination of the 
strobe and offset variants. If any cf these operations effect 
recovery, the t/O descriptor is restored to its original 
condition and the prccedure is exited. If not• the Error 
Correction Procedure is invoked with the I/O descriptor in its 
original condition. Error correction is oertormed by the 
software for 205 and 206 drives. 

In any case, the results of the reccvery attempt will be entered 
in the Engineering log prior to exitirg the procedure. The I/O 
descriptor is always restored to its ori~inal condition prior to 
exitirg the procedure. 

201 disk drives include neither offset capabilities nor strobe 
cas:abilities. The hardware does iriclude a capabi lty tc vary the 
threshold of a read operation but its use is rot recom111ended for 
recovery purposes by the manufacturing pl~nt. Con$equently, the 
Strobe Procedure is net invoked fer 207 drives. Two retry 
operations only are performed• both usin~ the original version o 
the lJO descriptor. If either operBtion effects recovery• the 
results are logged and th~ procedLre is exited. If not. the 
Error Correction Procedure is invokec. 

2-07 drives include error correcting c~~abilities in the hardware. 
Additionally. the hardware is cap.at:le of correctjnq all errors 
that ~re correctable in all sectors desc~ibed in one multiple 
s~ctor operation. This multiple se~tor capability is not 
utjl~zed by the software, howeve~. and each sector is read and 

-c6rrected incividu~lly. This is dcne for diagnostic purposes 
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only• to isolate the address of the failed sector{s) and insure 
their entry in the En9ineerinq log. The results of the recovery 
attem~t will be logged and the procecLre will be exited with the 
1/0 descriptor restored to its Qrigiral condition. 

for all versions of disk cartridge except the R9482• the 4400 
BPI, 203 er 406 track• 64 sector per tract variety of cartridge• 
the error recovery procedures are ~ery simple. The procedure 
merely repeats the original operaticr a maximum of three times. 
The results of this attempt are logged and the procedure is 
exited with no further checking. T~ere are ~o other options 
available in the hardware whi~h night help in the recovery 
attempt. 

for the 69482 cartridge• the recovery attempt is slightly more 
extensive. lhis drive has error correcting capabilities similar 
tc these cf the 206 drive. Error ccrrection or a Read operation 
is performed by the ~oftware in the Error Correction Procedure 
exactly as it is described. On a hrite operation, the recovery 
attem~t is actually 1cre co•plex thar for a disk pack. 

hhen , a Write error occurs on the 89482 cartridge• the 1/0 Error 
procedure will attempt to correct the error• if the three retry 
operations mentioned above fail• by writing the data one sector 
per operation. In the case of an ~ddress Parity error. the 
procedure will also attempt to ~rite that sector plus the 
preceedin9 sector in an effort to ccrrect the address parity. 
The results cf the attempt will te logqed and the procedure will 
be exited when recovery is effected er when all retry attempts 
have been completed. 

This concludes the discussion of Data and Add~ess Error Recovery 
for t~e various drives that may be ccnnect. The remainder of 
this section describes the remairinq tests in the I/O Error 
procedure. 

If the results of the Logical OR operation mertioned previously 
were false, the I/C Error procedure examines Bits 22 and 23 of 
the result descriptor. It both bits are set to one. they 
inaicate that an Extended Result Descriptor was returned with the 
operation• though t~e ERD may not be stored in memory. The 
procedure stores the Extended Result Descriptor~ if it is 
available• in the Engineering Log an~ performs a maximum of three 
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retry operations using the original 1/0 descriptor. The re~ults 
of the attempt are logged and the prccedure is exited with no 
further checking. 

Finally• if all of the tests mentioned t-0 this point wer~ false1 
th~ procedure performs a maximum cf three retry operations and 
logs the results. Since .an exceptior <lid occur• indicated by the 
setting of Bit 1, the data is assu1ed to te corrupt and an 
atte1~t is •ade to cofrect it. 

th~re is one l/O Error ~rocedure that is invoked for all tape I/O 
operations that complete with the Exce~tion bit in the result 
desc~iptor set. The procedure is irvoked regardless of whether 
t.he cperation was a user I/O or an "1CP 1/0. It is also invoked 
on tte coepleticn of Test operatiors, where the settinq of the 
E~cepton bit is a normal occurrance. It is also invoked for 
Emulator Tape operations, though in this case• it may d-0 nothing 
more than pass the result descriptor on to the user for 
resoh1tion. 

Esse~tially1 the procedure will retry the operation a fixed 
nu~ber of times and return control tc the procedure which called 
it. If recovery was effected, this will be so indicated in the 
previcusly failed result descriptcr upon return. If the 
proce~ure was not able to effect reccvery• the result descriptor 
will contain an indication of the failure upon return. In most 
instarces• t~e procedure will retry the operation ten times1 but 
this ru~ter will vary with the ty~e cf failure and the operation 
atte1r:ted. 

).,'; 

The lape J/C Error orocedures will be described fully in a 
subsecuent version of this specificaticn. 
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fhjs section of the specification has two principle parts. 
S-memcry management is described at the functional level. 
S·me1cry requirements for a qiven system configuration are then 
preserted. ~sing the second part ct this section, it should be 
possitle to estimate the amount of S·memory that will be required 
on .a system to support a given program. 

s-me1cry mana~ement. techniques .were changed ~rastically in the 
7.-0 version of the software and were changed again in the 9.t 
v•rsicr. Tte discussior contained in the first part of this 
sectjon may not be applicable, in all casesr to versions.of the 
software released prior to the 9.1 ~ersion. 

The ElOOO software utilizes a. ftsegmentation" form of memory 
management. In such .a system.. memory is requested and allocated 
only wheri it is required and only ir the amourt that will exactly 
satisfy the reouest. · In other words .. mem-0ry is divided into a 
variable.number of segments• each cf which is of any size, with 
some cbvious restrictions. A basic element in this form of 
•emory management is the "memory Lin~"· 

The for•at of the memory link was ~resented in a prior section. 
Basically,. it conta{cs a size field which may contain any value 
from zero to 1&,777;~15 bits. It cc~tains the addresses cf the 
memory links that precede and succeE~ it and t~e address of an 
associated segment dictionary entry. It contains a nuaber of 
other fields .. which will be discussec in turn. It is created and 
maintained by the ~CP and the Executing interpreters store 
selected information in it. In all casesr it immediately 
prece~es the segment of memory that it desc~ibes. 

Contiguous blocks of memory are reserV'ed for system use at the 
eitreae ends cf the memory on any system. This is described in 
more detail in the second part of this section. Between the two 
~cntiguous blocks lies the area knowr as "linked memory". At the 
~nd of the reserved area at the lcw end of memory, there is a 
oumsy 11e11ory link known as the Lower Termirating 1'4emory Link 
CllMLl. At the beginning of the reserved area at the upper end 
of me1ory js the Upper lerminati~g He1or~ Link CUTML). 
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The ter•inating memory links are created durirg the Clear/Start 
procedure. Each h~s •size field of zero, a tyoe field which 
specities the area as TERMINATING.LI~~' but the •save" bit will 
be set to one in both links. This ~llows the memory management 
proc•dures to recognize the termiratinq memcrv links. The 
backward pointer in the LTML will contain @Ffffff~; but the 
forward pointer will contain the address of the next memory liPk, 
in address order. Similarly, the backw~rd pointet in the UTML 
will contain the address of the previous memory link in address 
orderJ the forward poihter·will co~tain ~ffffff~. 

Hence, all memory links form a chai~ in meaory. The memory link 
whi~h immediately precedes each illocated memory area will 
contain the address of the succeedir.g and preceding memory link$ 
in the forward and backward pointer field respectively. The 
chain will te terminated ir the fcr~ard direction by the upper 
terairating aemory link and in the backward direction by the 
tower terminating memory link. 

The area known as linked me•ory is an example of a "memory 
subspace•, as this ter• is used herein. There may be other 
•emery subspaces within linked me1ory. The Run Structure 
(Base/limit area> of certain programs 5ay also be divided and 
allocated. upcr request by the softwire. The same procedures in 
the •cftware are used to manage these smaller memory subspaces as 
are used to manage linked memory. 

Memory requests may originate ir a number cf diverse manners. 
This is evidenced by the large number of different values the 
type field of a memory link may contain. The most common 
occurrence of a memery request is fer a cede segment to he 
b~ought into memory. Other requests originate when a file is 
opened, ~hen the HCP needs addition~l temporary s~orage fof the 
performance of one of its tasks, when additional sp~ce is 
required to hold a Queue tessage~ arc so forth. 

There is probably no need to discuss each different type of 
11eaory request. Mary of the nunbe~s assigned to each different 
type ct memory reauest are for the tErefit of the Dump/Analyzer 
program only and have only pathological use. The different types 
of recuests ha~e co•mon characteristics and aay hence be grouped 
i nt o "c l a s s e s " • l he c 0111 mo n c h a r a c t e r i s ti c s w il l b e o e s c r i b e d a n d 
explained. 
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Parameters that are passed with a mencry ~~Quest are the size of 
the required memory area in bits• the address of the dictionary 
entry which will be associated with the memory area• if any• the 
address of tte Run Structure Nucleus of the orogram which caused 
the request• if any. the type f ielc to b~ stored in the memory 
link• the priority of the reouest• a bcclean variable which 
specifies that the memory should be allocated at the highest 
possible physical address and a boolean which specifies that the 
memory must be allocated above the ~ferce". 

J!! I !.tt~.E 

T he MC P h a s on e s et c f s t a c k s • o n l y • t o s to r e t he var i ab l e s t ha t 
it must manipulate in the oerfor1ance cf any function. This set 
of stacks cannot be stored anywtere else; they must be 
maintained in memory until the function has been performed. 
Consecuently, cnce the MCP begins perfcrming any function, it can 
perfor• no other function until the criqinal task is complete. 

Almost all MCP fu~ctions reouire Here than one MCP code segment 
to coaplete. A file Open ~ay require more than thirty code 
seg•e~ts to be brought into memory. The numter of code segments 
reauired could obviously be reduced ty making each code segment 
larger but this would also reduce the possibility of finding 
sufficient mewcry on small syste1s. It would also possibly cause 
more user co~e seg1ents to be rewc~ed fro• memory to make room 
for the larger MCP segment. 

Should the MCP begin perfor,ing a certain request and not be able 
to find sufficient memory to contain a necessary code segment• 
the system would have to halt. A Clear/Start would then be 
reQuired• with its resultinq Loss of all ~rograms that were 
running at the time. In order to insure that there will always 
be sufficient memory to bring in the Largest ~CP code segment• a 
fence is established in memory. belcw which only code segments 
are 2llowed to reside. The lcc2tion of the fence may be 
calculated by adding the size of the larg~st ~CP code segment and 
its associated segment dictionary to the address of the lower 
terairating me1ory link. 

Certain exceptions to the statemerts in the paragraph above 
eij~t· Code segments may not be c~erlayable at all times. To 
orjng a code segment into memory. tte memory area is allocated 
and an 1/0 operation initiated. The me1ory area may not be 
deallccated urtil the I/D operation is complete. Should the HCP 
encourter such a situation and not be able to find a reQuired 
memory area arywhere else in mewory, it will wait for the 
completion of the operation. 
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e Certain code segments associated with HICR appl'ications prograllls 
are also not overlayable. This is also true of seqments of the 
inter~reter used by such programs. Co~seouently, the fact that a 
me•cry recuest is for a code segrent is not sufficient to 
deter1ine whether the memory should te allocated below the fence 
and t~e boolean variable is reQuireo. 

0 

Checkerboardin91 alsc known as Exter~al Fragmentation, is the 
cdndjtion which exists when memory contairs a large number of 
permarently-allocated areas, or "sa~e" aieas. most of which are 
separated by small overlayable areas. In such a situation, the 
total meircry available 111ay well be lc:rge enouqh to satisfy a 
Qiven reQuest but no single contiguous overlayable area js 
sufficiently large. fhis situatior can have a serious imcact 
upon performance. 

T~ minimize the possitility of the occurrence of checkerboardinq, 
the ~CP attempts to allocate all memory denoted as 
non-o'tlerlayable or "save" at the highest possible physical 
address. Exarples of items which are so allccated are program 
run structures, files and 110 buffer areas. 

When c request for memory allocatior is recei 'tled.r the management 
algorithm must select a "victim"• a portion of memory which is 
alreacy allocated which may be deallocated and assigned to 
satisfy the neh reQuest. The area to be allccated m~y also be 
•arked Available• of courser thcugh this is seldom the case. 
"Victim Selection" is the process of determining which allocated 
memory segment or segments will be deallocated. This is the most 
intri~ate task bf the management algorithm• the task which 
requires the ~ost attention ~o strategy ard the task. which.is 
most influentiat upon the performance cf the system.• Two ~ictis 
selection algorithms are provided in the software. User~ •av 
thoose either the priority Victim Selector or the Second Chance 
Victil Selector via a system option. The change js only 
effeccted during a Clear/Strat operation. 

~-" 
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Prior to the 7.o release. victim selecti~n was essentially a 
round·robi~ a~ong reauests. The HCP kept a pointer which served 
as the starting point of each search ard was updated after each 
allocation to point to the end of the newly allocated area. This 
pointer is ty~ically referred to as the "left•off pointer". The 
round-robin al9orith1 h3d the advantages of being computationally 
simple and it served to m1n1m1ze external fragmentation, but 
there are some serious disadvaotages associated with this victim 
selection algorithm. Specifically• 

t. It has no knowledge of which se91erts are actually in use. 
elements of the •workihg set•, and 

2. lhe ~emory rescurces of each job have equal i•portance. 
Unlike processor scheduling• the memory is not allocated on a 
priority tasis. 

These flaws le~d to some bad perfor1ance degradations in certain 
situations. C~e such problem is the •cascadirg" phenomenon. 

Using Denning's definition• a pro9ra1•s working set wcr. t) is 
the set of all segments accessed by the program in the interval 
CT-t• Tl. Denote the size of this set Cin MCPII context• size is 
in bits>~ as WCT• t>. This definition affords us useful 
fnforaation with which to manage reat store hhenever the change 
C"drift"J from the set wocro, t> to the set w1cr1, t> is small 
for the interval cro. 111. The ass~•ption behind working set 
•~nagement is that for many progra•s• the drift is indeed small 
during most of their execution lifeti~es. 

Post~late a situation where the cede and dictionary seg•ents of a 
s'ngte job completely fill overlayable •emory. The rotind-robin 
a(gorithm• having no information concerning wc1. t> made a choice 
of victims among the resident segments which was essentially 
ran~o1 hith respect to this infcraatio~. Call the , ratio 
WCT• tl/Csize of overlayable memory) the saturation ratio s~ 
The" the probability is approxi•ately S that the incoming segment 
will overlay one or more ele•ents of WCJ, t). The overlayed 
seg•ent. of course• will immediately be. needed again and has a 
p~obability of about S of overlaying another element of WCT, tl. 
Thi~ sets up an undesirable oscillati~n w~ich should eventu~lly 
da~p back to stability, assu1in~ no further external 
perturbances. The ~robabl~ number cf eitra cverlays reQuired to 
reach stability increases with s. arc becowes quite large when S 
exceeds, say~ 0.9. ~e call this cscillation "cascading" of 
c~erlsys. For large values of S• al~cst all tim9 is consu~ed in 
waiting for l/C on the backing store. so very little work get~ 
done. This is the situation commonly known as "thrashin~~. · 

•,:·· 
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Now, suppose the memory manager has sor.e knowledge of the 
ele•ents of WCJ, t). If the saturation ratio is not too close to 
one, it will ~sually te possible to select a ~indow containing no 
elemert of W<l• tJ. The chance of cascading segments is thereby 
decreased in configurations running ~ith S in the ranqe of 0.5 to 
0.75. The difficulty is that elemeftS of WCT• t) now clutter 
memory and increase external fragmentation. As S approaches Cor 
exceeds) one, this becomes an importart loss and makes selection 
difficult tor the memory manager. #t this point• the advantages 
of the round-robin strategy begin to outweigh the advantages of 
utilizing working set infor•ation. 

In oraer to determine whether or not a code segment in memcry is 
currertly bei~g used, usage bits were added tc the memory link in 
the 1.0 version of the software. These appear in the 
programmatic description of the memory link as 
Hl.PREVIOUS.SCPN.TOUCfi and ML.CURRENT.SCAN.TOUCH. Whenever an 
interpreter accesses a code segment cictionary entry and finds 
the associated code segment presert in 1emory. it sets the 
currert scan touch bit to a value cf one. Interpreters make such 
an access w~enever they are reinstated and whenever a code 
segmert transition cccurs. It is rct necessary for interpreters 
to set the tit in memory links which are associated with segment 
dictionaries. These are usually marked as save space if any of 
their code segaents are present in me1ory. Also. data segments 
are always overlaid in a round-robin fashion, regardless of the 
victi1 selectcr that is currently beir9 used en a system. 

The Second Chance victim selection algcrtih•, first introduced in 
the 9.1 version of the MCP, addresses the first failing of the 
round-robin algorithm, the lack of knowledge cf the working set 
of the code being used. Alsor tte Second Chance algorithm 
co~pletely supplants the old round-rcbin strategy. The latter is 
no Lenger a\laHable for use. ltle change is co11pletelr 
transparent to users and the only ncticeable effect should be an 
improvement in performance in installations where the round-robiq 
i&iorithm was used prior to release cf the 9.1 software. 

lhe Second Chance algorithm utilizes the left-off pointer 
described for the round-robin algorithm. It ~egins searching for 
a meaory space large enough to satisfy the request at the 
left-off pointer but it will not select any space whose touch 
bit, HL.CURRENl.SCAN.JOUCH, is set. Upon ercountering a memory 
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0 segmert whose touch bit is set,. it resets the bit and continues 
to the next memory link. It will allocate the first segment it 
encounters th~t is sufficiently large and whose touch bit is 
reset. 

0 

This algorithm thus has the major advantage of the round-robin 
algorithm; it is co~putationally simple and the procesing 
required is minjmized. Unlike the Prio~itized victim selection 
algorithm described telow,. it reQuires no knowledge or action on 
the part of the user. 

f J31.D.B11! !H.t;I1!1 ~ . .f.L.E1;11!!N 

The second failing in the round-rctin strategy is its inability 
to insure rapid turnaround to jobs which are designated as high 
priority. In MCPII1 prior to the 7.C release, only the processor 
was allocated on the basis of priority. A high priority 
appljcation was conte~ding for the merory resource on exactly the 
same footing as a low priority "baCk£round" jcb. This led to 
severe perforwance degradation for users which required many 
overlayable memory resources but freouently relinQuished 
processor control to make oper2tir.q system requests. In 
particular, datacowm applicAtions rLrning in multiple job shops 
were suffering badly. Background jobs tended to usurp critical 
resources forcing the datacom~ application to l-0ose control still 
more frequently, allowing backgrcur.d j-0bs to runP grab more 
memory resources, and so forth. 

The Prioritized memory •anagement alsorithm# first introduced in 
the 1.0 version of the HCP, addresses both of these problems. 
The priority victim selector makes its choices on the basis of a 
priority field in each memory link. This field is maintained by 
runti1e use of working set informatior. The priority field will 
be •aintained at its original valuE as long as the code segment 
is not used. lhis field is known as the Residence Priority field 
and is shown on t~e programmatic memory link description as 
HL.RE~IDENCE.PRIORITY. 

Associated with each program running on the system is a Memory 
Priority field- The memory priority valu~ determines the ability 
of the program's code segments to overlay the code segments of 
other programs running on the syste1. Memory Priority is stored 
in each memory link associated with each of the program's code 
segmerts. It is shown pro9rammaticilly as ML.INCOMING.PRIORITY. 
Hemory priority is also stored iritially in the Residence 
Priority field. Whenever a reQuest for a new code segment to be 
brought into memory is received• tte memory priority of the 
associated program is comoared to thE residence priority of every 
memor~ link currently presert in the system me"ory. The current 
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impl••entation of the victi1 selector always chooses a victim 
havin~ the lowest resid~nc~ priority. 

An exception uust be 'ade for MCP coce segments. As presented in 
a prior paragraph• the HCP cannot be denied a requested code 
ove~lay without halting the system. Consequently• HCP code 
segmerts have an imperative i~c<•ing priority• but their 
residence ptiority v~lue will decay at a rate eQual to or greater 
than the programs running on the syste1. 

At a user-specifiec interval• a rcutirte in GISHO known as the 
sweeper' is eJCecuted. This routine •oves the setting of the 
currert touch bit to the previous tOLch bit• destroying the prior 
setti~g of the previous bit and settirg the value of the current 
touch bit to zero. This routine is <iscardable and is eliminated 
by the initializer if the syste• is runnin~ with the Second 
Chance victi• selector. 

The default ti~e period between exec~tions of ·th• sweeper is eoo 
milliseconds. Users may vary this time period via a keyboard 
instruction within certain ranges. 5i~ce the sweeper routine ~ay 
be. executed between any two S·cperat ions. all code in the 
softwar~ which •anipulates memcry links must always ins~re that 
th~ chain formed by the address pointer fields is intact• 

After the sweeper has moved the curre~t touch bit to the previous 
touch bit• it then examines the previcus touch bit. If the value 
is zero• it increments the current decay interval field, 
ML.CUFRENT.OK.INT• ty the value of the swee~ interval. If the 
value of the current decay interval is equal to or greater than 
the specified decay inteval• Mt.CK.INTERVAL• the residence 
priority field is decremented. 

Th~ default value of the specified decay interval is zero. Users 
•ay spe~ify different decay irterval values via a keyboard 
instruction. Users may also soecify tha.t certain code seg•ents 
wilh1n (a program are important ard that their residence priority 
shotil~ hdt decay until the $pecified decay interval has elapsed. 
Thi~ is accomplished via a suppliec normal-stat~ program which 
lt~ipulates cede files resident on disk. The residence priority 
of cede segments which are not •arked as important will decay 
afier the default decay interval, zerc seccrds1 has elapsed~ 
~Qtice• ho~ever, that this cannot cccur for at least one sweep 
inte.rval. 

When executing with the priority victim selector, the MCP still 
maintains a left-off pointer. When the systes is thrashing, when 
the residen£e priority fields cf all me•ory links have equal 
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v a lo es, the \Ii c t i 111 s e le ct e d w i ll cc r t i n u:e t c he t he n ex t me 111 or y 
area telo~ the left-off point~r. 

One cf the s~~ious ~r~blems confrontirg viytual. storage systems 
is •~mory ttrashing. On the 81CCC ~ystew, memory thrashing 
occurs when tte working set of procecures for a program or set of 
programs will not fit withir the porticn of main memory a~ailable 
tor O\lerlays. When this statP. cccurs, the system's performance 
begins to desrade. The amount cf degradation depends on the 
overlay spnce available, the Sile ano number of segments 
competing for meaory, and the freouercy of segment transitions. 

As the amourt of main memory is reduced for a constant 
progr~mming task• the amount cf degradation due to ~emory 
overlays norwally appears very gradual at first. As the 
av~ilabte memory is furtner reduced• a point will be reached 
where the degradation due to overlays increases rapidly. This is 
the pcint where the main working set cf procedures no tonger fit 
in ~ain memory and are competins for spa~e. This point is 
defined as the thrashing point and is shown in fiqur~ 4.t. 

I 
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MEMORY SIZE CK 9YTESl 

f IGtJRE 4.1: HE~ORY VS EXECUTION TIME 

EXAMPLE PROGRAM ~RMC2C 
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programming task with 
th~ashing point yields 

Beginring wit~ the r.c version of the software. the MCP includes 
a prcgrammatic facility for detectir9 a thr~shinq condition in 
the syste1. lhe facility is includEc in GIS~O as a discardable 
segmert; it is retained or di~carded durin9 the Clear/Start 
operatior. based upon t~e settinq of c systeir option. It may be 
used hitn either victim selection alscrithm. It must be used if 
the priority victim selection algorithw i~ used. 

The facility is actuated by a clock 1aint~ined in the software. 
It util·izes a count of the number of overlay cperations perf-0rmed 
by the sof~ware. The count is also 1aintained in the software. 
of course. lhe sweeper routine discussed ~reviously is actuated 
by the same clock that act~ates the t~rashirg detection routine. 

At a.user-selected interval• the t~rashing detector compares the 
~umber of overlays which occurrec durirg the interval tri a 
user-specified target number of overlays. If the overlay target 
is exceeded, the thrashing detector suspends tempo~arily the 
execution of the sweeper routine and tegiris a ccunt of the riumber 
of ccnsecutive intervals during which. the number of overlays 
exceeds the t•rget nuwber. The allcwable no"ber of intervals 
during which thrashirg~ as defined ty the user. is detected is 
three. 

If the thrashinq condition persists fer three intervals, the 
s~ftware infcrms the operator via a SPO ~essage. The messaqe 
will te repeated at ~.SECOND intervcls until the condition abates 
or until the operator requests• via another SPO message• that it 
not be displayed continually. The software also dis~bles the 
sched~le wher thrashing is detectec so that no new jobs are 
initiated. The schedule will be autc~atically enabled again when 
a prcgram currentlv being executed terminates. 

Me•ory is initially allocateo by the software during the 
Clear/Start operation. This sirgle cperaticn is composed of 
several comoonents. for discussion purposes, it may be thought 
of as two separate operations~ The first of the two is the 
execution of a stard-alone routire• com~only known as the 
Initislizer and stored in the disk directory as SYSTE~/INIT. The 
initializer is trought into memory by the Clear/Start code 
cont~ined on the cassette. The second operation is the execution 
of sore code i~ the MCP~ contained in Page Zero. Segment One of 
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At the cowpletion of the initializer. memory will be formatted as 
shown in figure 4.2. Permanently allccated areas will be located 
at eac~ end of me1ory. Linked remcry will cc~sist of four links 
only. The processor is then passed tc the MCP•s cod~ segment for 
completion of the Clear/Start operatior. Upcn completion of the 
HCP cede~ linked memory will ta tcr1~tted as shewn in figure 4.1. 
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---------------------------------G[SMO DATA SP#CE 

·---------------------------~---· TNlERRUPT QUflE 

·--------------------------~----· 
I 
I 

See Note 2 I 
I 

--~----------------------------· 
FIRM~AHE TR~CE SPACE 

------------~------------------GISMO CODE 

-------------------------------MICRO MCP OATA SPACE 

MCP RUN STRUCTURE NUCLEUS 
------> --------~------------------~~--
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

linked 
~emory 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

IUT~L 

----1 SOL INJERPREHfi 1----
ML I 

·-----------------~-~-----------

ML I 

I 
I 

-------~-----------------~-----· HCP S£GMENT Q,.1 
-~--- ---------·· 

LTML I ML 

·-----> ---------------~---------~-----HCP SEGMENT C•O 

-------------------------------CHIP f..RROR 1-ELE 
---------~---------------------

COLO/START V~RI#eLES 

INTERPRETER DfCTlC~ARY 

·------------~-----------~------I HCP SEGMENT ! PAGE CICTIONARY 

·-------------------------------HCP STACKS 

"1AXlMIJM AOOfif SS 

See Note 1 

~ --------------------------·------.... '1' 

AIJDfiESS ZERC 

Fi9ure 4.2 ~emory Format ~fter Initialization 
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0 

t. "LTHL" a~d "LTHL~ are acrcryms for upper and lower 
ter•inating memory links. These two links have a size field 
cf Lero and a type field which denotes a terminating memory 
link. The upper link has a tcrwirc pointEr Of aFFFFFFa; the 
lower link has a backward pointer of ~FFFFFF~. The links are 
used to mark the boundaries of lirked memory for the memory 
allccati~n routines. Memory allocated by these routines will 
always tie betweer these two lir~s. 

2. It is possibler during the initialization procedure• for the 
operator to specify a ~aximum !•memory aQdress that is less 
than the actual •aximum address cf meter~ on the $ystem. 
hhen this is done, a proportionate a1ount of memory is 
reserved at the loc1tion showr. This ~ercry is• in effect• 
deleted from the system. ~Ercry may alsq be deleted via 
certain keyboard instructions av~ilable to the operator. In 
the latter case• tha deleted •emory may lie at almost any 
acdress in the system. · · 
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----------------------------------
--·-I 

Ml I 

I UTHL I 
SOL INTERFRETER l·-----1 

------~-------------------------· PORT/CHANNEL IABLE~ I 
--·-I SPO YAffIABLES ANO BUFFER I 

Ml I t 

--------------------------------IOAT• TAPE fAUSE AND : 
----1 TAPE LOCK OESCRIP.TORS 

Ml I 

--------------------------------ADDITIONAL FORT/CHANNEL ----t TAtilE 
Ml I 

--------------------------------QUEUE DISK TEMPLATE -- ..,_, 
Ml I 

--------------------------------
----· 

ML I 

MICRO ~CP SEGMENT 
OICTlCNARY · 

SOL INTERPRElER SEGMENT --·-I OICTIC~ARY 
Ml I 

--------------------------------· 
ERD HEA 

1----1 
I 
I 
I I Hl I 

1------------~--------~--------~-1 

' I 
I 
I 

I 
See Note 1 I 

I 
I 

FENCE LOCATION I 
I 

- - - - - - - - - - - - -· - - -1 
I 

1------1 
I LT Ml I 

----------------------------------
Figure 4.3 Linked Memory Forgat After Clear/Start 
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1. though nothing is shown as oresert in figure 4.3 between the 
SOL Interpreter Segment Dictionary and the Lower Terminating 
Memory lir~, this area will typic2lly be filled with HCP code 
seg•ents at the co1pletion of the Clear/Start operation. 

z. lhe purpose of the fence showr in figure 4.3 was discussed 
previously. The location of the fence is retained in the MCP 
stacks. It is not necessary to reserve any me•ory at all at 

·. the fence l oc at i or. 

The memory that will be required to eiecute a given program or 
set cf programs is composed of four componerts. There are the 
static requirements of the operating system• the dynamic 
requirements of the operating systew, the static requirements of 
the program a~d the dyn3mic requirewErts of the program. 

Static requirements are co~posed of the data spaces necessary to 
operate the systes and the prograw. Once the static requirements 
are establishec• they typically de not change. tor exa•ple, once 
a program has all of its files open, the me1cry reauired for the 
file Information Blocks and the buffers remair fixed until the 
flles are closed. In the case of t~e ~cp, once the system is 
Clear/Started• the static requiremerts remair fiied until the 
sy~tel is Clear/Started again4 

Dyna1ic requirements are exclusively code segments. Assumin~ 
that a working set of the code s~g•ents of a program is 
establish~d, the dynamic requirements for that program will then 
be the total a1ount of mesory that is re~uired to cont~in the 
code seg•ents that are a part of the working set. The operating 
syster's worki~q set deper.ds1 of co~rse• upon the communicate 
operators that are issued by the prosram in its own working set. 

tho~e items shown in figures 4.2 and 4.3 comprise the static •• ,~r~ require•ents of the operating system. Each item will now 
be· dtscussed and a means of deter1inin9 the amount of •emory 
required by the item will ta presented. The numerical values 
pre~ented herein apply to the 9.0 version of the HCP onty. 
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0 MCP Stacks 

0 

The stacks used 
zero in S·memory. 
stacks will be 
configuration. 
4302 bytes. 

by the HCP will always reside at location 
For each released v~rsion of the MCP. the 

of a fixed sizE• regardless of the machjne 
The stacks reQuire r~~ghly 34.416 bits or 

HCP Page Dictionary and Segment Zero Dicti-0rary 

These twc items may never be a\erlai~ and are maintained in 
•e•ory i••ediately above the ~CP stacks. They will also be 
of a fixed size for each released v~rsion of the MCP. The 
lC.O version of the HCP code is divided into thirty-four 
segment pages and Page Zero contains thirteen seg•ents. Each 
entry consists of a system descri~tor, which requi~es 80 bits 
or 10 bytes. For the 10.C version of the HCP, this item 
requires 3760 bits or 470 bytes cf memory. 

Inter~reter Dictionary 

An Interpreter Dictionary entry requires 224 bits or 28 
bytes. The nu•ber of interpreters that may be used on a 
syste• at any given time, and hence the number of entries 
a.llowed ir the Interpreter Dictionary• say be specified by 
the user to be any value between ! and 31. If the user does 
net specify this nu•ber1 the Cold/Start routine will set this 
value to six. The memory recuired for the Interpreter 
Dictionary may be calculated by multiplying the nu~ber of 
irterpreters allowed by the size cf one ertry. 

Cold/~tart Variables 

lhe variables contained in this area are originally set by 
the Cold/Start routine. Many ~f them may be changed by the 
operator. The memory allocated for their storage •ay not be 
changed. It will also be a corstant value for each version 
of the operating syste•· For the 10.0 version, the •emory 
required is 2256 bits or 282 bytes. 

Chip Error Table 

Jtis area is ajlocated on B18CO and 81900 series •achine• 
orly. On all other machines• nc memory is required for this 
item. On the 81800 and 819001 the area is used to store the 
addresses of •e~ory locations which are experiencing 
correctable memory parity errors. The size of the area in 
bits 1ay be calculated by 40 plus C32 ti1es the number of 
entries allowed in the tabl~>. The operator •ay specify the 
nu•ber of entries the table sho~ld cowtain. the default 
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v a l u e f <Jr t he number o f e n t r 1 e s w i ll b e one en t r y per 1 GK 
tytes of s-me~ory on the syste1. 

MCP Code in Page Zero• Seqment Zero 

This code segment is normally referred to as "Segment Zero" 
a~d the size of the segment is a con~tart for each released 
version of the HCP. This is the cnly MCP code segment which 
dces not require a 11e.mory link,. sirce it is outside of linked 
memory. The code seqment requires roughly 53,.490 bits or 
6E86 bytes of memory. · 

Upper and Lower Terminating Me•ory Li~ks 

Ir the to.a verson of the soft~are•" a memory link reQuires 
1f7 bits of memory. These two then require 374 hits or 47 
tytes. 

SOL Interpreter 

T~e sizes of tte SCL Interpreters presented here are for 
reference only. Accurate ~ize 1igures a~d figures f~r the 
vcrious segments of· the irterpreters are provided in the 
app~cpriate product speciticaticn. Seg•ent Zero of the 
S·Processcr version of the SCL Interpreter requires 8166 
bytes. The same segmert of the M·Processor version reouires 
BC24 bytes. 

HCP Run Structure Nucleus 

The HCP reouires a Run Structure ~ucleus field 
other program which executes on the ~ystew. 
version of the software, 2386 bits or 298 bytes 
for this field. 

Micro HCP Oata Space 

as does every 
For the 9.0 
are allocated 

Currentlyr 1249 bits or 156 bytes are allocated fer this 
space. This reouirement is a cc~stant and is not dependent 
upon machine configuration nor system options selectedr but~ 
dLal processor configuration will require two such spaces • 

. GISMC Code 

GISHO js not segaented. SelectE~ portions of the GISMO code 
are ~discarded" by the Initialization routine if they are not 
required en a given system con1iguration with a given set of 
system opti-0ns selected- The a1ount of memory that ~ill be 
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required to contain GISHO must therefore always be 
calculated. 

T~e Hain Block of GISMO requires 5~00 bytes of memory. No 
memory link is required. The a10Lrits .of memory shown in the 
fellowing table should be added if the ccrdition specified is 
true. 

Syste1 eq~ipped with Memory Base S 
Processor is a 81830 
Processor is 81120 series 
Processor is 01860 series 
Processor is Dual B18XX 
Reference address check optic~ set 
Thrashing detection option set 
Prioritized memory management option set 
ICUT cpticn set 

104 bytes 
436 bytes 
540 bytes 
642 bytes 

1070 bytes 
138 bytes 
142 bytes 
364 bytes 
100 bytes 

Ir the list above• the cassette device on the processor 
console is hot co~sidered a ~eriiheral. ~either the cassette 
peripheral seg•ert nor the magrEtic tape er cassette segment 
stould be ad~ed due to the console cassette. 

The control exchanges seg•ent shcul~ be added when the system 
is eQuip~ed with two or •ore cisk or tape controls and the 
controls address the same peripheral urits. High-speed 
contra.ls are atl disk pack ccrtrots and any controls which 
address phase-encoded tape drives. Under ro conditions is it 
necessary to add any GISHO code segment •ore than once. The 
Dual Processor se9ment and the Bteeo segment must both b~ 
acded if the system is a dual prccessor version. 

f ir•ware Trace Space 

This area is allocated orly wher running with trace versions 
of the SOL Interpreter. It sh.ould never be allocated in a 
customer's •achine. It requires 1~440 bits. 

Since interrupts occur asynchrc~ously a" the Bl00-0 syste•~ 
they •ust ·be Queued until they can ~e handled by the 
appropriate operating system routines.· One entry in th~ 

irterrupt cueue reQuires thirty-six bits. forty-two bits art 
requiied for pointers and counters~ Th~,nu~ber of entries 
which may be queued on a given system depends upon the amount 
cf •e•ory on the system~ The nL1ber -0f entries that will be 
allocat~d may be determined froe the following table. 

S•He11ory on System Entr;es 
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----.:---
At laast 64K bytes but less than S6K bytes 
At least S6K bytes but less than 126K bytes 
128K bytes or more 

16 
20 
25 
30 

The smallest amount of me~ory that will be allocat~d for the 
i~terrupt queue is then C42 • C16 X 36) or 6t8 bits. The 
largest amount is 1122 bits. 

GISMO Data Space 

The &ISMO data space is a wo~k area required by GISMO. lt is 
a fixed size and amounts to 376 tits. 

DCPli DATA SPACE 

Ttis is alsc a work area. It is reQuired on all dual 
processor machines an~ requires !SO bits. 

lookirg now at figure 4.3~ the HCP, prior to completing the 
Clear/Start operation, ~ill allocate spac~ tor those additional 
it~ms shown on the figure. The location of the "Fence• is not 
important to the discussion cf the memory requirements of the 
HCP. The f~rce is merely a means of guaranteeing that. "the HCP 
will always find space for its o~~ purposes when such space is 
needed. The system would be forced to halt if the HCP could not 
find the space required. 

All cf the items shown iri figure 4.3 reside in linked memory. 
One memory link C187 bits> is required to describe each· of the 
ite•s in figure 4.3 

Extended Result Descriptor Area 

Ore extended result descriptor• 1/0 descriptor and buffer is 
required for each SN head~per•tra~k disk control and for eBch 
disk pack spindle on th~ syste1. "Eac~ descriptor and its 
associated buffer requires 2S6 bits. This requite•ent 
applies to all disk pack drive• interfaced to the 81000 
system but not to cartridge drivEs. The nie111ory required, irt 
tits, m~y be calculated by 2~6 X CSN controls + dis~ pack 
s~indles> • memory link. 
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The seg•ent dictionary of the SDL Interpreter . is c~nsidered 
ncn-averlayable• since it ccntiir.s a descriptor for se911ent 
zero of the interpreter which 1ust be non-overlayable to 
execute segment zero of the HCP. The size of this area., in 
bits• •ar be ~alculated by 64 plus C~O times the number of 
seg•ents which co•prise the irterpreter> plus the space 
required for one •emtiry link. The SOL Interpreter contains 6 
segments• plus Segment Zero. 

Micro HCP Seg•,nt Dictionary 

Thi~ segment dictionary is alsc considered non-overtayable. 
lts size 1ay b~ calculated in the same manner as the size of 
the SDL Interpreter segment dictionary, 64 plus C80 tim~s the 
ru•ber of segte~ts> plus space fer one memory link. The 
Micro HCP contains 18 segaerts• ~lus Segment Zero. The 
seg•erit dictionary therefore reqa.dres 190 bytes. 

~ueue Disk Template 

The HCP reserves 500 segments of system ·disk for its own 
te•porary use. The address of this reserved area of disk; 
krown as Queue Disk• is stored i~ the •esory area known as 
t~e Queue Disk Template. This 1e1ory area will also contain 
are bit ta denote the availability of each of the ~00 
seg•ents, a 24-bit field which ~ill be used to store the 
•e•ory address of the next Queue Disk Teeplate if an 
additional 500 segments must be allocated and a 128-bit field 
krown as t~e Co•municate Splitter Mask. This latter field is 

1 used to determine which com•unicite operations •ay be handled 
by the Micro MCP. The size of the initial Queue Disk 
l~mplate field is therefor•• 500+36+24+1l8 or 688 bits. 
Ad~itional Queue Disk T•mplate fields• if required., wilt 
eccupy 560~bit areas. One me~ory link is required on each 
Queue D1sk Template allocated. 

t~''. l ~ } ~ . 
A~ditional Port/Chaflnel Tabl~s 

Th~ ~tp ~nd GISHO co•municate ir a number of ways. One such 
way is the Port/Chanr.el table. Ofle Pert/Channel table is 
allocated ~ith the SPO variables .ar.d buffer at the high end 
of linked memory. If the systes is •quipped with multi-line 
centrals~ an additional Port/Channel t~ble will be reouired 
fer each one~ A Port/Chan~el tabl~ requires 768 bits of 
•emory plus the space required fer one mencry link. 
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·Several items are grouped together in ~he soace reserved for 
t~e IQAT. The IOAT itself reQuires on~ entry of 512 bits for 
each peripheral unit connectec to the system with the 
exception cf the SPO. Each disk pack spindle is considered a 
peripheral unit. Head-per-track disk is not. Data 
ccm•~nications device~ are not considered p~ripheral units 
fer the purpose of calculat1rg IOAT size• but each 
single-Lire control connected to the ~ystem requires o~~ IOAT 
entry. Ore "Pause" descriptor. requfring 96 bits of me•ory. 
is require1 for each tape co~trol• ·Cassette control and 
HlC~21~TC•4 exchange on the syster. One "lock" descriptor. 
requiring 168 bits of 1emory. is reouire~ for each tape and 
cassette unit connected to the s1stem. One I/O descriptor of 
Z~B tits is recuired if a~y ru•ber ~f flexidisk units are 
ccnnected to the system. One mercry lirk is reQuired to 
describe the area containinq these items. 

Port/Channel lable1 SPO Variables a~c Buffer 

lrformaticr which the HCP needs to oerforr its function which 
js primarily concerned with the system SPC but also includes 
infor~ation on other aspects of ~he syste~ is m~intain~d ih 
the area known as SPO Variables. This information reQuiies 
1351 bits of memory. The Port/Channel table requires 7&8 
tits and t~e SPO tufter reQuires 560 bits• for a total of 

. 2679 bits. One memory link is reouired to describe the area. 

The operating system's dyna1ic mercry reQuire1ents are determined 
sotely by the size cf the code seg8ent ~hich performs the 
functions. requested by the user in the working set of his 
pro~r~./D·. In c:!etermiring this recuire111ent• it is necessary to 
.~f)o~, "'~"l the program in Question is c:!cing. While programs could 
ij ~ . a h c. -t e , w r i t t e n w h i ch h a v e f i l e op e n and c t cs e ope r a t i c n s a s a 
ja~t ~I thetr working set• this is rot normally the case. The 
~~st majority of progra•s request onl) th~se functions which are 
111icrc·coded ar.d included in the Micro HCP in their working set 
,ode~ This statement is not true for pro~rams which use OMS. 

This ~ocu•ent will rot present tte m~~ory requirements for 
programs w~ich use DMS~ This inforaation will probably be arlded 
at so1e point in the future, but for the present- only the code 
seomert sizes for operatio~s believec to be ccmmon and exclusive 
of OM~ operatiorts will he presented. 
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The list below presents a brief description of the function and 
the aemory reouirement for each of tt.e Micro HCP seq•ents • 

£EGHE~T.ZEHO - 2306 Bytes 

Segment 2era of the Micro ~C~ is always required in m~mory 
when programs are •xecuting. 

SERIAL - 1960 Bytes 

This code segment handles reads 2rc writes on serial files 
that are opened input or outpLt but not in any coabi~ation 
fcrm, such as input-output. Also, some files assigned to 
data recorders may not reuuire ttis segmert. 

SEQUE~TIAL - 762 Bytes 

Tl'is code segment handles reads ire writes on sequential disk 
files that are opened input-outpLt. 

RANDO~ - 944 Eytes 

This code segment handles r~ad$, writes and seeks on code 
seg~erts whose access mode is r2ndom. lhis code segment is 
required for all random disk files, even if the access •Ode 
is delayed random. 

CO~P.hAil - 1136 Bytes 

Thfs code segment is required to handle complex wait 
cc~municate operations. All dcta communications hanolers 
g~nerated by the NOL compiler require the complex wait code 
tc be present. 

DATA.RECOR - 344 Bytes 

l~is code segment is reauired to 
files which are assiqn~d to 

·opened input-output or input 
tapabilities reQuested. 

Hl.PRJ.A~D - 1292 Bytes 

handle reads and writes on 
data recorders and w~ich are 

with stacker selection 

This code segmert is require~ to h~n~le all co•municate 
operations on files ~hich are assigned to ~eader-sorters. 
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This code segment handles reat ~nd write oper~tions on 
q~eues. Please refer to the paragraph at the end of this 
Li st. 

<Fut Queue Message.Get Queue ~essage>. This code segment 
handles reads and writes on files assigned to queues and to 
remote files. Please refer to the paragraph at the end of 
this list. 

REMOTE.WR! - 2300 Bytes 

This code segment is required to hahdle writes on fi.les 
assigned to remote files. Please refer to the paragraph at 
tt.e end of this list. 

REMOTE.REA - 2890 Bytes 

This code segment handles reads on files. assigned to remote 
files. It is also required to handle ma~y NDL/HACRO 
com•unicates. Please refer tc the paragraph at the end of 
this list. 

OC.INITIAT - 410 Bytes 

This code segmert handles the DC.INITIATE.IO c~mmunicate 
operation. .This communicatE is issued by all data 
communications handlers genera~ed by the ~DL compiler. 

HESSAtE.CO - 208 Byt~s 

J~is code ~egment is required tc handle the message count 
ccmmu"icate operator~ also issuEd by all data communications 
handlers generated by the NOL co1piler. 

VARIAELE.L - 412 Bytes 

l~is code segment handles. read arc write ope~ations on tape 
ard dis~ files w~ic~ use variable-le~gth records. It is 
required in addition to the SERI#l co~e $egment. 
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This code segme~t is required to h~ndle communicate 
operations reque$ted by any E1ulat~r interpteter on files 
assigned to tape. 

DELA~ED.RA - S9Z Bytes 

This code segment• in addition tc the rando1 code segment• is 
required to handle reads• writes 3nd seeks on files whose 
access type is delayed random. Emulator disk files are in 
this category. 

INDEXED.SE - 3020 Bytes 

This seqment is used for 
files• first introduced 
ard described in the 
Svbsystem. 

RELATIVE - 3G~a Bytes 

1/0 operations on Indexed Seq~ential 
in the ~.o v~rsion of the software 
section cf the document on the Ito 

This segmert is ~sed for t/O operstions performed on Relative 
files• also described in the l/C Subsystes section. 

IPC.CCDE - 568 Bytes 

This segment is used to perter• Inter-Precess communication• 
a part of the ANSI 1 74 CO~Ol implementation first included in 
the 9.0 software. 

All code necessary to handle cueues- remote files• the 
P~~fNITIAJE.10 communi~ate and the MESSAGE.CDUNT communicate are 
i~c ud~d ~n. t~e Micro-HCP. Micrococing these· functions resulted 
'iK st•e silbstanti~l perfor•ance improvemerts for most data 
cGmmunicatioris ~pplibat•dns. There are several reason~ for t~e 
improvement• the most obvious beirg the greater efficiency of the 
code. Another factor is that a •ini~al a•ount of state 
information m~st be saved when commuricating with the Micro-HCP. 

A third factor is the ~limination of t~e ftbottleneck• problem~ as 
it has come to be called• for data. ccmmunications applications. 
This ~rotlem arises from the fact thEt HCPil is a flat structure 
and is capable of perfo~ming one thi~g ~t a ti•e only. In other 
words• once t~e HCP begins performing an open request for 
exa.•ple.. it. can do nothing else until it completes the open. An 
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open1 of course• requires many acces~es to the disk subsystem and 
the HCP must wait on the completior of each one. Normal-state 
programs are free to execute while the HCP. is waiting on each 
access• ~rovided they do not request ar HCP service which must be 
handled by MCPII. 

Conseouently,. user programs 11ay 11ow use the oueue subsystem and 
the ether items •entioned above while MCPII is ~ervicing another 
request for other users. In previous rel~ases~ these same user 
programs had to wait until the HCP co•pleted servicing the 
request it vas working ~n at the ti•e· Unfortu~ately, however, 
all reouests fer functions in the Que~e subsyste• are not handled 
by the Micro-HCP. Many of them• arid possibly all of the•• may 
still be handled by HCP!I. 

All •emery •anagement functions are still handled by SOL code in 
MCPII. Any Queue request which invclves 11e11ory management will 
therefore have to be handled by MCPII. This will most often 
occur in situations where the available m~mory on a system is 
limited. Queue buffers may be written to disk by MCPII. and 
hence re•oved from memory, whenever the MCP needs space for 
soaething else. This will cause MCPII to he invoked when a 
program attea~ts to read a Queue entry from t~at buffe~. 

further, if a producer of queue entries fills an entire buffer 
before the con.sumer can. empty it• a new 11e•cry buffer will be 
required. HCPII will be invoked to acco•plish the allocation. 
Unfortunately, in both of these instances• the entire working set 
of Micro-HCP cueue handlirg segme~ts Mill be brought into me•ory• 
only to deter•ine that SOL HCP segmerts are ready required. This 
can result in substantial performance degradation• particul~rly 
on syste•s where available memory is limited. 

The situation described can be avoided• of c-0urse1 by insuring 
that the consumer of oueue entries reaove$ the• from the oueue at 
the same rate that the producer enters them. Since it is only 
rarely possible for the programmer tc ins~re that synchronization 
exists, a system option has also beer provided in the 6.1 release 
which will insure that all queue requests are handled eKclusivel, 
by the SOL HCP. By setting the option• the user •ay insure that 
perfor•ance do•s not degrade when goirig to the 6.1 rel~ase• as a 
r~•ult of the mic~ocoded queue i1plement~tio"' though he will 
rt~ei~e no be11efit from it at alt. 

Si~ new segments were added to the "icro-HCP to accom6date the 
d~ta communications facilities in the 6.1 release. The n~w 
segaerts are QUEUE.READ through ~ESS~GE.CCUNT inclusively. 
Typically• data communication applicatio~s which use a handler 
progra• generated by the NOL compiler should_ cons i.der all six 

..:.-' 
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seg•ents to be a part of tneir workir9 set• t~ough only the tirst 
four of the six are concerned with tte queue implementation. The 
HESSAGE.COUNT segment i~ invoked ty the co•municate operator of 
the sa•e name and is used to deter•ire whether or not a message 
exists in the queues. The OC.INITIAlE.IO se91ent is also invoked 
by the com•~nicate operator of the sa1e na•e and should always be 
considered a part of the working set for any data communications 
applications. 

The static •emery requirements of a program, tha~ ~emory which is 
required for e~erything except the prcgra••s code• may be divided 
into two classes. Three items which are req~ir~d are fixed in 
size and the user has no control o~er them. The user actually 
has little control over many of the static recuirements1 though 
there are some items which he may cause to vary. Items in the 
latter category are referred to as ccnditional reQuirements. 

The fixed requirements of the Progra• Static 'emory are composed 
of three components. These are liste~ below. 

Run Structure Nucleus 

l~is is a table of informaticr constructed by the HCP when 
the program reaches BOJ. It is a fixed size of 2386 bits. 

Interpreter Segment Zero 

The size of Segment Zero, the non-overlayable segment, of the 
Interpreter being used must be determined and added. Space 
fer one memory link 1ust be inct~ded. 

Interpreter Segment Oictonary 

The number of segaents in the interpreter musi be determined. 
The space required for its se~ment dictionary is then ten 
bytes times the number of segments plus space for one memory 
link. ClO X nu•ber of segments> • •e•ory link. 

Th~ fellowing are the conditional ite1s which 1ust be included in 
the calculation of Program Oependent Static Requirements. 

Program Code Segment Dictionary 

The nu11ber of code seg11ents which comprise the program may be 
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determined from the compiler listing of the program. Code 
seg•ent dictionary space in bytes is then ceter•ined by ClO X 
~u•ber of segments> • me•ory link. 

Data Cictionary 

The number of data segments usEd by the program is known to 
tte programmer and is available from the compiler listing. 
The space for the data dictio~~ry in bytes is calculated by 
<IO X number of data segments>. No ••mory link is reQuired. 

Base-Limit Area Calso known as Progrs1 Run Structure> 

This number is readily available from the compiler listing. 
It is the total data space reQ~ired by the program Cbetween 
Base and Limit Registers). Space for one memory link must be 
added. 

file Dictionary 

lhere is one entry in the file dictionary for each file 
d~clared in the program• regardless of whether it is ever 
used or not. File Dictionary s~ace is given by ClO X number 
of files d~clared>. No memory link is reouired. 

file lnform~tion Block CFIB> Space 

This •ar te calculated in bits by: 

1048 x Nu1ber of MICR f i Les open plus 
796 x Nu111ber of Printer files op er plus 
605 x Number of Remote files open plus 
796 x Numter of lape Files open plus 

1C46 x Nuaber of Dhk Files open plus 
433 x Nu11ber of Queue Files cper plus 

Hl48 )( Nu1ter of all other files open at the ti 111e. 

FIB Memory links 

Ore memory link is reouired for Each file that is open. 

Total Buffer Space 

The number of and the size of tte buffer areas associated 
with each file that is open may te deter•ired from a compiler 
listing. This size should b• totaled ano added. If the code. 
file on rjisk has been modified• however, the size given on 
the listing 111ay be i"correct. True buffer size may be 
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deter•ined through an HCP keytcard instruction. 
BlOOC Software Operational Guide.) 

CRe fer to 

1/0 Descriptors 

There is one I/O descriptor, w~ich requires 272 bits of 
s~ace, for each buffer in each file that is open. 

Disk File Headers 

Disk file head~rs are maintained• either in memory or on 
disk• for all disk files that are open. If the file is 
processed in a random access •ooe• the header is •aintained 
ir •e•ory. Otherwise, the heacer is stored on disk and 
brought into me•ory when new disk areas are allocated. Each 
header will require 580 bits plus 36 bits for each area 
requested by the file declaration, regardless of whether of 
not the area is allocated• plus space for one •emory Link. 
l~is area is required only when the header is in memory. 

Header Dictionaries 

Cisk file headers are addressed by the HCP through 
dictionaries. These dictionaries are se~1ented. One segment 
contains space for ten dictionary entries. Each dictionary 
entry is a syste• descriptor and requires 80 bits of memory. 
The space required for header dictionaries may be calculated 
by C8CO + memory Link) X CCdisk files oper MOO 10) + t> bits. 

to deter•ine the working set of segments for any program one must 
know where a program spends its time or its "main Line" of 
procedure calts. The corresponding seg•~nt sizes aust then be 
added up for this main sequence. Segment sizes can be obtained 
frdm co•piler listings. For RPG prosrams• ail code segments must 
b• freluded in the working set. tor all other progra•s the 
eolpilers produce a list of code seg•ents and sizes. Then the 
working set se9ments should be listec and totalled. All segment 
~izes should have 20 bytes added to account fer the size of an 
associated memory link. 

As previously discussed, if any interpreter segm~nts are used by 
the prog~aa, these •ust also be inclu~ed in the total. 
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The function of M-memory management is to best manage the 
available control memory CM~memor~l in a dyn~mically changing 
envircnment. There are four everts which are able to affect the 
system's demand for M-memory by t~e introduction or removal of 
interpreters: 

BtJ 
ECJ 
ROLLIN 
RCllOUl 

Upon the occurrence of any of 
chan9es1 the new demands 
reallocated. 

these, 
Will be 

if the interpreter set 
evaluated and M-aemory 

On~ of two allocation schemes will be employed: 

This method distributes the available M-memcry statically among 
the active interpreters. The size of each portion depends on the 
inte~preter•s needs, and the available amount of M-memory. The 
porticn of the interpreter which is not able to be placed in 
H·meacry remains in S-memory. 's the number of active 
interpreters increases, this allocation sche1e remains in effect 
until further dispersion of M-me1cry wculd result in a severe 
performance degradation. When this thresholc is reached, the 
second allocation scheme is put into effect. 

This method dynamically shares M-memcry, in the form of n fixed 
size pages, among greater than r. interpreters contending for 
these pages. hhen an interpreter succeeds in capturing a page of 
H·memcry. the low-order portion of the interpreter will be eooied 
iPtO the page from S-memcry. Hcwever, when the page i~ 
re-captured by another interpreter, since there is no mechanism 
for transferring information from ~-memory to 5-memory, the 
information in that page will he lost. Hence• all active 
interpreters must be entirely in S-mewory. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
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1• When a new interpreter is to be brought into •emorv• the 
~rocedure "H.IN.~.our• is callee. This may be called either 
fro• BOJ• EOJ• ROLL.IN, or ROLL.OUT. The last entry in the 
interpreter dictionary is first stored in "OIC.LAST.LOC". 
lhen the interpreter dictionary is searched for entries 
~hose usercount is equal to zero Cthus no longer in use}. 
lhese entries are deleted by calling ·~.CLEAROUT". 

The previous allocation method is then st~red. If there is 
no M.HEMORY on the system CB171C series>• then the procedure 
"NO.fol" is called. NO.M eJ<a11ines in tu.-n• each entry in the 
interpreter dictionary to ascertain if it is in s.HEHORY or 
not• and if not' the procedure •o.ro.s• is called to bring 
in the interpreter from disk. The presence bit is then set 
(although the syst~• has no ~.HE~ORY>• and a pseudo H.MEMORY 
address is calculated and storec in •10 .... ADDR". NO.M then 
exits to ~~IN.H.OUT and thence tc the procedure which called 
... I~.H.OlJT. 

Assuming that H.MEMORY does eJ<istP the total minimum number 
cf M.HEMC~Y paqes required for all interpreters is added to 
that reQuired for CSM1 then this total number of pages is 
compared to the total number of pages of ~.MEMORY available 
on the system. 

If the total number of pages rEQUired is greater than those 
available, then the contention aethod is invoked, otherwise 
the distributior method is invcked. The contention method 
will be discussed first. For the distribution method• 
proceed to step 6. 

lhe contention method calls the procedu~e "CNTN.SETUP". 
CNTN.SETUP first checks to see if the pages remaining after 
CSH is allocated is less than 2. and if soi then all the 
interpreters will be contencing for the rema1n1ng page1 
including SDL1 and the crocedure contention is called 
Cproceed to step 3>. If the nu1ter of remaining pages after 
allocating CSH is not less than 2, then this number of pages 
is stored in "M.NUHBER.PAGES". The SDL interpreter is 
assigned a page, plus any fraction of a page which may be 
left over. This may occu~ if CSH d~es not occupy exactly a 
full page, nor•ally 1024 words. Next• the nu•ber of active 
interpreters is counted and this number compared a~ainst 
M.~~HBER.PAGES. If M.NUMBER.P~GES is greater than or eQual 
to the number of active interpreters, then the distribution 
Eethod is called (proceed to step 61. Clhis could be caused 
ty an interpreter with a very t~rge minimu• require•ent.) 

3. lhe procedure conten~ion first ascertains if the SOL 
interpreter is partially resicent in S.MEHORY• and either 
M.NUMBER.FAGES is equal to 1• er the pcrtion of the SOL 
interpreter in H.HEHORY is greater tharthe size allocated 
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4. 

5. 

for SOL. If so• then the procedure ~HIL.TO.S" is called, 
else proceed to step 4. HIL.TO.S saves tha current s.MEHORY 
address of the SOL interpreter. and stores the disk address 
cf 1 the SOL interpreter in the interpreter dictionary entry 
for' SOL. The procedure ·0~10.S" is then called to bring in 
the interpreter from disk. 0.10.s looks for memory for the 
interpreter• makes the fdund acdre•s mod. 16• reads the 
interpreter into memory and mar•s the interpreter dictionary 
entry present. If sufficient 1e•ory space was not found• 
then the previous CpartialJ SDL interpreter is restored in 
~.MEMORY• and all procedures exited• returning all zeros to 
the proce~ure which called H.IN.M.OUJ. Otherwise• the new 
copy Ccompletel is marked not present in M.MEMORY and the 
Remory space of the old partial ccpy marked available. 
~IL.TO.S now exits• returning to the contention procedure 
(proceed to step 51. 

If neither "M.NUHBER.PAGES" is EQual to 1 nor the portion of 
the SOL interpreter in H.HE~ORY is greater than that 
allocated for SOL• and if the pcrtion of the SOL interpreter 
in H.MEHDRY is less than that allcwed, then the proced~re 
•LK.OUT.Mo~· is call~d to wove 1ore of the SOL interpreter 
from S.HEMORY to H.HEHORY. 

lhe procedure •H.CLEAROUT" is then called to clear out of 
the interpreter dictionary all partially resident 
interpreters. with the exception of SOL. Each entry in the 
interpreter dictionary is then ir turn examined, and passed 
through the procedure •cNTN.LOADR" until all entries are 
exa•ined1 at which time contention is exited to M.IN.M.OUT 
(proceed to step 10). 

lhe function of the procedure "C~TN.LOADR" is to load 
interpreters either from dis• to s.MEHORY. and/or from 
s.MEMORY to H.HEMORY. It first examines the interpreter 
dictionary entry to determine ~hether t~e interpreter is on 
disk or in S.MEHORY. If it is not in S.HEHORY, then the 
procedure "D.To.s• is called to bring the interpreter ;n 
from disk. If sufficient memory space is not found, then 
c.ro.s exits through all proced~res. returning all zeros to 
the procedure w~ich called H.J~.M.OUT. "ID.H.AODR" and 
ftID.TOPH" are calculated. Eich interpreter is set up for 
one page of •e•ory. If there is available H.HEHORY left• 
then the page is overlayed from S.MEHORY to M.HEHORY 
Cprocee~ to step.10). 

If the total number of pages reouired is not greater than 
those available• then the distributior method is invoked~ 
and the procedure "REDISTRIBUTIC~" called. The p~ocedure 
redistribution calculates whether the a•ount of available 
M.MEHORY is exactly of a size fEQ~ired to house the minimum 
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1. 

require•ents of all interpreters and CSM. 
~rocedure •M.GRINOER" is called passing 
<Proceed to step 71. 

If SOI 

a value 
then the 

of l. 

Ctherwise, the total amount of memor~ required to house the 
1aximum requirements of all interpreters and CSM is 
calculated and compared against the total a•ount of ~-MEMORY 
available, and if less than or equal to the amount of 
~-ME~ORY available, then the procedure M.GRINDER is called, 
~assing a value (field WHICH > of iero (proceed to step 7). 

If neither of the above conditicrs is •et Cthat is, neither 
the mini•um nor the maximum of all interpreters will fit in 
H.HEHORYl then the procedure "OJSTRIBUTE" is called• passing 
a value Cfield HUH> of zerc. The procedure dist~ibute 
stores the 1aximum available M.tEHORY, arcunt required for 
CSM1 then if HU~= o, it initi~lly assigns each interpreter 
its minimu• required space, increments each one in turn by 
cne page• until all available M.MEMORY is allocated. If HUH 
= 1. each interpreter's minimu• is assumed to be zero. then 
incremented by one page until all available M.MEMORY is 
allocated. The procedure M.GRI~CER is then called• passing 
a value Cfield WHICH> of z. 

lhe main function of M.GRINDER is to.reallocate M.MEMORY one 
of three different ways, dependi~g on the values of "WHIC~·. 
~.GRINDER examires each interpreter dictionary entry in 
turn. After having examinec all interpreters. if there is 
still scme H.HEHORY remainir~, then proceed to step 9, 
ctherwise proceed to step to. 

If the entry being examined ;s rot in M.~E~ORY, or the page 
tefng examired is not the current H.MEMORY page• then 
proceed to step 9. Otherwise• if the size of this page in 
~.MEMORY is not the size it should be, proceed to step 8. 

If this H.HEHORY page is the correct size; and if the 
interpreter is either partially resident in S.MEHORY or if 
the total length of the interpreter is less than or equal to 
the amo~nt of this interpreter cvrrently in M.HEMORY .<i.i.i 
the interpreter is entirely in H.HEHORYJ; · and this 
interpreter is not in S.HEHORY, then proceed to step 9. 

Ctherwise <that is• the interpreter is entirely resident in 
~-MEMORY, so the portion of S.MEMORY which was copied to 
~.MEMORY must be returnedl1 the int~rpreter is marked as 
~artially resident in S.HEHORY. If the total length of the 
interpreter is less than or eQual to the a•ount of the 
interpreter currently in M.HE~GRY, then the procedure 
~ALL.IN.~" is called to return the entire S.MEMORY space for 
this interpreter. Otherwise• the proced~re "LK.OUT.HEH" is 
called to return the S.HEHORY siace corresponding to that 
portion of the interpreter ~hich has been copied in~o 
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M.HEMORY. 

8. If the amount of the interpreter in M.HE~ORY is less than 
the amourt allocated in M.MEMORl for this interpreterr thP.n 
the procedure "LK.OUT.MOR" is called to copy mare of the 
interpreter from S.HEMORY to H.MEMORY. 

9. If this point is reachedr ther the appropriate interpreter 
1ust be ~rought in from disk. 

to. 

lhe procedure ·~.CLEAROUJ" is called to clear out all 
partial interpreters from the interpreter dictionary Cwith 
the exception of the SOL interpreter anc already fitted 
interpreters). 

If the current entry in the interpreter dictionary is SDlr 
then the procedure HIL.TO.S is called Crefer to step 3 for 
the functions of HIL.TO.Sl. If sufficiert memory space is 
not found in HIL.TO.Sr then exit through all procedures 
~assing a value of all zeros to the procedure whic~ called 
M.IN.H.OUl. Next• each entry ir the interpreter dictionary 
is exa~ined in turn, and if present in s.MEMORY hut not in 
~.MEMORY, then the procedure "S.TO.~" is called to overlay 
the appropriate page froq S.MEMORY to H.M[MORYr and to 
return either the entire S.MEMC~Y space occupied by the 
interpreter or else to retur~ only the portion overlaid. 
Eacn entry in the interpreter cictionary is once again 
examined in turn, and if the presence bit is set, proceed to 
step 10. 

If the presence tit is not set, then the 
called tc bring in the interpreter 
(refer ta step 3 for a description 
sufficient memory is not fcund in 
procedures are exitedr passing a value 
procedure which called M.IN.~.Oll. 

~rocedure o.ro.s is 
from disk to memory 
of O.TO.Sl. If 

0.10.s, then all 
of all zeros to the 

lhe procedure S.TO.M is then called Csee description above). 

#t this point, the allocatior 1ethod (either distribution or 
contention> has been decided crd executed, and controt 
passed back to M.IN.M.OUT. 

If the new allocation method ct.osen was successfulr and if 
the new allocation method is the same as the old one, 
~roceed to step 11. If tte new method is distribution 
<therefore, the old was contention), then the proced~re 

~£LEASE.A.SEG is called to aark the ~CP segmP.nt REIN.STATE 
available Creset save bit in tt.e memory link). If the new 
•ethod is contention, then the procedure SAYE.A.SEG is 
called tc mark the MCP segmert ~EIN.SJATf saved Cset save 
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11. 

tit in the memory link>. 

If the value passes to H.GRINDER CWHICHl was 0 or 1. Then 
return from M.GRINOER through redistribution, to H.IN.M.OUT. 
If the value passed to M-GRINDER CWHICH> was 2- then return 
from H.GRINOER through DISTRIBUTE to REDISTRIBUTION, to 
~.IN.M.Otl and thence tc the procedure which called 
~.IN.M.OUT. 
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Viewjrg the MCP as a ~anager of processes emptasizes its role in 
the manage•ent of job execution. That part cf the MCP concerned 
with such mana~ement may be termed the •precess controller". 
While the process controller is not a distinct module in the HCP, 
it is a convenient term to describe all those distinct functions 
which• taken together• for• ~ ccnce~tual package. Certain of 
these fun~tions• namely "ROLLIN•• •ROLLOUT"• •CAUSE"• "HANG 
PF-OGR,M•, are best understood within this context and will be 
discussec in depth in this section • 

The actual execution of progra•s• the allocation of processor 
time to processes which are ready tc execute and are• therefore• 
in the ~eady ;ueue• is ac~omplished by micro code coniained in 
GISHO known as the •Micro Scheduler•. The ~icro Scheduler is a 
part of the process controller. The Micro Scheduler· is 
resporsible for the allocation of all processor time on atl 
processors which way be attached to the syste•· 

The process controller is driven by the occurrence of certain 
~oftware everts• called "soft events"• which can be identified 
and anticipatec by the HCP. When a process submits a reQuest to 
the ~cp, the process may or may not be reouired to wait. If a 
wait is necessary• the MCP is able tc anticipate the event upon 
which that process must wait. Thus the MCP car label the job as 
waiti~g for sc1e "soft event•, susperd the job by placing it in 
the •Mait queue•• and continue to execute its other duties. When 
the soft event "happens•• the Hicro ~CP can search the wait queue 
to discover the process Marked waitirg f~r the happening of that 
event. 

The ·~ANG PROGRAH" function• which ~laces programs in the wait 
queue• and the "C~USE" function. which takes programs from the 
~ell c~eue1 are crucial. Both furctions must be cognizant of the 
~j·~ ~pt~ events. "HANG PROGRA~" is responsible for creating a 
uni~Li b~~ string which will represent ~he soft event for a 
pr~c,ss. On the ether end "CAUSE" must have the proper soft 
event generated for it, so th~t the waiting process can be 
lqcated. 

The •ain asset of this Method of precess manipulation is to free 
'the MCP from waiting for the co•pleticn of I/U operations. It is 
able tc iritiate a recuested operatior and to independertly ~atch 
a soft event ~ith its corresponding ~recess at a future time when 
the operation ~as beer completed. 
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T he p r.o c e s s c c n tr a ll e r rec a i v es i n p u t s from t w o sources : an " I Io 
DEVICE" or a "CONTROL DEVICE". 0ot~ may affect processes in the 
syster. User demands upon the system are submitted through a 
contrcl device which way accept only control language state•ents. 
On the 81000• the supervisory printer CSPO> may only be used as a 
contrcl device. The card reader way te dynamically assigned as a 
control device or an IIO device. All ether peripheral devices 
may be used as I/O devices only. In acdition• a program may act 
as a control device by sendirg a ccmmunicate to the MCP which 
contains a control language statement. See "PROGRAM 
COMML~ICATES". 

Control language statements• of direct interest to the process 
contrcller1 may be divided into three categories: 

(1) !tatements which generate 
suspended process become 
~eripheral device> 

a sc1t event Ce.9., allow a 
active, direct a process to a 

C2l Statements whicr cause job suspension 

C3J State•ents which request job execution and provide all the 
appropriate parameters 

If the control language state1ent requested that a job be 
executed, the "Control language Processorft directs that the job 
be scheduled. Briefly, the scheduling function involves placing 
it in th~ •schedule queue" but allociting no machine resources. 
In the ~CP outer loop• the schedule queue is periddically 
checked• and the first job in the oueue is initialized. 

•Program 
resources 
execution. 
the "fiEADY 

Initialization" involves allocating the machine 
and setting up the structures necessary for program 

Cnce the job has oeen initialized• it is placed in 
QUEUE" to ~wait actual execution. 

Once a program has been initialized• it will move in and out of 
six possible states during th~ course of its life in the system: 

READY QUEUE 
COMHU~ICAT£ 'UfUE 
WAIT QU£lJ[ 
NOT GUEU£O, EXECUTING 
~OT QUEUED• COMMUNICATE EEI~E ANALYZED 
M COMMUNICATE RUEUE 
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The ready queue contains jobs which are ready to run. The 
communicate Queue contains jobs hhich have reQuested some MCP 
function. The wait Queue contairs jets which are waiting for the 
happering of a •soft event". 

The Queuing mechanis~ is managed as fellows. All run structures 
are linked in memory by priority. ~ field in the run structure 
nucleus• "RS.Q.IDENl"• specifies the current state of the 
process. The first me~ber of a oueue car thus be found by 
searching the linked list of run structures until the proper 
value in RS.Q.IOENT is found. 

A job waiting in the ready queue represents a demand for 
p:rocessor time upon the system. lhis oueue is interrogated by 
the Micro Scheduler. If a job is foundr the reinstate functionr 
which is performed by the Micro Scheduler in GISMOr is called in 
preparation for turning the processor over to that job. Brieflyr 
the reinstate function performs certain housekeeping duties and 
causes a processor to begin execution of that job. 

The program will execute until one of three things happen: 

Cll lhe program's interpreter discovers an interrupt which 
reQuires the MCP's attentior.. 

C2) lhe program needs some MCP service performed before it can 
continue 

C3) lhe master processor instructs the slave to idle. 

In any case a coamunicate message is built in a field called 
RS.CO~HUNICATE.MSG.PTR in the progra1•s Run Structure Nucleus and 
contrcl is passed back to the Micro Scheduler. 

lhe contents of RS.COMMUNICATE.HSG.fTRr analyzed by 
•comaunicate handler• in the Micrc Schedulerr specifies 
actio~ is to be taken upon the orogram. In the case of 
above, the 1essage will simply contain a r~ouest to be put 
in the ready o~eue. CThe ~icro SchEculer then returns to 
outer loop where it independently discovers the INTERRUPT.) 

the 
what 

Cl) 
back 
its 

A request for service C2l 
wait for the happening of 
immediately te servicedr 
the job back in the ready 

may or 1ay rot reauire that the program 
some soft event. If the request can 

the Micro Scheduler does so and places 
queue. If the progra• must wait1 
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9 however- the "HANG PROGRAM" function is cal led. 

•HANG PRCGRA~· puts the jot in the wait aue~e and labels it as 
wajting on the appropriate soft event. llepe~~ing on the reason 
for the wait- the program may or 1ay not be •rolled out". The 
•ROLlCUT" function will copy all b~t a certral core of the 
program's Run Structure Nucleus to disk. for a detailed 
discussion of these functions, see their respective sections 
below. 

The pr~gram will remain in the wait queue uritil the event upon 
which it was waiting has been "causec". The soft event upon 
~hich a job must wait may come from three basic sources: 

Ctl l/O interrupts 

C2l Control language statements 

(31 HCP 

IFO interrupts are "hard events• which •ust be transformed into 
soft events before they may be ass~ciated with a process. A hard 
event is any asynchronous occurrence in the hardware of which the 
software 1ust be cognizant. The occurence of such a hard event 
is usually •anifeste~ by a flag in the processor. The function 
of •110 COMPLETE• is to transform these hard events of interest 
to a ~rocess into its corresponding soft event. 

Some control language statements will ca~se the control language 
ptocessor to generate soft events. Such statements signify the 
happening of some event a process •ight be waiting for Ce.g., 
•AX", •IL"' •UL"• "GO"• and •OK"). 

Other soft events are generated intErnal1y by the HCP. For 
exa•ple• precesses waiting on a no·mesory condition or a parent 

_progra• waiting for the ter1inaticn cf a nested progra• must be 
notified when they are able to resume processing. The MCP 
9ener~tes sue~ soft events. 

At the point when the soft event has been generated Cfrom 
whatever source>• one can say tt~t the "event has happened". 
This soft event is used by the Micro Scheduler function to locate 
the corresponding process in the wait queue. 
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If the process is in memory Chad not teen rolled out>• the Micro 
Scheduler analyzes the reason that t~e process had been waiting 
to determine whether or not the last communicate was completed. 
If it was, the jot is put in the ready aueue to await 
reinstatement. If the co~•unicate was not completed• the job is 
put ir the comn:unicate queue to w2it for the reinitiation of the 
com•uricate by the communicate handlEr. 

If the process was not in memory ard memory is avai table• then 
the "ROLLIN" function is called. Its dut~ is to re-establish the 
run structure that had been •rolled out• to disk- The reason for 
waitirg is then aralyzed in the same n:anner described above. If 
there was no •emory available fer roll-in, then the job is put 
back in the wait queue to w~it far memory. lhe wait reason will 
be u~dated to reflect this statLs change and to specify into 
which queue the job would have gone tad memory been available. 
When memory becowes available• the jot will te put directly into 
the specifie~ Queue. 

The process will continue to be mani~ulated ir this fashion until 
it has completed execution. At that time it will request the 
end-cf-job function from the MCP and terminate. 
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The MCP can be viewed as a orograt wtos~ s-0le duty is to respond 
to de1atids •ade upon it by the syste1. This seemingly innocuous 
state1ent is valid even though the MCP is a vastly complex 
program. The co•plexity arises, however, by virtue cf the 
diversity of de•ands to which the HCP is able to respond. 

There are five basic categories of de•ands to which the HCP 
i~itially responds. These categcries are recognized at the 
outer•ost or 1ost global level of tte HCP, which iteratively 
searches for each. Once a demand is found, it is analyzed at 
fncreasing levels of detail ard resolved accordinq to its 
specific request. Control is thEn returned to the outer loop 
which continues to search for demands. 

The five types of de•ands recognized ty the HCP's outer loop are 
described below. 

lJt!IB l!il!BJ.Blfl 

The first type of demand recognized ty the HCP is called a timer 
interrupt. lhere ar~ two fields in the MCP's global data space: 
A software.maintained system clock and a clock mask. Every tenth 
of a second an interrupt is caused ty the hardware. GISMO 
detects this interrupt and bumps tte system clock. Every ti•e 
the HCP begins its loop searching for demands .. it checks to see 
if the value of the system clock has exceeded the value of the 
clock mask. If it has, the MCP calls the "N.SECONO" routine to 
perform its housekeeping duties ard resets the clock mask to some 
value greater than t~e system clock. See "N.SECO~O routine• • 

.lLU JIJLB.B.Ufl~ 

An l/C interrupt is a soft •echanism ty which GISHO notifies the 
HCP that an I/O operation is complete. GISHO will only do so 
when the HCP requests that it be notified or when an exception 
condition has occurred on the I/O o~er~tion. This should not be 
confused with a "service request" type of interrupt. This 
service request is a hard level in the processor and is used to 
notify the software that a hardware JIO control is in neea of 
service. 
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The ~CP will request notificatic~ of the 
completion only when there is a need for it tc 
does not reouest the return of l/C complete 
I/O operations unless the program which caused 
be ifiitiated is waiting on the I/O o~eration. 
further in the sections of the specificatio" 
WRITE. 

occurrence ot Ito 
know. The MCP 

interrupts on user 
the operation to 
This is discussed 

covering READ and 

When an I/O operation is completed, GIS~O stores the result 
descriptor associate~ with the operaticn in its proper location 
in •emory. The field is known as the "result descriptor field" 
and is a part of the actual I/O descriptor. There is an area 
allocated in memory known as thE interrupt stack, which is 
actually a queue of 1/0 complete irterrupts. GISM01 after 
storjrg the result descriptor• if the interrupt request bit in 
the descriptor was on, stores the address of the result 
descriptor in the interrupt stack anc "causes" the MCP. if it is 
waitirg. In its outer loop, the MCP requests that GISMO a~liver 
the address on the top of the interrupt stack. It analyzes the 
descriptor at that address and takes the apprcpriate action. The 
MCP continues to request addresses from GISMO in this fashion 
until the stack has been exhausted. 

Upon rece1v1ng a descriptor's address from GISMO• the MCP invokes 
a routine called "IO.COMPLETE" to begin the aralysis. Depending 
on tt.e value found ;n a field cf the result descriptor. 
IO.CO~PlET£ invokes one of the following MCP facilities, each of 
which is disc~ssed in depth• on the fellowing pages. 

CAUSE MECHANISM 
CONT~Cl LANGUAGE 
IOAT MAINTENANCE 
I/O ERROR HANDLER 
SPO ~~INTENANCE 

CSEE "PROCESS M~NAGEMENT•J 
PROCESSOR 

After exhausting the interrupt stack• and if an MCP global• 
•tHANGE.BIT"1 is true1 the MCP ctecks the "schedule Qu•ue• to 
determine if any jobs have been scheduled for execution. 
CHANGE.BIT will be false whenever a previous attempt at program 
initializatio" failed because of insufficiert memory. and nothing 
has intervened to create a possibility of success at this 
attempt. The program initializaticr routire sets CHANGE.BIT to 
zero (false) w~enever an initializatior fails. It is set to one 
(true) whenever a block of memory is freed by job termination or 
•rollcut•, whenever a new job is pl2ced at the top of the active 
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schedule~ or w~enever explicitly set ty the "PS" control language 
state•ent. the HCP is thus able to 1axi•ize its own resources by 
by-passing a futile attempt at job iritialization. 

The schedule Queue contains an activE and a waiting schedule. 
Both ar~ linked lists on disk whic~ contain those jobs awaiting 
exec~tio~ but for which no mewor) resources have yet been 
allocated. The control language processor identiffes a request 
for a job to be executed. It builds a log ertry Csee "LOGGING 
INfdRHATION") for that job and links it by priority and time of 
req~est to ot~er jobs waiting to be initialized. . See "CONTROL 
LANGUAGE PROCESSOR" for exact s~ecif ications. The active 
sched~te lists those jobs that are ready to run. The waiting 
schedule contains those jobs whose i~itialization must await the 
occurrence of some event Ci.e-• the ter•i~aticn of another job or 
operator control message>. When tte event happens• the job is 
transfe~red from the waiting schedule to the active schedule• 
where the HCP will find it. 

The ~CP selects the first job ir the active schedule for 
initialization. once the job has bee~ de-queued, control is 
passed to the •program initializer• whi~h allocates the machine 
resources and sets up the structures necessary for the progra1•s 
execution. 

A program may request certai~ services from the HCP. These 
requests represent another class of cemands to which the HCP must 
respord. Tte "communicate queue• contai~s jobs which have 
sub•itted such a reQuest. 

The queuing mechanism is managed as follows. Each run structure 
nucleus contains two fields: "RS.CO~MUNICATE.MSG.PTR" which is a 
standard aessage area and "RS.Q.IDE~l" which specifies in which 
queue• if any• the program is. The ~slue of RS.Q.IOENT may be: 

0 = READY QUEUE 
1 = COMMUNICATE QUEUE 

11 = ~All QUEUE 
-2 = ~OT QUEUED Ci.e•• running> 
10 = ~HCP COM~UNICATE QUEUE 

3 = EXTERMINATE QUEUE 

Alt run structures ar~ linked together by priority. Thus th• 
members of a given queue may be discovered by searching the 
linked list of run structures and ~hecking RS.Q.IOENT. 
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The first job in the communicate Q~eue is serviced according to 
the ccntents cf RS.CO~MUNICATE.MSG.PlR. The 1essa9e is initially 
analyzed by the comdunicate message handling routine which calls 
the proper subroutine to further analyze the 1essage and take the 
appropriate action. The proper sutrcutine is determined by the 
first two bits of this message area called "RS.ITYPE". The 
values and corresponding meanings of this field are as fellows: 

00 = INTERPRETER GENERATED COMMUNICATES 
01 = PROGRAM GENERATED COH~l~ICATES 

10 = LNDEf INf.D 
11 = FILE CLEANUP COMHUNICAlE 

Interpreter generated co~municates contain reQuests from the 
program's interpreter for services which are unrelated to the 
program's code. These include reQuests fer missing seg•ents, 
trace and run time error messages, etc. 

Program generated communicates are 
services suet as I/O operations. 
•PROGRAM COMMUNICATES". 

requests for code related 
These are specified under 

The file cleanup communicate is an HCP generated communicate used 
in conjunction with program end-of-jcb. 

Jo be specified. 

All cbject programs communicate ~ith the HCP by means of a 
Commuricate s-operator. The operatcr serves to transfer control 
from the user's interpreter tc the HCP's. Though many 
commur.icates are now handled by micrc-code in the Micro-MCP, the 
means of communication has not changed. The compiler generates 
code ~hich establishes an area in the progra1•s run structure. 
This area generally conforms to a standard format which is 
recogrizable by the MCP. The fields in this area are defined 
arbitrarily, however. Only tnE first twelve bits of the field 
must conform to the format presented below. 
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VERB 
OBJECT 
ADVERB 
CT.1 
CT. 2 
CT. 3 
CT.4 
CT.5 
CT.6 
CT.7 
CT.8 
CT.9 
CT.IO 
Cl.11 
CT.12 
CT.13 
CT .. 14 
CT.15 

0 -
12 -
JE -
48 -
72 -
96 -

120 -
144 -
168 -
1 92 -
216 -
240 -
264 -
298 -
322 -
346 -
370 -
394 -

11 
35 ,,,, 
71 
95 

119 
1It3 
167 
191 
215 
239 
263 
291 
321 
345 
369 
393 
"17 
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Ncte: All communicates return c value of ~000000000000~ or 
~OOOOlBCOOOOO~ in the RS.REINSTATE.MSG.PTR unless 
otherwise specified. 

All i~terpreters, when executing the Communicate S-operator, 
store a pointer to the reserved• fcrmatted memory area in the 
field called RS.COMMUNICATE.HSG.PTR of the RS.NUCLEUS of the 
program being executed. This forty-eight bit field specifies not 
only the relative address of the coa1unicate area• but also the 
size cf the area in bits. for further information on this aspect 
of the operation, refer to the prograaaatic description of the 
Run Structure Nucleus. 

If the MCP needs to convey informaticr back tc the object program 
after executing the requested co•municate• it does so by setting 
the field called RS.REINSTATE.MSG.Plfl to a selected value. If no 
information is to be conveyed' this field is set to either 
~0000000000~ or ~000018COOOOOa befcre reinstating the program. 
Other values, and their associated 1eanings depend upon the type 
of c~maunicate teing executed, ard are described for each 
communicate in the sections which follow. 
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0 Rf PORT 8 RETURN 10 USER ON £Of 
1 REPORT & RETURN 10 USER O~ PARITY 
2 REPORT & RETURN 10 USER O~ INCOMPLETE l/O 
3 LENGTH ADDRESS P~IR IS PRESENT fOR RESULT MASK FIELD 
4-6 
1 SlACKERS--STACKE~ # IS IN CT.3 
8-11 

Cl.1 LOGICAL RECORD BIT l£~GTH 
CT.2 LOGICAL RECORD SASE RELATIVE BIT ADDRESS 
CT.3 RANDOM FilE ACTUAL EINARY DISK KEY 

CRECORD ~U~BER INSERTED BY MCP FOR SERIAL FILES) 
o~ 

LENGTH Of KEY FOR REMOTE FILES 
CT.4 ADDRESS or KEY FOR RE~lTE FILES ONLY 
CT.5 LENGTH IN BITS Of RESULT MASK 
Cl.E EASE RELATIVE ADDRESS Cf RESULT MASK FIELD 
REI~STATE.MSG.PTR VALUES 

0 GOOD READ 
1 END Of FILE 
2 I/O ERROR 
3 INCOMPLETE I/O 
4 IMPOSSIBLE SEARCH CRPG SEARCH OP) 

A READ communicate on the BlOOO System serves to deliver a 
logical record tc the user program. It does this by moving the 
record from the I/O buffer area in memory, where it was 
previcusly stored by the CSM, tc the user's Run Structure 
CBasellimit> area. In almost all cases, the READ, WRITE and SEEK 
commuricates are performed by the Micro-HCP. This has been true 
since the 5.1 release of the software. 

the information passed in the communicate area must include a 
uniQuE file nu1ber. This number is assigned by the compilers and 
is passed to the MCP in CT.OBJECT. The same stateaent is true 
for all comm~nicates which deal with an I/O operation, such as 
WRITE, SEEK, OPEN, CLOS£, POSITION ard so forth. 

The ccmmunicate information must alsc contain the base-relative 
address of the memory area where tte record is to ba stored and 
the length• in bits, of this area. These items are pass~d in 
CT.2 and CT.1, respectively. 
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logical record size is contained i~ the FPB• which is constructed 
by the compilers fro• information contained ir the user's file 
declaration. In the case of variable-L~ngth records• logical 
record size may be contained in the record itself. The lengtb of 
the user's ·~ork area•, contained in cr.1, does not have to be 
eQual to the logical record size. If CT.I is larger than logical 
rec~rd• sizer the •oveftent to the work area ~ill occur 
left-justified with blank fill on the right. If CT.1 is smaller 
than logical record size• truncaticr from the right will occur. 
in the lat.tor case• information will be l~st from the low-order 
postions of the record. 

for a seque~tial file, the ·ecord delivered will be the next 
recorc in sequence in the file. For a random disk file• the 
record to be moved is soecifiEd ty the birary nu•ber in CT.3. 
Record nu•bering in a random file on the ~1000 system begins with 
one• ty defirition, regardless of the s~urce language which the 
user program is written in. A 2erc passed in CT.3 will be 
considered in~alid by the MCP and tte appropriate action will be 
taken. 

If the user program included code to be perf-0rmed when the end of 
the file is reac~ed or• in the case of rando1 files, when CT.3 
specifies a number which is beycnd the end of the file or 
d~scribes a record which has not yet teen written or is otherwise 
invalid• the specified bit in CT.AOVERE should be turned on. 

If the user program included code to te performed when an I/O 
error occurs and can~ot be correctec by the ~cp, the proper bit 
in CT.ADVERB shoula be turn~d on. If control is returned to the 
user in this case, if the bit in CT.#DVERB is o"' the user's work 
area ~ill con~ain the record which was read erron~ously. In this 
case, nothing in the work area shoulc be assumed to be valid. 

Ord i n a r i l y, w he n a u s er re Q u e s t s a l o g i ca l r e c or d a·n d t he 
associated physical l/O operation is not yet complete• the 
program is not allowed to execute until such time as the 
requested record can be delivered to his work area. for 
s~que~tial files, I/O operations tc fill all of the I/O buffer 
areas assigned to the file are initiated when the file is opened. 
The ~CP attempts to stay ahead of the user program from that 
point, initiating a new I/O operatic~ to pre-fill each buffer as 
1oon as it is emptied by the user prc9ram. 

For sc1e Data Communications apolicaticns• it is not feasible for 
the user program to wait until a reoLested I/O completes~ If, 
for example, the program is reading cards and the card reader is 
not ready• it may be a long time until the operation completes. 
For such programs, the third nit i~ CT.ADVERB is used. Setting 
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this bit causes the MCP to return control to the user progra~· 
regardless of whether a record ~as delivered or not. If no 
record was delivered• the program is informed cf the situation by 
setting proper values in RS.REINSTATE.~SG.PTR. This is discussed 
in 1ore detail later in this sectior. 

Remote files may consist of more 
terwiral. In such a case• it is 
to specify the identification of 
from. This is accomplished 
proper values. 

than one data communications 
necessary for the object progr~m 
the terminal it wishes to read 
by setting cr.J and CT.4 to the 

In atl three of the cases described previously• where bits one. 
two or three are set in CT.ADVERB, it is necessary for the MCP to 
inforn the user program of the existing condition. This is 
acc-01~lished ty setting a field ir the RS.NUCLEUS to a specific 
value prior to reinstating the prograr. The field is defined as 
RE.REINSTATE.~SG.PTR and is accessed by the user's interpreter as 
soon as it is reirstated• after doi"~ a commuricate. If a valid 
record was delivered to the user, the message field is set to a 
value of zero. It will be set to ore• twc or three if the 
respective bits are on in CT.ADVERB a~d the condition assigned to 
these bits exists. 

If a user program READ communicate encounters an end-of-file 
condition and bit o~e in CT.ADVERB is not set• the program will 
be discontinued by the HCP. If a user I/O operation results in 
an irrecoverable error and bit two 1s not set in the READ 
comeuricate which reQuests the reccrd• the program will be 
discortinued by the HCP. If a user program requests the data 
from an I/O operation which is not yet complete and bit three of 
the cdverb is not set• the prograw is merely forced to wait for 
the 110 completion. 

for files which are assigned to Data Reco~ders and other selected 
card Input/Output devices. the user may specify that the card 
which was read is to be routed to a certain physical stacker on 
the device. ltiis is accomplisnec by setting the specified bit in 
CT.ADVERB to cne and by setting CT.3 to the binary number which 
desigrates the Physical stacker. Ir this case• there is never a 
need for more than one buffer area tc be assigned to the file• 
and the HCP OPEN routine will prevent this from happening. Card 
l/O cperations in this case are not "buffered" and. car( 
throughput will decrease accordingly. 

for rando1 disk tiles, a READ co11uricate ray not result in an 
IJO operation being initiaied. If the user who does the READ is 
the sole user of the file and if the block which contains the 
reQUested record is already in memory in one of the user's buffer 
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areas, the requested record will be siaply moved to his work 
area. lhis action is not oerformed if there is more than one 
user cf the file. 

CT.VERB 
CT.CBJECT 
CT.~DVERB 

CT. t 
c1.2 
CT.3 

CT.4 
CT.5 
CT.6 

02 
FILE.NUP'BER 
Ell 
0 REPORT & RETURN lC USER o~ Ear 
1 REPORT & PETURN 10 USER O~ PARITY 
2 REPORT & RETURN 10 USER ON INCOMPLETE I/O 
3 LENGTH ADDRESS P~IR IS PRESENT FOR RESULT MASK FIELD 
4-5 
6 QUEUE FILES: WRllE TO FRONT or 

QUEUE cwSTACK"l. 
1 STACKERS--STACK£~ I IS IN CT.3 
8-11 PRINTER SPACING C4 BIT VALUE) 

C NO PAPER AOVA~CE 

1 SKIP TO CHANNEL 1 AFTER PRINTING 
2 SKIP TO CHAN~El 2 AFTER PRINTING 
3 SKIP TO CHAN~El 3 AFTER PRINTING 
4 SKIP TO CHANNEL 4 AFTER PRINTING 
5 SKIP TO CHANNEL 5 AFTER PRINTING 
6 SKIP TO CHAN~El 6 AFTER PRINTING 
7 SKIP TO CHA~NEL 7 AFTER PRINTING 
H SKIP TO CHAN~El 8 AFTER PRINTING 
9 SKIP TO CHAN~El 9 AFTER PRINTING 
A SKIP TO CHANNEL 10 AFTER PRINTING 
E SKIP TO CHAN~EL 11 AFTER PRINTING 
C SKIP TO CHANNEL 12 AFTER PRINTING 
0 SKIP TO TOP OF FORM C1500 LPH PRINTER ONLY) 
E SINGLE SPACE ~FTER PRI~TING 
f DOUBLE SPACE ~FTER PRI~TING 

LOGICAL RECORD SIT LENGTH 
LOGICAL RECORO BASE RELATIVE BIT AOORESS 
RJNOOH FILE ACTUAL BIN#RY DISK KEY 
CRECORD NUMBER INSERTEC EY HCP FOR SERIAL FILES> 
OR 
lENGTH Of KEY fOH R£MOJE FILES 
)OORESS Of KEY FdR RtMCTE FILES ONLY 
LENGTH. IN BITS OF RESULT MASK 
EASE RELATIVE ADDRESS CF RESULT MASK FIELD 

REI~STATE.MS(.PTR VALUES 
C GOCO ioP~IlE 
1 ENC OF FILE 
2 I/ C ERROR 
3 INCOMPLETE I/O 

A WRITE communicate on the BlQCC system operates in a manner 
similar to REID. ltie user program constructs a logical -record 
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~ somewhere within its Run Structure and communicates with the MCP. 

0 

The ~CP will then move the data from the work area, the address 
and length of which ar~ described ty CT.2 and cr.1 respectively, 
to the next available I/O buffer area. The program will he 
allowed to continue as soon as the wovement of the data occurs; 
it is not forced to wait for co~pletion cf the actual l/U 
operation. 

As ir the case of the READ commuricate, either blank-fill or 
truncation of the reccrd will occur. depending uoon the sizes of 
the ~erk area and the file's logical record. The buffer will he 
released• which means that the corresponding I/O operation will 
be iritiated, as soon as the tufter area has been filled to 
capacity. A progra• is forced to wait for l/O completior if the 
HCP cannot find an available buffer to which it can move the 
reccrc. A buffer is unavailable if the previous I/O operationp 
which may have been initiated some time aqo, is not yet complete. 

End-cf-tile is not reported to a user en an output file except in 
the cases of disk files and some prirter files. End-of-file for 
a disk file is defined to be an atten~t by the user to write past 
the oeclared size of the file. The declared size of all disk 
files is maintained in the file Header. a permanent entity 
created when the file is opened output for the first time. 

For files assigned to printers, end-of-file way be defined to be 
the ser.sirg by the hardware of the p~ysical erd of the page. In 
all cases• this is not actually the end of the page, but rather 
the sensing of a channel twelve rurch in the Carriage Control 
Tape. lhis sensing will be reporte~ to user programs, if 
requested by setting bit one in CJ.~CVERB and by settinq a bit in 
the fPB for the file. Notice that, tecause of the fact that the 
HCP is examining the result of I/O o~erations which may have been 
i.niti~ted some time ago. end-of-page is not reported when it 
occurs, but "n" write operations laterr where "n" is the number 
of buffers assiqned to the file. 

IIO errors are also reported 
com•u~icate• if requested. 
little practical use, or 
Ostensibly, the I/O error 
such a nature that the need 
arises. 

to user programs on the WRITf 
This information is necessarily of 

any Eurroughs operating system. 
routines of the ~CPCsl should be of 
to report this occurrence never 

The same Data Communications applications which use bit three of 
the adverb on RfAD, use it in a si1ilar manner on WRITE. When 
using this bit in the adverb, cortrol is returned to the user 
when a W~Ii£ is reQuested but the buffer that should he used is 
not yet available to the HCP. Agair, this can be caused by the 
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Printer spacing information must be ~assed to the MCP on each 
WRilE communicate for a file which is assigned to a printer. 
This is accomplished by setting the proper bits in the adverb, as 
pictured in t~e preceding. 

Serial disk files may be opened by the user progtam for both 
input and output operations. In ct~er words, the file may be 
opened in such a manner that both a READ and a WRITE communicate 
are acceptable, with no intervening Close and Open. When this 
type cf OPEN ccmmunicate occurs, the MCP will pre-fill all of the 
buffers, as if the file had been opened INPUT only, but the 
buffers are released at different ~oints ir the READ and WRITE 
commuricate processing. 

The MCP will rct move buffer pointers at thE corclusion of a READ 
commuricate, as it normally does. Instead, it must wait until 
the next communicate operator asscciated with that file is 
recei~ed. It the succeeding communicate is a WRITE~ it will wove 
the oata from the work area to the buffer and change the 
operation coce in the IIO descriptcr to a Write. It will "ark 
the program "ready to be reinstated"• and then rotate the buffers 
in anticipation of the next comuunicate operator. In this 
speci1ication, the term "rotate the tufters" reans that the ~CP 
moves the necessary buffer pointers and initiates the I/O if 
necessary. 

If the next communicate received at this point is a WRITE• the 
MCP, after insuring that the next tufter .is available for use, 
will Rove the data again, fro~ the kOrk area to the buffer and 
rotate the buffer pointers. If the communicate had been a READ, 
the MCP would have moved the data ir the opposite direction and 
it wculd not have rotated the buffer painters. 

In summary, for this type of file, t~c successive READ operations 
will rove two successive records fro1 the file to the user's work 
area. lwo successive WRITE operations will cause two successive 
recor~s to be written into the file. A seouence of operations 
such as REAC-WRITE-READ-WRITE wilt cause twc successive records 
to be delivered to the user and the same records, but not 
paeessarily the same data, to te written in the file. The 
End•ot-File pointer for a sequential file may be extended when 
the file is opened in this ~anner. 

Disk files which contain variable-Length records may not be 
opened for both input and output operations,. er for rando111 access 
processing. 
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For SeQuential I/O files• a physical l/O 
necessarily initiated each time the LSer program 
for blocked files. if the user has core a WRITE 
the block• the operation will be iritiated orly 
pcirters are ~oved past the end of t~e block. 

operation is not 
does a WRIT£. 

on any record in 
when the huf fer 

for data communicatjons files. the fjelds described as CT.3 and 
CT.4 are used on WRITE co~municates exactly as they are on READ 
commuricates. 

for randow disk files a WRITE commuricate may result in more than 
one physical I/O operation. If the file is tlocked• the block 
which contains the requested record nust be in a buffer in memory 
before the reccrd is inserted in the tlock and actually written 
to disk. l~is" is due to the fact that the hardware can only 
initiate I/O operations and ter•iratE them on segment boundaries. 

If the block which contains the requested reccrd is not in memory 
when the ~RITE is issued, the MCP will initiate a Read operation. 
force the requesting user to wait tor its co1pletion. move the 
reccrc into its respective positicn in the block after the I/O 
completes~ allow the user to be reirstated at this poiht and 
initiate the reauested ~rite operation~ if the file is being 
accessed in t~e RANDO~ mode. 

In the 6.1 release of the software, ~ file access method known as 
DELAYED R~NOO~ was implemented. Wher DELAYED RANDOM is used• the 
tirst recuest for a logical record cf a given block of a DELAYED 
RANDO~ file will result in a physical I/O which reads the 
necessary block into memory. Sutsecuent accesses to the block 
will rot generate any physical I/O's as long as the block remains 
in me1ory. A block is overlayed if ~ request is made for a block 
not cLrrently in wemcry• at this tige the least recently accessed 
block is chosen as the one to overlay. If tte chosen block . has 
beeh updated in memory it is written to disk tefore the new ~lo~k 
is recd• Periodically, all blocks that have been updated in 
lemory are written to disk by the S~CP. 

CT.~ERB 
Cl.OBJECT 
CT.~OVERB 

CT.1 
CT.2 
CT.! 

03 
FILE.NUMBER 

~ANDO~ FILE ACTUAL EINARY DISK KEY 
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The SEEK tommunicate is an instruction to the ~CP to position the 
arms ~roperly• on movahl~-arm devices• and to fill one of the 
buffers assigned to the file wit~ the block of data which 
contains the requested logical reccrd. This communicate is 
applicable to random eisk files only. The user is not forced to 
wait for the completion of an 110 operation iritiated by a SEEK 
commuricate. He may te forced tc wai~ if there is no buffer 
available to use for the operation. 

The SEEK communicate w.ay he used hy tte user programmer to mas~ 
some or all of the time reQuirec by a READ communicate with 
computation. It may also be used• ~rior .to a WRITE communicate• 
to elimirate the necessity of w~iting fer a buffer to be 
pre-filled when using blocked files. 

No data is moved to or from the user's work area by the loqic of 
a SEE~ communicate. 

~.QE1f.E .&Qt:ll.B.IJJ. 

CT.VER0 
CT.IJBJECT 
CT.AOVE~B 

CT.1 
CT.2 
CT.3 

0,. 
FILE.NUMbfR 
BIT 
C-4 
5 TRANSFER 
6 
1 

POCK[ T SELECT 
STOP-FLOW 

8 
9 
10 

fH TCH-C OUN T 
POCKET LIGHT 

11 ENDORSE 
POCKET NUMBER 
EAS£ RELATIVE 
8 I T l EN G TH 0 f 

T R AN S f [ R A u DR E SS 
TRANSFERfiEC D~TA 

The 50R1ER CONTROL communicate is usec in ccnjunction with file~ 
assigred to Reader-Sorters only. S~ch files may be utilized 
properly in COBOL programs only. Other l~n9uages may include 
porticns of the syntax necessary for proper use of a 
Reader-Sorter. though only COBOL contains everything that is 
necessary. 

When the HCP receives an I/O Cowplete interrupt from the 
keader-Sorter. it immediately references the orogram which is 
using that sorter, determines the mercry adcress of the "USE 
ROUTI~E work area", and places a formatted copy of the result 
descriptor frcs the I/O operation fcllcwed by an image of the 
item itself ir the work a~ea. It the" reinstates the user at the 
code ~ddress of his USE ROUTINE. Cfer additioral information on 
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Item Frocessirs, refer to the B!COC CCBOL Reference Manual• form 
Number 1C57197.) 

The MCP takes the action described above regardless of oth~r 
processjng ttat is occurring. lhe action described is co•monly 
known as "High-Priority Interrupt Ha~dling". 

Only three of the five possible advert bits may he set in a 
commuricate addressed to the ~CP ~hile the user program is 
executing the LSE ROLTINE. These three tits are TRANSFER, 
STOP-FLOW and POCKET SELECT. The l~A~SFER bit is discussed in a 
subseouent paragraph. If the POCKEl ~ELECT tit is set, the MCP 
will use the ~alue in CT.] as the pQcket number on the sorter tor 
that item. If the STOP-FLOW hit is set in the adverb, the HCP 
will also issue the appropriate l/O Oescriptar to the sorter. 
After receivjng the communicate, re~ardless of the adverb bits, 
the MCP will continue doing whatever it was doing at the time the 
interrupt was received; the user uust give up control at this 
point. 

Pocket selection on the sorter thus happens asynchronously with 
everything that is occurring on the system, except the sorter. 
This is currently the only device ccnnected to the 81000 which 
operates in such a manner. The necessity for this action is 
dictated by the fact that the sorter is actually a "real-time" 
device and ~ust be serviced 1n a spP.cific tiwe oeriod after a 
check has been read by the hard~are. 

The TRANSFER bit and its furction was added tc the 8.0 version of 
the ~CP. When the TRANSFER bit is rot set• which will be the 
case for all programs compiled prier to tne 8.0 release of the 
software, the MCP. upon receiving the POCKET SELECT communicate, 
will dispatch the ~-0cket number supplied to the sorter control 
and ~lace ~n i~age cf the itew in a ~tank" area in memory. The 
number of items that may be cortained in the tank area is 
specif1ed by the user and corresponds to the number of buffers 
requested for the sorter file. In iCtuality• there will be only 
on6 buffer and 110 descriptor, regardless of the number 
reqL~sted1 tut the buffers requestec wilt te used to determine 
the size of the tank area. 

Jte• images ~ill be removed from the tank wher the user pr-0gra, 
does ~ SORTER READ operation on the scrter file. The images will 
be delivered in sequence to the prograi. Obviously, the tank 
area will become full if items are irtroduced to the system more 
rapidly than the user program does SCATER READ operations. If 
thjs cccurs1 the MCP will dispatch c STOP-FLUW I/O descriptor to 
the scrter cortrol• thus stopping the introduction of items. 
flow will be automatically started ty the "CP when the tank area 
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manner, the system prevents 
TOO_LATE TO_RfAO conditions from 

If the TRANSfE~ bit is set in the 5CRTER CONTROL co~municate• the 
MCP will not tank the actual image cf the ite~ but will store the 
data at the location snecified by CT.2 and CT.3 from the 
prograa's run structure. In thi5 1~roerr the user may cause the 

.HCP tc tank whatever he chooses• thLis eliminatinq the need for 
sever~L programming steps from the user program. A maximum of 
one h~ndred characters may be passed ard tankeo per item. 

The B~TCH-COUNT bit in the adverb is used to advance the batch 
counter on tte sorter by oner each time it is received hy the 
MCP. This advert bjt will only be accepted by the MCP when the 
user program is not ir the POCKET SELECT USE ROUTINE~ and a Hiqh 
Priority Interrupt condition does not exist. 

Each ~ccket or a Reader-Sorter has a red indicator lamp• visible 
to the operator, above it. lte lights may be turned on 
programatically by the object progra1 issuing a SORTER CONTROL 
eommuricate with the POCKET LIGHT tit in the adverb set. Upon 
recei~ing such a communicate• the HCP will issue an IIO 
descriptor tc the sorter which will instruct it it turn on the 
light above th€ pocket specified by c1.1. The hardware ~ill only 
take such action khen the flow of items through the sorter has 
been stopped. The same is true of t~e BATCH COUNT operation. 

CT.VERB 
CT.CBJECT 
CT.~OVERB 
Cl.1 
CT.2 

05 
FILE.NU~BER 

READ AREA BIT LENSJH 
READ AREA SASE RELATIVE BIT ADDRESS 

Check,. Citem?, im~ges are oassec to the user program 
asynchronousi~• As described above, an ite~ image is passed to 
the program whenever one is availabtE to the system. The user 
program is expecting to REAO these i1ages synchronouslyP however, 
by issuing SORTER READ communicates. 

The HCP therefore temporarily stores these images in memory, 
passirg them to the user orograr ir successi-0n• upon rece1v1ng 
this com•unicate. (Notice that the tser progra~ has already seen 
the images in his POCKET SELECT USE FOUTINE.J This operation is 
commcrly knowr as "tarking". 
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The cperation of the SORTER READ cor1uricate is. similar to 
of READ. Item i•ages are passed tc the user's work area by 
HCP; the lersth and location of the ~ork area ii &oecified 
CT.1 and cr.2 respectively. 

that 
the 

by 

There is actu~lly a secondary CLrpose to the SORTER READ 
commuricateJ it informs the MCP fo the user program's processing 
rate. As described above• images ~re passed immediately to the 
user for pocket selection but any other com1uricate from within a 
POCKEl .SELECl USE ROUTINE is prohibited. The images may not be 
written to disk or saved by the user ir any manner• except when 
they are rec~ived via a SORTER REAC co~municate. 

Therefore, if the soft "tanks" of item images maintained by the 
HCP tegin to fill up, which indicates that the sorter is 
delivering ima~es faster than the user can process them1 the MCP 
will auto1atically step flow on the scrter until the user program 
catches up. The sorter may therefcre operate sporadically, in 
bursts, but all items will at least te pocket selected. 

The j•age of the item in the tank is preceded by a twenty-four 
digit Cninety-six bit> expansion cf the actual result descriptor 
recei~ed from the hardware in connecticn with that item. This is 
passed to the user program on the SCRTER REAC communicate• just 
as it is placed ir his USf ROUTINE wcrk area prior to reinstating 
his L~E fiOUTI~E. 

Though only two communicate forffats are implemented for use with 
Reader-Sorters, the MCP must do a lot more to make this operation 
possible. A program which opens a scrter causes many different 
items to te m'rked nor-overlayable ir memory. This is described 
more fully under the OPEN communicatE. For a wore comprehensive 
explaration ot Reader-Sorter operaticrr refer to the 81000 COBOL 
Reference Manual• For1 Number 1051197. 

~fI~ 

tt~~ER~ 
CT.OBJECT 
CT.ADVERB. 

!~~1 

06 
INVOKE NUMBER & PATH ~lMBER 
BIT 
0 INCLUDES PACKIO Cf DICTlONARY 
1 
2 

3 
4 
s 
6~11 

D~.STATUS fOR~AT 
0=8INARY 
1=4-BIT OECIH~l 
ON EXCEPTION 
UPDATE 
REORGANIZATION C REORG ONLY> 
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CT.1 OM.STATUS REGISTER BIT LENG lH 
CT.2 CH.STATUS REGISTER BASE RELATIVE EIT.AOORESS 

. CT. 3 DATA BASE N.AM£ BASE REL~TIVE 611 ADDRESS 
CT. It CAT A BASE. N.\ME SIT LE~GlH 
CT.~ PACK IO BAS£ HELATIVE e IT ADCRES!: Cf.JI T 0 Of 

CT.AOVERIJ = 11 
CT.6 P;\CKIO BIT LENGTH CHIT 0 Of CT.AOV£Ri3 = 1) 

.!;1..0.S!. !.!H:!.l 

CT.VERD 
CT.COJECT 
CT.~OVERB 

CT .• 1 
c1.2 

CT.VERB 
CT.CBJECT 
CT.~DVERB 

07 

SIT 
c-1 
2 

3 
1t-11 

O~.STATUS FOR~Al 
O=BINARY 
1=4-BIT OECIM.Al 
ON EXCEPTION 

OM.STATUS REGISTER BIT LENGTH 
OM.STATUS REGISTER BASE RELATIVE EIT ADDRESS 

08 
FILE.NU~BER 

EIT 
0 INPUT 
1 OUTPUT 
2 NEW f ILE 
3 PUNCH 
4 PRINI 
S ~O REWINO/INTERP~[j COATA RECORDERS) 
6 ~EVER~E/POCKET CCARD PUNCH> 
1 LCCK 
8 LOCKOUT 
9 REPORT FILE MISSJNG 

~ lC REPORT FILE LOCKED 
;i. 11 OVERRIDE NAMING CCNVENTIO~ ANO SECU~ITY 
~kt~StATE.M5G.PTR VALUES 

. ~ 

C GOCJD OPEN 
1 FILE NOT PRESENT CINPUT DISK> 

2 

. PACK NOT PRESENT (OUTPUT DISK> 
NO MORE FILES O~ ~UlTl-FilE REEL CTAPE> 

FILE LOCKED CDIS~ FILES O~LY> 

The CPE~ communicate serves pri1crily to associate a physical 
file hith the logi~al file ~ecl~red i~ the user's progra~. The 
com111uricate has other functions ere i·s also used wnen such an 
associatjon has already been made. Basically, the processing 
invoked by an OPEN communicate obeys the rul'es set forth in the 
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The object program must pass the unicue file number assigned to 
the file by the compiler in CT.oeJECT. The MCP will use this 
number to obtain the disk address of the FPB constructed by the 
compiler for that file. It will read the fP8 into memory, 
alloc~te memory to cortain the Fie, the proper number of I/U 
descriptors and the buffer areas fer the file. It will then 
construct the FIB, based upon the irfcrmaticr in the fpp, the 
physical characteristics of tne device assigred to the tile and, 
in sor.e cases, the logical char3cter1stics of an existing file. 

The memory area allocatec for a file is, exce~t in the case of a 
Oat~ ~anagement file, a contiguous area. One memory link only is 
necessary to Cescribe a file area. The file area will contain 
all cf the items mentioned in the preceding paragraph. fIBs vary 
in size, deperding on the type of de~ice assigned. No memory is 
alloccted for this purpose urtil a device assignment has been 
made. 

One cf the first tests made in the OPEN rautire is• "Is the file 
alreacy Cpen1". This is a violation of the rules of all 
languages and the MCP has no cho1ce1 if the test is true, but to 
discartinue the program. There c2rrot be two consecutive OPEN 
commuricates on the same file without an intervening CLOSE 
commuricite. 

Another preliminary test is , "Has a device assignment already 
been oade?". It true, the OPEN precessing fellows a different 
course. De~ice assiqnment is of crime importance to the OPEN 
rout ire. 

A third preli~inary test is whether er not the file is to be 
assigred to disk. If the file is a disk file, the course of 
actior followed is described under the heading "Disk file 
Assigrment". The remainder of the discussion under Device 
Assignment applies to non-disk files~ that are being Opened for 
the first time. 

The rext major test made by the CPE~ routine is whether the file 
is being opened for input• outout or toth. Only certain card 
devices, such as Data Recorders, may be opened for both input and 
output• exclusive of aisk files. Certain other combinations of 
the ~arious tits in the adverb are clso illegal. These will be 
discussed in turn. For the case mertioned above• attem~ting to 
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open a card readerr for example, for output purposes will result 
i~ the prograw being OS-ed hy the MCP. 

If the file is being opened input, t~e MCP will attempt to match 
the external rames in the FPB of the filer FPB.HULTI.FILE.IU and 
FPB.FILE.IDr kith the labels read previously by the STATUS 
routire on each peripheral device. If no watch is found, the 
operator is notified and the progra• is forced to wait until a 
tile with the requested label is introduced to the system, or 
u~til the operator resolves the ·~o Fil~" condition is some other 
manner. System SPO ard Control Card syntax is available to allow 
the operator this alternative. The progr~m will removed from 
memory if possible. 

If a match is found on two or more units1 
notified cf this also and againr t~e program is 
The ~CP cannot reccver automatically from this 
operator must inform it that he has resolved the 
situation. Again• system SPO arc Control 
available to do this. 

the operator is 
forced to wait. 
condition; the 
"Duplicate file" 

Card syntax is 

The HCP's Control Card routine is in~cked whenever a card input 
device goes from a Not Ready conditicn to a Ready condition. The 
routire then reads the first card frcw the device. If this card, 
or in so~e cases1 a subsequent card causes a job to be scheduled 
for executionr the Control Card routine retains control of the 
HCP• reads the next cardr and processes it. It uill continue to 
retain controt until the card reader goes not ready1 or until a 
DATA card is encountered. If the Co~trol Card routine te~minates 
processing due to the encountering of a DATA cardr the physical 
input file descrjbed by the DATA care is associated with the last 
job which it placed ir the schedule. This is only true if the 
Contrcl Card routine did not lose control between the time it 
encountered tte card which caused a iot to be scheduled and the 
ti~e it encountered the DATA card. 

The ~CP will not report a Duplicate file situation1 if one 
exists, if tte input file being operec is a card file or a 
pseudo-reader file and if the job has a physical file associated 
with it in the marner described above. Rather• the MCP merely 
allows the associated physical file to be opened by the job, 
provided the external identifiers in the physical label and in 
the FPB are ecual. 

Control Card syntax is provided to allow the oper~tor to specify 
the ptysical unit which contains a srecific lcgical fit~. This 
specification may be wade when the jcb is scheduled for executjon 
or it may be "ade permanently ty 1odifying the fPB in the 
program's code file on disk. If such a specification has been 
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mader the HCP's OPEN routine will net attempt to match external 
identifiers• but will simply assign the p.hysical file on the 
requested unit to the logical file teing opened• orovidedJ of 
courser that the unit is available fer such an assignment. It 
should be noted that making such a s~eciticaticn in an FPB also 
changes the hardware type in the FPB to match the hardware type 
of the unit specified. Units are specified by mnemonic name. 

If the unit being opened is a tape urit• additional tests are 
necessary before the device ~ay be assigned. The Reel Number 
fielc in the unit's label must match the corresponding field in 
the logical tile's FPB. For tape uritsr Multi-File Identifiers• 
file Identifiers and Reel Numbers must all be equal. Alsor. in 
the case of a tape filer Control Care ~yntax is provided to allow 
the cperator to specjfy the Serial Number of a particular reel of 
tape. If this is doner all four ccrcitions must be met. As in 
the case of unit mne~onic specificationr Serial Number 
specification iay be made when the. jct is scheduled for ex~cution 
or it may be 1ade perRanently. 

the ~CP will allow tape files to be ooened when the user 
programmer does not know the logic~l record and physical block 
sizes actually written on the tape. These fields are left 
unspecified ir the fPE by the com~iler but the default hit in the 
FPBr FPB.DEF~lll• js turned on. lhe recording mode of a tape 
file may also· be left unspecified if the bit is set. The MCP 
will insert t~e ~roper values into ttese fields when the tape is 
openedr proviced the infor•ation is present in the tape's label. 
If the information is not presentr the ~rogram will be 
discortinued when the OPEN. is attempted. 

The ~CP will also insert values for record 2nd block sizes when 
all card input files are opened ard FPE.D£FAULT is set. 

lhe MCP will discontinue any orograN which attempts tG open a 
file contained on seven-track tare if the l-0gical record size 
~oh\~inep in the FPB for the file is not modulo six and if the 
bfod~a•m~r h~s specified the tape to be read without hardware 
translation i~ EB~DIC. This is true regardless of which bitP 
Input or Cutput# is set in the Advert. 

Wbtn the MCP receives a request to OPE~ a file for output 
purpcsesr one of the first items that must be checked is whether 
er rot the file should be assigned tc a Backup devicer which may 
be ta~e or disk. If the user has rEcuested that the file be 
directed to backupr this will cccur befcre the search tor a 
suita~le output unit is made. 9ack~p capabilities are discussed 
i~ a separate part of this document. 
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Assuming that the file is not to be sent to Backup, the MCP next 
checks to see if the user orogram1er has reouested that the file 
have special forms for output. This test is made for all output 
files, regardless of device type. If FPS.FORMS is set to one. 
which indicates that special forGs are required• the HCP will 
print an appr~priate message and force the program to wait until 
the operator replies in the proper •~rner. Syntax is provided to 
allow this. ~hen the operator reolies. the OPEN routine is again 
invoked and the file will be assigned to the device specified by 
the operator. is any• provided the urit available. 

In the atsence of a forms specif icatior by the user• the MCP will 
search the IOAT for an available Lrit of the type specified by 
FPB.UCWR. As described in a prior section, certain values which 
this field nay contain are rot actually hardware types but 
specify a group of types, such as "ary tape", "any head-per-track 
disk• and so forth. In order tc be available for output 
purpcses• the unit must te ready• must not be currently in use by 
another program and must be write enabled. 

If the MCP cannot find an available ~nit of the type reauested1 
it will check to see if it is per~issibte to direct the output to 
a Bac~up device. If soi it will attempt to do so. This is also 
discussed in the section ot this s~ecification describing the 
Backup operation. 

If there is no available unit of the type specified by the user 
and if it is not permissible to direct the file to a ffackup 
device, the MCP will print a nessage on the SPO to inform the 
operator that such a unit is requirec before the program, which 
will te identified• can proceed. lhe prograr will be forced to 
wait at this point, and will be re•o~Ed from memory. if possible. 

The ~CP may recover the pro9ra~ fron this condition 
auto•atically, with no operator intervention. If a suitable unit 
beco•es available for output purposes, the OPEN communicate 
processing fer the progra1 will be repe~ted. Control Card and 
Ke~board synta~ js provided to ~llow t~e operator to override the 
hardware type specified in the user's FPB. Syntax is also 
provided to allow the operator to fcrce the OPEN processing to be 
repeated. In this case• the MCP merely tries again. 

The MCP will autoratically discortinLe any program 
to OPEN• tor output purposes. a file whose 
specifies a paper tape reader• a reader-sorter. a 
Syste• SPO or an unknown device. 

which attempts 
hardware type 
card reader, a 
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Certain devices on tne BtOOU roay te cpened for both input and 
outpLt oµerations. Th~sA devi~es are ~ll card d~vices; no t~pe 

unit irav te ocened for :1cth types of cperaticrs• except vi;i the 
Em1J.lator laoe construct'.>. At the i:resent timeio ther" -:HP only 
three such devices> anrl they h~ve ccrre to he commonly known ,s 
"Data Recorders". Actuallyp acccrding to the LlOOO Syste~s 
Index, P.S. 1904 56dl, they are the: 

t. E941B-2 BO-Column Keypunch-Prirter 
2. 89419-2 96-Colu~n Keypunch-Printer 
3. 89419-6 96-Colu~n Keypunch-P~irter-Sorter 

All of the devices in the above list have one "Wait Station". A 
Wait Station is used for holding tte ohysical card after it h~s 
beer. read, or at least fed from the input hoppe;p and before it 
is printed or punched or both. All cf the devices listed have at 
least one h~rdware huft~r, cap~ble cf holdirg the information 
contained on one card. This buffer is used on input operations 
oniy. "Input" as used here will ~ear input to the computer. 

fhe t2ble belcw presert the number ot i~pu.t ~oooers drd outµut 
stackers on each physical device. 

Cevice 

E9418-2 
89419-2 
89419-6 

Hoppers 
Cinput> 

2 
2 
2 

Stackers 
(Output> 

2 
2 
0 

Three different I/U Controls ar?. usec to interface the devices to 
the BlCOO system. Ttey are: 

1. MFC-1 CP.S. 220~ 3034) 
2· MFC-2 CP.S. 220E 30341 
ii CRPC CP.S. ?211 13711 

The fellowing 1/0 operations are cefined in the appropriate 
product specification for all of the controls. 

REAO - <From the buffer in the peripteralJ. This operation is 
1<nown, fer conversatjonal purposes, as the REPEAT.READ. Valid 
variarts are: 

Stacker Selnct 
Irhibit feed 
hepper Select 
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STACKER.SELECT.ANO.RE~D CRead the inforration fro• the next 
card in the hopper>. Valid variants are: 

~tacker Select 
Inhibit FeP.d 
1-'opper Select 

PUNCH. Valid variants are: 
Stacker !elect 
lnhitit Feed 
Hopper Select 

PRINT. Valid ~ariants are: 
Stacker Select 
lr:hibit Feer1 
Hepper Select 

· PU~Ch-PRINJ. Valid variants are: 
Stc:.1c1<er Select 
UreQual Data 
Irhitit feed 
ticpper Select 

PUNCh-PRINT.A~C~~EAD V~lid variarts ~re: 
Stacker Select 
~nequal Data 
Hepper Select 

The !tacker Select variant is actually a three-bit field in the 
110 Cescriptor. kher the three tits are set to numeric values 
otner than zero and seven, the cevice routes the card to the 
stacker selected by the descriptor. Valid nu1eric values for the 
devices range from cne to six. T~e MCP does notP and cannotP 
edit the numeric value passed by the cbjett program to ascertain 
that it is valid for the connected device. 

The lnequat Data variant is valid cnly in 1/0 descriptors which 
cause a Punch-Print operation to be ~erformed. If the variant is 
not setP the device will print the sa1e information that i~ 
punthed on the card. In other words, the begin~ing memory 
address for the information to te printed is the same as the 
bt9inring memcry address for the infcrmation to be punched. If 
the ~ariant is set, the informatior to be printed will be taken 
from a merory location which im~ediately follcks the information 
that is punched • 

The lrhibit feed variant causes the ~ait Station in the device to 
be e•~ty at the completion of the operation. No cards will be 
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fed fro~ the 1nput hopp~rs if t~is variant is set in the 
descriptor. 

fhe Hopper Select variant causes the feed card to be taken from 
th~ secondary input hopper• if there is one. If the Inhibit Feed 
variart is set, the Hopper Select variant is ignored. 

fhere is a liwitation• wh1ch was wertioned briefly in a prior 
paragraph. The MCP cannot distinguish between tne 09419-2, which 
has tho outout stackers. and the 89419-6. which has six. The MCP 
does not edit stacker numbers tefcre it sends them to the 
contrcl. Therefore• programs which utilize all six stackers on 
the E9419-6 way not be transported tc systews which do not have 
such ~ device. Even if tha MCP coulc cistinguish between the two 
devices• the editirg would have to be micro-coded and would 
seriously degrade performance. 

The capabilities available to the object orogrammer are 
programmatically selected by v1riants en the OPEN communicate and 
by variants on the RE-0 and hRITE coamunicates. rhe discussion 
is categorized according to the different types of OP[N 
avail~ble. 

When the ~CP receives an OPEN request with none of the bits in 
the IDVERu area set• it will assuwe that the program only wants 
the irformatjon contained on the cares and does not intend to do 
stacker selection, kea~-Punch operations, or any other variation 
available in thP hardware. The I/O descriptors constructed as a 
result of this type of OPEN will all be of the Repeat.ReBd type. 
There ~ay be any number ot tufters associated with the file. All 
of t~e buffers will be tilled when the tile is opened. Stacker 
Selection is rot allowed when the file is opered in this ~anner. 

When the ~CP receives an OPEN request with the Pocket bit set, it 
will construct one descriptor. the cperator field of which will 
conta~n 1 a.STAC~ER.SELECl.ANO.REAC irstruction. The buffer will 
not bf .filled wnen the file is ooened. The first REAO on the 
til~ ~lll cause the first card in the data deck to be moved past 
the read head and stoppeo i~ the ~ait Station. The data from the 
card will be transferred to the obiect program's work area before 
contrcl is returred to the program. Stacker Select information 
pa1GeC on the first read ~ay or may not be passed on to the 
devtce and will have ro effect ~t all. 

The second and all subsequent reads should have Stacker 
inforwation associated with the~. lhe MCP will not• 
jncl~ce code to insure this. lhe ~CP witl not allow 
one buffer to be associated with this type of file. 

Selection 
however, 

more than 
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This act~on is distinctly different from the wost common tyre of 
READ reouest handled ty the MCP. lte actual operation ~s always 
issuec after the communicate is received, and never before1 as it 
is with almost all types of innut files. J~e I/O operation can 
nev~r be comleted ahead of the demarc for it. This operation is1 
however• si1ilar to the current ~CP actior for Sequential I/O 
files on Disk. lhe tile car actu~lly be thought of as an 
Input/Output fite1 for all practical purposes. It must be 
considered such a file by the ~er, ir or~er for the I/O to he 
initiated at the proper time in a card read cycle. The OUTPUT 
bit ir. the OPEN adverb should never be set when the OPfN is 
re~uested~ however. This will cause the cowmunicate to have an 
entirely different ffleaning. 

Quite cbviously• 
mandatory that 
order to change 
ccnversely. 

due to the aifferences in timing• it 
the object proqram clcse and re-ooen the file 

from pure !~PUT to !~PUT WITH STACK£RS1 

1 s 
i n 

~nd 

A nurber of variations are possible ~hen the device is opened as 
an output file. lh~re variations are: 

1. P~NCH 

2. PRINT 
3. INTERPRET 
4. POCKET 

The Pccket variant may be ap~lied tc any of the first four 
variations• or it may be the only ad~erb associated with the OPEN 
staterent. lte MCP1 upon receivirs an OPEN communicate without 
PLNCH1 PRINl or INTERPRET requestec• will assume that Punch is 
desired. Therefore1 OPEN OUT~UT is eQuivalent to OPEN OUTPUT 
~ITH PUNCH ard OPEN OUTPUT WITH 51ACKERS is equivalent to OPEN 
OUTPUl WITH PLNCH1 STACKERS. 

O~E~ tLT~UT Wll~ PRINT means 
punc~ anything into the 
tnformation. 

th~t the program does not 
cards. It only wants 

want to 
to print 

OP£~ CUTPUT WilH ~UNCP1 PRINT means that the program wants to 
punch information into the cards and wants to print different 
inforwation or them. The MCP will atlccate the number of buffers 
reQuestea by the program; each bLffer will be 192 bytes long • 
The ~CP ~ill exnect tc receive 192 tytes of information en each 
WRITE communicate1 96 of which will te punched in the card and 96 
of which will be printed. As always1 it is not mandatory that 
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the program del~ver the full 192 bytes. The move from the work 
area to the buffer is l~ft-justified with tlark fill. 

OPEN C~TPUT WITH INTE~P~ET ~eans that the pro~ram wants to punch 
96 tytes of information jnto the c~rds and print the sa~e dat~. 
The MCP will allocat~ the number of tufters requested; which 
must te at least two• each will be S6 bytes in length. The I/O 
descriptor corstructe~ will specify ~ PUNCH-PRINT operation. and 
the ~~EQlAL DATA bit will be set to zero. The INTERPRET reQuest 
will have precedence over PUNCH. PRl~T and a combination of the 
two. OPtN OUTPUT WITH PUNCHr PRI~l• INTERPRET should probably be 
rejected as a syntax error by the co1pilers. The MCP will accept 
the cowmunicate~ however• and assure that the programmer meant 
only INTERP~El. The.same applies tc OPEN CUTPUT WITH PUNCHr 
INTERPRET and CPEN OlTPUT ~ITH PRINT• INTERPRET. 

The FOCKET variant may be so~cifiec en any valid reQuest for an 
OPE~ ClTPUT. The variant is ignore~ ty the MCP on the OPEN 
reauest. This is not true for OPEN l~PUT W!TH STACKERS. It must 
be true for OPEN OUTPUT~ however~ tc avoid ~roblems which may 
~rise when the device assigned to the file is changed by a FILE 
card er an "U~~ ~essage. The WRITE cc~municate contains a bit 
which reQuests stacker selection. lhe MCP examines this bit and 
takes appropriate action on each hRIJE communicate. 

All of the variations possible when a file is opened OUTPUT are 
also possible when the file is opered INPUT.OUTPUT Whe~ the HCP 
recei~es an OPEN INPUT.OUTPUT ~eQuest with none of the variants 
set1 it assu~es that the user wants tc read the informatio~ from 
the cards# and punch aoditional jnfcrration into them, and print 
the same information on them. Thereforer OPEN INPUT.OUTPUT is 
eouivclert to OPEN INPUT.OUTPUT WITH INTERPRET. 

The adverbs PUNCH and PPINT are relatively useless when the file 
is o~ened INPUT.OUTPUT. Both purching and printinq occur when 
the PUNC~-PHINT.AND.REA~ I/O cperctcr is dispatched to the 
contrct. There is no way the dE~ice can te made to print and 
read er punch and read only. These cpeations can be simul~ted# 
of course• by setting the UNEQUAL.DATA bit in the descriptor and 
loadirg the prcper portion of the tuffer with blanks. This 
requires some action on the part of the programmer. 

Jhe lNEQUAL.CATA tit is set ir thE I/O descriptor when the MCP 
receives an OPEN communicate with both the PUNCH and PRINT bits 
set ir the adverb. As in the case cf OPEN OlTPUTr the INTERPRET 
bit h~s precedence over both PUNC~ ard PRINT. OPEN INPUT.OUTPUT 
WITH FUNCH, PRINT• INTERPRET should be considered a syntax error 

by the compilers. khen the ~CF r~ceives such a reQuest• 
however• it generates a PUNCH-PRINT.AND.READ I/O descriptor with 
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Files opened with ~arious attrit~tes require or can only usa 
various number of buffers. 

Jlttributes 

Input only, not Stackers 
Input only with Stackers 
Output only 
Output and Inr,ut 

Requires 

1 
t 
2 
3 

Can Use 

infinite 
l 

infin;te 
3 

If the number of buffers specified fer a file is less than the 
numbe~ required, it will be allocatec the nu~ber required. If 
the n~mber specified is ~ore thar tne nureber that can be 
~ffectively used, it will be allocated only the number it can 
use .. 

As in the case of OPEN INPUT WITH Sl'C"ERS1 the MCP will not fill 
the tufters ~hen the file is ooered. The first READ issued for 
the file will cause a card to be fe~, read ard stoppad in the 
wait station. The information frclf> the care will be passed to 
the ctject orcgram at that point. It may be necessary for the 
MCP to treat the first READ on suet a file differently from all 
other reads. This should be of ro ccrcern to either the compiler 
or the object proqram"er. 

After the first READ on the fil~r thE MCP will normally expect to 
receive t~o communicates for each care passed through the device. 
There shold be one WRITE request and one REAO request for each 
physical card. The progra' should ~ass 96 bytes, or 192 bytesr 
of information to the MCP on each WRllE request. The information 
will be moved from the program's work area to the buffer on the 
WRITE communicate. The actual IIO o~eration will be initiated at 
this time and the program will be allowed to continue, without 
~~itirg tor the completion of the bpetatioh. 

fhe ~CP will normally expect to receive a READ communicate at 
this ~cint1 ard the rrogram may te forced to wait for the 
~AJQleticn of the 1/0 operaticn issued ~reviousty. After 
completion, the information read frcm the caro will be passed on 
the READ commuricate, as always. 

It is not mandatory that the prograw always follow the READ/WRITE 
seQuerce described in the foregoirg. If the program issue~ two 
successive k~ITE requests, the input inforwation on one of the 
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cards involvec will be lost to the program. The consequences if 
a prcgram issues two successive REAU reauests are somewhat ~ore 
dire. The information punched and prirted on the first car~ will 
also be punched and printed on the second. Though this sounds 
rather badP t~is could pos5ibly be c1 some use to someone. 

~lnce the actual I/O operation for t~is type of OPEN is initiated 
on the WklTE co~municate1 any stacktr selection information must 
be passea alons with the WRITE co~muricate. Stacker infcrmation 
~assed on the READ will be ignored. 

The ~CP will automatically discontirue programs that attempt to 
OPEN a file on any of these devices if: 

1. Neither 
~dverb• 

the Input bit nor the Output bit is on in the 

2. Both the Print and the Inter~ret bits are on in the adv~rb. 
or, 

3. lhe proqram is attempting to ~se a 96-column device in the 
binary recording mode. 

When a user program attempts to OPEN a file which is assignee to 
disk1 the first test made in the Oper Routine is whether the file 
is a rew file ~hich the proqram is creating fer the first ~ime or 
an old file which already exists in the disk directory. In the 
first case• a disk file header will eventually be constructed in 
memory by the OP£N routine. In the second casep the disk file 
header already exists and is stored ir the directory and will 
have to be brought into memory ty the Routine. The Open 
p~ocecure for a new file will be discussed first. 

Pro~rams which attempt to open new files for input and output in 
the serial access w.ode will b9 auto~ctically discontinued at this 
point. ~lso, programs which attem~t to aper a new Multi-Pack 
file and ha~e blanks in the PACK.ID field or the FPB will be 
automatically discontinued. 

If the Open communicate specifies thct the file is a code file, 
the proper rames for the file will te stored in the fPB at this 
point. Also, the number of disk areas requested in the FPB will 
be automatically set to one. The fact that this is a code file 
will te recorded by t~e ~CP in the FPB for the file. This 
infor"aticn is required when the file is closed. 
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If the PACK.ID field of the FPB ccntains so~ethinq other than 
EBCOIC blanks, the pro9ra1 is rec~esting that the file be 
directed to a user pack with that IO. The ~CP will• at this 
point, examire the Pack Inform~tior Table maintained in memory 
for a pack with the corresponding idErtifier. If such a pack is 
~resert on the system, the routine continues. Otherwise. if the 
user has reQuested that he be ratified when the pack is not 
presert by setting the REPURT FILE MISSING hit in the adverb• he 
will te so notified at this point arc control will he returned to 
the user through the nor1al processor Queue mechanis~s. 

If the ~£PORT FILE MISSING bit is not set, a message to the 
operator will be cisplayed and the program will be suspended 
until the requested pack is introduceo to the system or the 
operacr overrides the PACK.ID specified. Control syntax is 
provided to allow the operator several means of accomplishing 
this. 

If the file heing opened is a multipack f1le and if the serial 
number of the ~hysical oack is zero er if the pack is already a 
contiruation pack for another multip~ck file1. the program wilt be 
automatically discontinued. If the rumber of areas requested for 
the file by the programmer is ~reater than 105, it will be 
aut~•atically set to 105 by the MCP. In the latter case, no 
warning is sent to the operator. 

Memory for the file header is allocated at this point. If the 
user ~ad reouested that the disk areas to be assigned to the fite 
be allocated when the file is openec, the allocation is done at 
this ~oint• provided sufficient disk is available. If sufficient 
disk is not available, the prcgram is suspended and an 
appropriate message is displayed on the SPO. 

The file Header is now 
fofor1ation contained in 
ih~-~e~dpr 1 is dep!ndent 
perfcrMed bh the flle. 

constructed i~ memcry, based upon 
the FPB. lhe ulti~ate disp~nsation of 
upon the type of CLOSE communicate 

At this point in the OPEN processing, the logic becomes the same 
fgj ~Ew and ol~ files. eefore proceeding with a description of 
th~ tcgic ~t this point, it will be a~vantageous to describe the 
processing which occurs when the user opers ar existing file. 

e when the user req.uests an Open of ar. existing file• the f;rst 
occurrence js a determination of khe~her or not the fil~ is 
presert on the system. All three ~ares ln the FPB must ~atch an 
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existing file if the rame fields contain something other than 
EBCDIC blanks .. 

If the PACK.IC field is blanks the file is assu~ed to reside on 
systell' disk. The directory on the system disk will be searched. 
If the PACK.IC field is not blanks, it specifies that the file 
exists an a removable user oack of that name. If there is no 
such rack on the system at that time, the program is suspended, 
~ith an appropriate oaeratar roessage~ until the pack is 
jntrcouced to the system or the cper;tor overrides the PACK.IO in 
the FPB. lhere are several means provided for the ooerator ~o 
acco•rlish this. If the REPORT.FILE.MISSING bit j5 set in the 
commuricate adverb, the program is not suspended• but control is 
returred to it through the normal ~rccessor queues and the fact 
that the pack is not present is reocrted to it. In either case~ 
the CPE~ cannot proceed past this poirt. 

After the decision above• the MCP next searches the directory on 
system disk or on a user pack for a file identified by the names 
ir FPE.~FID ard FPB.IC. If the file is not found• the action is 
identical to that described above. If the file is found• further 
decisions are necessary. 

If the LOCK bit is set in the OPE~ acverb, there may be no other 
users who are writinq to the file. There may be other users of 
the file, but none of them may be using the f tle for output. If 
the LCCKCUT bit is set in the OPE~ acverb, there may be no other 
users of the file.; the user who is ~resently opening the file 
must be the sole user. If thesE conditions are not met, an 
operator messase is displayed and, ce~en~ing upon the setting of 
the ~EPORT FILE LOCKED hit in the adverb, the user is either 
susperding or notified of the condition. 

Assuming that all cf the conciticns s~ecified are met 
satisfactorily, the file He3der is brought into memory by the 
MCP, if it is not there already, ard the user count field in the 
header is incremented. If the OUTFUT bit in the adverb is set, 
the output user count field 1s also incremented. 

At this point in the OPEN processing, all of the paths converge. 
If the file is not a disk file, a device has been assigned to it. 
If the file is a disk file~ the file ~eader is in memory and its 
associated disk areas~ if any, are essentially "assigned" to the 
file. The file Information Block CFIBl must row be constructed. 

Construction cf the FIB is a rather 1echanical process~ After 
initi~lizing certain fields in the I/O Assigrment Table CIOATJr 
memor~ to contain the FIB js allacatec, if this has not already 
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9 occurred. As mentioned in a prior section, the amount of 11e11ory 

0 

• 

allocated for an Fia is dependent upon~ the t~pe of device 
assigred. 

The FIB itself is constructed from information contained in the 
rpa, fro• information in the Disk File Header• and from the 
parameters passed in the OPEN com8~ricate. After this occurs. 
the I/O descriptors are constructed. ~emory space which contains 
the l/O descriptors and their associat~d buffers is allocated 
with th~ Fia, such that the FIB ccrtains ~ot only the file 
information tut alsc the descri~tcrs and buffer areas. The 
memory necessary is then a contiguous block. This statement does 
not apply to Cata Manag~ment System tuf fers, which are allocated 
separately. 

for serial, input only files, each IIC descriptor is initiated as 
it is constructed. The buffers ~re hence "pre-filled" by the 
operating system when the file is opened. This is true of all 
files except ttose assigned to a reacer·sorter and those assigned 
to a (ata reccrder where the user tas specified that stacker 
selection is to be performed on the cards. 

for outp~t files which are not cssigned to disk• labels are 
constructed and written according to the user's specifications. 
tape labels are discussed in the pcrtion of this document which 
describes Magnetic Tape Management. For input files• the device 
assigned will be positioned such that the first READ issued by 
the program ~eilds the first physical record from the device. 
Jhis is often accomplished by the Oper routine. 

If tte user has reQuested that trcrslation be performed by the 
soft~are, memory to contain the Trarslation Table specified by 
the user is allocated by the Open ro~tine. The Translation Table 
is also brought into memory by the O~en routire and pointers to 
it are constructed in the FIB. If the specified Tra~slation 
Table is rot ~resent on disk at the time of the Open. the· program 
is suspended and an appropriate operator ~essage is displayed. 

If the LOG System Option is set .. entries are wade in the log when 
the tile is opened. The r~a for the file is also the lo~ entry 
~nd certain fields therin are uidated and modified. At the 
Ql(ai;lLsicn of the Open processing .. ccntrol is returned to the 
~ser if OPE~ was invoked by a co1municate. In all languages 
exce~t COBOL• OPEN 1ay be invoked t) a REAC• WRITE or SEEK 
communicate. If this was the case, controt is returned to the 
appropriate communicate handler via the systems processor queues • 
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6 OVERRIDE NAME CO~VENTION AND SECURITY 
7 lCCK 
e IF NOT CLOSED 
9 ROLLOUl 
10 AUDIT SWITCH 
11 TERMINATE 

lne CLOSE communicat~ allows the user to specify the dispensation 
of files that he has created. Shoulc a program terminate without 
performing a Close en any file that he has opened• the HCP w1ll 
assu1e that the device assigned to the file is to be returned to 
the syste•'s resources and that the cata contained in the file 
~houlc not be retaine~. 

A second purpose of the Close routine is to bring the I/O 
activity on a device, which happens scmewhat asynchronously with 
a pro~rar's processing• to an orderly halt. It also returns any 
memory assigned to the file to the system. Clearly• an I/O 
oescriptor and buffer area cannot be returned to available memory 
until the I/O operation it describes is complete. In order to 
acco1plish t~is• it is often necessary for the Close routine to 
give up control of the processor and regain jt when certain I/O 
operations go to coropletion. 

The first test performed by the Close routine is whether or not 
the file has e~er teen opened. A CLOSE cowmuricate issued for 
such a fjle is considered a programming error and the program 
wtll be discontinued at this point. This is done primarily to 
infori ihe otject prograwmer of the tact that there is something 
is wrcng. 

Jpe secor.d test performed by the Clcse routine is whether or not 
the file is open now. It is consioEred a orogra•ming error if a 
user requests a Close on a file thct is already closed• as 
opposed to never having been opened~ if the If NOT CLOSED bit is 
not set in the CLOSE communicate advErb. The program will be 
automatically discontinued if this errcr is aetected. If the IF 
NOT CLOSED bit is set in the adverb and the file is already 
closed, control is returned to the user program through the 
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normal processor quque mechanism. ~ll other bits in the adverb 
w i l l t. a v e n o e f f e c t a r d t h e f i t -~ i s r o t c l o s e d a s e c o n d t i m e • 

Before proceeding with a description ~f the mechanics cf the 
CLOSl cowrunicate• it will be bereficial to explain the function 
of the various bits i~ the adverb. lhe Rf.El tit is used on files 
which are assigned to magnetic tape crly. It is ignored by the 
cede if the file is assiqned to any ether device. It causes the 
MCP cc close the reel ot magn~tic ta~e that is .currently being 
processe~. lhe tile will be clcsec and the reel will De loc~~d 
by the MCP. If the us~r pr~gr~m is~ues another OPEN communicate 
for the file• the next reel of the file•. in numerical sequence. 
will te sought hy the Ooen routine. 

It is not necessary for the user prcgram to issue CLOSE REEL 
co~wuricates when the physical ere of the reel is encountered. 
This is done a~tomatically by che HCP. Reel·to-reel transition 
is accomplished without the involve•ent of the user proqram. 

The ~ELEASE bit in the adverb means that the resources assignea 
to the file are to be returned to the system. New disk fil~s 
which are closed with RELEASE ~ill have their assigned disk 
areas# it ahy• returned to the list cf available disk. Permarent 
disk files which are closed witli RELEASE will have their usP.r 
count fialds decremented tut will rea~in in the disk directory. 
Devices other ~han disk will he marked available for use by other 
jobs• provided their ~hysical status ~ermits. 

Tne PLRGE function is aoplicable to files assigned to disk or 
tape only. It is igrored if the tile is assigned to other 
devices. If a CLOSE PURGE is perfcrmed on a tile which is 
assigred to a tape unit• the tape reel will he rewound and 
purgec• provided it is write·ercbled. If it is Pot 
write·enabled• CLOSE PURGE will be eQuivalert to CLOSE RELEASE. 
for a permanent djsk fil~ which is clcsed with PURGE# the file is 
removed from the directory, provicec the user who is doing the 
CLOSE is the sole user of the file, and the disk space assigned 
to the file will ~e returred to the available table. A new disk 
file# often known as a "temporary" file, will not yet be entered 
jn the disk directory. but the disk space assigned to it will be 
returred to t~e available table also. I~ the case of a temporary 
tile~ there can be only one user and it is not necessary to check 
u•~r ccunts before purging. 

fhe LCCK bit in the adverb is intended to be used on files which 
are assigned to disk and taoe only. It is igrcred if the file is 
assigied to other devices. Wh~n a fil~ assigned to tape is 
closec with LCCK. the tape reel is rewound and the unit's status 
is ~arked as "locked" in the IOAl. The unit will not _be 
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•vail2bl~ for use ty other jobs urtil t~e cperator intervenesP 
either by making the unit not reacy src then raking it ready or 
by ertering a "R~ady" ~ess~ge on the SPO. The intended purpose 
of this function is to orevent the ~CP fro~ assigning the unit to 
otner jots before the operator h~s had a chance to remove any 
tape files which way have been c.reate~ on the unit. 

fhe LCCK bit, when set on a CL~SE directed to a file which is 
assigred to diskP causes the file tn be entered in the disk 
directory if it is a temporary fileP subject to the restrictions 
below. lf the file is a permanent file which is already in the 
directory, t~e LOCK function is ecuivalert to the RELEASE 
function. 

A file ll'BY rot have its name er:tered in the disk directory it 
there is alreacy a file by that n2me ir the directory. A user 
who attempts to CLOSE LOCK a file, the name of which is already 
in the d1rectcry causes what is knowr as a "Cuplicate Library" 
condition. The program wjll be sLspended at this ooint ~nd an 
operator mess~ge describing the ccnflict will be displayed. The 
operator must intervere at th;s ~cirt and cause the existing file 
to be removedP or instruct the MCP tc change the CLOSE LOCK 
comRuricate to a CLOSE PURGE er CLOSE RELEASE. Syntax is 
proviced to allow this. 

The ~E~OVE bit in the adverb is interded t6 be used on dis~ files 
~nly. Its function is to allow tempcrary disk fjles to be Closed 
with LOCK wit~out operator intervention. _It operates in a manner 
similar to CLOSE LOCK exc~pt th~t if a Duplicate Library 
condition· ar~ses• th•_~xistinq file is removed from the directory 
an~ the disk space assiqned to it is returred to the available 
t a'b l e au t om a t i c a ll y • T h e f u n c t i c n i s u e r f o r n: e d by t he M C P w it h 
no operator intervention required. The new disk file is then 
entered into the directory and ccrtrct is~ returred to the user• 

' 

The CRUNCH bit in the adverb was orisinally irtended for use by 
the ctr.oilers. This restriction is rot enforcedP howeverP and it 
~~~ ~e .used by any program whose so~rce language incl~des the 
co h sl'~ ~ C. t n e c e s s a r y to s e t t h e t: i t i n t he Comm u n i c a t e f o rm a t • . ' ~ .. :), ;, . . ' 

It& purpo~e 1s to return any disk thit was reouested but not used 
by the file to the available disk table. The unused disk must 
lie teyond the End-of-File pointer fer the file and the file may 
have no more than one disk area assigned to it. When a Close 
~iih CRLNCH operation is performed on a file, always in 
conj u r c ti on w i th the LOCK b it P t he r u 1 be r' o f segment s per are a i n 
the tile header is modified by the Close routine such that it is 
exactly eoual to the amount of disk tis~d. The header is then 
written to disk• per the LOCK bitP and the unused space is 
returred to t~e system. 
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The ~O REWI~C bit when set is applicable to magnetic tape files 
only. It causes the magnetic tace tc be positioned immediately 
beyond the last label record writter. The unit remains assigned 
to the prograff and is not availJble fer use by anyone else. The 
user then has the cption ot ooenin~ another file in the forward 
direction, t~us creating or continuing a multi-file taper or of 
openirg the tile just written as input in the reverse direction. 

The IF NOf CLOSEO bit allows a user to close a file that is 
alrea~y closed. Ordirarilyr this is a progra«ming error and will 
result in the user's being terminatec by the ~cp, as described in 
a prior parayranh. This bit is rerely a reans of avoiding 
termiration. 

File Information Olocksr 110 descrirtcrs and tufter areas reouire 
substantial a'ounts of memory. The ROLLOUl Dit in a CLOSE 
Commuricate ~as provided to allow a user to tamporarily close a 
filer leaving the asscciated device Essigned to the program~ and 
nave the flE stored on disk so that it dces not waste memory 
space. When the file is reopenedr it is merely a matter of 
readirg the FIE in frcm diskr updatirg certair fjElds theri"• and 
proceeding. lhis is often quicker than recreating the entire FIB 
and it eliwi~tes the possibility cf another program gai"ing 
contrcL cf the peripheral device in the interim. 

The lER~I~Af[ tit ir the CLOSE adverb is set when the 
termiration routines call the ClcsE routine. Tnis occurs 
when a prograrr terminates. normally or abrormally, and 
peripreral de~ices are still assignee to the ~ro9ram. 

MCP 1 s 
only 

the 

lhe ~CP insLrP-s that tho external names associated with a file 
assigred to disk are proper names wher the file is closed. When 
a coupiler closes the code file it has qenerated, the external 
names of the file are inserted by the Close routine based upon 
inforwation suoplied by the user ir the Coupile Control Card. 
Also, the HCP wi LL not allow a disk file to be closed with LOCK 
with a blank wulti-file ID. The irternal na~e of the file will 
b• ih$etted in FPB.MFJD and an operatcr message will be printea 
wheh ~his is attempted. 

The FPE.LOCK boolean, if set• will cause the LOCK bit in the 
CLOSE adverb to be turned on when the file is closedr provide~ 
the lERHINATE bit is also set. This causes the file to be 
entered in the disk directory and ~as added as an aid to 
debugging. Occasionally, wnen a prcgram has a fatal error, disk 
tiles that the progr2r was using 2t the time are helpful to the 
object programmer in determining what caused the error. Locking 
the file in tte directory enables the ~r~gram~er to look at the 
data ~e was processing when the error cccurred. 
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The CRU~CH bit in the ad~erb will be turned on automatically by 
the ~CP if the file being closed is ; backup file, a pseudo-deck 
or a code file. Th~ LOCK tit will te turned on it the file is a 
backur file or a code file and if it should be entered in the 
directory. This latter case c~r only te determined from 
information ccntained on the Compile card which is not readily 
available to the compi 1.~r. 

Any file which was opened with the output bit set in the OPEN 
adverb,. any file to.which the user 11ay have teen issuing WRITE 
com~uricates. requt~es sowe special attention by the HCP during 
the Close procedure. Since physical I/O operations happen 
asyrc~ronously with the user oroqra•~ output I/O operations may 
have teen initiated or marked ready tor initiation and be 
inco1plete or not even in process at the ti~e the HCP receives 
the CLOSE communicate. fhe actual Clcse operation ~ust therefore 
wait f~r tne completion of all out~Lt I/O operations associated 
with the file that is being closed. 

Input files present some similar problems. Since all of the 
user's buffers are filled when the file is op~ned,. provided the 
file is accessed serfally• and since the MCP attempts to stay 
ahead of the user program in initiating !/O operationsr as soon 
as the user has read all of the records f row a huf ferr physical 
IIO cper&tions may be in process or 1arked ready for initiation 
when the file is closed. In the case of an ir~ut file• it is not 
necessary for the MCP to wait for l/C completion. Any operations 
which have not been physically initiated may be cancelled by 
removing them fro1r the channel chair. The HCP must wait for the 
co~pletion of any l/O operations that are already physically in 
process, but this is a relatively short time period. 

In the case of Sequential I/U anc Delayed Rancorn disk files ... the 
oata in the buffer may have been altered by a Write operation 
troir. the user tut the I/O descri ,:;tor ll'ay not .. yet have been marked 
ready for initiation. The Clash ~outine will insure that all 
such buffers a~e actually writtenito ~isk pr~cr to the co~pletion 
of the Close operation. Similarly. for serialr blocked output 
filesr the user ~ay have done several write oper~tions but not 
yet tilled an entire tufter. The IJC descri~tor in this case 
also will not yet be ~arked ready 1cr initiation but the buffer 
will contain data which must be written to the physical ~edia. 
The Close ro~tire will initiatE all such operations and insure 
that they are completed satisfactorily beiore allowing the file 
tc be closed • 

In crder for the events described in the preceding paragraph to 
occur,. t~e ptysical wedia must re~air acces~ible. In other 
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~crds1 if the unit goes not ready ~nd the~e are I/O operations 
which must be completed before a Clase can occur. the progra• 
will remain in a waiting condition ~nt'l the unit goes back to a 
ready conditior. and the necessar~ operations are complete. 
Keyboard syntax is provided• however, to allow the operator to 
override this restriction. ThP. syrtcx should be used only when 
the ~ser program is ~eing aborted. The output data in the 
buffers will be lost if the syntax is invoked and the data in the 
file Mill be suspect. Further• if the de~ice is a magnetic tape. 
the ~CP will not be able to write clcsing tape marks and labels 
on the media and an l/n error will result when the tape i~ read. 
Possitly, no 110 error will result• .. tiich may be worse. 

The Close routine next begins operations which are dependent upon 
the t~pe of device assigned. In thE case of a card reader which 
is clcsed by a user, the device way contain cards which have not 
yet ~een read by the program. The MCP will cause the cards to be 
~assed through the raader1 sto~ping when the device goes not 
ready or when the ne'xt control card is encountered. 

In the case of a reader~sorter• co~e segments would have been 
marked non-overlayaple in memory wher the file was opened. These 
code segme~ts will be marked overlayable by the Close routine~ 
provi~ed the ~ser who issued the CLCSE is the sole user of a 
sorter. Reader-sorter files may crly be closed when the flow of 
docu•ents js stopped. Also. they 1ay only b~ C.losed with 
Release. Tte HCP will interpret all Close operations on sorter 
files to be Close witt Release• regc:rdless of the setting of the 
RELE~!E bit ir the adverb. 

Hy f cr• 
assigred 
must be 
will rot 

the ro~t cowplicated processing cccurs when the file is 
to disk. If ,the file is a 1ultipack file• the Base Pack 
on-line at the time of the Close. The Close procedure 

proceed past this ooint if it is not. 

The ~CP next 
previcusly. 
oirectory, 
already in 

attempts to do 
New disk files 

provided there is no 
the directory .. 

the 
w ·i l l 
file 

LOCK function described 
be er.tered in the disk 

with an identical naae 

E~isting, files in the disk directory cannot be removed under any 
cjr~urstances if they are i~ use. SiwitarlY• files classified a$ 
i"Syste11" files cannot be removed• even thcugh their user-count 
field in the disk header is zero. lhe MCP coce file being· used 
is ar example of such a file. Existing files will be removed by 
the Close routine if the RE"OVE bit is set in the CLOSE adverb or 
the R~OV system option is set1 if t~e Close routine encounters a 
duplicate file in its processing. If neither of the above 
conditions are true, the program will be suspended at this point· 

. ' 
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I 

0 and the operator must intervene to resolve the conflict. 

0 

• 

If the file is a permanent file a~d if the user has added records 
t-0 the file while it was open, the end•of-file pointer in the 
file ~eader will be adjusted tr the Close routine. 

If the PURGE bit is set in the advert and the file is a permanent 
file or if the file was te"porsry in~ is being Closed with 
R~lease• the disk sp2ce used by the file is returned to the 
available table. · 

If the file teing clcsec is assignee to tape •. 
writes tape marks and labels on the tape. 
rcutire sends a rewind descriotor to the unit• 
by the type of Close being performed. 

the Close routine 
Also• the Close 
if not prohibited 

The irformation in the !OAJ is updated by the Close routine. 
Test and Wait for Ready 110 ~escri~tors are re-initiated• if 
appropriate. All of the user's I/C cescriptors are removed from 
the IIO chain. 

Information in the FPB is updated and stored on disk in the 
workirg copy cf the FPB. Firally• the me~ory assigned to the 
tile is returned to the system's a~ailable memory. Control is 
returred to the user through thE normal processor Queue 
mecharis11s. 

CJ.VERB 
CT.CBJECT 
CT.ADVERB 

10 
FILE. NU MEER 
BIT 
0 
1 
2 
3-7 

REPORT & RETUR~ 10 USER ON EOF 
REPORT g RETUR~ 10 USER ON PARITY 
REPORT & RETURN TO USER ON INCOMPLETE I/O 

8 POSIJION TO ENO Cf FILE 
9 CT.1 CONTAI~S P~I~TER CHANNEL NUMBER 
10 CT.1 CONTAINS RECCRO COUNT AS A FIXED NUMBER 
11 CT.t CONTAI~S RECORD NUMBER DESIRED 

CJ.1 CEF!NEO EY BITS I~ CT.IDVEHD 
REI~STATE.MSG.PTR V~LUES 

C GflOD POSITION 
1 ENO Of FILE COR E~C OF PAGE ON PRINTEQJ 
2 I/O ERROR 
3 INCOMPLET£ I/O 
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The POSITION communicate allows the ~ser to change the physical 
and logical position on a file. It is us~d with serial files 
c~lr• of course. The file may be assi9ned to. disk• tape or to a 
printer. The communicate is iqnorec if the file is assigned to 
any other device. 

Positioning a printer file will te discussed first. If the 
POSI110N communicate is directed to ~ printer fjle• CT.1 will 
contain either a channel numter which will ccrrespond to a punch 
in a carriaqe control taper or a nuaber which will specify the 
nu~ber of lines tte printer sho~ld be spaced. If bit 10 in 
CT.ADVERB is onr CT.1 will be assu1EC to ccntain the channel 
number. If the bit is off• CT.1 will be assumed to contain the 
number of lines. 

The Position routine will always space the printer the number of 
lines recuested. Cue to the design of the 81000 Printer 
Contrcls• it spaces t~e printer two lines p~r descriptor and• it 
the number of lines requested was an odd numterr issues a space. 
~perator for cne line to complete thE operation. If a channel 
twelve punch in the carria9e control tape is reported anytime 
durin9 the spacing• End-of-page is reported to the progra~ when 
the cperation is complete. It is therefore possible• though 
highly inefficient• to cause several ~ages of paper to be passed 
through the printer with one POSITICN communicate. End-of-page 
is always reported to the user. if it was reported to the ~CP. 
regardless of whether of ~ot he has includec code to handle the 
situation. Frograms are not automatically discontinued if there 
is no such code. 

If Cl.1 contains a channel number• and lf the channel number is 
less than twel~e. the routine constructs and sends an I/O 
descriptor tc cause the printer tc space to the requested 
channel. If the channel number if CT.I is twelve or greater• a 
messa9e is printed on the SPO and the communicate is ignored. 

With '~o•~ resirictjon~~ disk files way be positioned forward or 
b ~ c ~ ~ a f d' s s p e ci {i t r: u m be r 0 f r e c 0 r d s (J r t h e y m a y be p 0 s i t j 0 n e d 
to a s~ecific ~~cord hur.b~r within the file or they may be 
p~sitioned to the end of the file. The file 1ay be opened for 
input or for output but it may not tE opened for both· 

Randol disk files and files with variable length records may not 
be positioned at all. Attempting tc co so will result in the HCP 
automatically discontinuin3 the progra1 • 

Input 4isk files •ay be positiored to the erd of the file• but 
may net be positioned beyond. Atte1pting to co so will re~ult in 
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the file being positioned to the ere of the file. Output disk 
files may be positioned oeyond the ere-of-file pointer but lllay 
net te positionea teyond the declared physical bounds ot the 
file. The "declared physical bounds~ of a file are the number of 
records per area declared times tt>e number of are.ls in the file 
aeclaration. 

Files may not be positioned to e negative record numher. 
Atten~ting to do sc will result in the file being positioned to 
the tirst record in the file automatically. 

In all cases ll'entioned 3bove .. the first bit ir the adverb must be 
set. Attempting to position a cisk file to or beyond the 
end-cf-file pointer or to the first record in the file or a orior 
recorc ~ill result in the MCP autcroatically discontinuing the 
program if the Report and Return EDF bit is not set. This is 
applicable regardless of whether the file is ooened for input or 
output purposes. 

files assig"ed to tape may also te positioned forward and 
backward, provided the fil~ does rot contain variable-lergth 
records. Attempting to oosition suet a file will result in the 
progra[ being discontinued by the MCf. Also .. tape files will be 
positioned to tte first record ir a file or to the 
end-cf-the-file, provided the first tit in the adverb is set• in 
the same manner as disk filas. 

In order to furction properly• the ~CP maintains a record count 
tor ~ll tape files on a "per reel" basis. When the Position 
routire receives the communicate, it first computes the record 
number desired by the prograw. If the record count desired 
exceecs the current record count• the tape is positioned in the 
forward direction to the desired reccrd. 

The reccrd count tor 2ny reel of tape is set to zero when the 
tile is opened. rhjs is applicable regardless of the ·type of 
Close previously pertorroed on the file, if there was a prior 
Close. ~ence,. when a tape reel is opened in the reverse 
direction, Record One is actually the last physical record on the 
tape. lhe "forward" direction is therefore define<l to be the 
direction that the tape is currently being passed. Mhen a file 
i~ opened reverse, a "Backspace~ operation kill cause it to move 
towarc the physical era of the reel. 

Tape files may not be positioned tc the ere of the file if the 
file is openeo output or if it is cpered reverse or if it is not 
an A~SII-labeled tape. When a Position to end-of-file occurs, 
the record count field maintained by the ~CP will be lost• since 
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the 1/0 operator addrP.ssed to the Lrit will be a "Space to Tape 
Harkn. The record count field must therefore be recovered from 
the ending label and ANSII labels are the only labels which 
guarartee that a record court field is present. 

lhe BICOO tape subsystem is capable of spacing tape one physical 
record per I/C operation er to a tape ~ark. It is not capable of 
spacirg tor a specifieo numb~r of physical blccks with one l/O 
descriptor. ~ence, spacing to a specific record occurs one block 
at a time. Irrecoverable I/O errors encountered on any of the 
blocks will result in the prcgram•s being automatically 
disccrtir.ued ty the ~CP if the seccrc tit ir the adverb is not 
set. It the second bit is set• the I/C error will be reported to 
the program and the position communicate will te terminated. At 
this ~cint• t~e recor~ count field n~intained by the MCP will not 
be reliable. 

If a tape mark is erccuntered while the MCP is spacing the tape 
to a specific record• End-of-File will be reported to the program 
if the first tit in tre adverb is set. The program will ~e 
automatically discontinued if it is rot. 

CT.~ERB 

Cl.GBJECT 
CT.POV£RB 

CT.1 
CT.2 

11 
FILE.NUMBER 
BIT 
0-10 
11 O=READ 

l=WRITf 
RECEIVING FIELO 8If Lf~GTH 
RECEIVING FIELD 8ASE RElATIVE BIT ADDRESS 

The PCCESS.FPB Communicate allows the user access to any of his 
file Paraweter Blocks. lhe working ccpy orly of the FPB ~ay he 
accessed by t~is communicate. The FfB is reac directly from disk 
into the user's run structure. The address and size passed in 
th~ ~om~unicate must lie wholly kithin the run structure. The 
prog~~· 'tlt be automatically discontinued by the MCP if this 
rule is violated. 

Information is not formatted by the ~CP. If the FPB definition 
'" the HCP is changed for any release cf th~ software• it is the 
user's resporsibility to make corresponding changes in his 
program • 

The ccmauni~ate operation is ignored if CT.CBJECT specifies a 
file which is non-existent or if the user attempts to read less 
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Chan~es made to the FPB whjle the tile is cpen ~ill not be 
effective until the file is opened ;gain. Due to the fact that 
the Close procedures use fields ir t~e FPA, changing a File 
Para•eter Block while a file is oper ~ay result in unpredictable 
errors and even system halts. 

CT."ERE 
CJ.CBJECT 
CT.PDVERB 

CT. 1 
CT.2 

12 
FILE.NU~BER 

err 
0-10 
11 FORMAT 

O=C'1ARACTER 
l=BINARY 

R(CflVING FIELD 311 LE~ClH 

n[C£IVI~G F!Etn 3ASE RELATIVE BIT ADDRESS 

The ACC£SS.fl8 communicate does not really access the entire f!9. 
It returns orly the End-of-File poirter and the type of hardware 

('\ device assigned to the file. It ret1;rns.these items in either 
I binary .or decimal format. The Eno-of-File pointer is twenty-four 

• 

bits er eight bytes. The hardware ty~e is six bits or two bytes 
respectively .. 

Programs ~ill te autowatically disccrtinued if the receiving file 
is not wholly contained within the program's run structure. An 
ACCE~S.FIB communicate for a file that is not open will be 
ignored. 

CT.VERB 
CT.CBJECT 

1 ~ 
0AS£ R£LAlIV£ BIT AODRES~ Of 76 BIT FIELD IN FORMAT Of : 
4 BITS 
24 BITS 
24 BITS 
24 BITS 

BEGINNING ADO~ESS 
ENDING AOORESS 
RELATIVE CIS~ ~ODRESS 

This communicate is issued by progra1s which are written in SDL 
and wtich include paged arrays only. The SOL Compiler generates 
code hhich manaqes the paged array s~ace and this communicate is 
the means whereby it transfers infor12tion in the paged arrays to 
and fro111 disk. 
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e The area described by the fields listec above must lie wholly 

0 

withir the procram•s run structure. Viol~tion of this rut~ will 
restilt in the ;u~omatic disco~tinuation o~ the program. 

fhe rElative disk address passed must Ue within the disk overlay 
area allocated tc the prograir.. This has been discussed 
previcusly under program BOJ facilities. 

Due tc hardware limitations, the overlay .area can be no s•aller 
than S6 bits. 

This co•municate is ~ot used by COBCL, RPG or any other program 
written in a source language other t~ar. SOL. 

This com•unicate uses the progra1's cverlay descriptor in the Run 
Structure Nucleus. Ille program is i:taced in the WAIT.Q until the 
l/O operation initiated by the procecure goes to complet•on. At 
that time• control is returned tc tte progra• ~hrough the nor•al 
pr.ocessor queues. 

A~!;.f~~ !U~JS E.lL.f .tii:.!!lE.B !~f!!J 

CT.VERB 
CT.OBJECT 

<;T.ADVERB 

14 
EASE RELATIVE ADDRESS CF 
PACK.JD CAT MfID CAT FJD 
BIT 

30 CHARACTER FILE IDENTIFIER : 

o-s 
6 
7 
e-9 
10-11 

OVERRIDE USERCOOE NAMING CO~VENTION AND SECURITY 
REPORT SECURITY VIOLATION 

O=WRITE 
l=READ 
2=R£AD & FORMAT IN BINARY 
l=REAO & FOR~~T IN CHARACTERS 

c1.1 RECEIVING FIELD a11 LE~GTH 
CJ.2 RECEIVING FIELD BASE REl~TIVE BIT ADDRESS 
REl~STAJE.HSG.PlR VALUES· 

Q COMMUNICATE COMPLETE 
1 FILE NCT PRESE~T CR SEtURITY VIOLATION ANO 

CT.AOVER9 Btl 1=0 . 
2 SECURITY VIOLATIO~ AND CT.ADVERB BIT 7=1 

This communicate allows the user access tc disk file headers 
c~~tained in the sy•tem•s disk cirec~ory. The recei~ing or 
sendirg file described by CT.1 and CT.2 eust lie within the 
progra•'s ru~ structure. If it dces n-0t~ the program will be 
a4toaatically discontinued by the· HCP. 'The field in the run 
st~ucture which speiifies the file identifier must be exactly 
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thirty characters in length and rust confotm to the fixed format 
described in the Communicate layout ibcv~. 

This co~1unicate has four variations ss defined hy CT.AOVERB. !f 
CT.AC~ERB contains a zero or a one, the serding or receiving 
field is assur.ed to correspond exactly to, the current defi ni ti on 
of· a cisk file header. The "curre'1t" defiflition means the 
definition used ir the actual ~CP that is handling the 
communicate operator, and not t~e d•finition used in any 
subsecuent HCP. 

If Cl.ADVERB is set to zero, certain fields are •oved fro• the 
progrsm•s run structure to the actual disk file header and 
written to the disk directory. Only selected fields may he 
written; those not selected are igrcred. 

If Cl~AOVERB is a one, information is moved directly from the 
fil• header .to the rece1v1ng fielo spec.fied. The move is 
lef~-justified witn z~ro fill. The e~tire file h•ader may be 
read in this manner. 

e lf CJ.ADVERB is a two or a three, the fields listed in the table 
below only are moved to the program's run structure. The 
fcrmattec! move also occurs left-justified with no filli'ng. If 
the receiving field is not suffici~ntly long, the •ove is merely 
t~uncated from the right. 

fIEUl NAME 

OP:EN. lYP E 
NO.USERS (Number of Users) 
tHCORC.SllE 
RECORCS.PER.BLOCK 
EOF.PCINTER 
SEGMENTS.PER.Afl£A 
USERS.OPEN.OUTPUT 
FILtittYPt 
PERMA~ENl 
st.octt~.PER.AREA 
A~tAS.RQST CReQuested> 
AftEA.COU~TER 
iAVE,:.FACTOR 
CREATION.OAT£ 
ACC£S~.OATE Clastl 
REC.SIZE 
MPF CMultt~Pack filel 
PROTECTION 
PROTECTION .• IO 

LENGTH 
CB!TS> 

24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24. 

1 
2 
2 

LENGTH 
CCHARACT£RS> 

1 
2 
4 
4 
8 
s 
1 
2 
1 
6 
3 
3 
3 
5 
5 
5 
1 
1 
1 
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If the file is not present in the disk directory, the orogram is 
notified by irserting a one in the RS.REINSTATE.MSG.PTR. In 
either case, control i~ returnee to the program through the 
nor1al processor queue mechanism. 

CT.\IER0 
CT.CBJECT 
CT • .eOVERB 

CT.1 
CT .. 2 
CT .. 3 
Cl.4 
Cl.5 
Cl.E 

15 
INVOKE f\UMBER 8. PATH tll!otBER .. or HIE PATH-NAME 
BIT 
c 
1 
2 

4 

RETURN LIST HEADS CREORG CNLYJ 
RETURN LOGICAL AOCRESS C~EORG ONLY> 
OM.STATUS FOR~Al 
O=BINARY 
1=4-dIT OECIM~L 
ON EXCEPTION 

5 MODIFY 
E-10 SELECTION EXPRESSION 

0 NEXT 
1 PRIOR 
2 FIRST 
3 l AST 
4 NEXT AT 
5 CURRENT 
6 AT 

11 DATA SET SELECTIUN EXPRESSION 
DM.STAl~S REGISTER BIT LENGTH 
OM.STATUS REGISTER BASE RELATIVE Ell ADDRESS 
CAlASET RECORD WORK AREA BIT LENGTH 
DATASET RECORD WORK A~EA BASE RELATIVE BIT ADDRESS 
5£A~CH KEY CCAT or COMPONENT NA~ESJ BASE RELATIVE BIT AOR. 
INVOKE N~HBER & PAIH ~LMEER Of [ATASET-NA~E 

Refer to P.S. 2212 5470. 

Cl.VERE 
CJ .. CBJECT 

Cl.~OVERB 

16 
INVOKE NU~BER & PATH ~l~BER 

CSUBSET IF INSERll 
BIT 
c 
1 

I~SERT 

2 OM.STATUS FORMAT 
O=BINARY 
1=4-BIT DECIMAL 

l ON. EXCEPTitlN 
4 BEGIN IHANSACTIC~ CNOT INSERT) 
5 INCLUDES.LIST.HEADS CREORG ONLY> 
E ENO TRANSACTION <~OT INSERT) 
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7 NO AUDIT CBEGIN CR END TRANSACTION ONLY> 
f SYNC CEND TRANSACTION -ONLY> 
9 
10 STORE INDEXES O~LY CREORG ONLY) 
11 PSfUDC CREATE CRECRG ONLYl 

CT.1 OM.STATUS REGISTER BIT LENGTH 
CT.2 CM.STATUS HEGISTER BASE RELATIVE e1r ADDRESS 
CT.~ DATASET RECORO WORK AREA BIT LENGTH CNOT INSERT> 

INVOKE N~H8ER & PAT~ ~L~BER Of DATASET CINSERT> 
CT.~ DATASEl RECORD WORK AREA BASE RELATIVE BIT AD..ORESS 

CNOT INSE.RT> 

Refer to p.s. 2212 ~470. 

!UJ..El! !JH:~l 

CT."ERB 
CT.CBJECT 

CT.ADVEf?fj 

17 
INVOKE NL~BER & PATH 
CSUBSET If REMOVE) 
BIT 
0 
1 

. REMOVE 

Nl fo18ER 

2 D~.STATUS fORf'AT 
Q:;:BINARY 

3 
4-11 

1=4-BIT DECIMAL 
ON EXCEPTIOllJ 

OM.STATUS REGISTER BIT LENGTH CT.I 
CT.2 
CT.? 

CT.~ 

DM.SfATUS REGISTER BASE RELATIVE BIT ADDRESS 
DATASET RECORD WORK AREA 811 LENGTH CNOT REMOVE> 
INVOKE NUMBER & PATH ~tfolBER OF DATASET CREHOfE> 
DATASET RECOR~ WORK AREA BASE RELATIVE BIT ADDRESS 

Refer to P.S. 2212 5470. 

&BIJJILEf,E!AJI !Q~J 

ct.~[~~ 1a 
Ct.CBJECT INVOKE NUMBER & PATH tilfo/BER 
CT.ADVERB BIT 

0 
l 
2 

3 
4-11 

IUCREATE 
D~.Sf ATUS FOR~AT 
O=BINARY 
1=4-BIT DECIMAL 
ON EXCEPTION 

OH.STATUS REGISTER BIT LENGTH 

CNOT INSERT> 

cr.1 
CT.2 OM.STATUS REGISTER BASE REL>TIYt BIT ADDRESS . 
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DATASET RECORD WORK AREA BIT LE~GTH 
DATASET RECORD WORK AREA EASE RELATIVE BIT ADDRESS 

Refer to P.s. 2212 5470. 

CT.VERE 19 
CT.C8JECT f!L£.NU~8£R 
CT.ADVERB eIT 

0-7 NUT US£0 
E-11 0 = READ FORWARD 

1 = REllD REVERSE 
4 = WRllE 

REI~STATE.MSG.PTR VALUES 
0 GOCD SWITCH 
1 fllE NOT OPEN 
2 WRCNG DIRECTION D~ NOT A TAPE FILE 
3 END Of f ILE 

This cperator has added to facilitate the implementation of the 
Tape Sort feature. It has found use in other applications since 
that ti•e· Essentially• it merely changes the direction of a 
tape file without time-consuming Close and Open invocation. 

There is no way that this communic~te can cause discontinuation 
of a ~rogram. All errors are merely reported to the program. 
the file say te changed fro~ input tc output• provided it is not 
being read in the reverse direction. Direction may be changed on 
the same communicate which chan1es the 1/0 mode. In other words1 
a file may be changed from input ~rd reverse to output and 
forward with one communicate. 

Buffers are 1illed by the MCP as a furction cf this communicate. 
No fields in the FIB are changed, however~ ConseQuentlY• use of 
this communicate is not practical on tlocked files. 

This co1•unicate will not function if one of the file's buffers 
has already encountered the physical end of the file. 

11B!l!Jif I~JDf BYHl 

CT.'\IERB 20 

This Communicate calls the Terminate Procedure 
l er• i r a te P r o c e du r e i s a l s c c a l l e c w h e r · a 

directly... The 
program is being 
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dts·ccr·tinued. There is very little difference between a normal 
ter•trate procedure, where the routine is called via a 
Co11•uricate and an abnor•al one' where the· procedure is cal led by 
the HCP to discontinue a program. 

Programs may not be ~er•inated if t~ey ar~ using a reader-sorter 
and .the device is op·erating. In this· case• the ter•inate 
rountine wilt wait until the flow is st~pped on the sorter and 
then proceed with the termination. ltiis :is c1ue to the fact that 
High-Priority Interrupts from the scrter can only be handled in 
code written exclusively for that purpose.. At any rate, all of 
this will be transpare"t to the user ard the program will be 
ter•i~ated, though not necessarily at the ti•e the Terminate 

1P r o c e d u re i s f i r s t i n v o k e d • 

A si1ilar situation exists if the proqra• has Data Mana9ement 
o~~rations in process. l/O Co•plete on such an operati~n can 
onlj be handled by Data Manage•ent ~ode• and the Ter•inate 
Procecure will be forced to ~ait fer completion of any such 
operations. 

the ler•inate Procedure •ay also have.to wait for Roll-in and 
Roll-Cut operatio"s to be co1oleted. lhe program must be present 
in ie1ory before it can be ter•inatec. 

As •entioned previously, all of the conditions listed to this 
point are transparent to the user. lhe Terminate Procedure has 
its own mechanisms for waiting for such events to be complete. 
~o action is required on the part cf the user~ 

The Queue of keyboard messages entered via the Accept response 
will be purged of any 111essa9es iriterded for this program at this 
point. Refer to the Software Operationa~ G~ide explanation of 
the ·-x· message for details on this queue. · · 

At this point• the Ter•inate Proced~re will wait for any code or 
data overlays which may be in process to go to co~pletion. The 
Ter•iTate Pr~cedure, if it must wait to~ such an event, yields 
control to the outer loop of the ~CP. The Procedure will be 
continued when the I/O goes to completion. 

Any I/O operation which was initi~ted by the program and which 
did n~t use tte normal File I/O mecta~ism will be halted and 
d•ljn~ed fro• the channel chain at t~is p~int. Exa•ples of such 
operations are dis' 1/0 initiat~d by the Disk Initialization 
utilities and all Data Co11111unications I/O. operations. Te111porary 
disk storage obtained by the ~CP to e~ecute the program is 
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The lerminate Procedure next proceeds tc close all the files 
whi~h are associated with the progra• an~ which are not yet 
closed. A file which is closed by a user with no bits ~et in the 
Close Adverb er with the NO REWIND tit set. in the adverb is not 
considered closed by the MCP. The Lrit• in these cases• remains 
assisned to the program• even though there can be no I/O in 
process for tte file. The unit must be returned to the list of 
available resources when the program termirates. Files are 
always Clos~d with Release by the Terminate Procedure. except 
when the file is assi~ned to disk anc FPB.LOC~ is set. 

Th~ Terminate Procedure next performs those functions associated 
with 1emory assigned to the progra11. lhe code segment dictionary 
user count is decremented. If it beco1es zero• memory o~curpies 
b~ the co~e segments and the seg~ert dfctio~ary is returned to 
the a~ailable mem-0ry list. Similarly• the user count for the 
Interpreter used by the program is decremented. If it b~comes 
zero1 memory occupied by the interprEter and its segments is also 
retur~ed. If the interpreter was ~artially or totally resident 
fn M-t'emory. it is removed. This ray result in a change in the 
mode of H-Memory 1ana9e•ent. If sci it is performed at this 
point. 

Siailar functions are performed on ary Intrinsic Code the program 
may have been using. The user cou~t for the Intrinsic file and 
for th~ Code file itself are decremerted anc stored in the disk 
file header in the disk directory. 

If t~e Log option is set• the log is upd~ted at thi~ point. In 
addition .to the type -0f termination• a coont of code overlays, a 
count of data cverlays• the current time~ and date and the a~ount 
of prccessor time used by the prcgra1 are. stored in the Log. 

The program•s overlay descriptor is removed from the disk chain• 
a SPO message is printed if the EOJ cptjon is set• and if this 
progra1 was executed by another using the PROGRAM.CALL 
co••unicate, the calling progra• is •arked ready to run. Hem~ry 
occupied by the progra•'s run structure is returned to the 
available pool. The number of j~ts running is decremented. A 
bit is set which will cause th~ next execution of the OUTER.LOOP 
to check the active job schedule. 

If ary programs are in the Waiting sche~ule and are waiting for 
the succe5sful termination of this program• they are moved to the 
Active schedule, provided this is a rormal ter•ination. If this 
progra• was a •coapite and Go" or a •com~ile and Save"• the code 
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file generatec is placed in the acti\e schedule. 

f.B~.E jJHU 

CT.\IERB 
CT.OBJECT 
CT."ovurn 

21 
INVOK£ 
BIT 
0-1 
2 

3 
4-11 

NUMBER & PATH ~LMSER 

OM.STATUS FOR~AT 
O=BtNARY 
1=4-BIT DECIMAL 
ON EXCEPTION 

OM.STATUS REGISTER BIT lENGlH c r .1 
CT.2 OM.STATUS REGISTER BASE RELATIVE 0IT ADDRESS 

Refer to P.s. 2212 5470. 

lll:l!L.t ~1 f L.!Hl 

CT.\IERB 
CT.CBJECT 
CT.'1DVERB 

22 
BASE 
BIT 

RELATIVE BIT AOO~ESS OF WHERE TO PUT THE RESULT 

c 
1-2 

5 
6-7 

10 
11 

l=DATE REQUESTl:D 
FORMAT 
0 YY/000 CJULI#Nl 
1 MM/DD/YY 
2 YY/t-fM/OD 
3 DD/HH/YY 
REPRESENT AT.ION 
0 8Ifll ARY 
1 4-BIT DECIMAL 
2 a-BIT DECIMAL 
l=TIHE REQUESTED 
FORMAT 
0 COUNTER 
1 HH:MM:ss.s (24-HOUR CLOCK) 
2 HH:MH:ss.s TT Ct2-HOUR CLOCK, 
REPRESENTATIO~ 
0 BINARY 
1 1t•BIT DECIMAL 
2 a-BIT DECIMAL 
l=TOOAYS.NA~E RE,UESTEO 

TT=AH/PHi 

NOTE : TODAYS.NAME RETURNS 9 CH"RACTERS LEFT JUSTIFIEO 

FOR~AT BINARY 4-EIT DECIMAL 8-BIT DECIMAL 
.•..........•...............••......•.....•........•...•.. 
YYICDO CJULIAN) 7+9=16 8+12=20 16+24=40 
HH/CD/YY 4+5+7=16 a+e+8=24 16+16+1&=48 
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1£>•16+16=48 
16+16+16=48-
48 

YY/HH/00 
DD/f'H/YY 
COUNTER 
HH:fo'M:ss.s 
HH:ft'H:ss.s 11 
TODJYS.NAME 

7+'4+5=16 
5+4+7=16 
20 
5+E+6+4=21 
4+ 6+6+ 4+ 16= .16 

a+e+a+4=28 
d+f+f+4+16=1t4 

16+16+16+8=56 
16+16+16+6+16=72 

J.t!11!1J.1ZI.B JL.Cl 

CT.\IERB 
CJ.CBJECT 

23 
EASE RELATIVE AOORESS Cf 

6 BYfE UNIT HNEMCNIC 
OR 
I/O DESCRIPTOR 

C1.,DV£RB VALUE 
0 ASSIGN UNIT TO T~IS PROGRA~ 

1 RELEASE UNIT 
2 INVALID 

12 (9 CHAR~ LEFT JUST.> 

J LINK IN THE I/O CESCR~PTOR ANO INITIATE 
It !~VALID 

REI~STATE.MSG.PTR VALUES 
IF CT.AOVERB=O THEN 
PORT, C~ANNEL AND UN!l CF DEVICE REQUESTED 

PORT BIT C3> 
.CHANNEL EIT C4l 
f Ill ER BI f C 1 > 
UNIT BIT Cit> 

"LL OTl-fER CASES 
C GOOD CO~MUNIC~lE 
1 DISPATCH TO I~V~LID PORT OR CHANNEL 

This co•municate is intended for in-plant use only. Anyone 
outsice of ~anta Barbara Plant who ~tterpts t-0 use this 
commuricate does so at his -0wn risk. The co•municate format and 
function may be changed from time to time. ho notice of such 
change will te supplied to any user prior tc the change. Such 
infor•ation will be available on recuest. 

Released HCP•s will not allow a Write descriptor to be initiatea 
on system disk. Attempting to do so will result in the program's 
being DS-ed. 

The ~CP does not assure that the A a~d B addresses in the I/O 
Descriptor are bounded by the progran•s Base/Limit re~isters. It 
is th~ ~rogrammer•s resparsibility tc co this. Failure to do so 
will result ifl uniaertifiable syste• halts. 

To use this communicate, the pro,ra•~er should first issue it 
with CT.~DVERB set to zero and c1~0BJECT pointing to a 
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~ix-character unit mnemonic. If the · reauested unit is not 
available for any reason, the callin~ progra• will be DS-ed. If 
the ~nit is available• it w;Ll be assigned to the catting 
program. It is possible to read any unit ~ithout requesting that 
the.urit be assigned to you. 

After the unit is assigned to the prcgra•• the communicate 1ray be 
issued with Cl.AOVERB set to two or three. The HCP copies the 
1/0 Cescriptor outside the base-liwit bef~re it links into the 
chain. When the I/O completes• the IO.ACTUAL.ENO and IO.RESULT 
are mewed back into the base-li~it area. When the I/O operation 
is cotpleted, the I/O descriptor is removed fro~ the associated 
ihannel chain. In order to ~gain execute the I/O, the progra~ 
must issue another co~monicate with CT.ADVERB set to two or 
three. 

The program should issue the commuricate with CT.ADVERB set to 
one before it goes ~o end-of-job. 

It shculd be emphasizea that th;s cc1•unicate was added to the 
KCP for purposes of on-Line pack initialization only and is 
intended for use only by that progra•• in the form supplied by 
Santa . Barbara Plant. Requests for maintenance or support from 
any othei source witl be ignored. 

24 
LENGTH Of TIME IN lOTH! OF A SECOND 

CT.\IER8 
CT.CBJECT 

flNClION PROGRAM IS PUT TO SLEEP FOR SPECIFIED LENGTH Of TIME 

l.lf 

CT.VERB 25 
CT.CBJECT 
CT•-OVERB 
CT.1 MESSAGE AREA 0IT LE~GlH 
CT.2 MESSAGE AREA BASE RELATIVE Bil ~ODRESS 
REl~STATE.H~G.PlR VALUES. 

C NO ERRORS IN ZIP 1E~T 
1 ZIPPED INVALID CO~lROL CARO 

This co•municate provides a means fer pro~rams to 
cards and keyboard messages to the ~CP. 
rest~ictions en the messages which say be passed. 

pass 
There 

No 
are returned to the program by this procedur~J 
i~for•ation returned is an indicaticn of whether 
syntax of the control instruction was val.id• 

or 

control 
are no 

messages 
the only 
not the 
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Any ~rogra• placed in the schedLle as a result of a control 
message received from a ZIP Ccmmunicate will execute 
asynctronously with and indenencertly of the program which 
executed the 2JP, unl~ss programmatic means fer synchronizing the 
two ~rograms are provided ir the ~rc~rams. 

If the control instructions passeo via the ZIP communicate are 
invalidr a message is printed on the SPO to inform the system 
operator of the occurrence. This is necessaryr since invalid 
control instructions can result ir inccrrect operational 
behavior. 

CT.VERB 
CT.CBJECT 
CT.,DVERB 

26 

EIT 
0 
1-11 

RETURN If NO ~ES5AGE 

CT.J ~ESSAGE AREA BIT LENGlfi 
CT.2 ~[SSAGE AREA 9AS£ RELATIVE RIT ADDRESS 
REINSTAT£.M~G.PTR VALUES 

0 MESSAGE or 
~ffffff~ NO MESSAGE 
ANY OTHER VAt~E LENGTH 

LENGTH ZERO 
PRES£h1 
or ~ESSAGE IN BITS 

This conmunicate was provided as a means of implementing the 
COBOL ACCEPT verb. Its use is not restricted to programs writt~n 
tn a ~articular Language; it may be used by any program. 

The receiving field must lie withir the bourds of the program's 
run structure. The program will be forced to wait for an 
operator resporse if bit one in the adverb is a zero and if there 
is no message in the Accept Queue for the program. Control is 
returred to the program through the rormal ~rccessor queues when 
a response from the operator is received. 

Messages are moved to the receiving field left-justified with 
blank fill. 

CT.VERB 
CJ.CBJECT 
CT.JCVERB 

27 

EIT 
0-10 
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CT.I 
CT.2 

11 O=CRUNCH BLANKS CUT Of MESSAGE 
l=PRINT HESSAEE AS IS 

~ESSAGE AREA BIT LENGTH . . 
~ESSAGE AREA BASE REL-TIVE BIT iOORESS 

This communicate was provided as a means of implem~nting the 
COBOL DISPLAY verb. like ACCEPT• it may be vsed by any program. 
It serves •erely to print the messa~e descrited by CT.1 and CT.2 
on the SPC. 

If bit eleven i.n the adverb is set, the HCP will reformat the 
entire •essage such that non-bla~k fields in the •essage are 
separated by no more than one tlank~ This is merely a 
converience 1cr the user proqram1er which 1ay be used wheh the 
spacirg of tte words in the 1essa9e upo" the SPO is "ot 
important. 

CT.VEflB 28 

This communicate is not implewented. 
and control is return~d to the user • 

It received, it is ignored 

Cf .,,ERB 
CT.OBJECT 
Cl.-DVERB 

CT.1 
CT.2 
CT.3 
CT.4 
CT.6 
CT.7 

Cl.8 

29 
BASf RELATIVE ADDRESS ~F SORT INFORMATION TABLE 
BIT C12> 
1 - SORT.RESTART 
2 - SURT.OUPCHECK 
3 - SCRT.Wl.PID 
4 - SORT.W2.PIO 
5-12 FILLER 
BASE RELATIVE BIT ADDRESS Of SORT KEY TABLE 
INPUT FILE.NUMBER OR ACOR OF MERGE.INPUT.TABLE IF MERGE 
OUTPUT FILE.NUMBER 
TRANSLATE FILE.NUMBER CR NOT 0 
DATA.ADDRESS COELETE.~EY.TABLEl 
If CSORT.Wt.PIO := Wt.PID.FLAGl THEN 

DATA.AOORESS CWl.PICl ELSE 0 
If CSORT.W2.PID := h2.f IO.FLAGl THEN 

CATA.-OORESS CW2.PICl ELSE 0 

This communicate provides a means for the user program to call 
the Sert Intrinsic. for details c~ the implenentationP refer to 
the proper Sort or Merge Product Specification. 
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.CT.VERB 
CT.CBJECT 

30 
TRACE fl AGS 

This com•uni~ate is used by all interpreters which include Trace 
capabilities. Its use ·is ·not restricted to SOL only. The 
com•unicate is merely a means of turring the Trace on and off. 
The print line is pass~d via a type 61 interrupt from the 
inters:reter. The co<le invoked by t~is interr.upt is· little 11ore 
than a call on the SOL Read/Write Prccedur~ in the HCP. 

CT.VERB 
CT.OBJECT 
CT.ADVERB 

ct.1 
ti~2 
tf.3 

31 
f ILE.NUMBER 
BIT 
0-2 

3-6 

OP.CODE 
0 = READ 
1 = WRITE 
2 = SPACE 
3 = REWIND 
4 = TEST 

OP.CODE.VARIANT 
3 = REV8RSE CREAD• SPACE>• ERASE CWRITE),· 

TEST.WAIT.READY.hOl.REWIND CTEST> 
4 = ONE.RECORD CSPACE1• TAPE.MARK tWRITE>• 

5 
6 

7-8 
9-11 

9 
10 
11 

~SER 
lSER 
~SER 

ext 
c 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
e 
9 

TEST.WAIT.NOT.~EADY CTESTl 
= ODD.PARITY CRE'D• SPACE• WRITE> 
= NOISE CREAD• SPACE> 
= N.OT USED 
SCHEOULING.VARI,~TS 

= FETCH.RESULT 
= DONT.WAIT 
= Rf.PORT ANO REl~RN ON IO ERROR 

TAPE B~FFER 9JT lE~hTH . . . .. 
tAPE B~FFER BA$E RELAf IVE. ADQR£SS .. ; 
ERROR MAS.K CIH 1 SE l IHPLIE s' u SER . WI Li HANDLE.' THE 

tbPRtSfON~l~G E~~ORl 

CMAY NOT USE> 
CMAY NOT USE> 
NOT READY 
PARITY CNOT ON TESi> 
ACCESS CNOT ON TtSTl 
TRANSMISSION CCN TEXT O~LY> 
ENO.OF.TAPE 
BEGINNING.Of.T,~E 
WRITE.LOCK.OUT 
END.OF.FILE CNOT ON TEST>• UNIT.PRESENT CON 

TEST) 
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11 
12-16 
17 
1€ 
19 
20 
21 
22 

REWINflING 
TIME.OUT CNOT C~ TESll 
(MAY NOT USE> 
SHORT.RECORD 
LIJNG.RECOf?D 
DROPOUT 
INITIATE.LATE 
CMAY NOT USE> 
TRANSMISSION.E~ROR.MEC 
TRA~SMISSION.EFROR.MTC 
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CT.4 EASE RELATIVE ADDRESS Of USER'S 48 BIT RESULT 
BIT 0-23 Of RESULT CONl#IN THE RESULT DESCRIPTOR 
e1r 24-47 OF RESULT CONTAIN THE ACTUAL LENGTH 

REINSlATE.MSG.PTR ~ALUES 
0 = RESULT RETURNED 
t = IO.ERROR 
2 = RESULT NOT AVAILABLE 

This communicate was added sc that the Emulators of 
secor.c-ger.eration hardware produced ty Santa Barbara Plant •ight 
be operated under control of the ~CP. It was necessary to add a 
new cc•mur.icate to do thisr since ~rcgrams written for these 
machires routinely manipulate magnetic tape in manners which 
violate the rules of the HCP's logical I/O mechanisms. T~e 
nor•al file mechanisms in the MCP, ~hich were promulgated upon 
the specifications of the COBOL languager are certainly 
ir.adecuate to allow all of the many tape operations which were 
common to second generation machines. 

Essentially• the procedure builds ar 1/0 descriptor according to 
the s~ecifications passed by the co11unicate format and initiates 
it. lhe Emulator program is not allcwed to execute until.the I/O 
operation goes to completion. The procedure is r~-entered at 
completion of the operation and the program is then allowed to 
contirue. 

~he ~rocedure first tests to see if the file is Open. If it is 
not, the Oper procedure is called directly from the co•municate 
and co~trot is returned to it when the open completes. At this 
point• the procedure continues provided the open was successful. 
lf it was not• the e•ulator program ~culd have been placed in one 
of the processor Queues and mar~ed waiting. In the latter case. 
the co~•unicate procedure merely returns control to the cuter 
loop cf the HCP. 

The procedur~ next performs minor editing on the files passed in 
the ~cmmunicate format. If tn~ operator reQuest involves a data 
transf~r. the buffer area described rust lie wholly within the 
bounds of the user's run st~~cture. Due to hardware 
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0 restrictions .. certair variarts arc combinations thereof are 
invalid for certain operation codes. The variants here are those 
passed in bits three through seven of the communicate adverb. 
Validity of the variants is checkE~ by the procedure. If the 
user has violated either the bounds check or the variant check .. 
the program is automatically discontirued by the ~CP. 

c 

• 

The procedure next constructs an IIO Descriptor which corresponds 
to thst requested by the user. The I/C Descriptor is outside the 
user's run structure. A full tape file FIB is allocated,. along 
with space for one I/O 1escriptor .. by the Open Procedure. This 
is dcne even though many of the fields in it are not used by the 
Emulator Tape Handler routines directly. Most of the fields are 
required ty the Close Procedure. 

The reQueste~ I/O operation is then 
marked waiting tor its completion. 
outer loop of the MCP at th;s 
service other users-

iritiated and the program is 
Control is returned to the 
pcint and the MCP is free to 

Whe~ the l/O operatior co"pletes~ the procedure is agajn invoked. 
It first moves the result descriptor received with the I/O 
concatenated with a twenty-four bit field which will specify the 
actual length of the operatior just co~~leteo. The length of the 
operation is specified in bits. Alsc .. prior to doing the move of 
the result descriptor• the procedure verifies that the receiving 
fielc is within the run structure of the program. If it is not, 
the program is automatically discontirued. 

If the exception bit is set in the result descriptor .. the 
procecure determires if the exceptior condition is one that the 
user has incluced code to handle hi1self. If it is, control is 
returned to the user through. the normal processor queue 
mecharism. If the user does not h1~e code tc correct the error 
himself,. the procedure calls the ~CP's I/C Error proce~ure 
directly. 1/0 Error will then retry a number of times and 
eventLally return control to the Emulator Tape Handler. If the 
error was irrecoverable, the progras is discontinued. Otherwise .. 
control is returned to the user. 

CT.VERB 32 

This communicate was added so ttat job strea•ing may be 
ter111irated at the discretion of the us<:!r. It functions exactly 
as the SlCP cc•municate does exce~t that inste~d of a standard 
End-of-Job message, it causes "COBCL ABNORMAL END" to be printed 
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on the SPO. ~lso• any programs that are in the Waitinq Schedute 
waitirg for this job to finish will not be roved to the active 
sche~~le by the abnormal termination. 

~.O.Bl !11.J 

CT." ERE! 
Cl.CBJECT 
CT.~DYERB 

CT.1 
CT.2 

33 
FILE.NUMBfR 
CLOSE TYPE 
END-Of-FILE POINTER 
RECORD SIZE 

lhis communicate serves to termin~te• in a norwal manner• the 
Sort and Merge Intrinsics and to return control to the calling 
program. for aetails on its operaticr, refer to the appropriate 
Sort er Merge ~roduct specificaticn. 

CT.VERB 
CT.CBJECJ 

35 
EIT 0 CHIGH ORDER SIT> 
O=THAW 
l=FREfZE 

Depan~ing upon the functions being perfor~ed by a user program, 
it ~ay not be p~rmissable for the ~CP to change the memory 
location of the program's run structure er to roll it out to 
disk. lhe most obvious exaw~le cf this is the Disk 
Initialization Utilities. which have actual I/O Descriptors 
withir their run structure. There are several other such cases. 

The field in the Run Structure Nucleus• RS.TEMPORARY.fREEZE, 
gives notice to the MCP's Rell Out procedures that this run 
structure may not te moved. This com1unicate provides a 
programmatic means of bumping anc decrementing that field. 

CT.VERB 
48 BITS 

36 
SOL DESCRIPTOR CWHERE lC PUT INFO) IN FORMAT : 
16 9 IT S=LENG TH 
24 BITS=AODRESS 
RETURNS COMPILE CARD I~FO IN FOLLOWING FORMAT : 
#CHARS I"'FO 

30 
02 
10 

·························-···········-· OBJECT NA"1E 
EXECUTE TYPE 
PAC~.NAME ar TtE RUNNINE PROGRAM 
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06 
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10 
10 
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20 
Cl 
04 
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INTERPRETER NAME or THE RU~NING PROGRAM 
I~TRINSIC ~A~E CFACK & FAMILY> 
PRlORITY 
SESSION 
JrJIJ NUM9ER 
151 & 2NO NAME~ Of RUNNING PROGRA~ 
CHARGE NU~BER 

FILLER 
DATE COMPILE[) 
FILLER 
USERCODE 
PASSWORD 
PARENT JOB NU~EER 

PARENT QUEUE ICENTIFIER 
LOG SPO 
SECONQS BEFORE OECAY 
PR IV ILE GED 

This communicate returns selected fields from the working copy of 
the Program P2rameter Block to the user's rur structure. The 
rece1v1ng field described by the SOL Descriptor must (ie wholly 
within the run structure. The orcsram will be automatically 
discontinued if it does not. The fields returned are presented 
in the fixed format shown in the table above. 

CT.VERE 37 
VALUE IS RETURNED I~ cc~~UNICATE MESSAGE POINTER AS 
SELF RELATIVE DESCRIPlCR 

This communicate returns the relative address of t~e dynamicr or 
overlayabler area in the run struct~re. It is intended for use 
by prcgrams written ir SOL only. 

CT.VERD 3B 
USED BY All LANGUAGESr INCLUDING SOL. 

Jhis co~•unic2te causes the program's run structure and other 
pertirent information to be dumped to disk and locked in the 
directory witt a unique name. The informatior may be processedr 
for~atted and printed later by a nor1al state program written for 
that s;urpose • 

Programs which are already in the process of terminatinq may not 
be d~aped. This is academic in t~is easer however~ since a 
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pr6gr1m which was terminatirg could rot issue the communicate. 
Programs which are rclled out to disk will be rolled back in and 
dumpecr via an operator's action• ~rovided sufficient mem-0ry is 
available. ~gainr if the progra• were ro·lted out to disk• it 
could not possibly have issued the co1municate. 

The a1ount of cisk which will be reouired to contain the dump 
file usually exceeds by a conside~able margin that required to 
contain just the Base/limit area of the pr~gra9. In addition to 
the run structurer the dump filE will also contain th~ file 
Oicticna~y, the FIB'~ and buffers, the Data Dictionary and all 
data segments, the code dictiorary and the code segments which 
are present in me•ory at the timer and other miscellaneous 
information. If sufficient disk is not available• a message will 
be printed on the SPO and a one will te returred to the program 
in RS.REINSTATE.MSG.PlR. fhe pro9ra1 kill. be allowed to continue 
processing. 

The fcrmat of a dump file is as follows: 

t. I "Pointer• record~ which is described be(o~. 

2. lhe progra•'s run structure and Run Structure Nucleus. 

3. lhe Data Dictionary. 

4. Every data segment in the dictionary. Segments which are 
rot in memory will be copiec to the dump file from their 
location on disk. 

5. lhe File Dictionary. 

6. Each FIB and its associated I/C Oescriptors and buffers. 
lhis includes all files that are open and those that are 
closed with no form of release. 

1. lhe workin9 copy of the Progra1 Parameter Block. 

a. lhe working copy of the initial scratchpad settings. 

9. lhe working copies of all File Parameter etocks. 

10. If the program is written in SOl1 the LAYOUT.TABLE. 

C-0ntrcl is returned to the progra~ thrcugh the normal processor 
queue aechanis•· Actually~ the pro~ra• is iarked ready ~o run 
after the scratchpad is ~opied. 

The tcr•at of the "Pointer• record is: 
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D l. HP f ILE • N UM B ER 
llHE.OF.OUMP 
MCP.OATE 
RELEASE.HCP 
llHll.REGISTER 
D-TA.OIC.PTR 
D-TA.SEGS.PTR 
FHl.CIC.PlR 
FIB.PTR 
PPB.PTH 
~ET.CONTROL.MACR-0 
MCP.AELEASE.LEVEL 
l#YOUT.TABLE.PTR 
l~YOUT.TABLE.SIZE 

'OlMP.SYSTEM.IC: 

39 

BITC24l 
8ITC361 
OilC161 
BITC4l 
BITC24l 
BITC24> 
BIH241 
9ITC24) 
BITC24J 
BITC2'4) 
BITC4l 
BITC16) 
8ITC24l 
BI TC 241 
BITC12l 
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% Julian Date plus Time 
l ~CP Ver$ion Oate 

% Relative Disk Address 
% Relative Disk Address 
% RElative Disk Address 
% Relativ• Dist Addre~s 
% Relative Disk Address 
% l if Data Communications Handler 

CT.VERB 
CT.CBJECT SESSION IS PUT INTO RS.REINSTATE.MSG.PTR 

JJ.&.sll111lA1.E.:1D 

CT.\IER8 
24 EITS 
24 BITS 
24 BITS 

It 0 
POR l 
CHANNEL 
EASE RELATIVE ADDRESS Of I/O DESCRIPTOR 

This co•municate provides the ca~ability of initiating 1/0 
descriptors on the data co~~unic~tions eQuipment which may be 
attached to a system. The I/O descriptor itself if constructed 
by the program, which ·is usually the Data C~mmunications Handler 
program generated ty the NOL Co1piler. This is not a 
requirement, however, and no test fer this condition is m~de by 
the cede in the MCP. The communicate operator may be used ~Y any 
program .whose source language cortairs the proper s~ntax. 

The program will be automatically discontinued by the HCP if the 
reQuested I/O control is not a data cc••upications control or. if 
the ccntrol is already in use by another progra•· Alsor if the 
•ddress of the I/O descriptor does rct li~ within ~he program's 
run structure or if the progra• attempts to initiate an 1/0 
deseriptor with th~ •high priority irterrupt request" bit set. 
the program will te automatically disccntinued • 

After the editing described above has been performed• the 
reouestea operation is initiated. Central is : returned to the 
Oser through the nor•al processor CLeue •echanism. The program 
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is not forcea to. wait for the ccrpletion of the operation 
initiated; control is returned immeciately after the initiation. 

CT.VERB 
CT.CBJECT 
OESC1. 
OESCZ 
QUEtE.PTR 

41. 
IND !CA TES 
Bil t-48 
BIT 49""96 
BIT 97-1C6 

FUNCTION 
MESSAGE AREA 1 
MESSAGE AREfl 2 
REMOTE FILE NUHSER CR STATION NUMBER 

J;j;jfijJ.f 

CT.CBJECT 
OE!iC1 
OESC2 

fliOTE: 

CT.CBJECT 
DESCl 
DESC2 
RMT.fl 

CT.CBJECT 
DESC1 
DESC2 
ST.~R 

CT.VERB 
DESC 

PIRAHETER 
MODE 

0 

1 

2 

11 
RESULT AREA 
DC.WRITE MESSAGE 
NUH8ER AT SUBSTRCOESC2,E,2> IS ~ESSAGE TYPE 
40=FINISH OPEN 
41=NOL/MACRO PRESENT 
42=ATTACH STATIONS TO ~E~OTE FILE 
43=CETACH STATIONS FRO~ REMOTE FILE 

12 
~ESSAGE HEADER 
MESSAGE 
REMOTE FILE TO WHICH lfiE MESSAGE IS OESTl~ED 

13 
MESSAGE HEADER 
t'ESSAGE 
STATION NUMBER 

42 
BIT 0-47 DESCRIPTOR TO P#RAMETER LIST. 

LIST LAYOUl 
BIT C 4 > 
SEl All PARAMETERS IN LIST EKCEPT USERCODE ANO 

PASSWORD. THESE MUSl BE SUPPLIED TO FIND 
CORRECT ENTRY • 

SET ALL PAR~HETERS IN LIST fXCEPT INDEX. INDEX 
MUST BE SUPPLIED TO FIND ENTRY. 

SET OVERRIDE. USERCOOE ANO PASSWORD MUST BE. 
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3 

" " .. 
6 
1 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

PRESE~T TO FINO ENTRY. 
SET OVERRIDE. INDEX MlSl 8£ SUPPLIED TO FIND ENTRY. 
ADD ENTRY. ALL FIELOS ~AVE JO Bf SUPPLIED. 
DELETE ENTRY. USERCOOE ANO PASSWORD MUST BE 

SVPPLIEO TO FINO £Nl~Y. 
INITIALIZE All OVERRICE BITS~ 
CHANGE RY USERCOOE. All ENTRIES FOR A GIVEN USER~ 

CODE CAN BE CHANGED ~ITH ONE COMMUNICATE. USER
CODE MUST BE PRESENT. PACK FIELD MUST NOT BE 
EQUAL TO ZENO TO CHA~GE IT~ CHARGE NUMBER MUST 
NOT EE EQUAL TO ZERO TC CHA~GE IT. PRIORITY MUSI 
NOT BE EQ~AL TO ZERO 10 CHANGE IT. 

DELETE All RECORDS FOP A GIVEN ~SERCODE. US[R
COOE MUST ~E PRESENT. 

SET ALL PARAMETERS IN LIST EXCEPT USERCOOE ANO 
PASSWORD. ONLY USERCODE HAS TO BE SUPPLIED 
BECAli·S[ SEARCH STOPS ON FIRST ENCOUNTER or 
GIVEN USERCOOE. 

CHANGE BY INDEX. INOE) MUST BE PRESENT. 
PRIORITY CAN BE CHANCED BY SETTING FIELO TO NON
ZERO. CHARGE CAN BE CHANGED BY SETTING CHARGE 
FIELD TO NON-ZERC. FASSWORD CAN BE CHANGED BY 
SETTING PASSWORO 10 kO~-ZERO. 

CLEAR PACK OVERRIDE FIELD FOR All OCCURRENCES OF 
THIS USERCODE. USERCOOE MUST BE SUPPLIED. 

CLEAR PACK OVERRIDE 811 FOR All OCCURRENCES OF 
THIS US£RCOO£. I~OE~ ~UST 8£ SUPPLIED. 

I~DEX BIT ClCl 
U~E~COOE CHARACTER ClQ) 

WHEN SET RY PROGRAM C~CCE = o. 2, 4, 5, /, 8, 9, lll• 
THE USERCOD£ HAY OR ~/IY NOT CONTAIN PARENTHESES. 
IF PARENS ARE NnT FCL~O, ONLY lHE FIRST EIGHT 
USED. 

hHEN SEl qy MCP C~OOE = 1) 
USERCCGE WILL ALWAYS CONTAIN PARENTHESES. 

PISSkORD CHARACT.ER CtO> 
PAC~ NAME CHARACTER ClOl 
CfARGE I BIT C24l 
PRIORITY err (4) 
P~IVILGD BIT Ct) 
C\IERRIDE EIT Cl) 
REINSTATE.MSG.PTR VALUE5 

CT.\IERE 
48 BITS 

Q NO ERRORS. 
1 ERROR ON INPUT: EIT•ER INDEX IS WRONG OR 

USERCOOE/PASSWORO I! NOT PRESENT. 
2 "CSYSTEMl/USERCOOE" FILE NOT IN "US" SLOT • 

44 
SOL DESCRIPTOR 
24 ~IT LENGTH Of TEXT 
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24 BIT BASE. HELATIVE ACD!1ESS OF TEXT 

T h i s co 1 mun i c a t e f u n c t i on s i n a II' a nn er s i 1 il a r t o t he l IP 
comm~nicate described previously• with one notable exception. 
The ~rogram which issues this cc1rmunicate is suspended• and 
removed from memory. until the pro9ra1 which is initiated by the 
commuricate goes to end-of-job. lhis communicate• then• provides 
a mears for ore program to call another and wait for its 
completion. Th~ text which is addressed by the forty-eight bits 
passed with the commuricate should te valid MCP Control Card 
syntax which causes the execution of a progra1. 

Unfortunately• no 1eans are prc~ided for passing oarameters 
between the t~o progri;lms .. involved. lhis can be done only via the 
file 1echanis1 of the MCP. The FILE Control Card• described in 
the Software Cperational Guide, dces provide some assistance in 
this area .. 

The text passed by the communicate nust lie within the program's 
run structure. The progra~ will be a~tomatically discontinued if 
it does not. No further editinq is ~erformed by the communicate. 
The p~ogram which issued the co~municate is not informed of the 
validity of the control syntax passec. 

CT.\IERB 
CJ.CEJECT 
CT .. ..tDVERB 

46 
EASE RELATIVE ADDRESS CF MESSAGE 
EIT 
Q l?LOAOEO O=D~MPEC 
1-11 

This com•unicate causes the thirty bytes begirning at the address 
specified by CT.OBJECT concatenated ~ith either the word "LOADED" 
or the word "CLMPED"• dependinq upor the setting of bit 1 of the 
adverb. to be displayed upon the SPG if and only if the LIB 
system option is set. Refer to tte Software Operational Guide 
fer details or the LIB option. All rcn-blank EBCOIC fields in 
the tessage ~ill be shifted to t~e left before printing until 
they are separated by no more than one EBCDIC blank. 

CT.VERB 
CT.CBJECT 
CT.~DVERB 

CT.1-ETC. 

47 
NUMBER Of EVENTS 
FIRST EVENT TO CHECK CCHECKEO IN CIRCULAR 

FASHION FROM THIS POINT). 
BIT ENCCDED EVENTS CNU~EER SPECiflEO BY CT.OBJECT 
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HAX=15) • 
0- 3 EVENT TYPE 
4- 7 EVENT PARAMt 
8-15 EVENT PARA~2 

16-24 EVENT PARAM3 
EVENT TYPES: 

0 - NULL - PARA~l•2•3 : NOT USED 
1 - SPO I~PUT PRESENT - PARAM\,2,3 : NOT USED 
2 - TIME - PARAMl•2•3 : CONCATENATED BIT 20 

FIELD CONTAI~ING THE LENGTH OF TIME TO 
WAIT IN lCT~S OF A SECOND 

3 - READ OK -PA~~~l: NOT US~D· PARAM2: 
FILE NUMBER• PARAM3: ~EM3ER NUMBER If FILE IS 
Q-fILE-fAMil't 

4 - WRITE OK - P~~~Ml•2r3: SAME AS READ OK 
5 - QUEUE ~RITE CCCURRED - PARAMl: NOT USED. 

PAHAH2: fllf NU~BER Of Q-fILE-fAMILY1 
PARAH3: NOT lSEO 

6 - OAlA COMM IO COMPLETE - PARAH1r2r3: NOT USED 
REl~STATE.MSG.PTR VALUES 

lERO RELATIVE INDEX TO THE ~OM~U~ICATE EVENT LIST ELEMENT 
k~ICH IS COMPLETE 

cl." ['10 
Cl.CBJE.CT 
Cl .. #DVERB 

CT .. 1 
CT.2 

flNCllON 

48 
FILE. ~Ut-48£R 
0 DECIMAL FORMAT RESULTS 

1..:11 

COBOL c•r1c 999") 
ELSE BINARY CB!l C24)} 

RESULT FIELD LENGTH 

If TRUE 

0ASE RELATIVE RESULT FIELD ADDRESS 
RETURN lHE COUNT Of TfiE MESSAGES CONTAINED 
IN lHE QU[UE-fllE SPECIFIED. IF THE OBJECT 
IS A QU£Uf-fILE-FAMlLY1 THE COU~T WILL BE 
RETURNED AS A lEfT-JUSllfIEO ARRAY Of 
24-SIT COUNTS• ONE FOR EACH MEMBE~ OF 
THE fA~lLY. 

CT. H.R8 50 

Reter to p.s. 2212 5470 • 

CT.VERB 
CT.CBJECT 

51 
FILE NUfwlBER 
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CT.J!DVERB 
CT.1 
CT.2 

CT.~ERB 
CT.CBJEXT 
CT.~CVERB 
CT.1 
CT .2 

COMMUNICATE LEVEL CMK 7.0 LEVEL=ll 
TOTAL ATTRIBUTES CMUST BE 1 IN 7.0) 
BASE .RELATIVE ADDRESS CF ATTRIBUTE LIST 

52 
FILE NUl-IBER 
COMMUNICATE LEVEL CMK 1.0 LEVEL=t> 
TOTAL ATTRIBUTES CMIJST BE 1 IN 7.0> 
BASE RELATIVE ADDRESS CF ATTRIBUTE LIST 

1~.C.E~~~~L!!§~.L~ 

CT.VERB 55 
CT.CBJECl 0 - CT.3 CONTAI~S ~N ABSOLUTE MEMORY ADDRESS 

1 -·HINTS. CT. 3 klll BE USED AS AN OFFSET 
INTO THE FIELD 

2 ~ RS.NUCLEUS. ~SE OF CT.ADVERB ANO CT.3 IS 
DESCRIBED BflfJll 

3 - IOAT. USE OF CT.ADVERB ANO CT.3 IS DES-
CRIBED BELO\ii 

4 - OCH.SCRATCH.HE~ 
5 - PACK.INFO TABLE 
E - SPO.SQ 

CJ.~DVERB SEE BELOW 
CT.l and CT.2 A SASE-RELATIVE SOL DESCRIPTCR WHICH SPECIFIES 

THE RECEIVING f!ELO I~ THE PROGRAM. THE FIRST 
EIGHT BITS Of Cl.l ~RE IGNOREC BY THE MCP 

CT.! SEE BELOW 

Since HINTS actually begins at absolute locati~n zero, there is 
no hinctional difference between reading an absolute memory 
location and reading ~INTS with an cffset. Both settings of 
CT.OBJEC1 are allowed to accomod~te possible future exparsion to 
the f~nction of accessing HINTS. 

When reading Run Structure Nuclei, ~ll nuclei are returned if 
CT.ADVERB is set to zero. The number of n~clei that are 
currently present in memory is returreo as a self-relative value 
in RS.REINSTATE.MSG.PlR •. All of the ruclei will be copied to the 
receiving field in the program in the order that they are ljnked 
i" Petory and uo to the limit cortaired in the size specification 
i~ et.1. If the nuclei of all executing prograas are transferred 
to tte rece1v1ng field before it is exhausted• the remaining 
port1cn of the field will be set to tlanks • 

To access the Run Structure Nucleus cf one particular executing 
program. CT.ACVERB should be set to c~e and the job number of the 
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program should be contained as a twerty-four bit binary value in 
CT.3. If CT.l contains zero, the nucleu~ of the reQuesting 
program will be returned. If tte nucleus of the program 
specified ty CT.3 is rot in memory fer an~ reason, the receiving 
field will be set to ~ffFfff~ ana filled with blanks and a 
self-relative valu.e of one will be returned in 
RS.REINSTATE.~SG.PTR. 

When reading the IOAJ• if CT.AOVERB is set to zero• CT.3 ~ill be 
used as an offset into the IOAT and the remaining portio~ of the 
table will he transferred, up to the limtt specified in CT.t. 
1 he " a l u e o f C T. 3 11 a y be z er o • o f c o u rs e, a· n c:! t h e e n t i re t ab l e 
may be transferred. If CT.ADYER0 is set .to one, CT.l will he 
assu1ed to contain the twenty•four bit bi~ary value of a file 
number associated with a file which the program currently has 
open. All of the IOAT entries whict follow the associated entry 
may be transferred• depending upon t~e value contained in CT.t. 
If the file is not open or is not present in 11e111ory for any 
reasor1 ;rrrFFF~ will be transferred, the remainder of the 
rece1~1n9 field will be set to blcr.ks and ~S.REINSTATf.MSG.PTH 
will be s~t to a self-relative value of one. 

If CT.ADVERB is set to a value of twc when reacing the IOAT• the 
low-crder twelve bits of CT.3 will be assumed to contain a 
Port/Chanrel/tr.it combination in the following for•at: 

Eits 12 - lit 
Eits 15 • 18 
Bits 19 - 23 

Port 
Ctiannel 
Ur it 

The MCP will scan the !OAT for the entry a~iociated with the 
specified unit and will return t~at ~ntry plus all subsequent 
entries up to the limit of the IOAT er that speeified in CT.1. 
If ~~e specified unit is not present in the IOAT, the HCP will 
set the receiving field to ~fFffff~ followed by blanks and will 
set R~.REINST~TE.MS(.PTR to a self-relative v~lue of one. 

CT.VERB 
CT.CBJECT 
CT.#DVERB 

56 
FILE 
BIT 
0 
1 
2 
l 
4-5 
6-7 

NUMBER 

REPORT TO USEF ON PARITY 

RESULT H"SK FIELDS. PRESENT 

RELATIONAL OPERATOR 
() EQUAL lC 
1 GREATER THAN 
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CT .. 1 
CT.2 
CT.3 
CT.4 
CT.S 
CT.f 
CT.7 

Cl. VERB 
CT.CBJECT 
CT.IDVERB 

tt.1 
CT.2 
CT.3 
CT. ti 
CT.5 
CT.6 
CT.7 

2 NOT LES THAN :C> 
8-to SELECTION CON[ITION 

O NEXT 
l PRIOR 
2 FIRST 
3 LAST 
4 NEXT AT 
5 CURHENT 
6 AT 
7 RANDOM 

11 
LENGTH Of RESULT MASk 
ADDRESS OF RESULT MISK 

STRLCTURE NUMBER 
KEY ~OOffESS 
KEY LENGTH 

57 
FILE NUMBE~ 
BIT 
0 REPORT TO 
1 REPORT TO 
2 

USEl1 ON EOF 
USEfi ON PARITY 

=> 

3 Rt:SULT HASK flELDS PRESENT 
4-5 
6-7 RELATIONAL OPERATOR 

0 £QUAL T (] 
1 GREATER THAN. 
2 NOT LESS THAN C > . I => 

a-10 SELECT ION CONl:ITION 
0 NEXT 
1 PRIOR. 
2 f IRS l . 
3 LAST 
4 NEXT Al 
5 CURRENT 
6 AT -; RA~OOH 

11 
LENGTH OF RESULT MA~K 
~DDRESS Of RESULT "4A SK 
LOGICAL RECORD lENGl~ 
l 0 G I C Al R £ C 0 RO ADDRESS 
STR~CTURE NUMBER 
KEY AOORESS 
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Cl.VENB 
CT.OBJECT 
Cl.AD\IERB 

CJ.I 
CJ.2 
~1.3 
CI. 4 
CT.5 
Cl.6 
CT.7 

CT.VERB 
CT•OBJECT 
CT.ADVERB 

c1.1 
CT.2 
CT.3 
CJ.4 
CT.5 
Cl.6 
CJ.7 

CT.VERB 
Cl.OBJECT 
tT.#DVERB 

CT. t 
CT.2 
CT.3 
CT.le 
CT.5 
CT.6 

58 
FILE NU~BER 
BIT 
0 REPORT TO USER ON EOF 
1 REPORT TO USER ON PARITY 
2 
3 RESULT MASK FIELDS PRESENT 
4-11 
LENGTH or RESULT ~#Sft 
ADDRESS or RES~LT ~#SK 

LOGICAL RECORD LENEl~ 
LOGICAL RECORO AOO~ESS 
STRUCTURE NUMBER 
KEY ADDRESS 

59 
FILE NUMBER 
BIT 
0 
1 REPORT TO USER ON PARITY 
2 
3 RESULT ~ASK FIELDS PRESENT 
4-11 
LENGTH Of RESULT ~#SK 
ADDRESS or RESULT ~ASK. 
LOGICAL RECORD lEN(lfi 
LOGICAL RECORD ADD~ESS 
STRUCTUR£ NUM9ER 
KEY ADDRESS 

60 
FILE NUMBER 
BIT 
0 
t REPORT TO USER ON PARITY 
2 
3 RESULT MASK FIELDS PRESENT 
,._ 1 t 
LENGTH Of ~ESULT MA~K 
ADDRESS or RESULT ~#SK 

STR~CTURE NUMBE~ 
KEY ADDRESS 
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e CT.7 

CT.VERB 
CT.CBJECT 
CT.JIO'IERB 

CT.l 
CT.2 
CT.~ 

CT.4 

61 
FllE 
BIT 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4-5 
G-7 

NUMBER 

REPORT ro USE~ ON EOF 
REPORT ANO RElU~N TO USER ON PARITY 
REPORT AND REIURN TO USER CINCOMPLETE I/OJ 
RESULT MASK fIELO PRESENT 

CT.~ LENGTH IN BITS OF RESULT MASK FIELD 
Cl.6 EASE RELATIVE ADDRESS OF RESULT MASK FIELD 
RE1~STATE.H5G.PTR 

C GOOD REAO 
1 END Of FILE 
2 IIO ERROR 
3 INCOMPLETE I/C 

CACDITIO~Al ITEMS FOR FILE STAllS OE~INED IN THE SEQUENTIAL 
FILES DESIGN SPECIFICATION) 

CT.vnrn 
CT .. OBJECT 
cr • .aovurn 

c1.1 
CT.2 
CT.3 

CT .. 4 
CT .,.5 

62 
FILE 
AI T 
0 
1 
2 
3 

" 
s-11 

NUMBER 

REPORT TO USEF GN £Of 
REPORT ANO RflURN TO USER ON PARITY 
REPORT ANO RE1URN TO USER CINCOHPLETE I/OJ 
RESULT MASK FIELD PRESE~T 
ACCESS TYPE 
0 SEQUENTIAL C~EXTJ 
1 RANDOM CAT KEYJ 

LOGICAL RECORD BIT LE~GTH 
LOGICAL RECORD BASE RELATIVE BIT ADDRESS 
ACTUAL BINARY DISK "EY FOR RANDOM OR DYNAMIC 
FILES CSUPPLIEO BY lSER; NOTHING If IN 
SEQUENTIAL MOO£) 

LENGTH IN BITS OF RESULT MASK FIELD 
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CT.6 BASE RELATIVE ADDRESS OF RESULT ~ASK FIELD 
REI~STAlE.HSG.PTR 

0 GUOO REAO 
l END OF FILE 
2 I/O ERROR 
3 INCOMPLETE I/C 

CACDITIO~AL ITEMS FOR FILE STAl~S DEFINED JN THE SEQUENTlAL 
FILES DESIGN SPECIFICATION> 

CT.~ER8 
CT.CBJECT 
CT.~OVERB 

63 
FILE 
BIT . 
0 
1 

NUMBER 

REPORl TO USE~ ON EOF 
REPORT ANO RElURN TO USER ON PARITY 

2 
3 

REPORT ANO RElURN TO USER CINCOMPLETE I/0) 
RESULT MASK FJELD PRESENT 

CT.1 
CT.2 
CT.~ 

CT.It 

4 

5-11 

ACCESS TYPE 
0 SEQUENTIAL C~EXTl 

t RANDOM CAT ~EY) 

LOGICAL RECORD dIT LEhGTH 
LOGICAL RECORD B-SE RELATIVE BIT ADDRESS 
ACTUAL BINARY DISK ~EY FOR RANDOM OR OYNAHlC 
FILES CSUPPLIED BY lSERi NOTHING Ir IN 
SEQUENTIAL MOOE) 

CT.5 LENGTH IN BITS OF RESULT MASK FIELD 
CT.6 SASE RELATIVE ADDRESS OF RESULT HASK FIELD 
REl~STAlE.HSG.PTR 

0 GOOD REAO 
t END Of FILE 
2 I/O ERROR 
3 INCOMPLETE I/C 

CADDITtONAL· ITEMS FOR FILE STAllS OErINEO IN THE SEQUENTIAL 
FILES OE~IGN SPECIFICATION) 

lHE REWRITE COMMUNICATE Will BE ESSENTIALLY THE SA~E AS 
lHE hRITE, BUT WILL HAYE A OISTJNCT MEANING IN LOGICAL l/O 

CT.VERB 64 
tT"CBJECT FILE NUMBER 
CT.JDVEl18 BIT 

0 REPORT TO USE_, ON EOF 
1 REPORT AND RElURN TO USER ON PARITY 
2 REPORT ANO REI URN TO USER CINCOMPLET£ I/O > 
3 RESULT MASK FJELD PRESENT 
4 ACCESS TYPE 

0 SEQUENTIAL OcEX T> 
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CT.1 
CT.2 
Cl.3 

1 RANDO~ CAT KEY> 
s-11 

ACTUAL BINARY DISK ~EY FOR RANDOM OR DYNAMIC 
FILES <SUPPLIED BY lSER; NOTHING IF IN 
SEQUENTIAL MODE> 

CT.~ LENG~H IN BITS Of RESLLT MASK FIELD 
CT.6 BASE RELATtVf ADDRESS or RESULT MASK FIELD 
REINSTATE.H~G.PTR 

0 _GOOD READ 
1 ENO or FILE 
2 I/O ERROR 
3 · INCOMPLETE l/C 

CACDITIO~Al ITEMS- FOR FILE STAllS DEflNEO. IN THE SEQUENTIAL 
FILES DESIGN SPECIFICATION) 

CT.VERB 
CT.CBJECT 
CT.ADVERB 

CT.1 
CT.2 
CT.3 

CT.It 

65 
FILE NUMBER 
BIT 
0 REPORT TO USEF ON EOF 
1 REPORT A~O RElURN TO USER ON PARITY 
2 REPORT AND RElURN TO USER CINCOHPLETE 
3 RESULT MASK FIELD PRESENT 
4 ACCESS TYPE 

0 SEQUENTIAL CNEX T> 
1 RANDOM CAT KEY> 

s-11 
LOGICAL RECORD BIT LENGTH 
LOGICAL RECORD BJSE RELATIVE ~IT ADDRESS 
ACTUAL BINARY DISK ~EY FOR RANDOM OR DYNAMIC 
FILES CSUPPLIEO BY lSER; NOTHING If IN 
SEQUENTIAL MODE> 

CT.5 LENGTH lN BITS Of RESULT MASK FIELD 
CT.E 9AS£ REL-JIVE ~DDRESS OF RESULT ~ASK FIELD 
REI~STATE.M5G.PTR 

0 GOOD READ 
1 END Of FILE 
2 1/0 ERROR 
3 INCOMPLETE I/C 

I/O) 

CADOITIONAL ITEMS FOR FILE STATlS DEFINED IN THE SEQUENTIAL 
FILES DESIGN SPECIFICATION> 

CT.\IERB 
CT.CBJECT 
CT ... DVERB 

66 
FILE NUMBER 
Bl T 

nrnn 

! 
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CT.1 
CT.2 
CT'.. 3 
CT.4 
CT.5 
CT.E 

CT.VERB 
CT.OBJECT 
CT.-DVERB 

CT.t 

CT.2 
CT.3 

·· .. " 

0 
1 
2 
3 

4-11 

REPORT AND RElURN TO USER ON EOf 
REPORT ANO RElURN 10 USER ON PARITY 
REPORT AND RETURN TO USER ON INCOMPLETE 1/0 
LENGTH AOORESS PART IS PRESENT FOR THE RESULT 
MASK 

LOGICAL RECORD BIT LENGTH 
LOGICAL RECORD BASE RELATIVE BIT ADDRESS 
RANDOM FILE ACTUAL BI~ARY KEY 

LENGTH IN BITS OF RESULT MASK 
BASE .RELATIVE ADDRESS or RESULT MASK FIELD 

61 
FILE.NUMBER 
01 T 
0 
1 
2 
3-11 

REPORT.FILE.~ISSlNG 
REPORT.FILE.LOCKED 
REPORT. EXCEPTION (SECURITY ERRORS> 

CTHE OPEN TYPE IS 1-KEN FROM THE FPS.ADVERB AND 
FPB.EXPANOEO.ADVERB FIELDS) 
LENGTH Of USERCOOEJPA~S~ORD FIELD 
Clf OPE~.ON.BEHALF.Ofl 

BASE RELATIVE ADDRESS OF USERCODE/PASSWORD FIELD 
OPEN STATUS - RESER~ED FOR THE SMCP TO KEEP TRACK 
Of W~ERE TO RESUME IF THE ENTIRE OPEN CANNGT BE 
COMPLETED .. 

zmzz r ·N 
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A 1essage QLeue system has existed i~ MCP II since 1973. This 
section describes the current Queue im~le•entation and the 
interfaces between the Queue system ire other ·syste• software. 

Jhe word ~~ueue" as used in this document, 1ost often refers to 
the actual data structure 111aintained by :the operating· s.yste11. 
f~is data structure is used as a means of inter-process 
cc1•urication. Queues may have various •ttrihutes just as files 
do. For exa•ple1 ~ueues 1ay have t~o ten-c·h~racter names• user 
coµnts1 message counts• and so forth. The data structure is used 
to addres~ a list of messages. This list ray be empty. A Queue 
u~er 1ay add to the b~ck or remove from the t~ont of this list. 
The Q~eue may he shared -- o~e nr mere processes may put messages 
in the list and one or 111ore processes n:ay ·remove messages. Only 
the ~CP may access the data struct~re directly. User progra~s 
must ~se ether mechanisms, which are constructed from this data 
structure• such as Qu~ue Files or Re1ote Files. 

The design of the data structure (figure a-11 was strongly 
affected by t~e need to reduce the S-memory needs of queues. 
Reusable structures like messa~e buffers and message descriptors 
are pcol~d for the use of the whole cueue system. The me•ory 
spac~ used ty e~pty message buffers :and ·descriptors is not 
auto•atic~lly returned to t~e system. The Queue iaplementation, 
rat he ,, ; re ta i n s t ti:·e m for l ate r u s e • Th i s res u l. t s i n qui ck er 
allocation when this space is reQuired again and in less 
disturbance c1 the working set of tte code in the system. Since 
Queue files a~d Remote files are unblocked• their FIB's need not 
have buffers. This minimizes the amount of memory required to 
contain the FIB. 

A Que~e File Family may consist of a waximum of 1023 Queues• each 
havi~s the saAe first name or MFID and the same attributes. A 
Queue file Farily is shown diagra1~atically ir figure B-2. A 
user program may REAO a message fro• c~e of the individual Queues 
in the fanily or it may request a message from any Queue in the 
fa1ily. On a WRITE operation~ ho~ever• the individual family 
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. 9 membef' must be specified. 

:, '~ 

If incividual Queues of a Queue file Fa~ily are to be addressedr 
the irdividual mell'ber must t:e specifiec by. an crdinal numberr or 
keyr 1uch like Switch files in certair languages. A key of zero 
specified on a Read of a Queue file fandly iseans that the user 
will accept a ll'essage from any of tte individual Queues which 
comprise the family. 

For a given Queuer the Queue n~mer maxim~• lengthr point~rs to 
first and Last messagesr etc• are stcred in the Queue Descriptor. 
The aescriptor must be in memory curing the existence of the 
Queue. Users of the Queue are giver "Q-keys"r which ser~e as 
p~intrrs to the Queue Oescriptorr Mhen the Queue File is opened 
and t~e user ~as specified the desired attributes of the ·Queue. 
Fer a Queue Filer the Q-key is stored in •the fi Le's FIS. It the 
Queue is empty, the 360-bit descriptor is the only memory 
structure dedicated solely to the Queue. 

Messages stored in a queue may resice on disk or in memory. At 
Queue creation. an area of system ~isk is obtained for the Queue 
large enough to hold Q.~AX.MESSAGES cf size Q.HAX.HESSAGE~SIZE. 
These t~o attributes are normally specified by the user. A Queue 
specified to cont•in a •aximum of 25~ messages• each ~f a maximum 
size cf 200 bytes will recuire 255 •<C200+179l DIV 1801 or 510 
disk segmentsr where DIV denotes an Integer Divide operation. 
The required disk space wil.l be allccatdd w~en the Queue is 
opened• prior to the time it is actLally req~ired. This i~ done 
to mirimize the proc~ssing required to store the m~ss~ge on disk. 
Users who ha~e minimal amoonts cf disk s~orage available ~ay 
contrcl the a•ount that is teouired by Queu.e~ by manipulating 
Q.HA~.~ESSAGES~ The disk space ttat is allccated to Queues is 
not lccked, fn' 'the directory. If the system fails while Queues 
are ~~tj~~~ the d.isk is returned to the available list during the 
ensuirg Clear/Start operation~ Disk is always allocated to 
Ou~uesr even if sufficient fflemory is available to ctintain the 
eaxi•um number of messaqes• 

• -~ J • 

Queue messages are written to disk wt.en a message being put into 
a QYEue makes the count of wessaqes in memory equal to the 
attritute Q.BlFFERS. When this sit~ation occurs. a disk ~rite 
operation on the last messaqe if. memory in the Queue is 
iritiated. Tt>is will make one of tt.e buffers available for an 
ensuirg insertion in the Queue. ltlere is one exception to this 
[. 
'. 

1 
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e state1ent. The disk Write operat;or \oill not be initiated by the 
Queue routines if the attribute Q.ELFFERS is equal to or greater 
than the attritute Q.MAX.MfSSAGfS. In this case• messages 
associated with the Queue may orly be written to disk by the 
Memory ~anagement routines. T~e Menory Manage~ent routires may 
write Queue 1essages to disk anyti1e me~ory is reQuired in the 
systen. This ensures that Queue '-essages will not fill memory to 
the pcint where thrashing occurs. 

•· 

When a user removes. or REAOs, a message from a Queue the first 
message in the Queue is transferred tc his Rur Structure and the 
next message in the Queue is exa1ined to determine if it is on 
disk. If it is-" a look-ahead disk ~Ead operation is initiated to 
minimize the time that the user will have to w~it for delivery of 
the next Queue message. 

the 110 descri~tors that are used for the disk Read and Write 
operations just described reside ir the Queue file's fIB. For 
each aode of use• input or output, a progra• openinq a Queue File 
is given one 1/U descriptor. A file opened input and output ts 
given two l/O descri~tors. I/O descriptors are shared among all 
members of a Queue File Family• sc that r.o Queue File FIE will 
ever contain more thar two I/O descriptors. 

The method of storing messages in the cueue is by means of a 
linkec list of Message Descriptors. Each Message Descriptor CMOJ 
consjsts of an 60-bit system descriptor and two link fields, for 
a tctal of 128 bits each. The syste~ descriptor actually 
describes the message text, accord1r:~ to normal HCP.conventions. 

lo reduce checkerboarding• MD's are allocated in blocks of ten. 
Assigriing a ~essa9e Oescr1ptor to a message is accomplished by 
searcting the blockCsl of ten for an available MO. If none are 
-~ai~able• ~emory space tor an additional block of te~ is 
obt~ired ~ia a call on the Memroy ~anagemert routines. The 
blocks of Message Descriptors are surveyed periodically to 
consolidate and returr unused blocks tc the system. At least one 
block is retained as long as any Gue~es exist. 

If a cueued message is in memory, tte memory area which cont~ins 
the message is known as a ~essaqe Buffer CMn>. The ~L.TYPE field 
in t~e ~emery link which descrites the area will be set to a 
uniQue value which denotes a Message Buffer. ~o Queue will ever 
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, h a v e m o r e t h an Q • El U fr E R S m e s s a g e s i n 111 e " o r y a t ;i n y - t i m e ,. 
including those messages which are ir tran~it between memor~ and 
disk. Actually, since the Memory Mar29ement routines are ca~able 
of writing Queue mess~ges to disk anc removing them tro• memory,. 
the (ueue routines c~nnot ouarant~e that ary messages will be in 
•emory at any given time. 

In addition to attributes common to all files, the user may 
specify two ~ttributes whose interpretation ha~ meaning for Queue 
Files only: 

t. ~.MAX.MESSAGES - the maximum rLwter of sessages a Queue can 
store• at whict toint it is considered full <maximum 1023>. · 

2. Q.FAM1LY.~IZ£ the. number cf sub-aue~es in a Queue File 
family <maximum 1023). 

In addition• Q.BUFFERS as descrited in the foregoing may be 
specified by the BUFFERS file attribLte- Thus, .the user may have 
some control ever the number of wess~ges that •ay be contained in 
memory at any given time. In the CCBOL Language,. a Queue file 
Declaratjon may app~ar as: 

SELECT HY.Q ASSIGN TO QUEUE • 
• 

• 
FC MY.Q VALUE Of Q.MAX.~ESSAGES IS 20 

RESERVE 3 ALTERNATE AREAS. 
01 MY.Q.BLF PIC xceo>. 

SELECT MY.Qff ASSIGN TO QUfUE • 
• 
• 
• 

FD MY.QFF FILE CONTAINS 3 QUEUES 
VALUE OF Q.~AX.MESSAGES IS 10 
RESERVE 2 ALTERNATE AREAS. 

01 MY.QFF.BUF PIC xceol. 

· . 

If a Queue file family is opened, t~e same attributes apply to 
every •e•ber individually. In ~Y.Cff above• for exa•ple, all 
three members may hold ten messages• each having a •aximum of two 
in •errcry. 
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The ~ame assigned to a Queu~ File is specifed by the u.ser as the 
MFIO/FIO ~ombination. For a Q~eue file family• the MFIO is 
specified by the user and is tcken to be the first ten 
characters. and an FID .is synthesizec fro~ the member nu•ber for 
each queue in the family. The first member of HY.QFF would he 
named •MY.Qff /100000001". 

When a Queue File is opened• the MCP compares the 20-character 
name with the names of all Queues ctirrently in existence. If a 
Queue of that name if found• the operer is lirked to the existing 
queue and tte Queue's user count is inciemerted. If the Queue 
do~s rot _exist• a new Queue is created with the attributes 
provided by the rre. Queue attritute binding occurs wh~n the 
Queue is first created• hy the first protess to open the -Queue 
File. J.f two programs share a Queue Ce.g., both agree on the 
name), the first program to open ihE shared Queue file bin~s the 
attritutes. 

Blockirg of records-is not allowed ir Queue files. The Record 
Size att~ibute determines the upper limit on the length of a 
message ~hich may be ~tored in a oue~e file. 

Queue file logical I/O operaticrs ~re rath~r simple . and 
straightforward. As mentioned previously, all Queue Files must 
be untlocked. Truncation or blank fill may occur. depending upon 
the size of the user's work area and the size of the message 
being •oved, exactly as is done on all other logical 1/0 
operations on ElOOO syste1s. The user may re:~ouest that three 
aifterent exception conditions .be reported to him on all Queue 
file lcgical I/O operations. These three cc:nditions are.- in 
COBOL syntax: 

··:.': .. 

1. ON ENC ... OF-FILE 

2. ON E )IC EP l I 0 N • and 

3. ON INCOMPLETE-IO. 

Qn.PEIO operations, ENO~or-FILE is reported to the user when the 
Qu~~e file is empty and n~ progra1 exists which has the Queue 
openea for output. EXCEPTION is re~crted on Queue file families 
only and on RE~O operations only. anc actually d~notes an invalid 
key iassed c~ the READ t~ speci1y the desired family me1ber. 
INCOHFLETE-10 is repcrted if the QuEue is empty but prograes 
still exist which have the Queue opened for cutput purposes. All 
three conditions are reported only if requested• of course. 
failure t~ recuest that ENO-OF-FILE er EXCEPTION be reported will 
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be considered a program error if either condition occurs and the 
program will be disco~tinued. 

The precise meaning of EQF on REAO is that Ca>·the last ·writer on 
this Cueue has closed his Queue Fite and Cb> the Queue is empty. 
£Of is tteateci as a pseudo-message ir the Queue_. That is ... when 
the last ~essage has been tead from the Q~eue Fite... the File 
still e~ists and act~ally remairs "rot empty" for WAIT purposes. 
A subseQuent READ will result. in the ECF branc~ being taken. The 
Queue is then empty,. but still in ECF status ... so if yet a.nother 
READ is issued on the Queue File,, tt:e reader will again ta~e the 
tor branch. EOF can be cleared by eit~er the.reader ·closing and 
reopering· the file or.by the openins of the Queue by a new 
writer. 

READs t~ specific •embers of a Cueue File Family are treated 
exactly like READs on single Queue Files. A~ unspecific READ on 
a Queue Fi le family will returr ECF only if all members .of the 
ramil~ are at EOF Ci.e ..... empty,, no writers).· When the .. last 
w r i t e r . el o s e s any member Que u e. of a .- Qf r,, t he - event 
Q .• WRllE.ti~CURRED will be caused for the Qff; ~his will put a 
r.eader in the- f;EAOY.C: when it WAITS on thfs event. 

A HE~s•GE COlNT c~~municate c~eratcr is .iwplemented to enable 
user ~rograms to determine if any messages are present in the 
Queue Files they are usinq. This functic.r i~ described in a 
later paragraph. A MESSAGE COUNT cc11unicate issued for a Queue 
that is marked as being at ENO~or-FILE will show the EOF status 
as a ~seudo-message - the count for that particular Queue file 
will be one •ore than the count of real 1essa9es. When the 
reader executes a specific READ on tte me~ber Queue which is at 
EOf• the EOF branch will be taken. lhe next MESSAGE.COUNT will 
sho~ the member Queue as containing ~o message~. Another READ on 
the •ember will resul.t in the EOF brarch bein~ taken a9ain~ as is 
done for a single Queue File. 

On Queue· .. .,R!TE operations• ENO"'."OF-FlLE is not defined ard will 
never oct~~~ EXCEPTION has the satE m~aning as it does for READ 
operatio~h ~ it denotes an invalid key condition on Queue· File 
Fa•ilies only. ··INCOMPLETE-IO wilt be reported,. if requested,. 
when the Queu~ is full and th~re is ro space availabl~ to store 
the •essage ttat is being written. If no INCOMPLETE-IO report i1 
rq~~~ted and th~ Queue is full when ~ WRITE riccurs" the progra• 
,,, &-.is pended ~11ti l space is avai lablE in the Gueue. 

As •entioned previously, when a lo~ical I/O r~quest is directed 
to a tueue file family,. . a key must te includec to identify the 
specific Queue in the faaily to which the cperation is directed. 
This is similar to Switch files in the SOL Language. Family 
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me•bers are numbere~ logically fro1 one to r. Giving a key of 
zero on a READ is defined as an unspecified read. The ·•embers 
will be searched, be9innin9 with nutter one, ·and the first Queue 
me•ber found not empt·y will be read. A ke) of- zero on a write is 
inval"id. 

)ElJl!~ ID Jlii IUf Df J ~Y~Yf EIL~ 

Writirg to the top of a Queue file is alloweA in the HCP though 
it may or •ay not be allowed in a given 'language. A message 
written to a oueue file riormally gees to the bottom of the Queue 
though sose r~re occurrences in ap~licaticns may require the 
converse. lhis capability· is invoked in the com•unicate 
operatio~ by setting bit 7 of Cl.AOVERE. 

This co•municate operatio~ returns the count of ~essages in the 
Queue Fil~ specified. If a Queue File family is specified, the 
count of each member will be re~urnec in an array Cmember .bne in 
the first position, member two in the secood, ·etc.), up to the 
limit of the result field. Counts will be returned either in 
deciaal <COBOL "PlCTUPE 999"> or hinary (SOL "BITC24l"> depending 
on the value cf the first bit of Cl.IOVERB. This operation •ay 
not .be i1ple•ented in all languages. 

For11a t: 

·. __ 

'"'' 

.CT. VERB 
CT.OBJECl 
CT.AOVERT3 BIT l 
CT.1 
c1.2 

48 CHEX ;no•> 
rile Number 
Decimal fcr1at results if true 
Result field length in bi.ts 
Result fiel~ address 
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Writer FIB •••••••••••••••• 
* Dewice=Queue • 
* • 

*************••• 
• Device=Queue * .. 
• 

.. 
* ................. Queue Descriptor *******••······· • Q f(EY Q KEY * **************** * Q.LABEL="~Y.Q• * 

* Q.MAX.MESSAEES=lO * 
* Q.HSG.COU~T=3 * 
* Q.BUFFERS=2 * 

................... 
• Read * 
•IO Qescriptor• 
**************** 

• Q.NOJ.f ULL=TRUE • 
* Q.NOT.E~PlY=TRUE * 

• Write • 
-->•IO Descriptor * 
I **************** 
I f 

--~----~--- I 
-------------~·->• Q.f IRSl * I I 
I ------·>• Q.LASl * I I 
I I *•****************~** I I 

I 1------------------------------------ I I 
1 ~Dl MD2 HD3 v 

* IN S·Me•ory * • On Disk .. • In P~ocess Out • . . 
•••••••••••••••<---·•••••••••••••••c----••••••************ 

I 
I 

M'B V 
****************** 
* "flRST MES5AGE * 
• TEXT" * ................... 

MB 

····~············· * "T~IRD MESSAGE •<--
* TEXT• • 
****************** . ......................... . 

* System Disk .. 
************************ .. ............................ 

-----~>• •SECOND MESSAGE TEXT"* 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
* "THiRD MES> ••••••••• •<---
**********************'* 
* • 
************************ 

Fjgurt 8-1: Two Programs Co~•unicatirg in a Queue file Called •MY.Q~. 
The Queu~ contains three 1essages. 
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**************************** 
* "~Y.QFF" * 
* FJE.MYUSE = [NPUT/OUTPUl * 
* FJB.Q.FAMILY = TRUE * 
* fIB.Q.FAHILY.SlZE. = 3 * 
**************************** 
* Q.KEY 1 * 

* Q.KEY 2 • 
**********************fr***** 
* Q.KEY 3 fr 
*******************fr******** 
* READ IC DESCR * 
**************************** 
* WRITE 10 DESCR * 

;,;; ih'"ftitl.iit"hY'tW#ie' i Vtiitfit-+ ... ... f .. bin. :tPitW b .. t'f'Mrt"iti &ltritfitt' rtfe?ti5ii:itt,ttb»ief#' . " 
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************fr******** 
* "HY.Off" * 
* •11oooocoo1 * 
* Q.BUff ERS = 2 * 
•· Q.HAX.MESSAGES=lO * 
* Q.MSG.CT = 0 * 
********************* 
* FIRST * LAST * 
***************fr***~* 

********* ** * **********·. .. "HY.Qff" • 
* "##OCO<l<l002 .. 
* Q.BUFFERS -- 2 fr 

* Q.MAX.HSG.CCUNT=10 • 
* Q.HSG.Cl = 1 * HD 
****fr***fr******fr****** ******fr******fr 

* FIRST * LAST • * * 
**************•******* *****fr***fr**** 

***•******************** 
* "HY.Qff" * 
* "1100000003 fr 

* Q.Bl.iffERS = 2 * 
* Q."4AX.HSG.CCUNT = 10 fr 

* Q.t4SG.C1 = 2 * MC MD 
*~****************fr*-A*fr* *******•••**'*** *****tt*tt***** 
* FIRST * LAST * * * fr 

*************•********** *************** ****fr*******fr 

Figure 8-2: A Queue-file. fa•ily with three members • 
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Another means of acconplishing inter-process c~••unication'is the 
lntsr·Progra• Communication Module• first. i•Ple•ented in ~he 9.0 
software to satisfy the requiremert• of the ANSI 1 74 COBOL 
Language. According to the speci ficctions of that language, the 
facility provides synchronous CALL and EXIT verbs~ as well as a 
shared da·ta i1q:lementation. The mccule provi:des a faci lfty to 
transfer control from one program tc another and the ability for 
both programs to have access to t~e same data items. The ·names 
of tte prograws to which control is tc be passsed may or may not 
be known "at compile time. Additionatly• this module provi~es the 
atility to determine the av~ilability of mew~ry for the program 
to which control is being passed. 

fhe definition of a •Run Unit" is ~ritical to the implementation 
of the £All/CANCEL mechanism d~scribed ir the ANSI 1 74 COBOL 
specifications. The execution of any p~ograa via an EXECUTE 
contrcl instruction does not establish a Run Unit. A Run Unit is 
established only whef"I an executed protjram initiates a~other 
program via the CALL communicate. That call~d progra• is now a 
•ember -0f the ~un Unit associated ~ith the progra• that was 
originally execut~d. Similarly, any program called by a progra• 
withir the Run Unit becomes part of that Run Unit and remains in 
that Run Unit until terminated or caf"lcelled. A job cannot be a 
memb~r of more thaP one run unit. The following figure 
represents seven programs CA - Gl which_ have been called within a 
run urdt. 

Ptevious ---.-> 
i>ath · 

:.· ·' 
0 

• 
• 

f 

• 

• 
• 

A CA wa~ Executed) 
I 
I <---- Current Path 
B 

. ' 
\ 
c 
I 
I 

G· E 

Th~ connecting links are generated by and.represent the last used 
path, af"ld the link exists until a returr CEXIT PROGRAM) is 
acco1plished. Once a called. progra1 has been exited co, r, G), 
it re1ains suspended in its currert state. The only p~th that is 
of Interest is the path last traversed. 
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The turrant path is i•portant in crder to theck the valiaity of a 
CALl or CANCEL statement; if a prcgra• tries to CALL or CANCEL 
itself or any of its ~redecessors. the entire run unit will be 
DS'ed. The other l·inks are uni1portant• as any progra• in the 
tun urit can C~Ll or delete other existing programs• with the 
previcusly mertioned exeeptions. or car CALL "ew programs. 

. - . 

If• for example• program '£' cancels progra~ '0' then the Run 
~nit Mould corsist of all of the follching programs and appears 
as: 

A. Unattached 
t Programs 
I f• G 
6 
I 
I 
c 
I 
I . 
E' 

A CALL .to any of these progra~s will result in a transfer of 
contrcl to the existirg state• whereas a CALL to any other 
program. including 'D'• will cause an initi.al state copy to be 
invoked before control is transferrec. The ter•ination• vi.a STOP 
RtN er ABORl• of any program in a Run Unit will result in the 
removal of all programs in that Run tnit fro• •e•ory. 

for those not familiar with the ANSI 1 74 COBOL definltion of 
Iriter·Program Communication. all progra•s ·within a Run Unit 
execute synchrcnoosly. No two ~rograws in a .Run Unit •ay be 
e~ecuting si•ultaneously at any time and conseqoentlY• th•re are 
no prcblems associated with two or mere ptograms contendi~g for 
the use of stared data. Control is passed to a progra• via the 
c~Ll virb. The program which contains the CALL will not be 
allo~~d to execute again until tte called progra• performs an. 
EXIT PROGRAM verb. 

lhl c;lling program may specify ore er mo~e data items to which 
the called program has access. The shared data may be any 01 or 
77 level item described in the calling program This includes 
items whose addresses have been rec.eived through a CALL~ The 
data ite•s may be nameo and d~fined cifferently in each program 
as tcng as the le-ngth of the item re•air.s the sa•e ln each 
progyam. This mecharis• is stricly a "pass ~y name" facility. 
Para•eters cannot be passed by value. Addjtfonalty. storage for 
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the shared data is never ~llocated ir the called program. In 
other words, the addr~ss of the datE• only• is always passed to 
the called pro9ra~~ 

In order to maintain all of the necessary infcrmation regardin9 
the programs which cotprise a Run Unit• several fields wera added 
to the Rur Structure Nucleus• RS.NUCLEUS.~ the field in •emory 
which contairs information about each orogra• that is executing• 
in the 9.C version of the HCP. This fiel~• as it has a!ways 
been. is stiared by the Operating System and the user progra111's 
inter~reter. The following is a list of the fields which were 
added i~ the 9~0 version and a brief description of each. 

Whe~ E job initiates a: CALL• he estatlishes a RUN UNIT. 
Unit is identified by ~is own Cthe criginater•s) job 
RS.RU~.c~11, for any job in the Run Unit, will contain 
nu•ber of ·the progra• ~hich initiatec the Run Unit. 

This Run 
nt.pnber. 
the job 

This field will contain zero for the job that initiated the run 
unit and.· for any i ob i r. the Rt.tr Unit t tiat has done an EXIT 
PROGR~H. For any job that is curr~rtly active in the Run Unit• a 
job that has not done an EXIT, t~is field will contain the job 
number of his caller. 

': . ~ 

This field will contain the absolute address of the 
!PC.DICTIONARY through which parareters will be accessed within 
the calling job's base•limit space. lhe fielc will be zero if 
the cictionary does not exist. ltis is the list of parameters 
that this job will pass. The lPC.CJClIONARY is adjacent to the 
RS.NUtLELS and found only in the callers Run Structure Nucleus • 
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This field will contain the absolute address of the 
IPC.P#RAMETER.LIST. This space will be adjacent to the Run 
Structure Nucleus for any called job that can receive para•eters. 
The IPC.PARAHETER.LIST will be a series of 24 bit fields. The 
first field will contain the nu~ber of para1eters that this job 
is ca~able of receivirg. The rem~itinq fields in the list will 
contain the length in bits of each parameter. This list is built 
only fer the called ~roqram from the !PC.PARAMETER.LIST in the 
calle~ program's ~ode file that is gerera~ed by the compiler. If 
the job cannot receive para•eters, ttis field will contain zero. 

This field will contain the nu~ber of entries in this program's 
1PC Dictionary. 

This fie.ld is used to store the type cf execution that originated 
the jcb. If the job is not an Execute type or a Call typer then 
it ca~not be called. The field can co~tain the following values: 

1 = Execute 
2 :::: Compile and Go 
3 = Compile tor Syntax 
4 = Compile to Library 
5 = Compile and Save 
6 = Go Part of Coirpile and Go 
7 = Go Part of Compile and Save 
a = Call 

E~ .. d~A.t!i j;J.li.B.!!;1.f.lB 30.2 

This fjel~ ~ill contain the name of this program. In the case of 
compilations• denoted by he value cf the previous field• it will 
contain the name of the compiler as well • 
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This field will contain the limit Re~ister of this job's caller. 

This field is a dummy event for 2ry IPC ha~g or suspension of 
execution. If a program is waitirg on RS.IPC.EVENT and is 
currertly passive, which will be indicated by a zero value in 
R~.RUN.UNIT.LINK1 t~e RS.STATUS will be set to a value to 
i~dicate "Waiting to be Called". If th~ program is currently 
a~tive, indicated by a non-zero value in RS.RUN.UNIT.LINK• the 
RS.SlPTUS will be set to a value iroicating "Waiting on called 
progr.am". 

If this boolean i.s true, then at least one CANCEL communicate has 
been issued against this program. ~hen this is true, this 
particular job is effectively no lenser a member of the Run Unit 
snd is waitin~ to be terminated by t~e SMCP. 

It was also necessary to make charges in the Program 
Block~ the two-sector field that is generated by the 
~nd stored in the code file, to accomodate 
imple1entationo A list of th~ f ielcs that have been 
presented below. 

Parameter 
compilers 

the IPC 
added is 

This field indicates the numter of entries in the 
IPt.PIRAMETER.LIST. If this field is not eoual to z~ro, it 
indic2tes to the HCP that this prcgra~ can cnly be called - it 
cao never be EXECUTfd • 
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This field is used to store the relative disk address fn the code 
file cf the lPC.PARAMETE~.LIST. The !PC.PARAMETER.LIST will be a 
series of 24 ti~ fie~ds that contai" the Le"gth in bits of the 
paraaeters that iay 6~ passed to this prog~am with a CALL. 

This field indicates th~ m3ximuw number of parameters to be 
passed by this progra• thro~gh a CALL, which will also be the 
n~mber of entries in the IPC Dictionary. 

It was also necessary to add a field tc the fcrmat of the Program 
Para•eter Block that is used by the MCP after the job is 
schedvled for execution. This fielc, known as PPB.RUN.UNIT~ is 
sixteen bits in Length and is used tc contain the Job number of 
the run unit that this program will tecome a part of. 

The IPC.OICTIONARY is a List of System Descriptors built by the 
program to describe the parameters tc be passed on a CALL. This 
dicticnary will b~ within the soace cefined by RS.IPC.OICT in the 
RS.NUCLElS of the c~lli"g progra•. lhe Length of this dictionary 
is passed in the C~Ll communicate. The Micro HCP will verify 
that the number and length of p~rameters passed match the 
IPC.PPRAMETER.LIST of the called pro£ram • 

~-----------

tNifriW firi&nh , 
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One new communicate cperator was addec to the Operating System to 
accomcdate the IPC implementation. l~is operator is qenera~ed by 
the Compilers to ill'ple!Pent the C'll" CANCEL and EXIT PROGRAM 
v~tbs. It may be hardled ty the ~icro HCP or the SOL. Mer, 
depending upon the circumstances. Its format is presented below 
and i~ the Demand Maragement section. 

CT.VERB 
CT .0·0JEC T 

Cl.ADVERE 

Cl.l 

43 
0 = CALL 
1 = CANCEL 
2 = EXIT PROGRAM CNc EOJ) 
8it 

C - if CALL .. rettirn on NO MEMORY 
1-11 - f'ict used 

Base relative address of a 30 _charact~r 
field that contains the name of the job 
to be called or ~ancelled. 
Number of parameters_ to be pas~ed 

RS.R£I~STATE.~SG.P1H values retur~ec if ~eauested: 

O - Communicate completed as recuested. . 
1 - for CALL• insufficient me1ory to complete the CALL • 

- For EXIT PROGRAM, the pro~ram was initiated by an 
EXECUTE instructior. as opi;csed to a CALL. 

- Not used for CANCEL. 

One of the primary otjectives of the IPC implementation was 
performance. Therefore, as much as pcssible of the IPC fu~ction 
was implemented in t~e ~icro MCP. In the ANSI .,, COBOL 
language• the CALL ard CANCEL ·verbs reouire the specification of 
program names ~ithin the source text. On t~e 81000 system. the 
name of a program may be unknown tc the user when the program is 
compiled, since the Run Unit may be Executed under a Usercode. 

To si1plify the task of associating program names ~ith those 
~pecified by a program in a CALL er CANCEL communicate, a new 
1yste• structure was implemented. # programwatic description of 
the structure .. IPC.RUN.UNIT.LIST .. is presented below 

t· 
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01. !PC.RUN.UNIT.LIST 

mm 

OZ IPC.~UN.UNIJ.NUMBER 
O?. IPC.PGM.NAHE 
02 IPC.PGM.J09.NUMBIR 
02 IPC.PGM.LR 
02 IPC.FORWARO.LINK 

BIJC320), 

811 (16),. 
CH#RC30), 
Bil Cl6)1 
Bil C24)1 
811 C24H 
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IPC~RUN.UNIT.LIST is a linke~ serial list which includ~s all 
mem~ers cf all Run Units. The entries in this list aren't in. any 
particular or~er and are not grc~ped by Run Unit. Th~ SOL 
portion of the HCP is responsible for the management and 
majritainence of all IPC.RUN.UNIT.LISTs. The first 
IPt.RtN.LNIT.lIST is addressed by a iield in the HCP's ~tack. 
Beth the S.HCP and the Micro HCP c~.MCP> acces~ these structures 
for infor11ation. 

The MICRO MCP receive~ all CALL ccm1uricates. Any named j-0b is 
considered a candidate for a CALL by the Micro MCP. Jf the 
requested job is not currently a member of the correct Run Unit .. 
then the CALL request will be transferred from the Micro MCP to 
th~ jOL porticn of the HCP• to ~ake the called program present. 

To determine if the reQuested job is a member of the correct Run 
Unit• the Micro HCP searches the list of R~~ Units• beginring 
with the first• which is addressed ty a field in the HCP stacks. 
Each program that is a member of iry Run Unit will be found in 
the serially link list described by the· !PC.RUN.UNIT.LIST 
structure. 

If the program is oresent1 the Micrc HCP will first examine the 
program's RS.C~NCELEO boolean in its Run Structure Nucleus~ If 
this boolean is true. then this copy of the program has been 
cancelled and a new copy must be initiated. CANCEL operations, 
like ~ ,LL progra• terminatio~ cperaticns do not happen 
i~m~~f~taty. If a new copy must be initiated, the Micro HCP will 
call th• l.MCP to initiate a new copv cf the same program. S.HCP 
o-etations.. upon receiving a CALL ccsmunicate• are described in 
later paragraphs. 

I.f the RS.CA~CELLEO toolean is talse.. then the Micro ~CP checks 
to deter•ine ~hether the called job is active or passive, which 
will be indicated by the RS.RU~.UNIT~LINK field of the Run 
Structure Nucleus. If the job is already active, then some 
theoretically impossible error has occurred and the Micro MCP 
must call the s.HCP so that the Run lrit can be terminated. It 
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'l\i the called program is found tc t:e pass ive1 then the Micro MCP 
~ will rext check to insure that ttie ru~ber of parameters to be 

passedP if anyp agree. This will be indicated by the calling 
program's RS.IPC.OICT fie.ld being eo~al to the called program's 
IPC.PIRAMETER.LIST. 

I';, 

" 

~. ., 

11 the number of parameters de not match, then the Mier~ MCP 
calls the S.MCP for ter•ination of tte run unit.. If the number 
of parameters do agreeP the Micro MCP next cheiks to insure that 
the length specified for each passed parameter is the same in the 
callirg program and the called prcgram. If any of the length 
descriptions are not equal, the ~icrc MCP will call the s.MCP for 
termiration of the entire Run Unjt. 

If parameters are being passedP if the number of parameters is 
eQual and if they all have eQual length attributes• then in the 
callirg ~roqra~•s Run structure Nucleus• the Micro HCP increments 
the ~S.TEMPORARY.FREEZE field• to fix the program in memory and 
sets the .RS.11L'"·UNIT.LINK field to the caller's job number. In 
the Run Structure Nucleus of the called jobP it seis the 
RS.CALLERS.LR field to the limit register of the calling prngram. 
It then hangs the calling program or its RS.IPC.EVENT field and 
sets the caller's RS.STAlUS f ielc to "wai~ing on the called 
progras" and marks the called job •resdy to run". It should be 
noted that it is rot necessary to freeze the calling program in 
memory if parameters ~re not passed. 

Considerirg the case where the callee program is not a member of 
the Pun ~nit and the S.MCP is called upon to execute the 
requested program, whenever the S.MCP receives~ CALL communicate 
~nd usercodes are involvedP it will first search the list of Run 
Unitse using all permutations of the usercoded name• to determine 
if the job exists in the Run Unit urcer a different name. if so• 
the new riame and corresponding infor1ation will be entered into 
the ~un Unit list and control will te returned to the Micro MCP. 
If Usercodes are not involved anc if the name does not exist in 
the R~n Lnit listP tten execution of the job wust be attempted. 

Th~ f.MCP must then determine ttat the reQuested prcgra~ is 
presert on dis~. If not presentP the proqram which issued the 
C~ll will be hung until the reouested program is made present. 
If the reQuested program is present er disk~ the S.MCP must then 
d~ter1ine that there is enough me1ory to execute the requested 
1•11rsm. If there is insufficient •e~ory, The program which 
perfcrmed the CALL may have asked to be notified of this fact. 
If soi the called job will rot be scteduled but the program which 
performed the CALL will be notif ie~ cf the insufficient memory 
condition. If the program which performed the CALL did not 
request to be ~ofitied1 the called ~rogram will be scheduled and 
the calling program will not be allcwed to execute until the 
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• callee program does ar fXII PROGRllH co11111unicate. 

I• I . 

! 
i 
! 

i 
I 

Actually, after the called oro9ra1 reaches eoJ, the S.MCP will 
harig the called program on his own R!.IPC.EVENT with RS.STATUS 
s~t tc "Waitinc to be t~lted" and pot the calling program back in 
the ~.COMM.Q. - Thi• allows the Micrc HCP to cd~plete the CALL 
operation. 

All Espects of the CANCEL a~d EXIT PROGPAM ccmmuriicate opertors 
are handled ty the Micro M.CP. Upon receiving a CANCEL opera~or, 
the ~icro MCP must first determine if the job exists in the Run 
Unit End whetter it is active or ~assi~e. If it is not present 
~~ the progra• is present but its RS.CANCELED boolean is true, 
t~~ request is ignored arld the canc~llin9 job is reinstated. If 
ft is presert and passiv-e• the l'icro HCP will then place the 
specified program in the EXTEPMINAtE.Q• set the RS.CANCELED 
bo~tean and returr control to. the job which issued the 
co-m~njcate. The EXTERM!NATE.Q wilt cause termination of the 
job~ 

A recuest. to CANCEL a job that is toth a mewber of the Ru~ Unit 
and active is~ violatfon.~f the CC~CL specifi~ati.ons and will 
r e s u l t i n t er nd ri a t i o n o·f t h e s n t i r e i; iJ 11 U n i t • · 

If a called jcb issues an EXIT PROG~-.- co11munic.ate operation .. the 
Micro MCP will hang the issuing program or its RS.IPC.EVENT 
field• settin~ RS.STATUS to "Waitirg to be called•, d~crement 
RS.TE~PORARY.ffiEEZE in the Run Structure Nucleus of the Program 
that called the issuing pr.oqra111 and n:ark the calling program 
ready to run. If a program that ~as not called issues the 
communicat~• the co11municate ~ill be ignQred afid control will be 
immediately returned to that pro9ra1. 

1££ ll.B!lbAl.I.Qb .& . .OlUlIHBAll.OI:t.§ 

lf any progra1 in a Run Unit perforrs a STCP ~UN communicate 
operat-0r .. the entire Run Unit will te cancellec and all programs 
in the Run Unit will be.discontinued. Similarly .. if any program 
in t~e ~un Urit terminates abnor1ally• the entire Run Unit will 
~e ~isc-0ntinued. Programs ~ithin i Run Urit may only stop 
executi-0n via the EX!T PROGRAH v~rt. Nor~al termination will 
occur whe~ the progra• that initiat~c the Run Unit terminates. 
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UpGn termination, for any reason, cf any member of a particular 
Run Unit, the s.~CP will immeciately delink all entries 
pertaining to the specified Run Unit from the Run Unit List. 
When the parent of a Run Unit goes tc a norr~l EOJ, then all jobs 
attached to .t~at run uhit will be cancelled. If any job in a run 
u~it is aborted, then the entire rur unit will be aborted. It 
one pro9ram in a Run Unit does a CA~Cfl on another program in the 
same run unit, then t~e cancelled jot must te delinked from the 
run urit and sent to EOJ. 

The transfer of infor•ation between the Micro MCP and the S.MCP 
is accoaplished usirg an existirg 1echarism. This mechanism 
utilizes the Run Structure Nucleus 1ield, RS.M.PR09LEM. All 
insta~ces of such required commuricatioo are shown i~ the 
follcwirg table. The table shows tte value that will be stored 
in the RS.MPROB.P2 · field1 a subfield of RS.H.PR08L£M1 the 
condition that caused the communication and the action that will 
be taken by t~e s.MCP. hhenever sue~ communication is necessary, 
the RS.MPROB.Pl field, also a subfiel~, will be set to a value of 
9, which will indicate the family of ~roblews related to IPC. 

0 

1 

2 

3 

5 

6 

Error Oescri~ticn 

Requested orogr~m not 
not ir mix. 

Number of oaraweters 
do not match. 

Parameter SPECS· 
do not agre~. 

Attempted recursive 
CALL 

~ttempted CA~Cfl 

of predecessor. 

Invalid Com~unicate 
parameters • 

Found requested job 
and RS.CA~CELf[ true 

Required Action 

S.MCP should make 
program present. 

s.MCP will DS entire 
Run Unit. 

S.MCP will OS entire 
Run Unit. 

s.MCP will DS entire 
Run Unit. 

s.MCP will OS entire 
Run Unit. 

s.~CP will DS entire 
Run Unit. 

Terminate s~ecified 
job and make new 
copy present. 
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If a~y member of the Run Unit, regardless of whether the 
specified pro9ram is active or nassi~e is OS-ed, OP-ed, or DM-ed, 
the ertire Run Unit will be dunoed and, if DS-ed or OP-edr 
ter•irated • 

.If~ -'.HHUliAJtl £!H3 .B!JL.L.:!BU 

After the Micro MCP processes an JPC communicate, it will not 
purpcsely 111arlc the appropriate jct: TO.BE.ROLLED.OUT. If the 
s.MCP needs memory• it will follow the nor~al selection process 
in deter1ini~9 a candidateCs) for Rell-out. There will be no 
special consideration given to ~embers of Run Units~ 

Each called program will actually beco•e a TASK associated with 
the originator of the Run Unit. By tecoming a TASK as opposed to 
a nor1al job1 several advantages wilt be realized. 

1) JASKS are not subject to MIX limits ard other scheduling 
constraints. 

2l Jhere will be correspondirg ertri~s ir the SYSTEM/LOG. 

Information passed for the progra1s name in the CALL/CANCEL 
'com•unicate will be subject to the same naming restrictions as a 
file with respect to CS or OP conditicrs, e.g., CALling a program 
~ith ia blank MFIO will result in the termiration of the entire 
Run LH t • 
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